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ABSTRACT 

Using transcribed interviews and background data from prison files, 107 

"targets" of aggressive sexual threats and 45 inmate "aggressors" from New 

York State male prisons are examined. Targets are compared to "non-targets," 

and aggressors are compared to other prisoners. Interview material traces 

the impact of sexual victimization on targets and presents the aggressors' 

viewpoint. Staff handling of the problem is described. 

While some targets and all aggressors were located through availability 

sampling, a random survey was also conducted. This survey found that 28 

percent of prisoners interviewed had been targets of sexual aggressors at least 

once in their institutional career. Only one inmate had been sexually assaulted, 

suggesting that prevalence of prison rape is low relative to othe:r categories 

of harm accompanying sexual incidents: inmates are abused physically, abused 

by threatening or insulting language, or subjected to propositions perceived 

by their targets as threatening. 

Targets, compared to non-targets, t~~d to be young, white, non-violent 

offenders from non-urban areas who have slight builds and have higer rates of 

mental health residency and in-prison suicide attempts. Otherwise, the criminal 

records and social histories of targets resemble those of non-targets. Most 

incidents occur anywhere in the institutions where men congregate, and take 

place within the first 16 weeks of a target's confinement to state prison. 

The 107 targets reported 152 incidents, which were content analyzed to 

describe the target-aggressor interaction. Aggression is often carried out by 

aggressors working together. About half of the incidents resulted in physicru. 

-~~~~- --- --~~.-.-" -~---~~~-------~~~--~----..:------------~---- --------'-'-
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violence and another third contained threats. Diagrammed and grouped, the 

sequences o~ moves in the incidents show patterns of escalation to physical 

violence having as much to do with communication issues as exploitation 

itsel~. Targets carry out a form of violence resembling victim-precipitated 

homicide, rationalizing their behavior by saying it lets others know they 

are II straight" and/or tough and that it deters sexual attacks. Peers and 

staf~ support such attitudes. 

Clinical interviews explored the impact of victimization. Regardless of 

the level of force used in the sexual approach, fear, anger, and anxiety are 

corr~on responses. Personal crises, sometimes accompanied by suicidal thoughts or 

gestures, follow about a third of the incidents. Suspicion and fear can 

alter social relations: some targets isolate themselves while others 

join cliques for protection. White targets, generally confronted with 

blacle aggressors, report the growth of racial hatred. Targets also report 

that victimization leads to lower thresholds for violent behavior and explosiveness. 

Targets'believe that sexual approaches easily lead to rape, their disdain 

of homosexuality, and a lack of acceptable solutions increases the impact 

of their experience. 

Prison rapes ocur when gangs o~ aggressors circumvent security arrangements 

and hold physical control over victims. In these cases, impact is severe. Fear, 

anxiety, suicidal thoughts, social disruption, and attitude changes ~ollow 

homosexual rape: stigma and fear of stigma are major concerns. There is, however, 

little evidence of changes in sexual behavior or patterns of subsequent 

victimization discussed in the literature on the topic. 
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Comparing aggressors to a randomly selected comparison group, subcultural 

hypotheses become plausible explanations i'or sexual aggression. Statistically 

signii'icant dii'ferences are found on the variables oi' age, ethnicity, violent 

disciplinary ini'ractions, and a record oi' juvenile commitment. While not 

dii'i'ering greatly i'rom the comparison group, high percentages oi' aggressors 

have characteristics such as low education and economic levels, childhood marked 

by broken :families headed by ivomen, and records i'or violent ofi'enses. The 

subcult.l.lral thesis thus helps to explain sexual aggression but provides little 

help in separating aggressors i'rom other prisoners. Interview excerpts describe 

group processes motivating sex aggression and aggressors' sexual values supporting 

the activity. 

Prison stafi' know a.bout the victimization problem and take diligent measures 

to control it: vulnerable prisoners are oi'ten offered protective housing. 

So long as this social ecology 'persists, f3exual aggression in its less 

i'lagrant :forms will continue but prevalence of prison rape is unlikely. 
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CHAPTER Ol'm: INTRODUCTION 

Background: Origins of the Dissertation 

I carried out the research for this dissertation under the aegis or the 

proj ect t "Interventions for Inmate S'tU'Vi val. II .A:s a staff member of this grant, 

I enjoyed financ.ial support, and had near absolute access to New York sta.te 

prison records, prison staff, and prisoners. Members of the "Interventions" 

grant shar-ad the methodologr they had employed on previous studies which has 
1 

been adapted for this dissertation. 

In this methodology, clinical and social psychology are applied to prob-

lema experienced by clients of the system. From James Fox, I learned how to 

conduct clinical interviews. From John GibbB, I learned about the systematic 

collection, analysis, and presentation of quanti ta.ti 'Ve data. Hans Toch has 

helped me shape JIIY thematic analysis and written report. 

AI!. part of the "Interventions" grant, r inV!!tstigated the Protection Com-
2 

pany at Attica. Here, I vas able to test and improve my data collection 10-

struments before plunging into this dissertation topic. While some of the 

Attica Protection interviews applied to the dissertation, the real value of 
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starting out in another prison situation than that in Which I conducted the 

research for this study vas the opportunity to learn about prison re-

search in a less sensitive arena than the one I had chosen for the dissertation. 

The Interventions grant was an inquiry into the environmental needs of 

prisoners and the psychological attributes o~ prison environments. Looking at 

ways to match man to environment, the project sought to improve prisoners' 
3 

chances of psychological survival in confinement. The study of seXttal ag-

greasion fit neatly into this grant because some prisoners have a predominant 

need for safety. To the extent that sex aggression makes prison a place of 

fear, targets of sex aggression are plalliiible clients for "intervention for 

inmate survival." 

~~e 8~aff of the New York State Depart,ment of Correctional Services 

enthusiastically supported the Interventions project. C~nera1~y) staft members 

vie'\:led the project a.s an enterprise offering solutions to important problems. 

Consequently, I haye experienced complete cooperation. Staff gave me access 

to all records~ provided private interviewing rooms, and "called out" any pris-

oners and employees I wished to interview. At a seminar held for ooparlment 

staff in Albany, I ha.d the opportunity to report to prison officials some of my 

research findings. 

When the Interventions grant ended, ~ Graduate Research Fellowship from 

the Law Enforcement Assietance Administration supported me for the year it 

took to analyze the data and ",rite the final report. Without this generous 

contribution, the information ve describe here would still be locked in thous-

andn of pages of interview3 and data sheets. 

i __ Eii &A 
& 
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Scope of the Inquiry 

This dissertation explores sexual aggresaion in male prisons. Studying a 

continuum of aggressive beharlor renging from subtle pressure to rapes, ve ex-

emine target responses that range from 8llxiety to murder. We describe two types 
...... 

of men; those who become aggressors and those who become targets. Their ex-

periences are related to the vorld of the prison community. Sexual aggression 

is, thus, placed in its subcultural and administrative context. 

OUr inquiry is limited to sexual 'behavior perceived as threatening and of;.. 

fensive by targets of the aggressor. This approach differs from those of past 
4 

writers who have examined prison homosexuality. At one time, prison research-

ers expounded on the mental health d.mllage presumed to follow from consensual 
5 

prison homosexuality. Their definition of the problem derived from the pers-

pective of the outsider outraged and offended by udeviance II and Ilperversit.y." 

However, we define the social problem :from the perspective of men who experience 

it:' Defining the problem from the ~n.Jpecti ve of troubled inmates leads us to 

extend our research beyond sexun.l assault to the broad continuum of activity 

perceived as aggreasive by its targeta~ When pri30n literature discusses sex 

aggression, it does so with emph&Sb on eaxuftl. assault. Sexu.al assault, ho'W-

ever, is only one f'Ol":lll of sexual aggression in prison. other tjfpes of threats 
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6 
affect more men than those vho are victim2 of prison rape. Incidents talling 

short of completed rapes can cause tangible crisis and breakdown among SUB-

ceptible inmates. Violent reactions result in ~~ging encounters. 

In the modern prison, where custody adra:tnistrstors apply contemporary 

standard.s of inmate security» incidents ot' sexual aaaaul t e.:re lev relative to 

institutions where inmate security is neglected. The problem, ho'Weyer, does 
7 

not end simply by making facilities secure. Our research documents sexual 

victimization short of rape in tems of traUtil.a , breakdown, and personal dis-

ruption. These events occur in a prison system thought of as hanng a "low" rate 

of sexual assault. In this setting, single cells are mandated by state laY, 

and vell-trnined staff carry out effective custodial measures. Yet, seXual 

aggression continues to be a problem. It can be a concern 1n the most "profes-
8 

a1onal" of' prisons. Extending the problem de!'ini tion means 'We axe discussing 

a matter not likely to disappear as the trend to'l-;ard modernization of prison 

systems continues. 

Implications and General Themes 

Sexual aggression, to an extent, characterizes a certain pi'?rcentag.e of all 
9 

erotic encounters in our culture, regardless of race or social class. Ultimately, 

the implications of this study extend to aggressive behaTior and values pre-
10 

vailins throughout our society. As Sykes notes about the prison aggl"essor, 

"Ris perversion is a form of rape and his victim happens to be a man ra.ther than 
11 

a 'W'Oman, due to force ot circumstances." 

;aJCjl;£-====::::W:::::X!il2!W ax ass- ±I I!I!! 
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Prison sexual aggression is unique in that the targets are men. The mascu-

line response to sexual threat brings out signiticent themes relevant to the general 

study of ma.le behavior. The meaning ot homosexual! ty colors and shapes the 

phenomena ve study here. Some stress following victimization can be related' 

to men's perception of the horror Qf appearing homose:x:uaJ.. The intensity con-

nected to the average male t B desire for a masculine image is an issue for 

aggressors and victims. 

Another theme characteristic of this inqui:ry is that o'f violence. The 

study of priscln sexual aggression is a study of violence. To the extent that 

either aggreasors or targets may ~ecome violent, the outcome is related to other 

types of violence caused by interactions rather than original intentions. 

Force escalating beyond the intent of participants ~ problems of communication, 

and responsfes resulting t'rom fear or slighted pride: these are features of 

violent interactions ranging from family quarrels to international warfare~. 

In ~adition to the general concerns of sexuality and violence, our re-

search leads us to the theme of ethnicity. In the prison community, most 

aggressors are black; most targets are \fhi te • 
" . 

Prison sexuaJ. aggression is a case study of inter-racial crime. White racism 

fol1,.:1\fS from or ia re-inforced by the predatory actions of blacks. Fear of 

att,ack. becomes fear of blacks. Why do lrhi tea become targets? Why bla.cks ag-

gressors? What are the effects o'f the racial pattern of victimization? Our 

research must deal with these questions. 

-----------~-.---------.-~--------- ----- ---------------------- -- ---- ~--- -
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Another theme is the contribution of aggression to the meaning of the 

prison experience. To iIll'Llates in a. penitentiary, the :formal structure ot a. 

prison m~ be a thin veneer. The ureal" wrld may come from the infornal 

social environment created by the convict community. Sexual aggression, a 

component of this social environment, exempli:fies the hold informal processes 

have on life in total institutions. 

Definition of Termn 

Sexual Aggression 

Sexual aggression, for the purpose of this research, is defined as be-

havior which leads a man to feel that he is the target of a&gressi ve seXllfJ.1 

intentions. For our purposes, the perception of the target becomes more im-

portent then the objective actions of the ae~s80r in defining the situation. 

This definition is a problem-centered dei'ini tion. We seek to contain within a 

term and subject area behavior which constitutes a psychologically tangible 
12 

problem for men who are the objects of the behavior. 

We view sexual aggression as a continuum marked by different levels of 

attempts to exploit, and different levels of reaction to exploitation. At 

the bottom of the continuum we might see a target imagining aggression from an 

aggressor's overture. At the top we might see the gang rape. Along this conti-

nuum, any incident of aggression is created as much by the interaction that tID-

folds as by the intentions of the aggressors. 

The definition of sexual aggression we use differs from those of other 

writers. For Amir, for example, the uniquene3B of rape is "anchored in an attempt 
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13 
to enforce some reciprocity and mutual sexual orientation. 11 Certa.inly, part 

of the activity we describe falls into this definition. But we also describe 

activity, which we define as sexual aggression, "!1here the aggressor is not 

attempting to enforce his sexual attentions on the target. 

Sexual Aggressors 

In general, we use the word "aggressor" to refer to the prisoner 'Who ini-

tia.tes the incident. For the specific purpose of examining the correla.tes of 

a.ggressive sexual behavior, we have chosen a. group of aggressors marked by 

their use of force or the threa.t of force in prison ser~ incidents. These 

men are "sexually aggressive" in the restricted sense of' accompanying their 

overtures vith violence or threats. 

Targets 

The target of sexual aggression is the recipient of a. perceived aggres-

sor's approach. Some targets a.re victims of rapes; others flee when confronted 

vith talk of sex. Most targets encounter some form of violence or verbal 

threa.t. others, however, crea.te 'a fearful situation from stimuli not definable 

as threatening by objective indices. We cell all of these men taxgets. We ex-

plore varieties of experience, and behavior contained in the "target" concept. 

Our "targets" are not necessarily "victims. 11 Bartollas, et al, for example, 

define victimization as a situation 'Where "an imbalance exists in which one 
14 

party is clearly the 10ser. 11 Our definition of' l\ target, inc},uding some vho become 

"victims, II also rovers sit1.1ationa where the target (e. g., by beine; extremely 

violent) becomes the "vinnerll and the aggressor becomes the "loser" or "victim. 1I 
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A3aault 

In the prisons ve worked in, sexual ~sault generally refers to oral or 

anal sodomy. 1u3 in heterosexual rape, a. sexual act of this kind must take 

place for an incident to be termed a sexual assault. 

Our definition of sexual assault differs froln the legal one used by Alan 

J. Davis in a report on "SeA"'Ual A.."lsa.ults in the Philadelphia Prison System and 

Sheriff's vans." In this investigation, carried out by a District Attorney's 

office, "Sexual. assaults vere defined to include forcible buggery (anal. pene-

tr8.tion), forcible sodomy (oral penetr~tion) and solicitations accompanied by 
15 

physical assault or threats, and other coercive solicitations." Davis' legal 

definition could apply to a broad interpreta.tion of prisoners' legal right to be free 

of sexual assa.ult, but in our e:r.:a.mina.tion of target and aggressor behavior, 'We 

d our more limited def'inition more precise and useful. Omitting "coercive 

solicitationsj' . brings our meaning of sexual assault close to the definition 

employed in ~st prisons. 

Propositioning 

We define propositioning as a request for sex that is not accompanied by 

force or threats. We need such a tem because '!Ie are extending the "target It 

concept to cover men who feel the~~elveB to be in trouble, who perceive them-

sel~es to be the object of aggressors, but yho are not the objects of objecti-

vely aggressiye behavior. 

Rese®rch Perepective 

Our topic concerns i taelf vi th criminal a,':ld victi!n behavior. Seen wi thin 

the context of prison life, this behavior culs tor an understanding of tnlique 
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subcultural values, n close look at the backgroundps of the participants, and 

close scrutiny of actual events. vfs believe an adeqUAte account of prison 

sexual aggression, like an a.dequa.te account of crimina.1 juatice affairs in 
16 

general, calls for the examination of "multiple eystclll1'l transacting." The 

participants - targets, aggressors, non-targets, and staff-come together bear-

ing varied cultural values and varied individual psychologies. These partici

PeJJlts interact in an arena. (the pri son environ.ment) -where individual factors 

merge with group processes. Conflict elld aggression in prison is indi vidua11y 

handicrafted by zaen under the guidance of institutional forces. Background 

and milieu bring a.bout sexual aggression. 

Throughout this inquiry va are concerne-a with measuring in terms of ob.1eotive 

indices the extent of the problem, its impact on vulnerable men, its 

frequp.ncy in different types of institutions, and the way it affects different 

types 0"[ men. Understanding sexual aggression requires a descriptive base. As 

much as possible, we endeavor to present grouped data. which are the results of 

systematic analysis. At the same time, 'We e:r:tract themes from typical (or. a

typical) ca.ses. We make inferences from individual experiences. Seeing sexual 

aggression from the perspectiv.e of the men involved, examining their thoughts 

and feelings, requ.ires us to look into individual ,as well as grouped, data. 

In conclusion, this dissertation is a social psychological examination 

of a social problem. Our. choice of topic, our definitions, come from the coo-

cerna of troubled men. Our methods, our vie1T of research, come from different 

academic fields. While focuBing on the specific issue of sexual aggression 

among male prisoners, our Work relates to the genera.l areas of victimization, 

violence, and "corrections." 

---------' .... ~ -------------~-~-------'--_____ • _______ ~_..O..._~ ____ ~.~ __ _ 
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Footnotes: Chapter One 

1 
Hans Toch: Violent Men. Chicago: Aldine, 1969. See also Hans Toch: :t.i.:en 

in Crisis. Chicago: Aldine, 1975. 

2 
Daniel Locltw'ood: IILiving in Protection. tf In Hans Toch: Survival in Prison. 

New York: The Free Press (in press). 

3 
He.n8 Toch: "Interventions f'o:r Inm.ate Survival." La",. Enforcement Assistance 

Administration Grant Proposal, 1974. (Funded as Grant Number 75 lfl-99-0030). 

4JOhn Irvin: "Some Research Questions on HoyooseXllillity in Jails and Prison," 

(unpublished manuscript, 1971), 12. See alao Peter C. Buffum, H9Mosexuality in 

Prisons • Washington: U.S.Government Printing Office, 1972,25. 

5This attitude dominated writing about sex in prison until recently. See, for 
I 

example, Benjamin Karpman:Sex Life in Prison." Jomne.l of Crimi~~v ~cl 

Criminology. 3 (1948): ln5-486; Donald C1emmer:The Pri,son Communitx...Boston: 

Christopher Publishing House, 1958; and Clyde B. Vedder and Patricia G. King: 

Problems of Homosexuality in Corrections Springfield (I1l.):Thomas, 1967. 

6 The report of a conference on prison homosexuality noted the dangers of 

examining only sexual as saul t. Buff"um ~ 2. 

7Benjamin E. Britt, for example, describes a poignant case of sexual victimization 

followed by self-injury and emotional trawna. He concludes, 11 a single cell 

••• plus the usual supervision 'Would have been sufficient [as a solution]. II 

"A Case to Illustrate the Need for Single Cells in Prison. 1I Popular government. 

32 (April 1966):2. 
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8 
The problem is noted as occuring in the federal system: See Loren Roth, 

"Terri tori ali ty and Homosexuality in a. Male Prison Population." American 

Journa.l of Orthopsychiatrr. l~l (1971): 510-513. A survey of prison violence in 

California prisons found 13 percent of violent encounters stemming from 

sexual approaches. See Task Force for Institutional ViolenceYIIAggressive 

History Profile and Kno'fn Reason for Violence Against Victims (CDC and YA 

Combined)." (mimeo, 1965). See also Clemens Bartollas, Stuart J. Miller, and 

Simon Dinitz: Juvenile Victimization. New York: Sage Publications, 1976, 265. 

9E•J • Kanin found 25% of 241 college males reporting their own sex aggression 

at some time since they entered college. See "Male Aggression and Three Psychiatric 

Hypotheses." Journal of Sex Rese~t 1 (1965), 222. 
10 . 

See Germaine Greer: "Seduction is a four letter word." In Leroy G. Schultz: 

Rape Victi~ology. Springfield, [Ill.], Thomas, 1975. 

llGresham M. Sykes: The Societl of Captives. Princeton: Princeton University 

Press. 1971 t 97. 

l2A similar definition of sex aggression is used in a study of "offender-

Offended" heterosexual relationships. Eugene J. Kanin: Selected Dyadic Aspects 

o'f Male Aggression." in Schultz, op.cit.,59. 

l~e~achem Amir: Patterns in Forciple RaE~' Chicago: The University o£ 

Chicago Preas, 1971, 129. 

14 Bartollas et al, 35. 

15Unpublished report kindly provided by the author (1968),2. 

16John P. Spiegel tl
:

1I The Dynamicl1l of Violent Confrontatione." International 

Journal of Psychiat;l 10(3) 1972, 96. 
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We find 1n:fG~tion MOut force used to obtain sexual access in 

prisoners' accounts, journalists' reports', government investigations, law 

cases, and scholarly books and articles. l This material leads one to 

assume that rape and lesser rorms of sexual aggression have probarly always 

2 been a problem in male prisons. 

'!be Scottsboro ~.l. tell3 ot the expeJ,"iences of a. young m.1Im 'trn..o entered a 

Accord.in.g to the tAuthor, YirtWlllJ'" all convicts vere caught up in this deatruet-

ive Byst~, which involved savagtl exploitation of' 'Weaker i.mln.a~;es and could be 

viewed a.s the major cause of violence in the prison. 3 

Other sources dOCUlRen.t similar pictlln!:!l. The prota.@:)u1st in The J8.clt Roll~F, 

an early cl.assic in crim.inologr, talks about aezuU a.ggres.sion in a reform sch@t)l . 4 
to ~ch ~g ~ were sent to in the 1920's. Seciologists such as Sykes.in 

the fifties fo~d w,xu.al ~ssion in the inatitutioXlm thq studi<W.! and plllY-

chi~tri3t8 ~d e~ professionals working in primeno haYe ~so not0d the occur-
5 

reuce of the problem. Legi!l.l CMas, lw re'vi.elf articlG!ll'J, and YOrks on 1'1:'bon .. 
violence cite instancem of aexua..l &ggr~l!In1on. au do booka about t\otorioUD crim.-

6 
inum. Vincent Buglioso,in ~~lt~r Skalter, tor o~l@p talln about Charle~ 
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~Wnson, a 17 year old ~ederal prinoner at that time in the Natural Bridge Camp, 

holding a razor blade to a youth's throat while he sodomized him. Losing 97 

days good time, }'ia.nson WM transferred to the Federal Peni teni;iary at Petera-

bu:rg, Virginia. Within the next eight months t Manson I vho va.B to lea~ prison 
7 

and bec~ a pimp and a murderer, sexually attacked three other prisoners. 

Sexual aggression also is described in prisons outside the United States. 

S. P. Srivastava, vho wrote his Ph.D dissertation ab®ut e.n Indian prison, talks 

of sexual exploitation in an institution in Uttar Pradesh. Aggressors, er 

laundbaajo,in this prison coerced, '~oyish young newcomers." They uned subtle 

tricks as 'Well as outright force and openly bragged 01" their exploi t8. Victims 
8 

underwent s. terrible defamation process. 
9 

Former prisoners have written about sexual aggression. Especially interest-

ing among these personal vritings are the ae,counta of conscientious objectors vho 

sened time during the Vietno.ll'1 War. These articulate and literate draft resis-

tors were in a high risk category because they were young, middle-class. 

and vhi te. Bob Martin, an active Quaker end jlnurne1.ist, was put in a Washington, 

D.C. jail rollowing an antiwar a.ction. liere, he vas beaten and forcibly raped 
10 

some sixty times. 

David Miller, a conscientious object~r serving time in the federal system, 

vas transferred from the Allenwood Camp to the maximum security penitentiary at 

l.tewisburg. In 1&l;riaburg, Miller becam0 the target of sexUal aggressors vho of-

fered him gifts and protection in e::cchllllge for C!omplinnca. As Millsr resisted, 

the aggressors became more forceful. As a believer in non-violence, Miller re-

'fused to use force .. to proteet. ... hilUBelf: As a. result, he found going to the "hole" 
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the only vay he had of lIIolving the problem. After leaving prison, Miller d~-

Gcribea his experiences as,a guide for draft resisters going to prison as vell 
11 

as for inmates committed to non-violence. 

In contrast to the middle-class conscientious objectors' stance toward 

tmvanted sexual advances is Piri ThOMS I a.drlce to his ne:phew, a New York City 

Puerto Rican entering Great ~~adoY Correctional Facility: 

Well, [Thomas says to his nephew], the first time he s aye 

something to you or looks wrong at you, have a. piece of pipe 

or a. good heaTjl' piece of tw'O-bY-four. Don't say e. damn thing 

to him, just get that heavy yuting material and val.k right 

up to him and bash out his face and keep bashing I til he IS 
I 

dclm and out, and y,ell loud and c:lec:~ for all the other cons 

to hear you. 

'Mother rucker, I'tll a l1WJl. I ceme in here a llIOther-fu\cldng 
12 

man. Next time I'll kill you. 

The best kncr.m. investigation of prison rape is that repcried in I"Sexual 

1/ 
Assault in the Philadelphia. Prison System and Sheriff's Vans. This inquiry 

was commissioned by the Philadelphia Police Department and court system in 

1968, and it serves as an example ot the serioUS1losB of the rape problem where 

aggressors congregate and officials do not adequately protect vulnerable prison-

erB. The Philadelphia report eotimatefl that of 60,000 inmates goit(g thrQUgh 

the city's By-stell in a. 26 month period, 2,000 men were subject to sexual flS-

me-ruts. Dayie varne that "virtua.lly evel"'Y nlightly built young man CQlllTll1 tted 
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13 
by the courts is sexually approached vithin hours a~ter his admission t~~1aon.'i 

Other findings of. the Philadelphia in-restigation are that 

1) victims tend to be vhite; 

2) victims tend to be younger and smaller than aggressors; 

3) n10st victims are e.fraid to report their aggressors to 

the a.uthor! ties; 

4) virtu.al.ly every person having the ehsra.cteristicg of a. 

potentia]. victim: is approached sexually by aggressors; 

5) aggressors tend to be black; 

6) aggressoru tend to be guilty of more serioW3 and OOI"e 

assaultive felonies than victims; and 

7) both aggressors and victims tend to be younger than 
ll~ 

other prison inma.-ces. 

'l'he Philadelphia report has received vide publicity, and the city has used 
15 

its findings to refoI'2 its prison sYGtEllll.. The queation remains; of course, as 

ot how :many similar situ.&.tions may cxiat eln~ere in the country. Sections of 

the "Philadelphia .report" t\l"eI reproduced in numerous books and articles, and 

aome commentators t vi thout grouuds, allGgca that the rape rate In the Philadelphia 
16 

report applies to other penal settings. 

Only a. fev other reses.rch studies are ~vailable. Bartollas, Miller and 

Dini tz estimated that 16 of 149 boys it!. lUl. Ohio training school vere being sex-
17 

ually exploited at the ti~ (!)f' their Nsearcil i1l the mid 1970' s. Fuller, 

Orsagb, and Raber estimated the sexual o.ssault rate in 1976 for the North Carolina 

--~----~-----------------~--- ------.---- ------_. 
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Prison ayatem as less than one percent based on 30-31 incidents of sexual assault yearly 
18 

among a population of 4495 • Nationvide nothing ilS lmO'Wtl about rates ot: 

prison rape and no estimates exist for the percentages of prisone~ vho have 

been targets according to our datini tioD. 

In New York, ve merl" that inmates ha.ve expressed concern about sexual 

attack to investigating officialz. The State Special Commission on Attica 
19 

found that "itmates were not protected from. unwlco:me homosexual advWlces. \I 

In addition, "the Commission found tha.t populru:' conceptions of' homosexual ad-
20 

YMces and usaults in prison were not ex~gerQtad. n Younger prinoners in 

New York City'a Adolescent Remand Shelter spoke of fear of sexual assault to 
21 

the chainnen of the Boal"d of COl"I'Octioms. When ~bud~aen for the Division 

for Youth visited boys tl"ainitlg schools in 1973, jUV'9niles complru.ned about 
22 

their fears of sexual attack. 

The Relation of Sexual P~aression to Prison Violence 
23 

MOst prison violence consists of inmate~ assaulting other inmates. As 

John Conrad points out, some basic features of prisena lead to such conflict: 

violent men and men from 'Violent subcultures live in prison; M violence behind 

the walls becomes acceptable behavior,the prison world itself becomes a "subculture of 

vio1ence~ Men live nth other men from ditferent cw. turea, some vho are 

dcngero1l9 and others who arc p.ereei ved to be d.nngeroua. As prisoners become 

distrustful and fearful they arm themselves 

and prepare themselves psychologiCtU1y for fighting. And prison, by definition 

m. coercive orgMization, leads ita client3 avTay :f":rom official (peaceful) gous 

_ iiIIIiiW _ iIJW[ 
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,.,. ........... ,..... C'Jndorsement of l3u.bcul tural (violent) goa.ls. In such a milieu sexual 

aggression results in three types of 'rlolence: 1) aggressorn use violence to 

intimidate targets, 2) tugets react violently to se:rnaJ. approaches» and 3) 

aggressors react nolently to target re:f\wa1s, :p.2l"'ceiYing such rebuffs to be 

inslll ta or challenges to tight • 
. 

A study of violence in six Calitomia prisons in 1963 and 1964 indicates 

the kinds of contribution that aexu.t!.l aggression can make to prison violence. 

The report breaks inmate-to-inmete assaults into the follO'rlng categories: 

1. Accidental., real or imagined insult combined 'With 

hypersensitivity 35% 

2. Homosexual activities 25% 

3. Pressuring (for possessions) 15% 

4. Racial conflict 12% 

5. Info~t activities 9% 

6. Retaliation for past assaults 7% 

Incidents attributed to homosexuali ty divide almost equally between homosexual 
26 

rl valry ( 12 percent) an d homoseXllaJ. force (13 pel'cen t). 

Hans Toch~ a member of the T~sk Force on Institutional Violence which pro-

duced these figur0s, included violent sexual aggressors in hiB typology ot Yio-

lence, cltUlsif;'ins them. as "Hcmoaexu.al. Rapists" and "Homosexual Snub Rejectors." 

The Homose.xua.l Rapist, using violence to help \.'Secure an otherwise uurllling 

hoowsexual plU"tner. can be cle..!lsificd into two types: (1) the Sexer t who uses 

'rlolen~ t!.S a tUreet meNlS of prolUOting Bubmission, and (2) the Intil'lrldator. 
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who uses violence to get his victim to willingly cooperate. The Homosex:ual 

Snub Rejector or IIToughness Demonstrator ll
, is an "aggressive homosexual who.se 

overtures ha.ve beeil rejeeted ••••• Violence is used to redress hurt self-esteem. 

and to heal 'WOunded pride." Tech proYidca the tolioring example: 

Inmate R is ealeep in his cell; D enters and beats him about 

the head 'With e. csll stool. Investigation reve4!J.s that D 

has pressured R for homosexual fa.vors, and R has rea.cted by 

indicating that he did not ind,,\lge in f!uch interactions with 

IIniggers • " D bece.me angry because oj" the rebutf and because 
27 

he has been called names. 

other writers, speculating about aggressors f underlying moti vea, claim 

that aggressors may use violence beyond the level necessary to subdue the vic-
28 

t~. According to this view,excessive violence 1s neither instrumental for the sexual 

. aim (Le., it d.oesn't help aggressors to "cop" or "score") nor does it result 

from being rejected. Rather, aggressors abuse targets "in order to show power· 
29 

or dominance over other human. beings." They are motivated to disple.:y vio-

lance in personal situations because their socio-economic position blocks 
30 

leg! tima.te expressions of' masculine dominance. While this idea has solid 

roots in the literature on violence, its relevance to the prison scene has been 
31 

unsubstantiated by elnpirical observation. No one has measured the amounts 

of gratuituoUD brutality accompan~ng incidents of sexual ~gresaion much less 
32 

interviewed aggressors about their nwtives. Nonetheless, writing' on prison 

sexual aggression is dominated. by the th®ory that aggrD330rB are violent because 

11iI __ mltiiiIR •• WIl!:lIli ... ______ ~_ .... _...,,, ..... ""'JOfii:!£'!_."''''''''''''''''''_''''_,.,,···.,,,· __ "Ittii.B ... _____________________ ~ ___ _ 
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are suttering from thwarted masculinity drives: it is assumed that in order 

to overcome this disability aggressors must openly displ~ brutality tovard 

targets. 

The same idea appears in interpretations of' heterosexual rape, but more 

modula.ted, part of' a. typology of motives rather than as a single cause. Gebhard, 

et al. and Cohen, et a.l both classify aggressors accoriing to the al:liOunts of 
33 

unnecessary violence in their acts. Sometime~ violence is the sole need of 

the rapist; in other cases rapists are assumed to pursue sex only. .Arrlr lOOKS 

beyond individual needs in interpreting aggressors I Tiolence. In upholding a 

"subculttlral interpretation of 8eXU8~ aggression, If Amir states, "aggressive be-

ha.~nor is not a result of deviant sexuality but CmIl be viewed M originating 

from participl\tion in .a group vhich condones the use ot force in a.ttaining 
34 

s. II For Amir t violence accOOIpanying s~J::tl.9.l aggredion is not so much a. 

personal expression as it is a culturally inspired a.ct. 

The study of violence end sexual aggression can elso examine target re-

actions. Toch I s typology recogni zad one such reaction t that of' the IIHomosex:ual 

Self-Defender, II who uses violence against men who nlB.ite sexual approaches to him 

in order to get these men to leave him alone. As Tech states, liThe effort he~ 
35 

is to get out of a corner by eliminating vhoever is blocking the exit." For 

exnmple: 

Folladng e. heated altercation beWoon inmates S rmd L~ 

S obtains a razor blade tenters L' s cell, and cuts L about 

the face and chest. S testitieo that L had visited hj~ to 



invol va him in homosexual ncti vi ties, and had b-een pl"es-

suring hilil. "other i..nln.ate sources point ou~ that S has 
36 

been under pressure tram several homosexuals. 

20 

Observers have described target rea.ctions of' this kind,. in a number of' 
3$ 

settings. Following the riot of 1971, the McK.oy Conmrl.ssion interviewed in-

:mates in Attica, who frequently voiced their belief that violence is the only 

'WfXY' to vard off atta.cks. The Commission noted: 

The irony vas not lost on the iDl!l4tes. 'l'hey :percei-red 

the:w.ael vea surrounded by valls and gates, and tightly regi-

mented by a. myriad ot -written and unllrl tten :rules; but when 

they needad protection, they ot'tillin haA to resort to the roams 

skills that had brought ~ of them to Attica in the first 
38 

place. 

~1hen targets fight a.ggresfilors, it raminda uS of' the phenomenon of vic'tim. 

precipita'ted homicide. Offenders, aJ:"'t2 incited to t;\.Ssaultive responses by the 

aggressive actions of their victims. Victims of targets (sexual aggressors), 

like homicide vict11.ns in the street, often have been previously B.1"l'ested for 
39 

crimes of violence. Their patterns of conduct involve them in situations 

~hich pro'VOke others to hostilQ rl;.~"~tionfJ. In prison, vhich is a physical en-

vironment enforcing contact between antagoniets, tho pl"Obabili ty of an aggrea-

Bor provoking a. violent rasponze m.ay be even srae.ter than in th0 atr-eet. Aa 

Albert Cohen points out, prisons create "baclt-e..grlnmt-the-vall 61 tus.tions " 
40 

because threatened It>en often lll.ck the option of wi thdraving. 
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'l'argc:t violence lllflY also be lrujti v~~d by the desire to shoy others one 

is tough. Baftolla.a, Mill,ar, and Dinitz, in their study ot juvenile victi-
41 

mization, !:lote that nOWCOlfd!!l"13 vho demonstrate strength are lef't alone. Such 

statements imply that the usa of Yiolenca, or the displ81 of a violent front, 

is e practical and usef'ul tool for surn val in prison. If thi.s is 30, what 

becomes of those who cann~t meet the .expectations of this manly model? We 

have seen hov David Mj.11er) the conl!lcientio~ objector serving time in Lerls-

burg, found non-violence to be m. difficult stance to maintain in prison, 'Where 

non-violent men are deviants from the majority position. Even where inmates 

have no moral scruples against violence, however, they may fail to !'Cspond 

properly. Wolfgang nnd il'erricuti point out hov aome people, because of their 

class background, cannot match the expectations prevailing among sUbcultures 

of violence. They may become rtetimB 'rh~n they fail to :respond pro~rly (i.e., 
};2 

violently) to overtures from a viol~nt person. 

Impact on Targets 

John I~~in has been one of the fev social scientists to point out the im

pact of sexual aggression (defined broadljr) on vulnerable convic'cs: 

Irwin has pointed to the nearly con~tant bonbardment on 

heterosexual integrity which typifies prison. Jokes, in-

nuandos g and attempts to seduce or assault are character-

istie fare from the time of entry into prison and, in Irwin's 

opinion, constitute one of the InOtlt crippling aspects ot 
43 

prison clim.ata. 

--~~------------------------------
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While the ef!'ects of sexually aggre~8iva behavior on its targets has been vir.;u-

ally ignored in the literature, it haa been eus~ to e.ssign to victims an 

imaginetive list of consequences supposedly folloving from sexual assault. 

Friar and Weiss, in a recent book, Terror in ~ Prisons, state one of the 

most conunon as enml.ptiona! IIRepeated homose>.'1la1 rape causes the imnate vi ctima to 

develop So new se:rual identity. They now harbor a raped female in their male 
44 

bodies." other assumptions include the idea that victims become willing 

"kids ll of prison "daddies" and that recidivism cem be linked to embitterment 
q5 

~~gendered by prison victimization. These ass~tions lack empirical under-

pinnings and only refer to sexual. assault, neglecting the effects of less dxM-

tic but more common levels of force. 

In actual! ty, there has ne"rer been a clinical study of male sexual az-

sault victims, much less a close look at the targets of lesser levels of force. 

The most closely rela.ted 'trork is that of 13a.rtolla.s, Miller e.nd Dini tz,I 'Which 

looks at the tQ.Tget experience in te:m.s of the social role 1 t enta.ils. Hov-

ever, Bartolles, et nlfrely greatly on ataf! describing how inmates ~a victi-
46 

mi2:ed.. Their atudy entailed. statf identif'ying boys along an exploi ted-

exploitating continuum. After staff rated the boys, the researcher~ gave the 
47 

boys several psychological testa, none of "hicb. showed significant dlfferences. 

Many comments in the book, while valuable, ~ based on unsystematic observation. 

The ap];Jroach in Juvenile Victimization M6~S thnt vital features of in-
\ 

48 
Bti tutiona.1 life are determined by th~ interaction of "social roles." The 

... 
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authors p~sent a hierarchy of exploiting and exploited rol~ categories. whose 

occupants' behavior is supposedly governed by the expecta.tions contained in 

theoe role d.efini tions. Targets of se:ltual a.gg:remaion ere tested by :peera upon 

arri Tal and are as Bigned to roles according to their responses. The effect 

of the target experience is social: it loeks one into a degraditle: status. 

Emotional impacts can be traced to the "roles It victims axe pressured to a.dopt: 

"Que.l.ity of life centara around labels •••• they [the exploited] have almost no 
49 

opper-tuni ty to chalJ.enge the effects of the labels." 

The lowest possible social roles described by 13artollas, Miller and Din.i tz 

call for prisoners to accept continual victimiza.tion. In a ranking of 13 

levels of exploitation, the top three levels (the worst) refer to men who are 

available for varieties of sexual Yictimizntion: anal sodomy, masturbation of 
50 

others and oral sodomy. Boys subject to these indignities are compelled to 

occupy the social role of the "scapegoat." They are "viewed as e. social out-

cast, someone to be avoided," end. undergo "role engulfment. II They learn to act 

as others expect them to act, and "ac:comodation to the role entails becoming a. 

willing sex object of others." In short ~ the impact ot severe sexu.a.l nctimi
S-I 

zation is underatood as an identity transformation. The scapegoat begins a 

"deviant career" when he is victimized, Md continues Jeo serve as a low status 

sexual outlet for others throughout his innti tutional career; the boy I s "label II 

follows him a.round and mandatee his responses as yell as his sClcial position. 

The authors link emotional states to failure to adjust to imposed roles. 

Those at the bottom. of' the "expl o i tntion matrix" are susceptible to "wi thdrs.wal, 
52 

isola.tion, medication, mantal breddcnrn, runs:way, or suicide." Hopelessness 

results for some when their victimization causl!s them to be conf"ronted with "an 
53 

urmumogeable problem which vas UIlfSha..reable." 
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These boys manifest feelings such &.8 I1 shame and hwniliation," "despedr and ho:pe-
54 

les snes at" and "fear and anxiety_" 

While Juvenile Victimization is an origin8~ - and in aome respects out-

l!ItEUlding - contribution to a neglected subject, it is limited by the fa.at that 

we must rely on staff assessments of boys rather than on statements from the 

boys themselves. For other conclusions, especially those referring to mental 

health impacts, ve must rely on a. sma.l.l nUll'Lber of 'l.msystematic interviews. 

Finally', ve must rely on the applice.bili ty, sud relevance and importa.nce of 

the social role and la.beling perspective. Without belief in the dominant 

place of social role, many of the work's conclusions can be unconvincing. 

Ultimately, the value of this study depends on the degree to vhich the insti-

tutional experience is,in fact, governed by the interaction of social types 

or "roles.!! 

Hu::f':f'man/wri ting about IIProblems Precipi'l:;a.ted by Homosexual Approa.ches on 

Youthtul First Offender:!lJ' is the only student in the literatu:re dealing ex-

plicitly vith the psychological impact of sexual approaches on men in prison. 

Looking at 62 men tra.ns~el7ed to a correctional psychiatric facility from pri-

son follo'Wing sexual advances, Huffman concludes tha:t lithe sexual advance had 

caused them extrell1c anxiety, confusion and tans ion • Some had rea.cted b".f feign-
55 

ing suicide or by other impulf3i ve behavior. II Only two of the men wel'"e re-

turned to the prison they Cflmlfl from. The othorm nyc tNated for mental illnesa. 

The :medical diagnosis of the5G ~ follow!! a. then (1961 J 0tandard formula.: 

- -----~--.----------
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zo:Phrenic reaction following a hoooaexual panic." Here, the thing that 

Jlatters moat is the inner conflict felt by the target, who is assumed to be 

torn betveen . a. desire to go along.wi th propos! tions and the dictates of his 

conl3cience, 1fhich sternly forbid such behavior. This dileliTi/.\a, according to 

psychiatric· interpreta.tion, is sufficiently serio\lS to ca.use temporary mental 

illness ,in and out of prison. T"ne concept of "homosexual panic" haa been 

used through the years to describe a type of anxiety - especially among adolas-

cents - which is thought to stem from onets attraction to homosexuality and a 

strong, super-ego abhorence to homosexual activity. To clinicians who apply 

such a diagnosis, it is relatively unimportant if the aggressive approach 

arouses fear. What is important to look. at is the inner-conflict,. not the 

outer conflict. The stress reaction, according to its interpretation, results 

males feel that they may yield to their ow homosexual urges, not ap-

prehension resulting from the possibility that they could be forced into sexual 

activity. 

This interpret::ttion d:f.8st\ciates homosexual victimization i"rom aggressive 

approaches on females by males, 'Wher~ reactions cannot be linked to hOIOO8e~ 

panicG. Wemen vilo are the objecto of aggrcssi-re a.pproaches (mostly falling 

short of' rape), reported their feeling1!! in questionnaires given by Kanin and 

Kirkpatrielt: while guilt, fear and disgwJt were rldely mentioned, anger "W'M 

57 
the amotion moat often reported. It 19 unf'ortmata that data such as th~se 

recording the effects on women of a continuum of oftensi ~ sexu.aJ. beha.vior is 

slight . for it could provide a use:ful comparison 1;{) the male experience. We 
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CM, however ~ turn to studies of the emotional impact or rape on 'WOmen. Such 

is the topic of ~.: Victims of Cri:!lis, by Burgess end Holmstrom, which has 

become the o~~reting manual tor rape crisis intervention centers around the 
58 

country. 

The author8 of this stu~, one a nurse and the other a sociologists, ran 

a treatm0nt and reaeo..rch progrv:m for rape victims for t,ro years out of the el'!!.-

ex-gency warc;I. of Go Boston hospital. Baaing their findings on clinical inter-
59 

viWB rlth rape victims, they describe a typical "rape tra'l.Iln.a syndrome. 1I The 

symptoms of the acute state~ which occurs iEmediately after'the event, include 

phy'sicru. pain and psychosomatic reactions such as changes in sleeping and eat-· 

ing patterns. Emotional reactions include mood slrings, in'i tab!li t:r vi th other 

people, recurring llle1I!:Oriea of' the attack, and feelings of fear. Following the 

acute stage t rape victims report long term chang-.es in life style: in seeking 

s~ort, they contacted f'a:rrlly members not ordinarily seen; some ooved from 

their homes; others began to employ protective tra-rel patterns. Victims talk 

about changes in dream content in lIhich recurring th~3 of being victimized 

themselves are accompanied by dreams of committing acts of violence on others. 

Victims report changes in feelings, especially the development of phobias: 

they fear being alone; they tear cl"Owds; they fear seeing the nssailant 

again; they fear another attack; they fear' male company. Many yictima t the 

authors state, feel a II global fear of everyone. II In fact, "it is thill main 

feeling of fear that explains 'Why victintB develop the range of SymptOlliB we call 

the rape tnuma syndrome. Their sYMPtoms I.'\l"'C !lill acute streas reaction to the 
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61 
threat of being killed." According to the authors~ this stress reaction to 

fear can signal a crisis, "a. crucial sitUation which, in turn, causes a. dis-
62 

equilibrium to an inM vidual' EJ life style." Similar to peopla :reacting to 

natural disasters, the ra.pe crisis victim. m:ust manage a. sudden and unexpected 
63 

event for which she is tmprepared. p~ George Caplan notes, the victim con-

fronts a troublesome situation which she can "nei;n.er escE'.p0 nor solve nth •••• 
64 

customary problem solving resources." 

The chara.cter of the crisis experience differs according to the personality 

styles of the victims. Crises seew. to be more acute with adolescent victims 

(ages thirteen to nineteen). This group may be more TUlnerable to crisis tha.n 

other age groups because the e:cterna..1. event becomes combined with the usual 

"identity crisis" associated vith adolescence. Moreover, adolescents are, less 
65 

a.vailable tor B111eliorative measures beca.use they are reticent vith a.dults. 

The tJ"uthors note especial.ly sharp reactions trom those vi th prior psychiatric 

and social deficits. In these cases, the traum.a. of the rape seems to compo'lmd 
66 

pre-existing problema. Past experience with stress, i.e., success or failure 

in meeting it, is also as all important factor separating those who successfully 
67 

resolve stress ~rom those who cannot do so. 

The connection between fear, stress, and crisis in prison in ex~ined by 
68 

Hans Toch in his bookl ~ in Crisis. On the basis of data derived from prison-

ers who made suicide attempts, Toch developed a typology of motives leading to 

breakdo'lills in prison. One of these categories, which is numericall:r one of the 
69 

Most important, describes men with fear-related crises. While Tech does not 
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focus on the objective cause of fear, he mentlona that it can be based on sex 

pressure. 

Similar to Burgess and Holmstrom, Toch sees bretlkdO"'.m tollov-

:tng the disruption of a. persons' life. StresG i~ a "set of na.ctions that make 
70 

it impossible for the person to continue fl.mctioning as he vould ordinarily. \I 

Specitica.11y, breakdown in prison caD lead to men isolating themselves, or 00-
72 

coming "disoriented~ paralyzed, or helplessly self-destructive. It 

Fear is an element in breakdown, according to Tech, when an individual 

sees himself as 'VUlnera.ble. itSelf-doubt tr&nslates into fear wen a men thinks 
73 

that the odde against him are overwhelming." The subject t s thoughts and feel-

iugs can contribute to his condition to the extent that, in some cases, no 

"independently definfAble stiDl~luslt 
74 

is necessary for a total collapse from fear. 

Potentially t'earf'ul situations can bring breskdaw betore they occur wen men 

doubt their capac! ty to manage them. According to Toch, it i5 not the offend-

ing behavior itself which ve should look to in order to Ullderstsnd crises of 

fear. Rather) it is the perception o~ danger. In fect, self-doubt itself 

can explain the stress reaction. When one sees himself as weak, as ineffec-

tive or inadequs:te, it is eMY to envision oneself as a. pot.ential victipJ.. The 

:fear this inspires can be more damaging thrm the objective d.anger an outsider 
75 

vould see. 

Tach relates what ha.ppens \Then man break c3.cnfn f'ro1il1 foar. Some feelings -

hopeles~ne5s, and confusion, fOr example - load to Belf-s~greg~t1on or self-
76 

injuryl the men beclUIle "disoriented.," or "para..l:y':ted." othtIJIl" feelings evoked 
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by toar - ang~r, hostility end e:xploaivenesB - aomat~s result in "secondary 

vi ctimi ZB.tion .~" Feelings of' f'rwltra.tion lead to violent I!l.cta for which mn 
77 

are punished by of'ficials or h9.l~d by the imaates they react to. 
78 

It rage 

is repressed, it can lead to tension. Fearful behavior by the victim can 

encourage aggressors to attack: if men show self-doubt in their demeanor, 

they attra.ct aggressors searching tor the veak. Fea.t', tr~slated into doubt 

about hOlT one 'Will handle. future encoun"te:t's, can a.ctual.ly accelerate such en-

cotmters. When this occurs, 'When the prophecy is fulfilled, the mental effect 
79 

can be doubly devastating. 

In Toch I s study, men who seem most "¥t\lnerable to crises of fee.:r: are 
80 

young whites. Robert Johnson explores this ethnic ftl!.ctor in his book» Cult'ltre 

and Crisis in Conflict. According to Johnson, whites n.:re more likely than 

others to experience problems related to teu for SEtWlral reasons: (1) pre-

vious p~iBon victimizations acc~lerateD their self-doubt vhen confronted with 

new exploitative cues; (2) they are s. ra.cial minority in Nev York State prisons 

and generally come from more 'sheltered backgrounds than either blacks or Puerto 

Ricans; (3) they ma:y tend to counter pralitninary "tests If "fi th ina.ppropriate 

strategies; and (4) to prison exploiters 
81 

feminate. 

whites appear naive, wcolt and ef-

!'!Plana.tions _for Se~ J~NI~l3ig.!1. 

SUSI1ll1 Brownmiller. in her widcly-rcrul bOQk, Ma1nst ~ Will, referring 

to the "PhilackJlphi£l. r-eport," decla.r~~, "Hom.o;exu.,U :rl\~ in the Philadelphia 

prisons turned out to b~ a microcoam of the t~e experience with heterosoxual 
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rap;!!t." Along vith KAmin, Brmmzdller favon SJl extended definition of ra.pe, 

and Yie"HS men engaging in all t:r,pee of a.ggresaive sexual acts I.UI sharing the 
83 

!!lame dj1'nGmics as rapists. Unfortunately, yet still search in vain for a 'lmi-
84 

tied theory of the psychology of se.xua.l agg:rer:H!ion. While some ex:pla.ue.tions 

for sexual aggression are cu:r'l"ently in 'VOgue - end ~ even influence policy -

some of these explanations lack empirical underpinnings: far from being seienti-

fi c s ts.tl!!men ts , . explanations for sexual aggression must be viewed as 

middle-level hypotheses rather than as hard and fost conclusions. Rather then 

looking ~t the reasons for rape .as scientific facts, we still consider the 

topic in polemical terMl!l. 

This is not to 3a:y that 'We do not lmcm anythin~ about sexual aggr~tasors. 

Different studies paint the same pratUe of the rapist in terms of age, sociel. 

class trace, previous criminal beha.vior and modus operandi. While we examine 

a. different scenario, and a wider continuum of ss%u81 aggression, such facts 

about the rapist are relevant to us because they are the stuff of which theories of 

sexual il.g8Tes2!on - vhich apply tc Ot1.r work - IU"a made. For instance., sev-

era]. studies shov a tend~ncy for the n.pist to be YO'Wlg. Ra.dzinovi cz found 
85 

31 percent of' a g~up of convicted rapista to be under 21 years of age. ' ;The 

nw.jori ty ot', 'rapists in Amir I a study vere tGenagers or young adults t and the 

highest percentage tell in the 15 to 19 yf!Je:r old group , with the next highest 

proporiion in the 20 to 24 year old group. Nation"ll1de figures confirm theso 

data: F. B. I. statistics for 1960 place 25 p0rcent of rapists in the 20 to 
86 

24 year old group and 31 percent in the 15 to 19 year old group. In the 

Philadelphia report, the average iIUllate &g.gres50r age was 23~67 years, but the 

~ ~~~--~-----~--------------------
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figures emmot be compared because the pl'iBon onlyJiheld adults: vi thin this 

adult prisoner population, rapists on the aV'll!:rage 1mre younger than the average 
87 

age ot prisoners. Because rapists a.re ybung, m..any rapists n:re economica1ly 

dependent. In .B.mir's study, rapists .tended to 'he still living at hOlllle at the 

time they coumd tted the crlm.e: most were still dependent on their parents tor 
88 

physical sup]?Ort. 

The eYidence tUSO shotro that rapiots tend to come from the lower-classes. 

They are often inhabitants of' u:r00D. ghettos, raimed in fa.therless homos, and 

tend to be blaclt far out or proportion to the percentage of blacks in the popu-

lation. .AmiI' I3tates that IInegroea comprise 53 parcent of alJ. persona tU:"l'e!.1ted 

tor forcible rape, vhich is five times greater thml their proportionate repre-
90· 

sentation in the nation I s total population." When large numben;.of bla.cks 

live in an area, most of the rapista from that area tend to be black. For ex-
91 

ample, in Philadelphia, 82 percent of 1,292 rapists in Amir'a study vere black. 

The same fact holds true for prisons. In Dayj,s' study', tor example, 85 percent 
92 

of the sexual aggress_ors in 129 incidents vare black. While aggresBOl"S in 

prison tend to be black, as they are in areas where large numbers of blacks 

li-ve in the free verld, the victims of black sggressors in the free yorld tend 

also to be black. In prison, hoveTer, victims tend to be largely vhi te. In 

other 'WOrds, black he1ierosexuaJ. rapists soek black female victims on the street 
93 

while black homoseXual. rapists seek white male victims in prison. 

This is not to say that a man who ra.pes in prison is typically a convicted 

street rapist changing the sex and race of his victitw. At least in Davis I 
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stu~, the crime ct rape does not stand out among the conviction offenses of 

prison sexuaJ. ~I3Bors. Sixty-eight percent of the aggressors in the Phila-

delphia report vere convicted of serious felonies which broke dow as follows: 

Weapons 

Assault 

Rape 

Robber;y 

6% 

7% 

23% 

56% 

There is eyen some question alx>ut the chroni ci ty of street ra.pe. In Amir 1 s 

vork t 50 percent of the heterosexual ra.pists had Pl-eYioUS arrest rl~cords. But 

of these records" on1.y 9 percent '\reX'e foX' rape and another 11 percfent were tor 
95 

other crimes against persons. While these percentages e.re sma.l1, Amir notes 
96 

that the highest proportion in continuity ~~ in offenses against -the person • 

.Amir concludes tha.t "the clue 'for the explanation of forcible ra.pe may be 

sought in the tendency to'Ward violent beha.vior of which rape is only one e.s-
97 

pect. " The findings of the Philadelphia. report seem to support this e.sserlion 

for prison rapista, although one must be careful in making too much of these 

data. Among a population ot prisoners it is not surprising to find large num-

bers of l!len with records for crimes against persons. Un fortl.IDately , Davis 

could not inter from his data whether ~ggressors had more arrests for crimes 

using force than other prisoners. 

If rape is part of e manta propensity for violence of all t~s, hOY do we 

account for the large percentage of' rapiots in Amir's study who have no record 

of crimes against the person? Perhaps part of the answer lies in the fact that 

------ .-.~--------.. 
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men and boys in groups carry out many rapes. When a. group 

acts t ca.usal explanations tor individual ~havior need not extend to everyone 

in the group_ Blanchard, who studied tvo group rapes t thus found the leader 

alone to be e. violent offender, a. man 'Who differed from his tollovers in posses-
99 

sing "clearly defined sadistic impula~~." Amir points out that 'When a group 

rape is preceeded by intimidation with a weapon, it is generally the leader who 

Yields the veapon. The author of Forcible, ~) 

betveen leaders and followers in group rape, 

struck by the difference 

talked of "core members It , "Te-
101 

luctant participants" $ and "non-participants" in rape. The importance of 

these t-lndings is that 'We must be csret'ul in deducing general theories trom 

'the 'tabulated characteristics of rapists. As Ge1i points out, group processes 

in youthful gangs may b~ so strong ruJ to eu'bmtarga the influence of individual 
102 

characteristics. 

We know something shout the way rapists operate. Rape of "Women on the 
103 

street tends to be deliberate and planned. Be.rt.ollas, Miller, and Dini tz 

observed llbooty bandits" in juvenile institution working secretly, with the 

most successful aggressors carefully d.eploying smooth maneuvers al.n.1ost con-

stantly. They wei ted for vaalrnesses in potential 'Victims, moved in at the 

right time. and their sexual preying MlOuuted to eo tull-time t round-the;;;clock 
104 

hustle. Dr. Loren Roth, 'Who vorked as a physician at Lewisburg, examined 

" the "terri torial ll habits of fourteifn sexual aggressors using hOUf3ing records. 

He f'01md the aggressors spread evenly throughout the institution, and he in-
105 

fe!'l'0d that such disparal VM a sign of conscioulll planning. 

,. 
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Virt'\.U'U.l.y all obserArs of prison 5iSXUtU aggressors find that the agg:.res-

son show in the way they handle them.selyeas and in the v~ they ta.lk and a.ct t 

that they consider thelUSe1ves to be mo.sculine and that they view their vict1Jns 

as f:lubsti tute yomen. Bartollas, Miller and Dlni tz observed aggressors to be 
106' 

alao interested in conquering prison queens, (the make beliaYe wo::nerl of' 

the prison). Clemmer's typology of hClll1013exuals in priaon, wile not explicitly 

concerned nth sexual aggression, h.aa been continually employed 1",,0 e:cpla.in this 

aapeet of prison consensual sex: "vo1ves 3"
11 joc.k.ers" "d.!.uidies" play masculine 

107 
roles; "punks" play :f."emale rolos. 

Whe!r!e researc'Aers have trulted to individual rapistl3 about the neeful and 

desires tha.t caUfle them to rape, different testimonials emerge. This fact 00-

tuddles the discussion of the cause for l"t!l.~, for CMes can be found to prove 

and to disprove any theory. Murray Cohen Md his asaociates, '!iho baae their 

vork on j.nterviews 'Wi t.h rapists, declare that lithe 0,Ct of l"n.pe clearly cannot 
108 

be understood Ullidimensionally simply in terms of motivation 01'" of any factor." 

The proposed solution has been to subtype rapists according to the needs that 

are menM.oned by them or that can be infe~d by their act. GuttmD.Char and 

Weihofen, for example, divide rapists into men who seek:l) to satisfy sexual 

desires 1I 2) to defend therulel V1aS against hOM:aexu.nl urges and 3) to he.rsn 'WOmen 
l@ . 

~bhexd and his ~aociates describe two classes of 

rapists: 1) those who use nolence as a means to carry out a sexual goal ~ and 
110 

2) those to wnO!f1 violence i tacIf is the goe.l. Murray Cohen, et al, in a 

--------------------------------- ---------~ 
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gy widely accepted today, provide a "clinical claasification" of rapists 

according to the proportions of "aggressive" and "sexual" components in their 

acta. They talk of rape in "hich the 1) primary aim is hostile and destructive -

the intent is to hurt the victim, 2) primary aim is sexua1~ 3} sexual aim is 

combined with n violent aim (the aggressor needs or desires violence accompany~ 
111 

ing sex} These typologies of heterosexual rapists have no parallel in 

studies of homosexual rapists, tmd indeed, :ma::r not apply. But what these typo-

logies do indicate is that the motives of sexual aggressors can vary-. 

Stating any single cause tor the behaYior can be an invi~ation to invalidation. 

While therapists such as Cohen have px~vided a service in conducting and 

reporting intervievs with ra.pists, such enterprises are :medically inspired..; they 

run aga.inst the problem that most rapists are not mentally ill. It is premised that 

apists generally have normal "personalities, leading some to conclude that 

for rape liea in the subcultural context which allovs rape to flourish, 

Others claim sexual aggression can be found wnong any culture in our soc-

iety. E. J. Kanin, in S1 ring qUestionnail"es to college DW.les, thus found a SUl"-

prising amount of self-reported sexU3l aggreasion among normal/middle-class} 
112 

whites. 

Where seXual aggression is a group activity, ideas about men in groups 

have been used to explain sexual aggression. Amir, draving on the extenai ve 

literature about adolescent gang behavior, explai~5 group rape as violent gang 

activity. In the case of rape, the gang has values supporting the activity; 

females are defined as sex objects, and rape is viewed favorably; it even en-
113 

hances or establishes masculine "rep. It Gi Yen this f'ayorable value clill.W.te, 
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group processes reduce inhibitions; 
ll~ 

neutralize guilt, and "contagion ll 

takes over. Relevant emotion spreads from one youth to another much aa 

though they lrara all brea}rlng windows in a rampage of vandalism. The leader 15 

behavior bolsters the courage of the rollovers end the presence of the follov-
115 

erB may in turn be the stimnlous for the leader to begin the activity. Geis 

points out the importance in such groups of members sustaining an image for the 

benefit of their fellows: roles are played to the detriment of victims, for 
116 

group rape often calls for even more violence than individual rape. Vio-

lence is more probable in group rape, some suggest, because in publicly sharing 

the same sexual outlet group members open themaelves to accusations of homo-
117 

sexuality, accusations which can be repudiated by acting violently. 

Race hatred has been used t·o explain prison sexual aggression. I:rvin, for 

ex.ample, hold.s resentment of middle-class 10Thi tea by loyer-class blacks to be 
118 

the main cause tor the black a.gg:reflsor-vhi te victim pattern. Scacco strongly 

uphol.ds this explanation, and reports aggressors telling him they attacl1ed 
119 

their victims to get back at whites. Davis cites the brutality in incidents 
120 

he examined as evidence of race hatred motivating the activity. GiVen the 

fact that most prison rape seems to involve black aggressors and white victims, 

it should not surpriae us that some claim that blacks rape whites tor revenge. 

Beyond the existence of the victim-aggressor race -pattern itself, hovever, 

little empirical evidence supports this position. Opposing this theory is the 

fact that MOst rape victims of black aggressors in the street are black. If 

aexual aggression were prim.arily motiv&ted by racial animosity, we would expect 

--~----------------------~--~----------~--, 
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to find the same victim-aggressor ethnic pattern on the street as we find in 

prison. 

Other ideas have also been suggeated to explain 'Why blacks predominate 

axeong the aggressor category. Huffman believes that black conceptions of 

homosexuality differ from vhi te attitudes. According to Huffman, bla.cks seek 

not to become emotionally involved in prison homosexuality; their aim is to 
121 

achieve expedient ejaculation. Gagnon and Simon claim that a black man 

who is more economically deprived than a 'White man of legitimate economic 

expressions of'masculinity, "finds continuing validation of masculinity needs 
132 

in aggressive homosexual relationships in prison." 

Gagnon end Simon worked as research sociologists at Alfred C. Kinsey's 

Institute for Sex Research a.t Indiana. University, where Gagnon cooperated 'With 

Bebhard, et al, in writing ~ Offenders. They Yrote a paper integrating 

knowledge,about sexual behavior in general with what they knew about prison 
123 

homosexua.li ty. "The Social Meaning of Prison Homosexuality;' later revised 

and published in the book, Sexual Conduct, . 
124 

influences most current writing 

about sex in prison. Gagnon and Simon combine ideas from Lindner, Ward, 

and Ovesey - past interpreters or prison sexuality - vith Kinsey's findings 
125 

about lover-class male sexual behavior. According to this view, lover-class 

men in pri~on carry out the same sexual patterns they carry out on the street. 

In these mens' lives, sex is a ~ocial need more than a physical need. It is 

thus said about the lover-class world tha.t "men have sex with women in order 
126 

to be able to talk about i t with other l'i\en." Sexual behavior, as a vtay at 
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proving oneself a man carries over into prison life. The behavior is rein-

t'orced by the t'act that, according to Kinsey, lover-class men hale taboos 

ag&intSt masturbation and "s. paucity of complex fantasies" vhieh make mastur-

bation satisfying. Gagnon and Simon include this perspective of masturbation 

in their interpretation. They state: 

1'he usual prisoner is drawn frClll a population in 'Which 

sexual experience is' concrete and not s)~bo1ic; in which 

there is a. taboo on masturbation; and, finally, in which 

MUflh of heterosexual experience is structured around the 

need to have sexual encounters that validate his masculinity 
127 

among other men. 

Lacking acceptable outlets and driven by the need for status, prisoners Beek 

sex targets. 

In the 1a.te Fifties, Jack L. Ws.rd observed in 'Writing about training 

Bchools tha.t tlbullying and aggressi've homosexual behavior become con:fu.sed 

wi th manliness, while dependence and SUbmission a.re inve1 ved vi th pass iva 
128 

homosexual beha".rior.!I Ward cites Ovesey I s clinical observation that dream 

material often ~howB that dependence is interpreted as helpless submission to 

sex. assault; and tha.t pa'l1er, the opposite, consists of subjuga.ting another 
129 

individual to sexual a..EIsalllt. 

Ward and Lindner both trnce aggre15 si ve aexu.a1 beharlor to the dependency 
130 

of incarcera.tion. The process of reducing a man's a.utonomy is viewed by 

tholle vri tara 4\111 a form of' emaaculation. In re21ponl3e to this cxpttrience, men 
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D@f~flEl"" aggreasi ye and Pl"edatOry. They act out their f'ru$tration by c~rcing 

veak victims in an attempt to restore their mMculine im9..ge. 

Ge.gnon and Simon in their article aim to explain consenaua.J.. !;eJ.: in prisons. 

Thus, they e:mphasi ze that a.ggressors, along with satisfying social needs by 
131 

open displays of masculinity, are also seeking emotional relationships. 

According to this viev, ttrO needs are operfll.ting together: the need to express 

pOYer and the need for love. Far from Yishing to harm, humD.iate, or injm-e, 

they see the aggressor wishing to poaaeas his target as a. 'Willing partner, an 

inmate wife to ehow oft to his friends and to bring flome ve.rmth and sexual 

stimulation into his life. Aggressor approacha3. ranging trom propoaitiona 

or requests for tle:t to attelllpte to intUrl.date wi t~ threats, can be explained 

by this theory. 

But what about sexual &Ss:!l\ul t? Tha.t, eertminly, cannot invol ye I!I. need 

tor emotional relationships, e.l though it eM be euily explained by involving 

the need for pever. ~on and S1100n c1D not meet this question. They writel 

that in prison: 

Homosexual r~pe is not a very frequent occurenee, and at 

time there is some question (as in het~ro8exual situationB) 

as to whether th0 situation is really in fact rape or whether 
132 

it is a aeduction which ha5 simply gone wrong. 

If we explain prison homonexuality in terms of power and domination~ this 

msk.em the subject similar to curreut :feminist discussions about the causes 

of rape in the floee world. A$ we have seen; Browruniller sees prison sexual 
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aggression as similar to the rape of women. :Both are Han acting out of power 
133 

roles. It Susan Green, Msuming onl,. olight differences bet~een rapists e.nd 

normal males, sees all male eroticism motivated by power. Most ma.le eeXUll.l 

pleasure, she holds, derives as lllUch froll II torce and dominance" as it does 
134 

from sex play itself. In her study, The Politics of Sex, Kate Millet 

sees Genet portraying a homosexual criminal world that is a paradigm of a 

verld-wide 6i tuation vhere people in masculine roles (usua.lly m.~n) dominate 

people in feminine roles (usually yomen, except in prison). ~be view that 

Rex is a symbol of dominancl/l reache!!l itfl zenith ill Brcnmmiller's assumption 

of a "male ideologyof rape." Rejecting any quest for a.ffection or 3ex, 

BrCNnlrlllelO expltrlns aggressive senw contact as not only conquest, but as 

conquest accompanied by the intention to brutalize and the need to humiliate 

beyond the harm necessary for rape itself. According to Bro;mmiller, men rape 

because of their contempt for yomen [or for men in female roles] and because of 
'136 

their need to dominate them. 

Amir presents e. "subcultural interpretation ot forcible rape, 'Which mske!3 

sexual aggreSSion part of en overall pattern of violence carried out by lo'W'er-
137 

class men and boys. Amir believaa that the subculture of violence thesis 

best explains sexual aggression, offering the following proof for hiB position: 

1) sexual aggression prevails in the same subculture in which 

other types of violence prevail, 

2) the rates of rape n.re highest a:m.ong the sruna group vhich 

produces the highest rates for o"ther violent crime - i.e., 

black, single, young t lower-class r118.les, 
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3) half of those arrested for rape had been previo'W3ly arrested 

for other criaes e.ge..inst persona: blacks more 80 than wi tea ~ 

4) the incidence of group rape shove that rape unfolds in the 

context of a peer group, where it ia learned along vith other 

violent beha.vior, and 

5) descriptiYe studieD indica.te seXual aggression is part of 
138 

the subcul. ture of violence. 

'ifuen Amir looks to "subculture II to explain rape, he looks to So group made 

up of young, lower-class bltlck males. And the Philadelphia report, as we ha.ve 

noted, found the same chars.cteristicB a.ssocie.t~d with prison sexual e,ggTe&1sors 

as Amir fowd Q.8socie.ted with rapists on tho street. '.fhis makes it impor-t;.ant 

for us to consider the theory of the subculture of violence s..a Alrlr rela.tes it 

to sexual aggression. 

While AmiI"s data. come from victims I reports to police, he brings in pub .... 

lished research about young blacks to shoy hoY end vhy such men l'M.Y have a. pro-

c1ivity tovard sexual aggression. Amirthus cites york. by Walter MUler and 

others which suggests that NaSculine concerns of lower-class youths stress 
139 

demonstra.tions of toughness. Here, Anrlr I B v1evpoint becomes similar to 

Gagnon and Simon l s snd Brcrwmrlller' 5 ~ tor, according to Alnir. youths from the 

Bubcul ture of violence, because of social factors, ten4 toward Wl.chismo, or 
140 

bypermas cull ty- t more than other youths. 

In explaining aggressive sexual behavior, it ilj certainly legitimate to 

consider studies that explain l~r-class aggression in terms of thwarted 
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masculinity needs. It is also relevant to consider general descriptions of the 

sexual and violence values of young lover-closs blacks, such as Dollard and 

Davia' Child.ren of Bondage, pol"traying ce.ae studies of a subculture of 
141 

violence in the deep South. Harold Finestonc, in II Cats, Kic.Ks and Color, II 

writes about The Cat - the )'oung, lower-class black who directs his life around the 

search for "kicks. II Among "The Cat I a II adventures, perverse sex, and drugs 

are esteemed goals. Sexual values of the Cat, according to Finestone, include 
~2 1M 

aspirations to be a pimp. In Pimp: The stOry of My" Life, by Iceberg Slim, 

these sexual values are more fully described through flights of exploitative 

fantasy. Sweet Jones, the pimp in Slim's book, giving advice to a young 

man just starting out in his pimping career, tells him how to get his woman 

to work: "Make that bitch get outta that bed end get in the street, Put your 

foot in her ass hard. If that don It work, take a. 'Wire coat hanger and twist 
143 

it into a whip. II The pimp role is a way of regarding yomen e.nd a ws:y of 

looking at violence. It forms the kind of cultural ba.ckdrop which Amir sees 

behind rapes on the street and which could be part of the cultural heritage 

behind prison sexual aggres,sion as vell. 

How do writers consider the relation between sexual aggression and sexual 

deprivation? In spite of the fact that prison bars heterosexual men from fe-

male contact, in spite of a lack of evidence about the consequences of this 

fact, most writers do not give lnUch weight to sexual deprivation as a cause 

for sexual aggresl!lion. Gagnon and Simon go so far as to claim prisoners do 

not even have strong sexual urges while incQrcerated; Davis and Buffum, whose 
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144 
writings are videly quoted, adopt the same position. 

While no systematic evidence supports either side of the question, some 

observers close to the prison claim that sexual deprivation is a major con-

cern ot inmates. Clemmer, tor one, considers "sex yearning ••• the most paintul. 
145 

phase of incarceration. II Bloch believes prisoners have strong sexua.l. thoughts t 
146 

which are continually reinforced by the "aphrodisia.c quality of oodern media." 

Writing about sexual deprivation in an Indian prison, Srivastava states that 
147 

"i ts grip over prisoners minds is very pressing." 

E. J. Kaoin carried out empirical studies on the general question of sexual 

aggression and sexual deprivation in college men. He claims that "aggressives 

entertain significantly higher subjective estimates of their sex drive than do 
148 

the nonagressi~~B. II Kanin also reports that aggressi ves, while they were 

more successful at arranging tor sex than nonagressives, yere also more dis-

satisfied by their experiences. He concludes that sexual deprivation. rather 

than being a function of absolute ~rivation, depends on the disparity be-
149 

tween erotic aspirations and erotic accomplishments. Sexual frustration 

vould be more intense tor those who have been or are sexually active than tor 
J 150 

those who have been sexually quiescent. This could mean that,in prisons, 

the men vi th the greatest sexual. experience, those vi th the most developed 

"erotic aspirations, II vould be the moat sexually :frustrated and could become 

the most aggressi'Vll. This could relate t¢ the prevalence of Qggression among 
151 152 

blacks, for studies by Gold and Ehrmann indieate that nonmarital sexual 

behavior is more widesprea.d among black youths then wi te youths. Kanin t s re-

__ --01-.,' _____ '-" ~ _____________ ......... ____ ~ ___ ~ ___ ~ _____ .... _~~. __ '"'----_----'-- __ _ 
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search could thus help to explain why black prisoners are more sexually aggres

sive than white priaoners,provided. that experienced deprivation is a mediating 

variable. 

-- -- ----- --___ ....... __ !iC'"""""~~="""""=~ _________ _ 
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Footnotes for Chapter Two 

1 
Examples of journalists' accounts are: Linda Carlton, "The Terrify-

ing Homosexual World of the Jail Systemll. The Hew York Times, April 1971, 40. 

"Escapee Tells of Prison Attacks," Times Union • [Albany) 22 April 1975, 4· Con-

cerns sexual aggression in Glades State Prison, Florida. Bruce Jackson, 1I0ur 

Prisons are Criminal", New York Times t.1agazine, 22 October 1968. iolayne Kine;: 

"Rise in Inmates Strains Jails in South: Florida Jams 10 Into 12-by=15 Foot 

Cells." The New York Times, 24 October 1975, A-l, C-IO. "6 Indicted in Sodomy 
, 

at Dutchess Co. Jail, II Times Union [Albany] 31 May 1975, 8: Aggressors charged 

with first degree sodomy after raping two youths. "Needed: Prisons of Another 

Stripe." The National Observer, 15 June 1974,1.14.16, prisoners' accounts of 

sexual aggression they observed: Mickey Cohen (McNeil Island)/James Hoffa (Lewisburg). 

Official inquires , see: Employees of the New York State Commission of Corrections, 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

Target Study: Sampling and Data Collection 

We carried out our research in several New York State prisons. We obtained 

de6criptions of incidents occurring in juvenile institutions, jails, adult pri

SODS or reformatories, and correctional Mental health facilities (see Table 3.1), 

but m-ost incidents we record·::te.ke place in Ne,t Y01Alt State adult and youth pri-

sons. Only tiro occurred out of state, one in Virginia end OD.e in Missouri. 

Sources of information include institutional files and tape-recorded in-

tervievs. As our sample comes from a relatively sma.ll sub-culture, ve found 

different people in different roles describing similar events. These descrip-

tiona, combined with ste..f'f reports .... in files, al.lov us some degree of independent 

verification of our data. 

Interview Procedures 

The illtervievs with targets yere open-ended but all items on the schedule 
. 1 

(see Appendix A) wre covered. We strove to get concrete narra.tives of specific 

incidents. In the context of theBe incidents, we ~sked our respondents to des-

cribe their thoughts and feelings, those they had now and those experienced at 

the time of the incident (8). The effort here vas to capture the meaning of the 

experiences tor the persons involved. 



\ Ta.ble 3.1: ~o or Institution in w:,hich the Incident Occun-ed• 

Institution Type 

.Juvenile Institution: 

Ja.il: 

Adult prison: 

Youth Prigon or Reformatory: 

Correctional Mentel Health Facility: 

Total Incidents~ 

--------------~-------- - -- -- ---

Humber of 
incidents 

9 

11 

56 

64 

12 

152 

62 
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Data Collection Safeguards 

Interviews vere anonymous and are identified by code numbers • lrunates 

vere instructed to use no names of other irunates during the interviews. If 

e:ny names appeared on the ta.pes they 'Were not tra.nscribed. Inmates 'Were not 

used as referral sources and the specific content of intervievB va.s not dis·· 

cussed with a.ny,one except illlInediate members of the research project. 

Inmates yere told that their participation in the study vas volunt~ft 

that their participation might help other men in the fut\~et but vas not likely 

to offer them aid or relief. 

Tare;et S~lin& Procedure. 

Target sampling procedures include availa.bility sampling and rrul:dom sam.p

ling. For some pu.rposcs, the groups are combined; for others, they a,'ce seperated. 

~:furoughout this study, random and non-random samples are identified. The "Target 

Sample" refers to a. combination of random and non-random groups of men who have 

had at least one incident of sexual aggression at some time during their insti

tutional career. The ':Non-Target Sample" is e. group of men extra.cted from a 

random sample who have had no such incidents. By comparing th~ characteristics 

of the Taxget semple to the Non-Target Sample, we hope to ahoy the types of 

men who become involved in - or those who escal?e.~a.ggressi'V'~ sexual incidents .. 

Availability sampling focused on pre-defined high risk groups and staff 

referrals $ Here, we aimed to capture recent incidents, incidents of use in 

spelling out the boundaries of the problem. We aimed to find men who could re

member incidents well and still felt the impact of thes~ incidents. Random 

, 
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sampling was useful for gathering representative Sases, but proved less useful 

for gathering the best informed cases. In discussing the data, we shall try 

to point to the sample sources used in any particular section to avoid pit-

falls of unfounded inference. 

Table 3.2 shows the sources for our target sample. The first category 

refers to :formal protecti va settings. We interviewed all men living in "PrO_ 

tective custody" in two adult prisons (Attica and Auburn). At Attica, ve in-

terviewed all "Protection MenU during the months of October, November and Dec-

. ember of 1974. These men lived in solitary confinement under conditions closely 

resembling those found in disciplinal7 segregation. A third of the men in 

Attica Protection had been targets of sexual aggression at one time in their 
, 

institutional career, although not all of them had been targets immediately 

preceeding their move to Protection. Three men, out of a protection population 

of thirty-one, refused to speak with us. We conducted confidential interviews 

on an isolated part of the Protection company itself, out of sight and beyond 

hearing a~stance of others. Following the interviews, data were collected from 

institutional files. We interviewed all men living in AUburn's Protection 

Unit in March of 1975. Here, we found 3 targets among 7 Protection men. One 

of these men we had previously interviewed in Attica. 

We interviewed all men living in Coxsackie's C2 ("Wesk If) Company from Janu-

a:r:r of 1975 to April of 1975. Here, we interviewed 42 men, of whom 28 were ts.r-

gets. C2 Company in the Youth prison differs trom Protection in the Adult pri-

60ns. :r·rotection is III legal term designating ~oli tary confinement or confine-

ment to 6.Il area cut ofr from the ms.in prison population. C2 Company, on the 
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Table 3.2: Source~ of TaTget Sample. 

Sample 
NaIlle 

Tot!'!l 
Intervieved 

Protective environments 

a. Coxsackie weak company ( C2) 
b. Attica Protection 
c. Auburn Protection 

Rererra1s~ Staf~ (Nc 31) and other (Nz 3) 

n. Attica. 
b. Cozsackie 
c. Auburn 

Surveys~ . 

R. 4% of Attica Housing List (N=1297) 
b. 4% of Coxsackie Housing List (N=T29) 
c. All vhite inmates who entered 

Coxsackie betveen 3/7/75 and 4/7/75 
c 

Aggressors who vere targets 

Total Interviev3 

Total targets 

42 
31 
7 

16b 

9 
~ 

48 (six rerusals) 
28 (seven r~tusals) 

14 

.l:L 

213 

Targets of Sexual Aggression 
at One Time 

N 

28 
10 

2
a 

40 

67% 
32% 
30% 

20 
11 b 
·3 34 

14 
7 

10 

29% 
25% 

71% 

~ _;::;.......-34 

101. 

101 

not including six referral 
targets unavai1able)·-
One man, a target in tva 
sampling sources, is counted 
o~c~~.~ .. __ _ 

a. One of these men was also interviewed in Attica protection. 

b. Six targets could not "be rea.ched for interviews. Staff referrals, confined by reports in 
~i1es, identified them as targets. 

c. Target - a.ggressors Identif'ied by t.arget files \tho told about being targets during the 
int.erviev. Three other target - aggressors are in the youth Random sample, makihg a 
total of six targets who were also aggres 
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other hand, provides a le~s restricted place for men who require a safe en-

vironment. Weak Men have all freedoms and lldvnnta.ges of the regular prison 

popW.ation. Sa.fety comes from ha.ving cells on one gallery 'Where oDJ.y residents 

have access. When a.t school, a.t 'Work, and in the yard, C2 taen mingle with 

other inmates. 

Weak Company men were interviewed in e. priva.te room. There vere no re-

tusaJ.s. j{e developed a close rapport with many of these men and 'Word sprea.d 

throughout the Weak Company tha.t ve yere sympathetic to their problems. Follow-

ing the interviews, c~ta were gathered from institutional files. 

We asked counselors and mental health professionals to refer men to us 

who had reported a pl'Oblem 'With sexual aggression. Most Buch referrsJ.s came 
~ 

from a psychia.tric nurse at Attica and a psychologist a.t Coxsackie. These 

professionals expla.ined the project to men on their caseload and 1·1' a. m.a.n 

agreed to being intervieved, he va.s referred to us. At Auburn, a. knOlTledgeable 

"Special Housing Counselor" also referred men to us from disciplinary segre-

gation. Counselors, dealing with administrative affairs relating to victimi

zation (such as a transfer to a different block~ sometimes referred men to 

us. We also had a. fev self referrals from volunteers who learned about our 

interviews from friends who had been interviewed. 

We conducted random surveys in the youth Prison (Coxsackie) and an Adult 

Prison (Attica). We chose these tvo sites in order to have respondents of 

vtll"Ying ages; Coxsackie ha.s men from 16 to 21 t while Attica has men over 21. 

In Attica and Coxsackie we drew a list of names using the housing list 

as a sampling frame. The sample arrived at by thin method totaled 54 in Attica 

·-a'¥£:EiIi£!!!:<E = 
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and 35 in Coxsackie, or about four percent of the respective popul.a.tions. 

In Attica six men refused to be interviewed, including an organized crime 

figure and tvo members of the Nation ot Irs1am. In Coxsa.ckie, seven youths, 

all blacks, decH.ned the interrlev. 

RWldo1'll sampling showed the te.rget rate to be low (11%) amlmg Coxsa.ckie 

black inmates. The vhite target rate could not be estimated. since the per-

eenta.ge of whites in the institution was low. Therefore, "lie added s. white 

il11l16.te comparison sample. In July of 1975, "Ire spoke with ell/'White men who had 

entered Coxsackie between }/f.s.rch 7, 1975 and April 7, 1975. Most of these 

men by the time ve intervieved them. had been institutionalized for about half 

a year (including jail, reception t e:nd their three months in Coxsackie). We 

found ten of these fourteen :men to have had target incidents, and some of 

these incidents had occlU"red just days before the inteniew. Several of the 

inma.tes vere under stress, e.nd tw"O exhibited Signs of recent suicide a.ttempts. 

The Attica. Random survey vas carried out in June and July of 1975, the 

Coxsackie Random nUl~y and White Cohort Survey in July and September of 1975. 

Following the intervievs, ve gathered data from !nati tut ion al files. 

Tars.ets \tho vere also AGgressors 

Six targets vere also aggressors. Three or these men csme from the. Youth 

RMdom sample. sta.ff' referred the others to us because they were aggressors. 

Hovever, in the interview, these Men told us about being targets a.t one tim.e be-

tore taking up the aggressor role. 
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Discussion of the Target S~e 

Combining three sample sources (protective environments, referrals, and 

random surveys) t 'We must look at the differences e.nd similarities betveen 

these target groups. Can the sample sources be pooled for statistica.l analy-

sis? On \/'hat varia.bles are they dif'reren~'l Table 3.3 displays the charac-

tw.-iGtics of targets from protective en'rlronments, referral sources, and r8Jl

d01ll SUl'TeyS. Statistically significant differences between the groups shov 

up for age, average number of disciplinary infractions, and marital status. 

For other variables, percentage differances stand out. The prima.ry reasons 

for these differences are tha.t 1) men from protective environments bear more 

manifest "weakness" than other targets; 2) men from random surveys are "strong

er" than others; 3) staff referrals are more "middle-claas"; and 4) the many 

targets from Weal~ Company (C2)) e. housing area in a prison made up of youths, 

result in the p::::'oteciive environment group displ/liYing chara.cteristics common 

to youthfUl prisoners. Sampl.ing bie.s ill the protective environment sample 

leads to rmy over-representa.tion of youthful characteristics for th~s group, 

~omp&red to the others. 

Only a fe1r adult targets from eo place like Attica go to protection. In 

Coxsackie, on the other hand, as many aG a quarter of all vhite youths may be 

living in special protective settings. The men from C-2 we interviewed represent 

a fa.ir share of the young targets in the youth prison. Still, the tabulated 

characteristics of these men indicate they are s,l:i,.ghtly "veall:er" than other tar-

gets. l'l'or example, as we see by Ta.ble 3. 3,men from protecti "m'. environments, 

compared to random and referral target s, are younger, and les 13 criminal.: they 
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TABLE 3.3: CHAJtACTERISTICS OF TARGETS FRO!-1 PROTECTIVE ENVlRONl-1E..11T, REFERRAL ~~~iUP(!ES 
A.""iD RANOOM SURVEYS. 

Protective Referral Random 
Environments Sources Surveys 

(Nra 39 ) (N=3l~ ) (N=31) 

Heao Height 68.23 68.94 67.6)1 

\~ean Weigh~. 144.44 153.76 143.96 

~·lean Age* . 21.08 24.18 23.90 

Number of Juvenile Convictions 1.03 0.72 .97 

Number of Adult Convictions 2.29 3.30 4.10 

Mean Maximum Sentence in Months 57.41 65.00 84.00 

t·1ean Number of Disciplinary Infrac-
tions .... 15.70 7.5" 5.90 

Mean Number of Violent Disciplinary 
Infractions 2.06 1.64 1.10 

left schoel 16.66 16.43 16.37 

94.05 98.44 96.65 

,,* F' Test Significl.U1t at .01 

** F Test Significant at .05 

--- --~------------
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7ABLF, 3. 3( Con' t. ): CHAPPC':'ERIPTICS OF TARGF'!'S FRI)~!; PROTECTIVE EHVIROIWEN'J'P: 
RRITPHfI:J ;-'r'Jl...tnCFf', AND RA1'\lDOlI, SURVEYS. 

Lif(~ i3en-t:.enc'e 
YeB 
~ro 

Total Percent 

Homen head of household 
Yes 
No 

Tot.al Percent 

YaIPily Background 
Intact Family 
Broken Family 

Total I'erccnt 

Hari tal Status* 
Single or divorced 
tliarried 

Total Percent 

Targets from 
Protective 
Environments 

(N=39) 

3% 
97% 

100% 

40% 
60% 

100% 

32% 
68% 

100/~ 

Tnrgets 
Referral 
GourceB 

(N=311) 

9% 
91% 

100% 

45% 
55% 

100% 

34% 
66% 

100% 

66% 
34% 

100% 

fran; Targets froT[! 
Random 
Surveys 

(n=31 ) 

10;: 
90% 

100% 

62% 
38% 

100% 

28% 
7':)< 
~/V 

100% 

93% 
7d 

" 100% 

*Chi square between the three groups is significant at p < '.01. 
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':'AHIJ:3.3 : (Con 't. ): CHARACTERISTICS OF' T"J~GETS FROB PROTECTIVT: ENVIRONMENTS 

R:SYFRRAL rOUnCES, AND P..fL"J'DOM SURVEYS. 

Ethnicit:r 
\ihi te 
Black 
Puerto Ri~e.n 

Tot.a.l Percent 

COJ'!'l.mi tment County 
New York City 
(,::'he~ COU11ties 

Tct.al 'e!"cent 

~ 

Borne Town Populat.ion 
Over 50,000 
Und.er 5P+t OOO 

Total Percent 

Prior Adult Commitment 
Yes 
!ki 

Totl'i.l Percent 

Targets from 
Protective 
Environments 

(N=39) 

82~ 
?-8% 

0% 
100% 

10% 
90% 

100% 

41% 
59% 

100% 

36% 
64% 

100% 

Targets from 
Referral 
Sources 

(N=34) 

~~~ 
0% 

100% 

18% 
82% 

100% 

63% 
37% 

100% 

52% 
48% 

100% 

Targetn from 
Random 
Surveys 

(N=3l) 

'?7~ 
16% 

_rtf 
!,4 

100% 

16% 
84% 

100~ 

65~'~ 
35% 

100% 

68% 
32% 

100% 
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TABLE 3 ~3 ( Con It. ) : CHARACTERISTICS ()F TARGETS FROM ·PROTEC'l'IVt; ENVIR()Nl-iENTS 

RFFERRAL ~~OURC:E.'S, A!fD RA:'IDOr~ SURVEYS. 

Targets from 
Protective 
Environments 

(N:t:39 ) 

JuvcniJe ~c)rn .. 'i1i trr.ent 
Ye~ 31% 
no 69% 

To tR.J~ Pt=:rcent 100% 

Fo~ce used with commitment offense 
Yes 47% 

53% 
100% 

No 
TotaJ Percent 

Suicide Attempt 
Yes 
No 

Total Percent 

Declared Sexual 
Homosexual 
Straight 

Total Percent 

Identity 

Prior Mental Health Residence 
Yes 
No 

Total Percent 

49% 
51% 

loo;t 

10% 
90% 

100% 

33% 
67% 

100% 

Targets from 
Referral 
Sources 

(N=34) 

33% 
67% 

1.00% 

55% 
45% 

100% 

39% 
61% 

100% 

18% 
87% 

100r. 

33% 
67% 

100% 

'l'argets 
Random 
Surveys 

(N:::31) 

47% 
53% 

100% 

40% 
60% 

100% 

2h% 
71~% 

100% 

6% 
94% 

100% 

30% 
70% 

100% 

fro!'"; 
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have ahorter sentences, ere less likely to have previous adult or juvenile com

mitments, and have fewer adult convictions. They are more likely to come from 

sm.a.ll cities, to\iUS and rural areas ~ than random or referral targets. They 

also show a higher percentage of suicide attempts than the men in the other 

samples. 

The protective environment sample,containing more youths than other target 

samples, shows some differences from other samples because sampling bias over

represents youthful characteristics in this group. Contacts vith the criminal 

justice system, measured by the number of adult convictions and previous adult 

commitment," are less than in the other groups because youths have less time to 

accumulate criminal records. Similarly, sentences are shorter, in part, be

cause recidivism does not influence sentencing as much with youths (vho have 

not had time to develop records) as it does with adults. Indices of prison 

adjustment, such as suicide attempts and disciplinary reports, also differ 

among youth and adult prisoners, Younger prisoners are more volatile. they 

fight more, fool around more, and, consequently, get written up more. Adminis

trative differences between prisons also contribute to differences on this 

variable because staff in the youth prison are much quicker to "vrite up" a 

misbehaving inmate than staff in the adult prison. Age differences MBO are 

a factor leading to a higher rate of suicide attempts among the men in the 

protective environments, for the young in prison are in a high risk group to 

injure themselves. 
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Comparing referral targets to targets from other groups, \fe see similar 

effects of age differences. Because of our excellent vorking relationship 

with a psychiatric nurse in Attica's mental health facility, many adult tar

gets were referred to our study. Because adults are over-represented in the 

l'eferra.l group, the group shovs heavier averG.ge physical veight than the other 

groups; it also has men ~th more criminal convictions, higher sentences, and 

more adult commitments than the protective environment group. 

Referral targets also demonstrate some features unique to prison mental 

health caselos.d.s. For nample, ref'errals are more likely to be married be

ca.use lllarried prisoners are more conventional, more "middle-class II, and more 

likely to get into formal treatment in Attica. More referrals than random 

men have a history of suicide attempts and tIlOre referrals than either pro

tective environment men or member of the random sample declare themselves to 

be hoxnose::rua.l. Men ...nth both characteristics tend to end up on mental case

loads. Suicidal inmates are seen because they are depressed, and homosexual 

men because they have situational difficulties or are referred by custody 

staft to the mental health facility. 

The random target group differs from the other two groups in ha.ving the 

characteristics of more serious offenders: random targets have higher sentences 

and higher recidivism rates than the other groups. They have more adult and 

juvenile commitments. They ha.ve used force more freely. They are less sui

cidal than either men :from protective environments or referrals and appear to 

be II stronger" inmates, more ca.pable of handling the pressures of confillement 

------------ ----------- ----------------~----
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rlthout breaking dow than other illIllates from. our sample. They tend to come 

from more populated areas than protective environment targets and sho" less 

cultural disparity from the general population. 

Our method is to pool the three groups and then compare targets to ag

gressors and non-targets. In our analysis of these comparisons, for specific 

variables, we refer to the incompatibilities we have been discussing. 

Time Between Incident and Interview 

One aim of the target interviev vas to gather information about specific 

incidents. Decay exists from the time of the incident date to the time of 

the interview date. During this time, memory lapses occur; fantasy mey some

times replace reality. In some cases, descriptions of remote incidents are 

incomplete 'When compared to recent incidents. lIJOst incidents ve shall review 

occurred relatively close to the time of the interview. (See table 3.4) •. 

The Non-Target Group Comparison Gro~ 

The non-target group is made up of the youth and adult random samples 

(dravn from the hOUSing list). }tien in these samples vere designa.ted "non

targets" by means of a. probing :personal interview. The 13 cases refusing the 

interview have been excluded from this group. When the interview determined a 

man to be a. "non .• target," we followed a brief schedule (see a.ppendix A). 

Mgressor study: Sampling and Deta Collection 

We eequired the names of aggressors in seven different ways, as Tab1e 3.5 

show. Most of these men were participarlts in the incidents targets told u.s 

about: the sample has the bene!1 t of beit1lg ms.de of the actual playere in 'the 

interactions we ~xam1ne. On the other hend, the sample has th~ liability of 
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Months Beron Interview Date Incident takes Pla.ce. 

He an 13.70 

Mode 4.00 

Einimum 1.00 

!.w..ximum 98.00 

Hedian 6.20 
~ 
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being e. pure e:vailabili ty sample. We added to the aggressor sample every 

available aggressor who came our Yay because this ws the only way possible 

for us to obtain a sample of these men. 

Acquiring an aggressor sample vas a sensitive undertaking. We dealined 

to ask targets an1. victims the names of the men who had been epproaching them. 

Informants were specifically told not to mention d.efinite names. Ott,... ability 

to work successfully would have been hampered if 

the word got arotmd that ve were tTj'"ing to get iD.lM.tes to "drop dimes" on 

fellow inmates. 

Fortunately, as the target study progressed, ve learned aome aggressive 

incidents were recorded by staff in the file of the target or in the file of 

the aggressor. These files became the main source of' our aggressor sample. 

Since ve were gathering pre-recorded information, our status as observers of 

this sensitive activity was maintained. We were not in a likely position to 

damage either targets or aggressors. 

staff investigations identity most of our aggressors. In these cases, 

a. correctional officer or ad:m.inistra.tol" prepares a. hand-1o.Titten report. A 

cm"bon copy of this report is placed in the tile of both target and aggrcss014
• 

When our interview m:th the target confil"liUS the inform.a.tion in the report, we 

then include the aggressor in our saxnple. The foilowing are examples 0'[ such 

reports: 

Lieutenant'lS Report: I11.l!.mte Brown, C Block Porter, denies any 

involvement or knowledge of alledged incident. I had Figli8l1i 



observe inmate through the d~or and he identified Brown. 

I then broughtFigliani into this office, where he identified 

Brown,.in person, as one of the attackers. 

* ~ * * * 
Ward 16 Incident Report: Patient Heller and :patient Me.rchland 

were involved in an a.1tercation in the vrard library ••• it seems 

to stem from possible homosexual s.d,~ces made by Marchland 

toward Heller. 

M!-..rchland reuei ved an injnry to his lower lip and a 

laceration of upper left arm that required eight sutures ••• 

two SC1~V drivers and a comb with a razor blade taped to it 

were found. 

Heller was placed in camisole for protect~on of selt 

and others. Marchlend confronted Heller and let out vi th 

a barrage of threatening statements: 

"You Ire a punk kid. 11m gOiT.lg to get you; it might 

take yea.rs, but we.lk slov and think fast. You v~nt for my 

throat tvice with that blade and. missed both timeS." 

Our aggressor se.mple is an a.~ils.bili ty sa..mple. We stumbled on the names 

of most of these men in the course of data collection for the target study. 

tfe believe these men to be a. legitimate group of a.ggressors. "In most cases 

their aggression has been identified through independent sources. Generally, 

detailed incident reports, written hours a~ter the incident, confirm staff 
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referrals ~ inmate compla.int s, and our interviews. 

~gressor Interviews 

At the time our random sample was being conducted, aggressors' names were 

added to the list of random informants. Then, the interviewer explained to the 

aggressor that he was studying problems people have in prison and elicited his 

cooperation. In the course of the interview, the man was encouraged to talk 

in general about sexual aggression in prison. The men were generally reluctant 

to talk about their mffi personal sexually aggressive beha1'rior and the group eX-

hibited an unusually high refusal rate (9 or 30%). However, a few inter-

nevs did yield rich material from the aggressor~s point of view. Unfortunately, 

these ere too few cases to construct any systematic analysis based on interview 

content. Thus, these interviews serve only as a source of insight into indivi

dual aggressor experiences and attitudes. 

The Aggressor Comnarison Grou~ 

On certain variables, aggressors a.re compared to the chara.cteristics o:f 

the entire prison population. Figures used for this comparison ha.ve been cl:>m

piled by St~te authorities for general purposes. They were made available to 

us through the courtesy of the New York State Department of Correctional Ser

vices. 

I 

.,. 
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We removed three aggressors fOl.ll?-d in our random sample to make up a com

~l3on group. These three cases, aJ..l from the youth prison, were identified 

by incident reports in the files. The comparison group. thus, is a random 

sample of men who have no incidents of sexual aggression recorded in their 

files. It may well be that some aggressors, whose behavior has eluded offi

cial notation, may be in the comparison group. The comparison group may not 

represent non-aggressors i~ much as it represents a normal body of prison in

mates. 

Data Collection Periqds and Places 

The first aggressor file was examined in November of 1974; the last in 

December of 1975. The firi3t aggressor was interviewed in January of 1975, 

the last in October of 197~;. Files of aggressors 'Were examined in two adult 

, one youth prison, snd the central files of the correctional depart

ment. Interviews with aggressors were conducted in the adult prison and the 

youth prison. 

The incidents which cau.sed these men to be identified as aggressors oc

c~red in one jail and five prisons throughout New York Sta.te. The incidents 

took place between 1973 and 1975. We intervieved the comparison group trom 

June of 1975 to September of 1975. We collected data from these menls files 

during the same period. 

Discussion of A88!esaor Sample 

Our group of "sexual assaul.ters" is proba.bly the most dependable part of 

the aggressor sa.mple •. Prison sexus.l assault is a. dramatic event not usually 
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dden from other inmates and staff. We probably have identified many men 

vho committed forced sodomy on other men during or closely befor~ our periods 

of data collection. Our assaulters group is small. This is an indication 

that prison rape in our research setting is a relatively rare occurrence and, 

as our target survey shows, only part of the continuum of sexually aggres

sive moves in prison. Our sample of sexual aggressors represents those ag

gressors who come to the attention of staff. Thus, they occupy the same 

position as the convicted do in criminological stUdies based on official data. 

The selection bias includes those who get caught and excludes those who evade 

detection and identification. In our setting, this bias also may mean we 

have included those aggressors wn.o are most worrisome to targets. Innocuously 

perceived approaches are excluded, serious ones are included. Our ~gressor 

describes the types of men who threaten or use force. 

Staff Study 

We interviewed top administrators in Attica, Comstock, Coxsackie and 

Auburn. In these prisons, we also interviewed mental hea.1iih professionals and 

the counselors and officers with special responsibility to men in protective 

environments. Additional officers, counselors, s~rgeants~ and lieutenants 

were intervie11ed on an unsystematic basis throughout the state. These staff 

members made decisions about targets or potential targets. (Se~ Appelldix A 

for. Schedule) SOl!l.e intervie;rs were tape-recorded and t:zn:tIUlcribed. III other 

cases, we took field notes of our conversations with staff. The aim of staft 

- interviewing ~as to get the staff view of the ~roblem, its causes and solutions. 

,J 
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We copied out of in.mate files staff comments in regard to the perception and 

handling of specific nases. This, along with interview content from staff 

and targets, gives us a record of staff-in-action. 

Data Analysis Methods 

Information trom prison records was transferred to Fortran sheets. Infor

mation from the transcribed interviews vas transferred to data sheets resembling 

questionnaires. (see "Victimiza.tion Incident Form." Appendix B). After all 

the interview transcripts vere summarized on these data sheets, a coding scheme 

was constructed. The information on the interview summary sheets vas then 

coded onto Fortran Sheets. We carried out computer analysis using Statistical 

Package for the Social Sciences. We used two basic units of study, the indivi

dua.l and the incident. Each study unit had its ow. computer file. Target 

background information was included in each coded incident, enabling us to cor

relate background with incident behavior. The "sample" codes of all individuals 

and incidents allowed us to examine effects of sampling bias on the findings. 

Similarly, ve could select data which vas purely random for certain purposes. 

To look at the target-aggressor interaction, we followed a method pre-

sented by Hans Tech in Violent Men. Toch states; 

In this type of approach, each move is seen as the rational 

response by one player to the play of another. The focus is 

on logical possibilities left. open by preceding moves and on 

logical implications of each move for successive moves. These 

possibilities and implications can be conceptualized and 



quantified ••• Our focus must be on the perceptions and 
2 

motives and needs of real players in concre-ce settings. 
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In our intervievs, we asked men to describe incidents of sexual aggression, 

encouraging a description of the behavorial moves in the incident. We asked 

for the words the aggressor said to the target and the words the target said 

to the aggressor. F~om interview transcriptions, we made a diagram of each 

incident, showing the seque~ce of aggressor and target moves. 

We gave our informants a difficult task, and not all could complete it 

successfUlly. Some could not remember these incidents completely. others 

could not describe incidents with enough detail to permit accurate diagram-

ming. Only about tvo thirds of all recorded incidents were 

. suitable for diagrematic analysis. Every incident consists of charac

ics unique to each incident and characteristics unique to each move, 

which, in turn, depend on its relation to previous moves. We handled the 

problem of analyzing both incidents and sequences of moves by treating these 

parts of the data as separate units. Every incident vas viewed as having at

tributes and variables which could be coded and tabulated. Moves in incident 

sequences, on the other hand, were coded, kept in sequence, and compiled on 

figures showing aggressor approaches, target responses, and aggressor counter 

responses. 

A wide range of psychological reactions vere reported to us in open

ended interviews. We coded and tabulated these responses. Results, however, 

should be considered with caution. While emotional reactions outline the 
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continuum of target responses, the frequencies themselves are suspect. Some 

targets obstinately refused to discuss their emotions, and questions about feel-

ings were answered by masculine braggadocio, in spite of the interviewer's at-

tempts to break through the poses prison encourages men to adapt. Some tar-

gets could not describe their emotions: our target profile, for example, 

places the retarded inmates in a high risk group; unfortunately, some of these 

men in the sample had difficulty in communicating with us. In some inter-

views, the degree of rapport we sought, which we required to encourage men to 

freely talk about their deep and personal feelings, was absent. Because of 

these reasons, there is a likely chance of under-reporting of emotional re-

actions in our survey. 

Statistics 

The tables in this study present three problems for tests of significance: 

I} samples are not necessarily random samples, 2) the numbers in the samples 

are small, and 3) the frequencies for some variable values are zero or quite 

small. Because we use availability samples, and because some frequencies are 

small, we calculate observed - expected ratios to show percentage differences. 

Some readers, however, may find a measure of association useful. We include 

tests of significance for those prepared to consider them with appropriate 
3 

and applicable reservations. 



Footnotes: Chapter Three 

1 
The interview is similar to the "focused interview" Illld the "clinical 

interview" described by Claire Sellitz, Marie Jahoda, Morton Deutsch, 

and Stuart W. Cook: Research Methods in Social. Relations New York: 

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1951,264-66. The method for exploring 

sequences of events and the thoughts and feelings attending each step 

ie described by Tach (1969),18-19. See also Tach (1975),27. 

2 
Toch (1969),35. 

3 
We use Chi Square and Phi, both measures of association for nominal scale 

data. William L. Hays: Statistics. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 

597. Phi varies from zero to one, the strength of the association increas-

ing as Phi approaches one. Phi is based on the same principles as chi 

square measures and is mainly intended for 2XK tables. (He:nnan J. Loether 

and Donald G. McTavish: Descriptive Statistics for Sociologist. Boston: 

Allyn and Bacon,1974,196.) In spite of some cell frequencies being less 

than five, we have still shown the chi square and its related measure, Phi. 

Authorities differ on the minimum permissible cell frequency for the chi 

square, but it is recognized that it may be used in situations where cell 

frequencies fall as low as one if caution is exercised using judgments 

based on such measures. (Hays, 597). 
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CHAPTER FOUR:STATISTICAL FINDINGS 

In tbia chapter, an examination is made of the maj~r statistical 

findings obtained in our random and availability samples. The specific areas ve 

investigate are incid~nce levels,characteristics of targets, aggressors, and 

non-targets, and situational features of the incidents which targets 

describe. A later cha.pter, dealing 'With the topic of "Explaining Sexual 

Aggression," looks more closely at the characteristics of aggressors. In the 

present chapter we focus on 'Wbat kinds of men are selected to be targets and 

we look at tbe bigb risk times and places the incident5unfold in. 
Prevalence Levels 

As was indicated in Chapter Three, our target group derives from four 

sources: 

1) interviewing the total resident populations of Protection 

in Attica and Auburn and C-2 or "Weak. Company" in Coxsackie (40 

targets out of 79 men interviewed), 

2) interviewing referrals made by staff and others ( 34 targets), 

3) interviewing targets id6ntificd aG a result.of a systematic 

random sample of tbe populations of Attica and Coxsackie (21 

targets out of of 76 men interviewed), and 

4) interviewing all vhite inmates entering Coxsackie during a 

30 day pertod ( 10- targets out of 14 men interviewed). 

In order to compare targets to inmates vho avoid b~c~~ing targets, ~~ 

d 1 d U t til or ve ~ ~on- arge Qompari~on Group from tho Dy~temAtic rnndom ~ample. 

Chosing 89 men from thti! houdnr. 1htl'l or Coxl'JQ.ckh IUld Attj,oQ (about rour 

percent of the population), We conducted a probing ~rBonnl interview ~1th 

he men \rishing to participate (13 or 15% declined to be interviewed). On the 
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basis of this interview, 21 of the 76 randomly selected inmates (28%) vere 

classified as having been the targets of sexual aggressors at some point 

in their institutional career. The others, 55 of the 76 men in the random 

sample (72%), were classified "non-targets. II Table 4.1 summarizes our data 

estimating the prevelance levels in the two institutions. 

The target rate varied considerably by race .in this.r&ndom sample. As 

we see by Table 4.1., about half of the whites in the random sample were 

targets at one time, compared to about a fifth ~t the blacks and latins. 

Tf ve look onl-y. at whites in the"·yo.uth· cohort l!Se.ntple, the percentage rate is even high

er, indicating the problem is most severe among white youths. 

While a substantial number of sampled inmates were targets of aggres~0~sl 

only one inmate in the random sample was identified as the actual victim of a 

assault. A probing personal interview conducted with each 

inmate in our sample lessened the chances of under-reporting. The 

relatively low rate of sexual assault is also suggested by the number of 

incidents recorded as occUrring in the tvopriaons where the bulk of 

interviews took place. According to administrators, in the adult prison, 

with a resident population of about 2000, one or two sexual assaults 

occur a year. Such assaults were somewhat more common in the youth prison of 

700 ,where seA~ assault occurred about once every two months. 

Inmate interviews verify these estimates derived from administrators. 

Informants told the intervi~rer about sexual aggression occurtng in the 

New York State prison system, in New Yorlt City ~ s correctional complex, and in 

various jails throughout the state. The intensity and t'requency of incidents 

M~t~illB to vary from place to place. The problem is probably negligible in some 
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Table 4.1: Target Rate by Race in Random Samples and Youth Cohort 

Percent Targets 
____ *' ... _~_ •• U4 • '" .... .., ... ,.'" ,----... 

White Black.:a.nd Latin Total 
... 

. t· ~ .• % (N) a % (N) % (N) 

Random Samples 

Adult 42 (22) 20 (26) 29 (48) 

Youth 55 C 9) 20 (19) 25 (28) 

Random Samples 

Combined 45 ( 3.1) 19 (37) 28 (76) 

Youth Cohort 71 (14) 71 (14) 

a. 
Numbers in parentheses refer to the denominator populaxions on which the 

percentages are based. 
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er county jails; lJlany prisoners, having servecL both local and £tate time, 

only experienced sexual a~gression in the state prison system. 
Ethnicit~ 

other data derived from our stu complement the random sample. With 

respect to ethnicity, for instance, we can look at the race of the aggressors 

in incidents. Since about half of all incidents involve multiple aggressors, targets 

in 152 incidents repo~t~e race of 237 aggressors: as reported by targets, . 

most are black (80 %), some are Latin (14%), and only a fev are vhi te (6%). Table 

4.2 crossta.bulates the ethnic! ty of 'tMitazgetS in the' incidents vi th the 

ethnicity of the aggressors. . The percentages nearly reverse 

when wm examine the etbnicity at tar~et~;in theze 152 incidents: most incid~nts 

had white targets (83%); some had black targets (16%); and practically' none 

had Latin targets (2%), 

Table 4.3 111\UJtrates the cthnie1t:r ot tl'.l.l"gM; end ~fl3or in ~~i:fic in-

1;'"1denta. The 

be targets persiats. It is interesting to note thmt 76 CMGtJ invol Te black 

targets. Even though this finding is made less striking by 18 black targets 

with race of aggressor missing in the interview, statements by virtually all 

of the prisoners and staff we spoke with confirm the generality of the ethnic 

pattern portrayed in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.2: Ethnicity of Target and Aggressor in Incidents of Sexual Aggression 
,...,..._ ..... '-

Target Aggressor 

% (N) % (N) 

White 83 (125) 6 (14) 

Black 16 (25) 80 (189) 

Latin 1 ( 2) 14 (34 ) 

Total 100 (152) 100 (237) 

Note.To make this tabl~ (and Table 4.3) aggressor ethnicity is coded 

from the transcribed interviews. Target ethnicity comes from institutional files. 

Targets and aggressors are counted by incident.; Since there are 152 

incidents among 107 targets, some targets are counted more than once. Aggressors 

acting as a group in about half of the incidents account for 237 aggressors 

among 152 incidents. Race of aggress'or is missing in 42 incidents, many of 

which involve black targets. While most whites mentioned the aggressor's race,most 

blacks did not unless specifically asked; and the interviewer failed to 

specifically ask for the race of aggressor in every case. 
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Table 4.3: Ethnicity of Targets and Aggressors in Incidents 
.-----~.-.-..,....-- - --.''''-- ... - -. - -

Target Ethnicity 

White Latin Black 
~e8sor Ethnicity 

White 9 0 0 

Latin . .ll 1 2 

Black 76 l. 4 

B1.ack and Latin 6 0 1. 

Race unknown 23 0 1.8 

Total 1.25 2 25 

_.- .. -... ---

9 

l4 

.81. 

6 

41. 

1.52 
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Ethnic1ty is practically the only objective characteristic 

targets can tell us about aggressors. For other comparisons, thus, we 

must rely on our "aggressor sample," or the 45 aggressors 'We found mainly 

through staff reports. As ve explain in the chapter on methods, this 

aggTessor group may not be representative. It is a pure availability 

sample and may not port,"/".1IY i..he total population of aggresQors. But we use 

this sample, in spite of ~ts liabilities, because it is the only group 

of aggressors we are able to find. 

Similarly, about tvo thirds of our targets derive from availability 

sampling ( vith the remaining one third coming from a systematic random 

sample of the Attica and Coxsackie population). The validity of our 

comparisons must be evaluated in ·reference to these sample sources, as we 

all targets to compare them to aggressors and non-targets. Table 

3.3, in the methods chapter, compares these three target sub-groups. On most 

of the tables in this chapter/we also present the relevant figures 

for the three target sub-groups. And this chapter concludes 'With 8. 

au~! description of the effects of sampling on our findings. The numbers of cases 

vary from table to table because each variable is marked by different amounts of 

"missing data." 

Tablc.4.4 compares the ethnicity of the total target sample (with the 

six aggressors removed who were also targets) to the aggressor sample, the non-

target sample, and the three target sub-group sample sources. As the table shovs, 

there is a clear trend ~or whites to be targets in all three sources, i.e., protective 

settings, referrals, and the random group. Other studies parallel our findings 

th respect to the dramatic tendency of targets to be white. l 
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Ie 4.4 : Ethnicity of Total Target Sa.mple, Aggressor Sample, Non-Target 

Sample, and the Three Target Sample Subgroups 

Etlmicity 
--.-~~~""""-~.""..."""~-

Sample 

Total Ta.rgets (N=lOO 'f 

~on-Targets (N=45) 

Aggressors (Na 54) 

Target Sub-Gro~ps 
~-"""':"'~~tr.-~J..f: .. 'f!I.ru.\,I';'14;t. 

White 

82% 

13% 

~ ... - .. ..,.,... ~ --

Protection and C-2(N=39) 82% 

ferral (N=34) 

Random Sample (N=21) 

Black 
V<JII~~J~""" 

16% 

78% 

50% 

-=. 

18% 

18% 

Latin .. .".~ 
2% 

9% 

19% 

"...." -..,. ......,..,. 

o 

o 

10% 

a When compared to both aggressors and non-targets, targets show a 

chi square significant at p <.. . 0 0 I 

iitari nil .. ....ewE ... s:::::: 

Total 
~"r 

100% 

100% 

101% 

- --

100% 

100% 

100% 
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Since white inmates in these specific institutions are predominately from 

upstate New York, while black inmates are drawn more heavely from New York 

City, it might be conjectured that some of the previously reported race differences 

merely reflect a big city- small city difference. While targets tend to be 

associated with small cities and rural areas, however, this association does not 

continue when 'We control for race (see Tables 4.5-4" 7). The white prisoner from. 

New York City is just as likely to have. been a target as the white inmate from other 

New York State counties. 

Interview data indicate whites become targets because they are perceived 

to be 'Weak and because they are perceived to be sexually attractive. One 

reason why sexual aggressors may perceive some whites as weak has to do with 

ideas held by the aggressor's culture. Young urban blacks see strength in 
- 2 
I 

group membership. Those who never become targets explain their j,nvulnera-

bility by reference to group ties. The same men class others as weak when 

they do not have a group behind them: 

AR-45: If you come in here alone then they will try to crack 

on you for something. But if they know that you know people 

and that you have bean here for aWhile, then they know better. 

They try to pick on some of the weak ones. They like to pick 

on them. 

CR-ll: I don't have all that hassle like all the rest of the 

new guys that come. You see, I have got a whole lot of hornies 

and the new ones that come in,they don't know nobody. That is 
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TJ\.Bt.E 4.5 : HONE TOHir POPULNrIONS OF TARGET, AGGRESSOR AND NOrr-T/LRGET PRISON DTHATES: 

Lt:!:JS than 
10,000 

10,000 - 50,000 50,000 to 500,000 gore than 
500,000 (and 
fiubur1Jll 

1'f . ___ 1:. __ ~ ___ . ___ Ii ~ II rl N % d ____ To.:Lnl r 

TarGet . 29 29% 16 16;: 36 36% 20 20% 100% 

Non-Target 9 17% 2 .4% 12 22% 30 58% 100% 

. 
16% 11% 66% 

Aggressor 3 7% 7 5 30 100% .-

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Target Bub..,groups 

Protection and C-2 15 39:t 

21% 

23% 

8 

6 

4 

Referral 

Random and 
Cohort 

7 

7 

-- ---- - ~-- --------- .. - . . .-

21% 10 

18% 13 

12% 13 

26% 

38% 

42% 

6 

8 

7 

15% 

23% 

23% 

a. 
When compared to both aggressors and non-targets, targets show a chi square significant at 

P <" .001. 

101% 

100% 

100% 

I, 
i,i 
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TABi.E·¥.'.6:::,m.~T n COmITY OF ':';'3S.~S, AGGP2SSG?S, ~IO~r-TA..qG2TS A!TJ '1')7).1; POPULATI0:.r 
OF ATTICA A:m coXsAC!-:r:::a.. 

COMMIT?·!E.':IT BY. COlr.iTY 

NeW' York City Other CO\.1ntie!3 

IT " 11 
., 

Total ... i" 

Target::; 
b 15 15% 86 85% 100% 

Non-Targets 28 52% 26 48% 100% 

, ...Aggres.sors 30 67% 15 33% . 
100% 

Total Population 
(Attica e..'1d 
Coxsa.ckie) 795 42% 1102 58% 100% 

Target Sub-gro¥ps 

Protection and 4 10% 35 90% 100% 
C-2 

6 18% 28 82% 100% 

Random and 
Cohort 5 16% 26 84% 100% 

OBSERVED TO EXPECTED RATIO 

NeW' York Oth'e:' -----
Targets to Total population .35 1."'6 

Agg2'essors to Tot3.l Population 1.60 .57 

tlon-Targe tz to Total Population 1.29 .83 

a Source of t(lte.l prison population: New York Stat~ Depa.rtn.ent of Correctiona.l 
Services; 7. 

b 
When targets are compared to aggressors or to non-targets, the chi square is 

p 
significant at\(. OOJ 
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Table 4.7: COMMITMENT BY COUNTY OF WHITE, BLACK, .AND LATIN TARGET Ju'lD RANOOM NON-TARGET GROUPS 

------~---~- .. , 1 1I\:"~ 

-".";"";;': • l. ~'! 

t 1Vhite Black and Latin 

N.Y.C. Other Total N.Y.C. Other Total __________________________ ~9~~!!G COlmt~ie~~~ ________________________ __ 

Ta.rr:ct 

non-Target 

Observed 
E;q)ectcd 
Ratio 

Chi Squn.re: 

8t1 ,: 

18% 

.44 

Significance Level 

-Phi: 

92% 

82% 

1.12· 

.173 

.677 

.081 

100% 
(N::84) 

100% 
(N=17) _ 

41% 

68% 

.60 

597-

32% 

1.84 

100% 
(N=2~) 

100% 
(N=37) 

--.-~----. ----- -------------- ---- ------- - ------ --- .. -- - --~ .~-

3.28 

.070 

.269 
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why they have to go through all. that hassle, the dudes taJ~ing 

about ripping then1 off and all that stuff. You see, after you 

know somebody then you don't have to worry about it. But they 

don't know nobody so they have to go through all that hassle. 

It is mostly the white boy and they get some of the black boys, 

but not too many of them. If the white dude knows somebody, 

then the black dude don't mess vith him. 

CR-9: Most of the people that they do it to is people that don't 

have no friends and they can't tight. T'hey just don 't hang 

around alot of people. 

AU-l:. You come in here and you don't/like, knOll anybody, and 

finally you see that one guy that you remember from 25 years 

ago, light years away. Right away you have found a friend. 

Until you have found a foothold or something - a friend that 

is willing to help you without wanting to impose upon you -

it is a rough situation. 

Whi tea are a minority in the population. Yet, Puerto Ricans, also a 

minority, do not tend to be targets. It is not cultural minority status 

per se which accounts for the ethnic disparities in the aggressor-target 

interaction; it is the characteristics of the interacting cultures. 
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When blacks come to prison, they often encounter a group of "home boys" 

or "homies" ready to accept them. Sorn.e have known these associates on the 

street or in the detention cente~8 of New York or some other large city. 

The peer group has offered protection (and other opportunities) both in the 

street and in the institution. 'rhe black peer group, having its origins in 

the ghetto, is a specialized informal organization. In the street it pro-

tects its members from rival gangs; in the prison it protects its members 

from exploitation. In the streetlsome black peer groups may take up vio-

lent crime; in prison, some groups may take up sexual victimization. Black 

patterns ot group formation help to explain why blacks avoid being tex-

gets. 

Whites in prison also form into groups, but find it harder to join a 

group. White groups in prison also differ from black groups in that they are 

less powerful, less cohesive, and have less potential for violence. Such 

groups are less likely to retaliate for an experienced slight to one of their 

members. And such groups inspire lesL! fear in exploiters. Caucasian groups 

also exclude many whites from membership. Many targets, as ve see by Table 

4.5, come from rural areas, small towns, and small cities. Since they come 

from less densely inhabitated areas, they stand less chance than do blacks of 

meeting other inmates from their home neighborhoods. And even when white in-

mates find familiar faces, these associates are 'likely to lack both a gang 
3 

tradition and a violent tradition. Blacks and Latins who come from urban 

areas with high violent crime rates, tend to find close associates (and o~ten 
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even relatives) in prison. In other words, whites are less likely to form 

groups, and the groups they do form tend to be less adapted than black or 

Latin groups to violence or its corollary - protection. 

other obstacles may keep some vhites isolated, at least for a while. 
4 

Class status di vid.es whites in prison more than other grouys. Some mid-

dle class whites disdain lower class "Whites. Soft drug offenders view them-

selves as a counter-culture. And some whites in, prison reject other whites 

because they see them as criminal deviants. Whites, more than other groups, 

are apt to look upon other inmates as unsavory t immoral people. Some whites 

in prison see theIll.Selves as l!normal tJ and others (including other whites)) 

as "abnormal. 1I Forces acting against Yhite cohesion are important in ex-

plaining 'Why l(hites tend to become targets ~ for the isolate is seen as 

"weak" by aggressors. 

Aggressors knOY they will be in trouble if they "mess with" a Latin. 

Latins in prison form close bonds just as they do in their communities. 

Newly arri nng Latin inmates quickly join existing Latin groups. Whites, 

in comparison, are distant and cold toward newcomers; 

AR-42: They [white targets] would come in by themselves 

and they don't MOV anyone. You might knoYr this indivi-

dual but nobody malteD a move to call the guy over or clue 

him in on what is going Oll. It is hard to make friends in 

jail. If somebody don't know you, they are not going to go 

over al1d just say, "Hi - how are you. I am so and so." 
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And when they [aggressors] see the guy alone he is open 

for this trouble. He is looking for trouble. Someone 

will go over and hit on him. 

Target Physical App~arance 

Targets on the average veigh less than aggressors and non-targets (see 

Table 4.8). Weight differences increase bet1reen white targets and white non

target~ 'With the average white non-target weishing l6~ pounds. Slightness, 

in a prison Bubculture, is one possible attribute of weakness, though being 

black or Latin, and being a 'White in a group, can cancel out the liability 
5 

of small size. For the isolate, small size may increase the chance of an 

aggressor approach. 

Prison aggressors look to attractiveness as well as to weakness when 

they select targets. Attractiveness, in this case, generally means that the 

potential target resembles a sexually desirable woman. For example, we 

asked one aggressor: 

I: What is it in their being more attractive? When Bome-

one has been down for so many months and so many years, what 

do th~J look for in a man if they are looking for some man 

to get over on? 

The aggressor answered: 

',' 

The way he walk. The size of his aSB. 'HiB faciBi expressions s 
. ~ 

his ways and actions. If his face look like a 'W'oman, the:r is go-
, 

The psychological thing about it 

is that any dude - white or black dukor any Puerto Rican - can 

come in here looking like a woman. And you say, "Damn. Man, that 

man looks like a 'WOJ)l!\J".. He had to be squeeze in a certain institution. 1/ 

W!1&£ 



TABLE 4~8: PHYSIC.'\L SIZE: O? ':'.ARGETS, ~WH-TA.?:;1':'S P1HJ AC::1?.ESSOR3. 

T~gets (!'I:I01) 

Non-Targets (N=59) 

G.l:'OUDS Co~'Oared 

Targets to Aggressors 

Weight 

Height 

Targets to NO!1-Targets 

Weight 

Height 

Target Sub-Groups 

Protection and C-2(N= 39) 

Referral. (N=34) 

Random and 

Cohort (N=31) 

~'~ean Height 

147 1bs. 

162 Ibs. 

81 C:rIFI C.<\1T CE 

d:t 

144 

154 

154 

Mean Weight 

144 

154 

143 

!·tea..'l rreight -

68 ir:.ches 

69 inche3 

70 inches 

F 

11.07 

7.64 

.15.74 

1.11 

a 
Wei~~~ ~!:1:~\~~~? .... ~~J~~~~f!..;_. 

~~1te targets (N=84) 

White non-targets (N=21) 

Mean W:~!plt 

147 

167 

102 

-

.01 

.01 

.01 

ibt Significont 

a., test vith 103 degrees of freedom is significant a.t the .01 1eye1. 

~------ -~----
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As in heterosexual affairs, of course, the ideal sex partner does not al-

vays resemble the actual sex partner. Our inquiry documents targets and 

acxv.a1 assaul:t victims who are black as well-a3- vhi to, large as well a.s small, 

ugly as well as good looking. Nonetheless, some informants tell us young 
6 

~len:deI' white men ar@ 1 the highest object of desire. The 

young white's appeal lies in his presumed naivete and in his physical ap-

peara.nce. which is perceived as feminine. The aggressor sees himself as a 

male; therefore, he selects targets who look, to him, like females, Chosing 
'T 

a member of another race ll18.Y help this proc~SJs.. The young white target, 

like the prison queen, is feminized; aggressors refer to him with female 

pronouns. Like a woman on the street~ he is vielired as an object of mascu-

line exploitation: 

AR-12: Well, it had to be the 'Wa.y that he appeared to them 

physically because he vasn't So bad looking dude. He looked 

younger than )mat he really was and his hair was long. All 

I can remember about him vas that he wasn't the type that 

was heavy handed and rough. He ~J:t:, like that. He "Would 

rather sit down and play checkers or carda rather than play 

football or basketball and that is maybe what attracted 

them to him. 
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AR-18. I was trying to understand why vas he selected. 

When he started talking I could understand. Like they 'Way 

that his voice was - like it sounded tender like he was 

about to cry. So, like, I told him, it is the way that 

you carry yourself'. You have got smaller guys coming in 

here and they don't deal with the problem. So it is a 

way that a man carries himself'. Like you can watch a 

person and tell just about how much he will take before 

he will break. They have hair like girls and I f'eel 

sorr'J for them, man. They're in big trouble. The girls 

have long hair and there is something about the dudes 

that they like and they say, IIThat looks like a girl 

to me doesn't that loo~ like a girl to you?" 

Potential ~or Violence 

In prison, potential for violence is an asset. Prestige results if one 

can act tough when the situation is defined as calling fer it. Those 'Who 

lack the ability to muster a reaction of power or those who lack a reputa-

tion of being capable of violence are apt to be victimized. The attribute 

is an important criterion when an aggressor selects a target. Approaching 

some men can result in risk while approaching others carries no risk. The 

values of the 'mainstream prison culture call for a violent response to an 

unsolicited sexual approach. Aggressors) who are members of this "subeul ture 
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of violence," 
8 

look for targets who deviate from this norm. As we shall 

see in a later chapter, aggressors· expectations are not always met. But 

~ggressors, before making an approach to a target, have an expectation that 

the target is less likely than others to respond violently, that he has had 

little experience in dealing with violence. 

In interviews, aggressOFS explain how a potential for violence deters 

approaches: 

AA-13: You see a young pretty dude who doesn't come in here 

on a violent record. Now, he is probably in the worst situa-

tion than the guy that comes in here on a violent record. Be-

cause if you know that a guy has murdered someone on the street, 

and has taken a life, and is in here for life, you are going 

to think three or four times - not just once but three or four 

times - before you go up against him. 

* * * * * 
AR-3: When they first came in the butch kids would stand by 

the door and they would watch and wait for all the guys to 

come in. And they would see them come in from outside the 

gates. And so they would pick a fight with them. And if 

the guy would fight, that might stop the butch kids. I 

wouldn't say that that would end it, but it might put the 

question in his mind that this was just a fight and then 

the next time this kid might kill him. And I think that 
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this might put a little bit of pressure on the butch kid and 

might raise him out a little bit. 

AR-5: S9mebody that shows timidness, who is real quiet. 

That" is ba.sically it. Someone ""bo is real quiet nnd vithdrawn 

nnd looks scarey. He looks frightened you know. He is most 

apt to be a.pproached. 

In American society, expressions of aggression differ 8~ng social classes 
9 

and ethnic groups. In New York State prisons, a higher percentage of 

blacks then whites are serving time for violent offenses. In addition to 

being seen as veak because they have no group behind them, whites are also 

seen as weak because they are less likely than blacks or Latins to respond 

violently to perceived threats. In our survey, the most extreme violence 

a.ga.in~t perceived threats comes from blacks and Puerto Ricans. In one case, 

when a man made a sexual request to him, a young black killed the man vith 

a chair. In another case, a Puerto Rican, threatened with sexual assault, 

gave the aggressor a cut across the face requiring twenty-two stitches. 

Within our data set, one index of "potential for violence" is provided 

by the nature of past criminal behavior, namely, whether an ir~te has a 

commitment offense which involves personal force or threat of force. As may 

be seen in Table 4. \0 , an examination of convictions prior to current 

( 
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Table 4.10: Force or Threat of Force Used in Conviction Previous to Commitmen~ Offense 
of Target, Aggressor, and Non-Target Prison Inmates 

Tare;et (/:%:177) 

Non-Target (N=39) 

Aggressor (N=29) 

Target Sub-Gro~ps 

Protection and C-2(N=27 ) 

Referral (N=25) 

Random and Cohort (N=28) 

a 

Force 

25% 

58% 

79% 

15% 

32% 

32% 

no Force 

75% 

42% 

21% 

85% 

68% 

68% 

Totnl 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

When compared to both aggressors and non-targe~s, targets show a chi square significant 

'"'-
aty< .001." 

L--
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tment f~:ffense reveals that only 25 percent of targets had a conviction 

for fore ible crime in contrast to 58 percent of non-targets and 79 perc~nt 

of aggressora. An inspection of the nature of the current commitment offense (Table 4.11) 

indicates that force or threat was used by 46 percent of targets, 85 percent 

of non-targets, and 84 percent of aggressors. Thus, there is a strong 

association between being a target and having offense histories involving 

no threat or use of personal force. However, it is important to consider 

the possible effect of race on these findings. 

In Table 4.1' the relationship between target status and use of force 

in the commitment offense is presented for white and black and Latin prisoners 

separately. These findings reveal that there are only five black and Latin prisoners in 

the "no force" category 'l(hich should: make us cautions a.bout generalizing • 

~v~.~~'~, it is interesting to note that four out of the five are targets. 

Thus, among blacks, there is a tendency for targets to have been commited 

for anon-forcible offense (phi=.28). Among whites, the relationship 

is in the seme direction but is of smaller magnit\,lde (phi=.13). 

Indeed, the control for race results in a considerable reduction in the 

overall relationship presented in 4.11 The relationship between race and 

target status remains a. strong one in 4. /1 • For example; among :forcible 

offenders, ve find 31 of the 40 whites are targets, while only 13 of 49 

blacks and Latins are targets. 

Institutional Adjustment • 
..... ronmnt 

Suicide Attempts 

Both aggressors and targets have recorded in institutional files more suicide attempts 

in prison than non-targets (see Table 4.14). In pert, this difference reflects 
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Table 4.11: Threat or Use of Personal Force Accompanying Commitment 

Offense of Targets, Aggressors, Non-Targets and Population of Attica and 

a 
Coxsackie 

Force No Force:! 

b 
Targets 

Non-Target 

Aggressors 

45 

38 

To'tal Population 1136. 
(Attica & Coxsackie) 

Target Sub-Groups 

Protection and C-2 17· 

Referral 18 

Random and Cohort 12 

Tnrgets to Total 

J~3ressors to Total 

46% 

85% 

84% 

.73% 

Force 

1.15 

i.16 

52 

8 

7 

19 

15 

18 

a v y . St ~ D ~ ~ C . . 1 iH~Y orA ave eparvm.oe:.v of ~orrectlOn3... 

b 
\ 

15% . 

16% 

53% 

45% 

60% 

'I'Otal 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

no Force 

2.00 

.59 

.56 

Seryic~s, op. cit.) 11. 

When compared to both aggressors and non-targets, targets show a chi square 

significant at~.OOl. 
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Table 4.12: Force or Threat oT Force Used in Current Commitment Offense of r-i 

Target and Non-Target White and Black or Latin Prisoners 
.. --'--.'".-.... -.~ ~, •• ~-.-~ .. - .. + .... -, .... ---~-.-"-••• _--

White prisoners a Black and Latin prisonersb 

Force No force Total Force No force Total 

% (N) % (N) % (N) % (N) % (N) % (N) 

Target 40 (31) 60 (47) 100 (78) 77 (13) 24 (4) 101 (17) 

Non-target 56 (9) 44 (7) 100 (16) 97 (36) 3 (1) 100 (37) 

Observed-

expected ration .71 1.36 .79 8.00 

a Chi square not significant, phi = .13. 
b 

Chi square not significant, phi= .28. 
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TABLE 4'.14:' History of Suicide Attempts of AApressors t Targets and non-'farget Inmates 

Targets (N=94) 

-Non-Targets (N=54) 

Aggressors CN=44) , 

Suicide At..tcr.1?t 

36% 

2% 

18% 

Per Ccnt History 

No Suicide Attcmpt 

61~% 

98% 

82% 

Total 

100% 

100% 

100% 

------------------------------?---------~---------------------------~----

Target Sub-Groups 

Protection and C-2 (N= 35) 

Referral (N=31) 

Random and Cohort (N=31) 

. a 

1~9% 

39% 

26% 

51% 

61% 

74% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

p 
When compared to non-targets, targets shov a chi square significant at<.OOl. compared to 

p 
aggressor,:(.05. 

I 
:1j 
1 

il 
ill 
1: 
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the fact that aggressors and targets are younger than non-targets, for youths 
10 

in prison are in a high risk group for suicide a.ttempts. Targets, howe~er, 

are more than twice as likely than aggressors to have made attempts on their 

lives:thirty~ight percent of all targets have made a suicidal gesture in 

prison. 

Although some recorded acts of self-mutilation are undoubtedly tied to 

specific target incidents, data in institutional files is not detailed 

enough for us to make this connection. (In our chapter on target e~otional 

r.eactions, we discuss target experiences leading to suicidal ideation and 

acts of self-mutilation). A suicide attempt may be associ~ted with having, 

been a target as both situations are linked to fear. Toch, in his study 

of "Human Breakdowns in Prison!' indicates one category of difficulty some 

targets experience. He calls this "fate avoidance." It indicates a feeling 

of powerlessness to cope with a fearful situation, a helplessness to avoid 

or protect oneself from harm. A person with such a problem makes a suicide 

attempt because he wishes to avoid being ha.nne~ and sees being harmed as 
11 

an unavoidable fate. 

Suicide attempt rates differ among our three target sample so~~ces. 

l. , Targets from protective environments are almost 

twice as likely as randomly selected targets to attempt suicide. Again, j~~t 

as accelerated feelings of fear drive men to Protection, they drive men to 

take their lives. Men are made fearful by target incidents; target incidents 

confirm the worst expectations of already fearful men; fearful men are also 

more likely to be inviting targets. 
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Disciplinary Infractions 

Table 4.15 shows that both aggressors and targets have higher average num-

bera of disciplinary infractions than non·-targets'. This is a function of 

their younger ages as well as a function of their concentration in the youth 
" 

prison, 'Where officers are more likely to "'/rite up" an inmate than are of-

ficers in the adult prison. Our sampling biases this variableJ , however. ~ 

Random and Referra.1. groups show only slightly more average disciplinary in-

fractions than non-targets; targets from C2 and Protection have more than three 

times as many disciplinary infractions as non-targets. Combining the three 

groups inflates the uverall target statistic on this variable, not because 

targets miabehave more but because youths are "written up" more. The sampling 

bias only holds for general infractions. All three target groups have more 

violent infractions than non-~argets (although youths still tend to get more 
I 

violent repo!~s than adults). This difference ~ tied to target status. 

If 'We look only at violent disciplinary infractions, we see aggressors 

have more such inf'ractions than targets, end non-targets~, These findings con-

firm the generality of aggressors being more violent than other inmates, a 

position already substantiated by the nature of the commitment offense (see 

Table 4.9 to 4.11). 

The finding of targets having more violent disciplinary infractions than 

non-targets, seems to contradict the assumption that targets are less violent 

than other inmates. However, a large number of targets" violent infractiOlils 

are fights precipitated by sexual approaches. Targets are involved in prison 

_. 
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TABLE 4.15: Prison Disciplinary Infractions of Targ~ts, Non-Targets and Aggressors 

'1'arp-et$ 

Non-Targets 

Aggressors 

Gl oups Compare~ 

Tar~ets to Aggressors 
Non-Violent Trlfractlons 

Violent Infractions 

Targets to Non .. ·Tarp:ets 
I;on-Violcfl' ~li!'!'a~thms 

Violent Infl~~ti0ns 

Tarset Sub-Groups . --... \ 

Pro~ection and C-2 

Referral 

Random and Cobort 

Mean Number of 
Dbciplinary 
Infractions ... 

9.62 (N=?O) 

.4~60 (N=48) 

12·97 (N=36) 

SIGNIFICANCE 

dt' 

124 

119 

I 137 

~34 

~ ..... . .. 
N Mean 

33 15.7 

30 7.57 

30 5.90 

F 

1.61 

5.22 

4.46 

17.34 

Mean Number of 
Violent Disciplinary 
Infractions 

1.58 (N::8G) 

.31 (N::49) 

2.49 (N:::35) 

._- -

Significl..tncc 

Not SitrrJi fic:.l.ni. . 

.05 

.05 

.01 

N Mean 
.......... 1C):cs:LO. ~Ib 

31 2.06 

28 1.64 

30 1.10 
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olence, not because they are more violent than non-targets, but because being 

a target may involve a violent encounter with an aggressor. 

Mental Health Residence 

When compared to non-targets, there is an association between being a tar-

get and prior mental health residence (Table 4.16). This association holds re-

gard1ess of sampling procedures: nearly as many randomly selected targets had 

mental histories as other targets. SimilarlY.1 

more targets than non-targets were in "Special Classes" (for the retarded or 
12 

emotionally disturbed) during high school (see Table 4.19). Especially if 

he has other features characteristic of potential targets, the man with a 

handicap is likely to be approached for sex because he nmy be alone in prison. 

In addition to his veakness, his psychological peculiarities may make it easier 

an aggressor to dehumanize (o~ feminize) him. The odd acting man, es-

pecially if he is young and from an unsophisticated background, may be seen 

more easily as something less than a man • Exploiting him sexually may also 

be easier because the probability of empathy is reduced. 

In our sample, targets and aggressors are approximately the same age, while 

non-targets tend to be older than both (see Tables 4.17 and 4.18). Since sexual 

aggression is more prevalent in the youth instltution·(see Table 4.1 ), the 

closeness in age between target and aggressor reflects our sampling procedures 

more than the way aggressors select targets. In a prison system segregated by 

age, only youthful targets are available to youthful aggressors. Where age 
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TABLE 4 .16 f' Prior Residence in Mental Health Facility of A,ggressors, Targets and Non-_ 
.,. 

, ' 

Targets 

Per Cent History 

Mental Health 
Residence 

No l1ental He a.l th 
Residence 

Total 

a p 
Compared to non-targets, targets shov a chi square significant at<.005. 
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TABLE 4.17-::AGES OF TARGETS Cor..r,PARED TO AGGHESSORS, 
ATTICA AND COXSACKIE. 

16 - 18 

11 

T~reI1t.Df\ II?, 

Non-Targets b 7 

Aggressors C '9 

Totnl Populntion of 
(Atticn '" J 

COX5llCkiC") 240 

nAt time of Incident. 

bOn December 31; 1975. 

COn December 31, 1975. 

% 

36% 

13% 

20% 

13% 

19 - 20 

N 

36 

11 

18 

250 

01 
I~ 

26% 

20% 

40%" 

13% 

_ NOl'f -TARGETS AND POpuLu:.:-;I1NS OF 

21 - 29 30 and a.bove 

N % 11 % 

lt3 31% 10 7% 

16 30% -20 37% 

10 22% 8 18% 

628 33% 779 In% 

dSourcc: tlew York Stnte Department of Correctional Services. op. cit., 11. 

Totnl 

100% 

100% 

1001-

100% 

I 
" 
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TABLE )~.18.: Age on the Same Date (December 31, 1975) of'Targets, Non·-Targ,ets and Aggressors 

Ta.rget (N=lOl) 

Non-TargetG (N~59) 

Aggressors (N=45) 

,G!"0UPS Compared 

Tar~ets to Non-Targets 

Targets to Aggressors 

df 

154 

14~ 

~1ean Age in Years 

22.98 

26.65 

22.73 

SIGNIFICANCE 

F 

10.26 

.05 

Si@lificance Level 

.01 

Not Significant 

_~ ___ ..... _ ... " ___ •• __ .... __ ,.-~ ..... ___ ... ___ ... _ ............. ~_ ... __ • ___ .... ___ ... ____ .. ______ ..... _ ... ___ .. •. , ___ ,_, .............. _ .... _ __ .... t ...... _ *' 

Target S~b.-~~~p'~ Mean Age 

Protection end C-2 (N=39) 21.08 

Referral' : . (N=34) 24.18 

Random and Cohort (N=31) 23.90 
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are more mixed, researchers have found targets to be younger than ag-
13 

since sexual aggression is most concentr~t~d among young people, 

separating youths from adults does not solve the problem. Youth is 

aaaociat~d with violence in general as 'Well as sexual exploita-civeness.14 

Youth also becomes a time when prisoners are most likely to have breakdowns 

and crises related to fear. 

Education, Occupation, and Family Back~ound 

Targets have less pre-prison education than non-targets (see Table 4.19). 

Considering the numbers of targets between the ages of 16 and 19 (49 percent 

of total targets), this is a difference we expect to find. Because non-targets 

are older, they have had more of a chance to finish high school than targets. 

Looking at the percentages of both groups completing the eighth grade, an edu·-

ional level that is not biased by age differences between the groups, we 

see near similar figures for the two groups. Comparing targets to the total 

pj'i:lulations suggests the same findings as when targets are compared to non-targets. 

Targets are less likely than non-targets to have worked at skilled or 

semi-skilled jobs before coming to prison (Table 4.20). But age, more than 

social class, brings about this difference. The data on occupation place both 

targets and non-targets in the lower class. While some targets had "no occu-

pat ion" beca.use they were students on the street, only one or two of these 

were college students. More than half of the non-target group, and almost tvo 

thirds of the target group were unemployed at the time of their conviction. 

The others, from both groups, worked at lower-class Jobs. 
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TABLE 4 ~19:Pre-Pr.·iGon Educa.tion . OF TARGETS, AGGRESSORS, NON-TARGETS _ AIW:" '. ATTICA.AND 
COXSACKIE PRISONER POPULATIONS (1973) 

Some College Eif,h School High School, E1emen.tary Special Classes 
Or Vocntibnnl ,Grnduate Non-Graduate (1-8) 
TrainingSchoo~ 

I " 'r 

11 % J( % If ", N % If t:f Total r' I" 

Tnrgets '2 2% 9 9% 48 50% 30 31% 8 8~ 100% 

Non-Targets 0 0% 10 19% 26 50% 15 29% 1 2% 100% 

Aggressors 0 0% 2 5% - 25 58%' "'-. 16 37% 0 0% 100% 

Totll.l Populations 
(Attic/)' and 
Coxsackie) 81~ 5% 313 17% 862 47% 561 30% 28 1% 100% 

(Nc1900) 

CHI SQUARE SIGnIFICJ\NCE LEVEL 

Tnrf,ets to J\~Grcssor8 Not significant 
~ ,~ 

Targets to l'lon-Targetg Not significant 

OBSERVED 'ill EXPECl'ED RATIO 

!. Some College, High School 
Vocational Graduate 

nigh School Elementary Special 
Non-Graduate ClaGGes 

Tar~et5 to Total Population .4 •• 52 1.06 1.03 8.00 

J\e~ressor5 to Total 
Population 0 ~Z9 '1.23 1.23 0 

Non~cts to Total " ',t --Popula.tion 0 L12'A' ., .1,.06 : 2.0J 
.. ~. ~+' 

", 



Table 4.20 : Civilian Occupation of Target, Aggressor and Uon.-Target Inmates 

,..; 
(\J 
,..; Clerical and Skilled and Laborers No Occupation Total 

or Student 
Service Semi-skilled 

.. ~-- ........ .-- '._ .... . ---
Target (N=96) 

a 
5% t% 23% 65% 100% 

Non-Target (N=52) 14% 14% 15% 54% 100% 

Aggressor (N=44) 2% 11% 5% 82% 100% 

a 
When compared to both aggressors and non-targets, targets shova chi square significant atp~05. 
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Similar percenta.ges of targets and non-targets (a.bout tvo-thirds o·f the 

total), (Table 4.21) come from broken homes. Combined vith the data on edu-

cation and occupation, family ba.ckground helps to portray the target as a man 

sharing many of the social characteristics of other prisoners. Ethnicity and 

geographic origin may cause targets to look and act more "middle class" than 
15 

others. This classification, however, lacks other objective referents. 

Education, occupation, and family ba.ckground show targets to be just as IIlower-

class" as non-targets. 

. Convictions and Sentences 

Except for moderate differences, explained by the influence of age and 

sentencing county, length of sentence and numbers of adult convictions fail to 

distinguish targets, aggressors and non-targets (see Tables 4.22 through 4.24); 

Mean sentence ~ength (Table 4.22) indicates that targets, overall, have sen-
j. 

tences about a year shorter than non-targets. But the three target sample 

groups differ from each other on this variable. Random targets 

have about the S8~e sentence length as non-targets, while referrals and tar-

gets from protective settinga have somewhat shoTter 'sentences than non-targets. 

Where sentence lengths are combined~ the difference between targets and non-

targets is not significant. Looked at separately, sentence differences are 

moderate. What this means is sentence length is nota good predictor of t~

get status. Most aggressors and most targets, at the time of the interview, 

were Be~ving sentences of four years or leBs, sentences generally associated 

with youth offenders in New York State~ In spite of differences in the threat 

or use of force accompanying the commitment offense, aggressors received about 

the same average sentence length as targets. This reflects sentencing patterns 

in the state, where judges outside of New York City give sentences for non-

violent crimes equivalent to sentences given in the City for violent crimes. 
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TABLE 4.21.:FA14ILY DACKGROmW OF AGGRESSORS, TARGETS Al'iD NON-TARGET 

Targets (N)=97) .. 

Non-Targets (N=52) 

Aggressors (N=45) 

Target Sub-Groups 

Protection and C-2 (N=38) 

Ref'erral (N=32) 

Random and Cohort (N=29) 
,. __ .. _ .... __ -p._~ e-

Per Cent 

Broken Ffu""1li1y 
During Childhood 

68% 

61% 

80% 

" 

68% 

66% 

72% 

In tnct Family 
During Childhood 
, 

32% 

39% 

20% 

32% 

34% 

28% 
." . _., ,. 

." 

. INr·1ATES 

Total 

100% 

10C% 

1005' 

100% 

100% 

100% 



T~J3u;4. 22! 1·1AXI:.fUM SE:f'l'.t:...1CE 
AGG?,zSSO?S 

T.e.rgets (:1=91) 

~ron-Target 5 (N=49) 

Aggressors (~r=41) 

Groups Co:;)nar~d 

Targets to Aggre~sors 

Targets to Non-Targets 

Target ,,£u~:.s.r~~ 

Protection and C-2(N= 37) 

'Referral (N= 30) 

Random and Cohort (N= 27) 

124 

OF T~SST3, HC~r-Tj\.HGE?S A.;1D 

Hean !·~axir.:'.Ir.! Sentence on 
Current Cor:::::i tr::.ent in :~ot:ths 

df 

130 

139-' 

8l.67 Mont!1s 

77.56 l;!onths 

SIGNIFICA.'i\[CE 

Setltence 

F 

l.018 

2.62 

57.41 Months 

65.00 Months 

84 ,lvIonths 

SiF-Oifican~e Level 

Not Significant 
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TAB!..E4. 23· >:.AX::.~-:~ SEn:::::::: . 0: T )21GL'S, A'3G?.ESSOp.s, NJU -:'A?G,S'I'S .A1lD 
FO?~ATIo:'l OF C".)XSAC:::E .fur!) AT7I.C:\ a. 

~axi=~ s~~t~n~e in Years 

4 or Less 5 - 10 11 - 20 20 to Life 

N 
,- N n N II N % Tot.al to /0 J' 

Targeta 68 69% 14 14% 6 6~ 10 11"10/ ~,~ 10O~ 

Non-Targets 22 42% 19 37% 13% 4 8% 100~ 

Aggressors 27 66% 9 22% 3 " 7% 2 5% 100% 

Total Population 
(Attica &.'1d 
Co,Xsatkie) 934 49% 500 26% 172 9% 289 16% 100% 
'It/ ~ I (' (" ,. 

.... J ~ .... \ 

CHI sqUA.li.E fcl~rrFICAnCE LEVEL 

ts to Aggressors Not significant 

ts to Uon-Targets 

OBSERVED TO EXPECTED RATIO 

4 or Less 5 - 10 11 - 20 20 - Life , 

Targets to Total Population 1.40 .54 .67 .62 

Aggresso::'s to Total Population 1.34 .85 .78 .31 

rion-Targe~ to Total Population .86 1.42 1.44 .50 

- 'l u!Te ..... • York State Department of Correctional Services, . ~ op. C~ v. , I .. I 

*Dif:ference rela.ted to targets (concentrated in the "four or less category") being 

removed from the non-target group. Targets have shorter sentences than non-targets 

because they are younger. 

--
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Table 4.24: Mean Number of Criminal Convictions ot Targets, Non-targets and 

Aggressors 

Targets 

Non-Targets 

Aggressors 

get-Aggressor 

Adult 

Target to Non-Target 

Juvenile 

Adult 

Target Sub-grouEB 

Protection and C-2(N=39) 

Referral (N=32 ) 

. Random and Cohort (N=30) 

Mean Number of 

Juvenile Convictions 

DF 

198 

199 

151 

152 

N 

39 

32 

30 

.85 

.57 

1.36 

.. ,...' ....................... w 

Significance 

F 

4.39 

.405 

2.32 

Mean 

1.46 

.72 

.97 

Mean Number of 

Adult Convictions 

3.13 

Significance Level 

Significant at .05 

Not significant 

N Mean 

38 2.29 

33 3.30 

31 4.4 
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ience 

Targets of sexual aggression, at the time of' the interview, vere just as 

likely as others to have served previous adult sentences in jails or prisons 

(see Table 4.25). A greater proportion of targets than non-targets served time in juvenile 

illat~titution:ct . (Table 4 .2~L We have al§@ calculated. targets 'institutional experience 

at the time of the' incident (see Table 4.27). These data show targets have 

considerable incarceration experience before incidents. Over half' (65 percent) 

have some form of adult or juvenile commitment before the commitment on which 

the incident occurred (see Table 4.28). 

Times and Places Incidents Occur 

~{hile targets come into prison vith varied incarceration experience be

hind them, a more important variable relating to target selection has to do 

th the amount of time spent in the actual prison (or prison system) where 

the incident occurs. Newness to a specific prison or prison system may be 

more important than previous incarceration experience in determining the most 

vulnerable point for incidents to occur. We examined two variables relating 

to this issue: the st~e of incarceration when the incident happens and the 

length of time served on the sentence when the incident happens. 

Table 4.29 ahows the stage of the incarceration process when the inci-

dent occurs. Among Ot~ sample, not many (13 percent) incidents happened in 

county jails preceeding entrance to state prison. Some men, of course, had 

served jail time in facilities without tough urban blacks. In New York City, 

White youths were frequently targets on Rikers Island. These findings indi

cate that a partial requisite of sexual aggression in an institution is cultural 
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Table 4.25: Prior Adult Incarceration of Targets, (at time of interview), Hon-

Target and Total Prisot:ler Populations of' Attica and Coxsackie 

Prior Adult No Prior Adult 

Targets (N=90) . 50% 50% 

Non-Targets (N=58) . ,44% 56% 

Aggressors (N=45) 53% . 47% 

Total Populations (N=1897) 55% 45% 

Attica - Coxsackie 

OBSERVED TO EXPECTED RATIO 

Target to Total population 

AggreSSO! to total population 

Non-target to tot~ population 

Prior Adult 
Commitment 

.80 

No Prior Adult 
Commitment 

1.11 

1.04 

1.24 

Total 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 
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TABLE 4 .26 t JUVENILE ~ot-1NITt1EUT HISTORY OF AGGRESSORS, TARGETS AND NOi'l-TARGF;T 
PRISON n;-~·1ATES. 

-------,---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

a 
Targets (N=99) . 

Non-Target? (N=58) 

Aggressors (If=45) 

Target Sub-Groups 

Protection and C-2 ( H=39) 

Re~erral (N= 33) 
~ . 

Random and Cohort (N= 30) 

Per Cent 

Juvenile Commitment No Juvenile Commitment 

34% 

24% 

53% ~ 

3l% 

33% 

47% 

66% 

76% 

.47% 

69% 

67% 

53% 

a 
When compared to aggressors, targets show a chi square significant at 

i.~,~. 

Total 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

,.100% 
. :., 

<.05. 

... 

\ .. , 
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Ta.ble 4.27: ID,9arceration Experience of Targets Prior to' Victimization Incidents 

(Including all former institutionalizations for criminal behavior) 

, ..... . , - ....... 

Months of previous 
Incarceration before 
Incident 

0-6 

6-12 

12-24 

over 24 

Total 

'" . 
Number 0 f 
Targets 

45 

28 

14 

49 

139 

Percent 

33% 

21% 

10% 

36% 

100% 
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Table 4.28, Commitment History o~ Targets 

N Percent 
-.-;~ 

Prior time in con~inement 89 62% 

First time in con~inement 54 38% 

total 1!~3 100% 

.> ___ .."",...._ .. _--.....-._~~~;:;.>'I._""-""'_ .... ..--_~· __ ... _~ ____ ~ __ v,._...:_ .... __ , __ ........... -.· ___ ,_ ...... ~,-~. 

-------.-----------.. ---~-- - J 



'l'ab1e 4 .29! Stage in the Incarceration Prot!€s!J When 
Oc.!cu:rs (Juvenile Incidents Exc::luded) 

IrJ career-tit lon 
F'ttdl:i ty 

Jail 

ReceFtlf"Jn Center 

B'ir~)'t Prison a.fter 
Recepi:.ion 

Gubsequent I'l"isons 

Temporary Placerr.et1 t 
Ccrrectional ~·fental 

F'acili ty 

Total 

.' 

in 
Heal th 

Number of 
Incidents 

16 

30 . 

65 

4 

12 

127 

Incident 

Percent of 
Int!i.dent::; 

13% 

2~% 

51% 

.~/'I 
... J/'l 

9% 

100% 

132 

( 
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ity. 

Because 77 percent of the incidents take place during the first 16 weeks 

of a man's sentence (see Table 4.30), the Reception Center and first trans

fer prison are the most likely places for incidents to occur. During these 

16 weeks) aggressors test new men to see if they are susceptible to sex pres

sure. In the meantime, new men adjust to prison, looking for secure ways to 

live. New men may deter future approaches by joining one of the established 

cliques/by moving into a protective environment, or engaging in a fight with 

an aggressor or otherwise deterring him. Until the potenti~l target completes 

his coping process, he is vulnerable. 

Some men have incidents after the first 16 weeks. In these cases, the 

man has generally failed to develop a prison lifestyle deterring sexual ap

aches. He WAy have been involved in an incident ~~ere his response failed 

to inspire respect. He may have failed to join a group or failed to get him

self installed in a protective environment. Failing to cope with sexual ag

gression during the first months of prison may label a man as vulnerable 

during the months that fo110\1. Some men who fail to resolve the problem in 

the first few months. may find themselves with a public image encouraging 

sexual approaches. A minority of targets are seen as weak because they cannot 

fight, as feminine because other men are attracted to them. They are likely 

to be approached at any time until their release. 
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b1e 4.30: Time of Incident: Weeks After Entering Prison Incident Takes Place 

(New York State Facilities for Adults Only) 

Weeks after entering New 

York State Prison System1 

One to eight weeks 

Nine to sixteen weeks 

Sixteen to fifty-two weeks 

Over fifty-two weeks 

Total 

1 
Mean 17.7. Median 8.3. 

Number of 

incidents 

66 

32 

19 

10 

127 

Percent of 

incidents 

52% 

25% 

15% 

8% 

100% 

-----_._-,-
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cations Within Institutions 

Table 4.31 summarizes the location where the incident takes place. No specific 

place is particularly prone to being a locus ot aggression, considering the 

relative amounts of time spent by prisoners in these various locations. Inci-

dents occur just about anywhere that men come together. With the exception of 

bathrooms or showers, there is no relation between the location of the incident 

and the amount of staff se'Curi ty available. Incidenta ocur in shops and school-' 

rooms, for example, where prisoners work under the eyes of teachers or foreman. 

Because of staff presence, hO'yrever, most incidents fall short of se:x."Ual assault 

and moat do not invite disciplinary infractions. If staff were not present, 

many incidents would probably be ~~re serious than they are. 

--,.---......... --... =--.... ".".. .. ~-------------.----
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TABLE 4.31: LOCATION OF INCIDENTS WITHIN INSTITUTIONS 

Location 0 f 
Incidents 

Cell Block 

Work or School 

Recreation Areas 

Shower or Bathroom 

Do rmi tory 

rtlessha11 

Infirmary 

more Than One (Incident took 
Place in different locations) 

Total 

Number of 
Incidents 

43 

22 

21 

18 

7 

2 

2 

19 

134 

136 

Percent of 
Incidents 

32% 

16% 

16% 

13% 

5% 

1% 
1% 

26% 

100% 
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SummaTyOf Differences Between Targets and Aggressors and Non-Targets 

Differences Between Targets and Aggressors 

Targets Tend to be: Aggressors Tend to be: 

1. \fuite, 1. Black or Latin, 

2. From rural areas, small towns, 

or small cities. 2. From large urban areas, 

3. Light :l.n weight, 3. Normal veight, 

4. Non-violent offenders 4. Violent offenders 

~~r ~rcentages at targets than aggressors have 

1. Institutional suicide attempts, 

2. Prior residence inmental health facilities, 

3. High School attendence in "Special Classes." 

gher percentages of aggressors have: 

1. Records ot prison violence, 

2. Juvenile commitments. 

Similarities Between Targets and AggresBors! __ 

1. Both have numerous prison disciplinary infractions, 

2. Both are young. 

3. Both have low education and occupation levels. 

4. Both come from broken homes. 

5. Both have prior adult commitments. 

6. Both have similar numbers of convictions. 
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Differences Between Targets ~d Non-Tar~ 

Targets Tend to be: Non-Targets Tend to be: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

White 

From rural areas, small 

to'WIlS, and small cities. 

Lightweight, 

Non-violent offenders) 

Youths 

Hi5her nercentages of targets have: 

1. Institutional suicide attempts, 

1. From all races in proportion 

to their numbers in the population, 

2. Part from large urban areas, 

part from other areas, 

3. Normal veight, 

4 • Violent offend/~rB, 

5. Adults 

2. Prior residence in mental health facilities, 

3. High School attendance in "Special Clasaes," 

4. Records of prison violence. 

Higher ~.rcen:t~es of non-targets have: 

1. High School diplomas, 

2. Long sentences. 

Similarities Between Targets and Non-Targets 

1. Both have low education and occupation levels. 

2. Both come from broken hwn.es D 

3. Both have prior adult commitments 
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Influence of Target Sampling on Statistical Conclusions 

Difference 

1. Geographical origins: More men 

from protective settings come from 

rural a.rea.s and sma.ll towns than 

either referrals or randoms. Slightly 

more referral and random targets 

come from New York City. 

2. Weight: Referrals, on the 

average, veigh more than other 

targets. 

Effect 

The conclusion remains that targets 

tend to come from rural areas, small 

towns , and small cities. Many, 

more non-t~gets than random or 

referral targets came from New York 

City and Buffalo. Hen from rural 

areas and small to'lmS, especially in 

the youth prison, seem''to''oeed protective 

settings more than targets from 

larger geoEraphical a?eas. 

The conclusion that targets tend to 

be significantly lighter than 

non-targets and aggressors remains. 

Ref'errrals are still lighter than 

non-targets. Random targets weigh 

about the same as C2 and Protection 

men. Targets are slight, regardless 

of sampling pre-defined high risk 

locations. 



Difference 

3. Force used with crime: R'andoms are 

less likely to use force with their 

commitment offense than either 

protection or referral targets. 

4. Suicide attempt: Targets from 

protective env~.ronments and referral 

targets are more likely to have 

suicide attempts than random targets. 
'-

5. General Disciplinary Reports: 

random and referral groups have far 

fewer average reports than the targets 

from protective set'tings. 

6. Violent Reports: Random targets 

average fe~er than referrral or 

protec"Giva·:rotting t.argets. 
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Effect 

All target groups sholf signif'icantly 

less use of force with crime than 

either aggressors or non-targets. 

The conclusion that targets tend to 

be less violent offenders remains. 

The difference within target groups 

calls for lessening the strength 

of the association between suicide attempt 

and target but the association 

continues to exist. Twenty-six percent 

of random target3 ,have made sUicide 

attempts, as compared to a mere 

two percent in the non-target 

group. 

El tminates" any usefulness in the 

associa.tion. Random targets and 

referrals have about as many general 

disciplinary reports as non-targets. 

The association betveen targets and 

institutional violence is lessened but 

!Still prevails. Random and referral 

targets still average more violent 

reports than non-targets. 



Difference 

7. Mean l'llaXimum sentence: Random 

targets average longer sentences than 

other targets. 

8. Juvenile commitment: Random. 

targets are more likely than others 

to have juvenile commitment. 

~._L& 
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Effect 

Targets should be thought of as 

having about the same sentences 

as other prisoners. Random targets 

averag~ about the s~e sentence 

length as others and referral or 

prOtective environment targets 

differ only slightly. 

Other groups also have higher 

percentages of juvenile co~tment 

than non-targets. This typ~e of 

experience docs not make one immune 

to target approaches, although 

it may call for handling 

such approach without 

staff help or without going to 

Protection or '{eak Company. 
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Conclusion 

According to AmiI' , "rape is ecologically bound."17 Areas producing high 

18 rates of crime against persons produce high rates of forcible rape. In these 

neighborhoods, black rapists chose black victims because both live in proximity. 

They are often acquaintances, at least by sigh'c. Propinquity determines that 

the characteristics of young females in such high ~rime districts are the same 

as the characteristics of rape victims. Just as the low income black ghetto. 

in Amir's study has a high rate of rape, so does the youth prison in our study 

have a high rate of sexually aggressive incidents < most of which fall short of 

completed rapes because of security measures). Youths from the subculture of 

violence inhabit both the ghetto and the youth prison. It is they who initiate 

most sexual aggression in the two settings. 

The young black female, living close to rapists, becomes the modal victim 

in the streets. SimilaJl'ly, the ~li~ht, white youth, I designated a female by the 

aggressors living close to him; becomes the modal target· in prison. In the 

street, social circumstances lock potential victims to offenders. In prison, 

common incarceration lockS potential targets to ag~ressors. Prisons with concentrations 

of violent offenders, youthful members of the subculture of violence, are as 

replete with sexual aggression as urban ghettos. 'fhil.e some prison sexual 

aggression, like some heterosexual rape, can occur in any setting, victimization seems 

to be most prevalent in institutions where urban ghetto culture lives behind' 

the walls. Such is the case, for example, of the prisons of Philadelphia 

20 
or the jails of Washington, D.C. 
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Other writers interpret this ethnic pattern as a sign that aggressors 

aim to humiliate and harm their targets: black prisoners chose white targets 

in order to get back at all whites for what they have done to blacks. We 

suggest an alternative explanation ( which we discuss ~~re thoroughly in 

Chapter Hine). We see aggressors chosing white victims for two primary reasons: 

1) because whites are seen as weak, and 2) because whites are seen as 

sexually attractive. The slight/white prisoner~whose physical appearance 

makes him a more attractive and weaker target than the heavier inmate of 

his race, thus is most at risk. 

The statistical findings we describe in this chapter also help, us 

to understand the types of incidents deriving from sexual aggression. As 

we will see in the following chapters, certain target responses to aggressors' 

overtures reflect the cont~xtual data we shall review'. We show the typical target 

to be a lower-class, under-educated youth from rural areas, small tovns, 

and small cities. His culture puts him at a disadvantage when confronted with 

tough urban blacks. Also, because of his background, he is likely to value 

highly a masculine image. When he knows aggressors think of him as a tlgirl," 

when he doubts his ability to counteract their threats and/or attacks, the 

psychological impact can be devastating 

Our statistical findings fail to suggest any easy solutions to the problem. 

Classification)- wh:ich ~yo.1l1d be aimed at separatj.nJt potential targets from 

potential aggressors,would have the res~lt of imposing racial segregation on 

public facilities. Such a move at this time would go contrary to the aim 

,-
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of equal treatment for all races. Increasing security might have little 

effect, for we have seen how incidents ocur \~ven in areas covered by staff. 

And we must consider the htnnan costs in calling for the greater repression 

increased custody implies.The harm going along with such solutions must be 

balanced against the good they will do. This requires an examination of the 

severity of the problem, a task we turn to in the next four chapters. 

". 
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Four 

1 
Barto11as, et 81, 52,79. Davis, 34.48. A study of ethnicity and prisoner 

breakdO'lms carried out in Nev York state found whites p:redomiate in the cate-

gory of crises caused by fear: JohnsonJ.68. $ee also Toch (1975), 133. 

2 
Johnson, 18-19. 

3 ~~~ Tsble 4.12 for race and crime of violence. In Ne;.r York State, far fewer ;.rhites 

t~an blacks or Latins come to prison from areas supporting violent gang subcultures. 

Barto11as, et a1, 79. 

5 
Data :from the "Philadelphia Report" also found victims to veigh less than 

a.ggressors. 4. In this atmosphere of extreme sexual exploitation, the report 

noted: "Virtua..lly every slightly built man ••• is sexually approached within 

after his admission to prison," 3. Ba.....-tollas, et 81, however, found 

no significant ;.reight differences between victims and aggressors, 135. 

6 
To the extent that sexual aggression satis:fies atatus needs, the white target 

brings the highest status to the aggressor in prison because aggressors' peers 

admire the potential prize as e. sex object and admire the man who can rin him. 

7 
Butf'um, 23. 

8 
W91tgang and Ferricuti. 

9 
See Martin Gold: "Suicide, Homicide and the Socialization of Aggression." 

American Journal of Sociology 63 (1968): 651-661. 
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(1975), 128. 

II 
Toch (1975), 51. 

12 
Banollas, et al, paralleling our findings, found eight emotionally dis-

< 

turbed boys among a group of sixteen "chronic sex victims," 159. 

13 
Davis, 4. 

14 
Wolfgang and Ferricuti, 258. AmiI', 51-60. 

15 
Banollas, et al, lacked objective measures of social class. However, they 

observed differences between behavior of "middle class" white targets and 

"lo"Mer-class IJ White targets. According to the authors, lower-class boys 8.!'e 

as easy to victimize, they have "more mental and physical toughness" and 

"May be looking for a good fight to move up on the status hierarchy, :80, see 

also 163. The authors, through psychological tests, found the more normal 

(on tests) to be more likely to be exploited. This finding, they claim, ;.5 

related to middle-class whites achieving "normal" scores on psychological 

tests, 138-39, 267. 

16 
Unfortlll1ately, we did not collect data on jail time pl-eceeding conviction. 

17Amir , 70. 

18 Junir, 339. 

19 8 ,Amir, 25 • 

20 Davis '1 Martin. 
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CltAPl'ER FIYE: THE TARGET-AGGRESSOR INTERACTION 

Every target in our studJ' vn.s exposed to at lea.st one sexuWJ.y a.ggressi ve 

in c:i. dent • These incidents differ in the number of aggres sors inml ved, in 

duration, and in the harm 8uff~red by the target. In this cha.pter, 'it\'! describe 

thie heterogeneous range of incidents. 

Participants: Number of ~6asors end Activity of Peers 

~a.ble 5.1 shows the nunibera of aggressors involved in our incidents. Al

most hs.1f (44 percent) of OUl" incidents had more than one asgTCssor. A sub-

stantial part of prison sexual aggression, like rap~ on the street, can thus 

1 
be attributed to aggressors acting together. 

In only four cases did the targets' peers become actively involved in 

helping the targets to defend themselves. Targets, for the most pa;rt, handled 

the incidents themselves. In part, the absence of nid reflects a prison norm 

'Whieh calls for personal difficulties to be hMdled individually. The nom 

holda tha.t if one c"an surmotmt tests of manhood tm0.ided, one can Mflert him-

selt a3 a man. In addition, targets are often targets becau5e they lack group 

BUpport. 
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ble 5.1: Number of Aggressors in Each Incident of Sexual Aggression 

N % 

Two aggressors 29 20% 

More than two aggressors 35 24% 

Total incidents with multiple aggressors 64 44% 

One aggressor 80 56% 

Total 144 100% 
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Shame and embarrasl?ment may also be factors excluding pe~lr support. The 

target mIJ:y' be a ma.n who finds it difficult to discuss personal sexual problems. 

His silence m.ay' also be reinforced by the risk of defamation. To others, the 

target of 'tmlrnllted sexuB.1. approaches l!lSY be a "punk" or 8. "pussy;' If a tar-

get shares his problem with his peers) he risks being labeled a homosexual, 

whioh is a di5~ing prospect tor most heterosexual prison inmates. 

About twenty percent of our recorded incidents shoved collaborative 

activity by prison aggressors' peers. Such collaboration included activity to 

a) hold down target (eight cases), 

b) stsnd arotmd looking (eight ct;\$es) , 

c) encourage aggressor by la.ughing at vhat he does (ri ve cases), 

d) watch for staff (three cases), 

e) help set up target (two cases), and 

t) beat target fbr ratting (two cases). 

We also find a pattern where "primary aggressors" initiate the acts, and 

IIsecondary aggressors" are ready to move in if things go right. In a.ddition, 

aome aggressors, especially those who ~re the most forceful and the most 

exploitative, have assistants who are members of their peer-centered sub

cult1.1.Te. Even though such peers lT11rJ disdain the sexual action, they may 

loyally aid their fellovs in carrying out theiT plans. 

Incident Duration 

Just as incidents have attributes determined by numbers of people in 

them, they have a.ttributes determined by the length of time they take. The 
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tion of an incident is a possible clue to its character and intensity. A 

"correct" response can abruptly terminate an incident. A target vho misznanages 

bis responses 1!itrJ have an aggressor hanging on him tor d~s or weeks. 

Table 5.2 summarizes the duration of incidents. We see that 54 percent 

of the incident~ were single episodes lasting less than two hours, and some 

dlnly lasted a fev minutes. Brief incidents are otten terminated by detenrlned 

gestures: 

ARE-4: This black m.an vas looking over tovards me and I had 

no idea lIilat he had in mind and so I was continuing vi tb the 

pinoehle game. Every once in awhile I vould hear a remark, 

"Hi cutie , II or something of this nature. And then he 'WOuld 

S1llack. with his lips. This guy began to be e.nnoying after awhile. 

He kept it up and I finally realized tha'r, it vas I that he 'Was 

insinuating his r~arks. to. And so I tinally laid my cards 

do'W'll and vent over to him and said, "You're disgusting. Do 

you get any enjo~nt out of that?" 

And his exact words were, "r'm going to get into your ass. 1I 

Ana.I told him right .out, "It's going to be a cold de.y in 

Hell bef'ore you ever think about it. 11 

He said, "If I have to, I'll hit you over the head and take 

it that ya:y." 

And I said ;right then and. there, "That' B the only Yay you're 

CT>er going to get anything like that from me. II And since tha.t 

there has been no recurrence and he haa never come back. 

-~--~~~------ --- ~_ ~ ________ ...00000.-_ 
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e 5.2: Temporal Duration of the Incidents of Sexual Aggression 

Humber Percent 

SinglE episode lasting less than tvo hours 72 54% 

Two hours to tvo days (one or several episodes) 21 16% 

Several episodes over 2 to 14 days 23 18% 

Several episodes over more than 14 da:ys 16 12% 

Total 132 100% 
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C2-28: Well, they le~ve your cella open ell the day in E Block. 

This guy came in and he ce.me into nry cell. And the officer was 

out getting med:tcation or something. And there we.s no one in 

the ward at all. .And when he ClWle in he started jumping on 

mc. He didn It S8.J nothing. He just j1.mJ.p-ed up Oli me and start-

cd taking my pants off. And I just started beating the hell 

out of him. His face 'Was all bloody and everything. And then 

I 'Went out and I said, "Hey, get this g;oy out of herel" I . 
hollered to the officer. I told him to get this guy out of 

here and that he was crazy. And that 'Was the only episode 

that happened in there. 

In Bome longer incidents, the aggressor becomes infatuated with the target. 

en these emotions are unreciprocated and forcefully rejected, en aggravating 

and potentially violent dimension is added to the incident. Infatuation by 

aggressors may not exclude leveling force or threats at the object'of their 

desire. Their obsession may sJ.so lead to other irrational behavior. These 

types of incidents occur oYer time because some aggressors seem unwilling or 

unable to give up their intense attachment for individual targetS : 

ARE-2: I said, "You Ire beginning to make me hate you." And 

there was nothing I could do about it. And th~n he started 

asking about me. And he sa.id in due time I would like him. 

I might say something to him and then he says something 

to me and I don't respond to him. Like he might ~ay something 
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like, "Axe you ready?" 

And I don't react to him. I just say, "I despise you." 

And he takes it as a joke. 

He said he vouldn It m~ss with me no more. And I felt 

good. And the next day he said, "Come to the yard. II And I 

went to the yard and he aaid, "I can 't do it." And I said, 

what the fuc..'It is wrong with this guy? He has told me a.bout 

four times that he '\-rants to leave me alone. And ea.ch time he 

Say'S, "I can't do it. I can't do it. II 

Some incidents take place over time because physical barriers block aggres

sors from reaching targets. They have to deliver threa.ts verbally, through bars 

or across corridors, at whatever chance moments the custody-controlled environ

ment permits. Aggressors with sexual aims may also try to put fear in their 

targets, trying to coerce them to willingly go to e private location where sex 

Call take place. Some targets, vho are intimidated sporadically over time be

come like animals tormented in cages, never knowing whens. persecutor viII 

appear before their cell door: 

C2-18: Well, just about everytime that we were locked up for 

breakfast and stuff like that, they 'WOuld come around my cell 

and say tha.t they were going to get me as 800n as the C. O. was 

not around. 

I: And 'W'hat vere you saying to them? 
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C2-l8: I 'Was just saying that they 'Would have to kill n:e first. 

I: And \/'hat did they say? 

C2-l8: They just aaid that they 'WOuld knock :me out and take it. 

And I would say tha.t they 'WOuld have to knock Ule out or k.ill me 

before I lIould give it up. 

I: So how many times did this ha.ppen tha.t you were in your cell 

and they vera out there talking to you? 

C2-l8: Just a.bout every dsy - for about tva weeks. 

Use of Violence and Threats 
2 

Violence can include both physical acts and threats. In our coding, 'We 

defined physical violence as instances vhere one person is forcefully touched 

by another. Such violence is marked by vehement feelings or the aim to injure 

or abuse. Pl~ful gestures, along with uninn ted caresses, pinches t or grabs 

are not coded as physical violence. We de~ine nonphysical violence to include 

verbal threats. threatening gestures, end threa.ts invel nng \Teapons. 

Ta.ble 5.3 displa.ys the frequency of violence used by either the target or 

the aggressor in our incidents. The table shova that 51 percent of the inci-

dents inTalve SOllie physical violence. If v(') expand our definition of violence 

to include threats against targets, 78 percent of the incidents contain violence. 

-~.--.~'--~-----............. ~----:.....-- -
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1 
5.3: The Presence of Physice.l and Violent Threats in Incidents of 

Sexual Aggression 

Physical violence present (n=150) 

Violence or threats present (N=135) 

1 

Percent Percent Total 
Yes No Percent 

51% 

78% 22% 

100% 

100% 

Includes threats of sexual assault, of non-sexual assault, and threats with 

a weapon. 
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In a later chapter we will exemine in more detail the meaning of violence for 

targets and the relation of violence to prison norms and values. 

Incidents where physical violence is present have been divided " into 

ca.tegories showing the amount of violence deployed. (see Table 5.4). Because 

most of the incidents occured in supervised loca.tions, they were, for the most 

pa.rt, brief. Nonetheless, at least half of the incidents involve fairly high 

levels of violence, Le., sexual assault, stabbing, clubbing, or beating. While 

officers broke up most of the fights quicltly, there vere still substantial in-

juries suffered: some men were raped, others had wounds innicted by " shl'lllks," 

(improvised knives) or "pipes" (any hard object used as a club). Some had 

broken bones or teeth knocked out. 

The one fatality resulting from an incident vas an aggressor who had pro

positioned a 16 year old target who smashed the aggressor with a chair when 

the aggressor turned av~. Like Billy Budd in Melville's story', the target 

vas a stutterer: He was agitated by the proposition, and struck out in rage 

when his speech blocked, Although the incident is anomalous in its amount of 

violence, it is typical in other respects; and it illustrates that violence 

can come from terge"lis as vell a8 aggressors. The incident also shows th(a.t ~he in-

tend ty of reactions to ~gressors can depend as much on targets' personali-

ties as on the type of approach they face. 

Substantial as sOJr.e of these physical results are, they only reflect the 

intensity of the feelings involved in the incidents. In prison, intimidation 

is subtle, and r~e is often Teiled. While homemade prison wea.pons abound, . 

handguns are unknown, and readily available medical aid reduces the severity 

uf most injuries. If this were not the case. violence related to sexual 

I 

-----'--~=. -................ -~~---'------. -'-- ----, , ---,.-~ ......... _~~_ J 
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: 

Table 5.4: Type of Physical Dame.ge in Violent Incident s 

Personal dmnage Numb-er Percent 

(in rank order of seriousness) 

1. Death 1 1% 

2. Sexually assaulted 11 15% 

3. Stabbed or severely clubbed 7 9% 

4. Beaten badly (no weapons) 20 27% 

5. Harmed with improvised weapons 5 7% 

6. Punched, kicked, tripped, slapped 28 37% 

7. Spitting in face, grabbed 3 4% 

Total 75 100% 

..... ' 

:ll!M!liIlI-Ga __ .lll:i*:aiIIII _____________ , __ _ 
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aggression w-ould be mueh higher; the detemination ot some aggressors and the 

explosiveness of some targets rival the emotions ot standard participants in 

the most deadly encounters in free society. 

Table 5.5 deseri bes types of th~a.ts used by aggressors. Verba.l threats 

of sexual 8.Ssaul t are the most frequent, end include statelJlo<>nts such as: 

'I A:re you going to g1 ve it up or get it ta.""en oft?" 

"I vant your buttocks and if you don J t gi va it to me, it is going 

to be taken." 

"We are going to tuck you in the aBs. 1I 

III am going to tuck you up and take your pussy." 

"If you don't give it up you will get your throat cut easy, I got 

twenty-five years!IDd I don't give a shit." 

"Gi ve it up, Man, or I am. going to ttlke it right here and kill you. II 

. "Look, Man, I have got a knife and we Yflll:t to see wat you have got." 

"If I hear of you giving it out, then, vith anyone else in this in

stitution not only am I going to tuck you, I will make you sucti my 

dick, and I rill beat your head right into the ground." 

!'Well, you vant to be a ditty bitch, we got to take this pussy." 

IIYou're going to play 'Wha.t I want you to ple::r. It 

"What would you do if I just took it and if I pulled your pants 

dOVIl and just took it?" 

"I'll play it rough vi th you /llld then after you break. you'll be mine." 

... -_-..&~ _____ ~_ _~.:r __ ;,:.L _"'_.l_~. 
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, 
/ , 

5.5: T}~es of Threats Levelled by Aggressors Against Targets 

Type of threat Nmnber Percent 

of incidents 

Threat of sexual assault 29 56% 

Threat of non sexual assault 10 19% 

Threats with a weapon (non-verbal) 10 19% 

More than one type of threa.t 3 6% 

Total 52 100% 

I 

~L -..............~"""'~ ___ . __ , ______ ~ ____ ~ __ _ 
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Aggressors use all kinds of threats, often promising high levels of force, and 

even death. Regardless of the aggressors' intent, the target vho takes these 

threats at face value receives the impression that he is in a life-threatening 

situation: 

"I em going to cut you up.1I 

"You are dead." 

!fLook, you tell anybody wha.t I told you and I am going to stick a 

knife in your hear!;. " 

"If you call the C. O~ we vill kill you. II 

"If I find out that you are gay, then l'm going to kill you 1:or 

not participating with me." 

fIFes of Victimization 

Force alone 1'ails to meMure accurately the varieties of victimization that 

are possible. For one thing, targets who are confronted with verbal reques bs 

for sex precipi ta.te some violent confrontations themselves. When these men 

emerge from their fights as IIrlnners;1 having bolstered their self-esteem and 

their image before their fellows, the violence does not classity them as vic

tims. On the other hand, mental harrassment can sometimes be more acutely ex

perienced than physical harm. 

We have coded aggressive overtures into categories that describe what 

happened to the target. These codes derive from objective characteristics of 

incidents, i.e r , from the vords and actions of aggressors. What these cate

gories of victimization describe is the aggressive behavior which triggers the 



ogical responses we ~1scuss in later parts of this dissertation. 

As Table 5.6 sholl's, in about one third of the incidents men were subject 

to physical harm: they vere sexually assaulted, beaten up, or otherwise at-

tacked. In one third of the incidents, the outward indicator of victimization 

was merely a proposition or request for se,X. EYen in mild incidents, however, 
3 

the inmate is subjected to what Goff.m.an calls "interpersonal contamination." 

His "territories of the selt'," are violated in a number of different V8\YS: 

C2-47: Well, you see, 'We walk through lines and we come down through 

the mess hall or something like that. The other lines ~ll be 

standing there and vaiting to go up and they will be grabbing 

at the homosexuals and the weak ones. They vill grab their 

buttocks and teel them up in the buttocks. 

ARE-4: One time I was scrubbing the counter and he happened to 

come by and .patted me on my butt. And I didn't even know it was 

him. Whoever did it was behind me. I don 't play around, because 

I don 't want enyone touching me and I don 't touch anyone. That 

was 0. frontaJ. attack. It I had something else in m::y hand other 

than that wet reg, I don 't know what "ould have happened. My 

first encounter was the stare and I realized that someone vas 

constantly looking at me. No IlW.tter where I looked the~ vere 

his eyes. Then I noticed that he vas constantly putting his 

hands on me. ~is first ind:!. vidual, you know, kind of scratching 

my elboW' when ve were walldn~, Kind of touching me when all of 
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Table 5.6 Type of Victimizat:1,on in Incidents of' Sexual Aggression. 

(In Rank order of severity) 

Sexually Assaulted (ca.tegories below wr:r be included): 

Subjec·t; to physical 'Violence (categories belO'"w ll1ay be 

included) : 

Subject to insulting or threatening language (categories 

below may be included): 

Physically touched (Category belov may be included): 

Propositioned: 

other: 

Total 

Number 

12 

39 

29 

11 

49 

8 

148 

162 

Percent 

8% 

27% 

20% 
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us were togethe·r in a group, not in fo:rme.tion or anything but 

to mesa hall were I was working and I would feel So scratching on 

my elbow. 

He kept putting his hands on me and he was touching my shoulder 

and arm, pa.tting my hand and constantly around, ridiculous 

crap. But enough so that it would be aggra'rating. 

Aggressors, lacking verbal skills end not wanting to incriminate themselves 

by an overt forceful move, may commu:.o.icate intentions through touching. Targets 

are left to interpret and distort these moveD. Some aggressors may approach 

targets by sitting next to them, se:yt in church, and, sitting close, may rub 

their legB ag&inet them. When this occurs J the aggressor is protected from ac

cusations of wrong doing because he can cla.im the contact was accidental. Inci

dents beginning vith casual touching often escalate over time to heightened 

levels of physical contact. Leg rubbing might be followed by an arm casually 

throvn around the shoulder of the target» to be interpreted 6B a friendly a.ction 

should trouble result. Unless the target react6 vi th determ.ination to the arm 

around the shoulder, it may be tollowed by more explicit and more forcei"ul ges

tures. 

Aggressors also direct remarks to targets that are ostensibly seductive, 

but are also abusi ve and insul tins. Commonly t these remarks tell 

the target that he is understood to be D. desirable sex object. Men ",ho have cus

tomarily viewed themselves as heteroz6xual find these remarks predictably dis

maying~ 
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C2-2"(: When they 'Would first start saying things to me like, 

"HeY', babY', " I would expect to see a aecretary we.JJdng by or 

something, I just could not believe that a male would be ae.;r

ing those kind ot things to me. And I look.ed around and 'Won-

dared what he vas looking for or looking at. And I thought 

the ~ must be goofing on me or something, playing a joke. 

And I then knew after ~hile that it the guy had a chance he 

veuld want to kiss me and ha~ sex vi th me. Which is some-

II II 
thing you say to yourself/this can It be true. 

AR-10: The minute I .walked in there was this uproar. They 

[inmates] hollered obscenities and all sorts of names. They 

[officen] told me to vall: do'wn the middle of this line like 

I was on exhibition. I va.s' shaking in nr:r boots. They were 

screaming things like, "That is for me," and "Thia one von't 

take long, he vill be easy." And, lILook at her eyes." I had 

no idea of what to do with that. I vas scared. I didn't talk 

to anyone for awhile. 

When one kno~s he is attractive to bmn$r men, one also knows he is vulner

able to sexual attack. Thus, sexue.l romarks such as the follo'lrlng.are calcula.ted 

to cause anxiety: 

"You are cute. 1I 

"Damn, You I rc a. pretty vhi te. II 

4;- _. • • __ 
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"Weli, you are a fine looking dude." 

"I want you to be my kid." 

"I went your ass." 

"I{vWlt you bad." 

"I veuld like to make you nr;r kid." 

Sequence of Moves 
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Looking at the sequence of moves, we analyzed the physical shape of 

incidents resulting from the interaction between targets and aggressors. As 

targets react to aggressors' moves and these target reactions, in turn, lead 

to certain aggressor counter-reactions, violence can result that has more to 

do with communication issues than simple exploitation. In these typical patterns 

of moves, we can see which target responses seem to be effective in stopping 

aggressor approaches and which extend them. ~.'W'e explain~in th~.method3 

chapt~~, we diagrammed the moves in the incidents complete enough to allow us 

to do this ( 114 incidents). We then grouped these incident diagrams according 

to the nature of the first move made by the aggressor: incidents begun by propositions, 

incidents begun by offensive remarks or physical gestures, and incidents begun 

by sexual attacks or threats. We describe the patterns of moves chacterizing each 

group below: 
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Incidents 'That start With Propositions 

We grouped 36 incidents sequentially, beginning with opening requests for 

or prOpositions. Ttfelve of these incidents evolved 

into displays of physical violence and nine into the use of threats. The pat-

tern shows a split betveen pea.cefUl resolutions and conflict resolutions. In 

more than half of the cases, there is a tendency for the proposition to escalate 

into a. more serious encounter. This escalation occurs in one of tvo ways: in 

the firBt~ the target replies to the request for sex with a polite refusal, or 

ignores the request. Foliowing this response ~ the aggressor reacts violently 

or accompanies a renewed .request vi th threats. In the second sequence, the tar-

get~hearing the request/reacts with threats or the use of force. Both of these 

sequences most often involve multiple sets of moves, reactions, and counter-

responses. For example, a.n aggreesor may state a sexual proposition t the tar-

can reply politely, the aggressor can repeat the request t and the target 

then respond with physical violece or threats. 

In one third of the incidents, the targets respc;nded vi th threats of 

their 0'10 beiore any violent or threatening move vas made by aggressors.This 

'~ __ 1_ 
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show o:f verbal force served to end the inciden't in half of the cases, while the 

others escalated to higher levels of force. Thus the target who responds to a 

proposition with a threat may end the incident or he may escalate it into a 

physical confrontation. While we cannot generalize with such small samples, it 

seems that a target answering a proposition vi th a threat stands an a.lmost even 

chance of ending an incident. 

Most targets tried ignoring propositions or refusing them politely. In 

only less than half of these cases (10 of 24) did the attempt to respond peace

fully work. In the others, the target response was followed by continuing 

requests (4 cases), threats (6 cases), or attacks (4 cases). 

More than half of the incidents begun by proposi tiona turned into conflict 

situations marked by threats or the use of :force. Physical violence tended to 

tollow an escalating sequence, 'With verbal threats leading to physical violence. 

Viol'Snce followed an itl'i tia.l period of negotiation. The messages being communi

cated - that the aggressor wanted the target for sex, and that the target wanted 

the aggressor to stay away - tended to be confused by the interjecting of threats 

on booth sides, which often escalated into violence. Some targets hear a pro

position and snarl back. Others attempt to reason 'With the propositioner and 

end up snarling when their reasoning fails. Aggressors, beginning their ap

proaches with requests for sex, are drawn into conflict for varying reasons. 

For exampie, a request that is refused may suggest the necessity of developing 

threa.ts or violence; on the other hand, a refusal may be perceived as insultingjIJ 

in these cases of violence, the sexual motive changes into a reaction to the 

sting ot wounded pride. 

-------_ .. ~-----.-
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iden't Sequences Begun by Of'fensin:! Remarks or Physical Gestures 

Accompanying Propos! tions 

Incidents can begin with a proposition that.is accompanied by an offensive 

remark or a physical gesture. We grouped 42 incidents in which the first ag-

gressor move vas of this type. Since these incidents contain gestures and words 

that are perceived as offensive, it should not surprise us that they incite 

Sharper target reactions f~m the onset than do simple polite propositions: 

twelve targets responded with violence initially and 9 followed with violence 

later, after aggressors' threatened or repeated their remarks or gestures. 

Compared to incidents that begin vi th proposi tiona, more incidents beginning 

with offensive remarks and gestures result immediately in physical violence. 

More ta.!'gets also react to these remarks 'With threats, vhich ,in turn ~ can 

cause aggressors to react violently. 

When the first move o,f the incident is an oftensi ve re:aa.rk or gesture, 

I the targets immediate reactions are divided into tvo categories of equal ~re-

quency: there are responses vi th force or threat of force, and attempts to ig;.> 

nore or poli tel.y refuse the aggressors' overtures. When the target :maintains 

the level of conflict in the incident by responding vith a threat, aggressors 

react vi th more rema.rks or gestures, l.lI.alte threatening sta.tements ba.ck, or rea.ct 

violently. Then, targets tend ·to escalate fl.·om threats to violence. 

In fully halt of the incidents begun by offensive remarks or gestures, 

targets respond by ignoring or politely ref'using, but in only one case 'did this 

type of response end the inc! dent. In the others, the polite response was fol

lowed by aggl"eI9S0l"S ttBing force (4 cases), threatening the victim (If Ce.Bes) , 

~., -'. ,-~- ~--------",--'~-'-- .. 



the otfens! ve remark or gesture (4 cs.sea), or in making a proposition 

(3 cases). The tendency, thus, was for polite refusals to lead to aggressors 

continuing their aggressive behavior. 

Of 42 incidents beginning with requests for sex accompanied by offensive 

r~ks and/or physical gestures, 24 terminated with physical violence, 2 ended 

'with threats alone, and 16 ended vith no conflict. The target response to 

this type of approach, not surprisingly, was much sharper than 

responses to simple propositions. While only onc target responded at once with 

physical violence to requests for sex accompanied by offensive remarks and/or 

physical gestures; nine responded with threats. When their polite responses 

were followed by more remarks, gestures, propositions or threatening statements, 

targets reacted violently. Thus, by the time this sequence had·been completed, 

targets (50 percent), had been provoked into reacting violently. 

Incidents Beginning vith Sexual Attacks or Threats 

We grouped 21 incidents beginning with sexual attacks and 15 that began 

with extreme threats. Folloving these expressions of force, six targets, be-

ca.use of the level of force exerted, had to submit to se:ru.a.l asaaul t. Most 

others immediately began to fight with their assailants, officers came on the 

scene, and the incidents ended short of sexual penetration. Where officers did 

not break up the fights, the attack occurred in a sem-secure location ",here 

the aggressor could not directly rape the target but could only coerce him into 

going to a secure location. Completed rapes depended more on the presence or 

absence of security (combined with thb number of ~~greB80rs involved) then on 
4 

any type of target remponaa. 

1!Il"""'K!r.,r-'""":3I::!BIII!!!llI .... II'II·I!IEF!II _____ ....... ___ .....",...."". ________ ~ ___ ~ ______ _ 
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Most incidents begtnning with threats moved directly into physi-

cal violence. In four cases violence occurred beca.use aggressors used force 

when their threats were met with target attemptB to withdraw peacefully. In 

nine cases, targets initiated the Yiolence by responding to the threats vith 

physical force. This set of incidents exemplifies both patterns of sequences 

resulting in physical violence. Aggreosors escalate from threats to physical 

force, and targets escalate from being the objects of threats to being the ini

tiators of physical violence. 

Table 5.7 summarizes target responses to aggressor moves in incidents of 

sexual aggression. As the table shovs, polite propositions are often answered 

by polite refusals. Attacks and threats are often answered by' physical violence 

or threats. As our d.iacUBsion of the sequences of' moves 'in incidents has. dem

onstrated, there is a tendency on the part of targets to answer propositions 

vith counter-threats and there is a tendency on the part of aggressors to use 

threats or force ..men propositions have been declined, Thus, dialogue escalates 

tu threats and threats escalate to violence. 

Incident Resolutions 

Incident resolutions, referring to the w~ the target-aggl~ssor contact is 

interrupted, describe hoy incidents end. Some resolutions are successful solu

tions to a target I s problem. Others, ...... hile terminating the immediate contact 

between target and aggressor, may' have destructive after-effects. All resolu

tions relate in some Yay to norms in the general prison community. Intersect

ing with social ~d adminiatrative processee, incident resolutions are shaped 
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Table 5.7: Target Responses to Aggressor Moves in Incidents of Sexual 

Aggression 

Target response to 

aggressor move 

Submits to sexual assault 

Uses physical violence 

Threatens 

Ignores' 

Refuses politely 

Total percent 

-----------------------------------------

Aggressor move triggering the target response 
------ .~--"" _._-----._._------

Attack 
(N=35) 

20% 

71% 

9% 

100% 

Threat 
(N=34) 

41% 

29% 

12% 

18% 

100% 

"--

Proposition accompanied Polite 

by derogatory remarks or proposition 
(N=42) 

offensive gestures 
(N=52) 

33% 

21% 

12% 

35% 

100% 

5% 

31% 

14% 

50% 

100% 

._-----_ ..•. ---
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their environment. They give un clues to the resources in the prison vorld 

for planned solutions to the problem of aggression, since these resolutions are 

the "solutions" that the environment offers. 

Table 4.8 shovs ;l'IlOre than half (56 percent) of the incidents ;{ere resolved 

among the participants themselves through "subcultureJ. processes," the most 

common of vhich involves the use of violence. One third of the incidents ended 

after pij.ysical conflict and 10 percent after the targets had threatened aggres-

SOl'S. While violenc~ ~y lead to other problems, it does cause aggressors to 

leave their targets alone. "Reasona.bl e talk II reeol ved only 13 percent of the 

incidents. Determined aggressors seem not to be deterred by spoken refusals, 

and the intense emotional responses of targets prevent their use of calm ap-

preaches to the problem; ethnic differences bet;reen aggressCir and target lead 

misunderstandings a.."ld. misperceptions; a..l'ld prison norms support the use of 

violence. 

As ve have seen in Chapter Four, incidents involve targets and aggressors 

from differing races and differing geographical origins. Attempts to comnnmi-

cate thus flounder across cultural barriers, strengthened by the target's gen-
5 

eral apprehension of the situation. Whatever the intentions of aggressors, 

their feelings and thoughts are seldom communicated in their entirety to tar-

gets. Targets are often reluctant and sometimes' incapable ot sitting down and 

honestly communicating their abhorrence of the situation to men vho, because 

of cultural differences, are different from themselves. Racial animosity, 

loosely defined, contributes to the problem. So does the normative idea that 

to reason is to shov veakness. 
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Table 5.8: How Incidents End: Circumstances breaking the Target-Aggressor 

Contact 
--------------------------------------.--------------- -----------------------

Incident ending 

1" Subcultural endings: 

(3.. Violence ends incident 

b. Reasoning ends incident 

c. Target threats end incident 

Total subcultural endings 

2. Planned administrative endings: 

a. Staff action against aggressor 

b. Target goes to protection 

c. Target transfers to other prison 

~, Target changes job, school, or cell 

within the institution 

Total administrative endings 

3. Accidental endings ( upplanned events eliminating 

aggressor access to target) 

a. Aggressor transfers 

b. Target transfers 

c. Other official routine 

Total accidental endings 

Total incident endings 

Number 

41 

17 

13 

71 

25 

10 

3 

2 

40 

5 

5 

5 

126 

15 

Percent 

33% 

13% 

10% 

20% 

8% 

2% 

2% 

4% 

4% 

4% 

100% 

56% 

32% 

12% 

-------_.---.---_. -_._-_._---
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In contrast to the conflict-ridden nature of cross-cultural incident se-

quences, incidents between members of the same culture tend to be resolved 

peacefUlly. For example, the tva ~hites in the following incident negotiate 

each others' positions on the basis of mutual understanding: 

APcc-4: A man with alot of time, a white dude, came into my 

room and he sat down on my bed and he said, "George, ve're 

friends and this is as far as it I s going to go, this room." 

And he said quite bluntly, "I'm going to tuck you in the ass." 

And I froze. I said, "Oh, no, not again." This was more 

or less vhat vas r~~ning through my mind. I just came right 

back at him again and I told him that it's strictly not that 

way and it turns me off. and I have no use for it, so you're 

counting on a hopeless thing. And I told him that he would 

have to knock me out and stick a knife in rrr:r ribs and "hat not. 

And he said, "No, I'm not going to do that, but if you 

ever want to, you knov that .,. 'm here." And it was a thing 

where it didn't dissolve our friendshi~. Because it was a 

thing where he vasfi't going to use forCe and it would never 

come to that. 

Incidents between black targets and black aggressors also show signs that 

being from the same culture aids men to resolve disputes in prison peacefully. 

In part, reasoning tends to be successful because black targets react less 

emotionally than 'White targets to threats frorn black aggreSS01'B. They me.y see 
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uch threats as bluff, or they may feel confident they can deal vith threats: 

CR-38: I vould sit down and say to them, "Look, you got this 

problem. All the looking at my backside and: the whistling and 

all that shit. I let that go because I don't see much sense in 

fighting for it because I don't feel like getting locked up for 

the time being. But \That I would suggest is that we real110ught 

to th:tnk about this. II 

CR-15: I told them, "Don It sa.y nothing to me and I won 't say 

nothing to you. If you Bee me you just' turn one yay and I vill 

turn the other vay." It stoppf;'d and that is the we;y that you 

have got to do it. You knov, you just can't fight with anybody 

because you are going to hurt both of you: Both of you are go·, 

ing to get locked up. So you talk on a man-to-man basis every 

da.y and they see where you are coming from. And you see where 

they are coming from. These guys ain't all that bad, 

C2-2: He would yell aCrOllS the :rlal~ and Mk if I need thi5. 

and I would tell so and so to tell him that I don't need any-

thing. So he approached me in the yard and he swung at me, 

right? And I didn't even back up and he slapped me. So I 

figured instead of me going and telling the officer, I .muld 

handle this myself. And, so, I told him, "Will you step over 

I 
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to the other side of the yard 60 we could talk. II 

And so he starts runnins this vhole bit down to me. tI¥ou 

ahouldn It belong to anyone in this ins~itution but me. II 

And I said, "Well, I don't see it that "Way, because you 

like to butch people around to get people to do things for you, 

you threaten them, end I am not that type of person. If' you 

went to get along with me/then you have to respect me and you 

can't force yourself upon me." 

And he said, "Well, I don't see it like that, you are still 

going to be mine 8llYVay." We got into this argument about this 

thing and after awhile we got it straightened out. 

Planned staff interventions end 32 p€rcent of the incidents. Since we 10-

cated targets by staff referrals end in protective environments, however, our 

sampling causes over-representation of these official resolutions. Still, it 

is useful to look at these incidents, end we shall do 60 in a later chapter. 
r 

Accidental resolutions end the remaining 12 percent of incidents. These 

endings follow from aggressors' interrupted contact with targets because of 

routine administrative transfers. Convict movements are controlled 8lld dir-

ected by official decrees. Especially at the beginning of the inmate' sent-

ences, the time when target incidents are most likely to occur, inmates are 

frequently routinely moved from prison to prison, and from location to loca-

tion ~'i thin a prison. Since physical proximity is a. necessa.ry condition for 

seXual l\gg~ession to occur, the breaking of contact by fortuitous transfer is 
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ufficient to end an incident. Similarly, incidents that are ended by the 

routine presence of a prison guard are accidental resolutions. Here, security 

interferes with the aggressor's plans and he never regains Bufficient access 

to the target. 
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Footnotes: Chapter Five 

1 
Amir (p. 200) ~ound that 71 percent of the incidents of heterosexual rapes 

he examined involved more than one ~gressor. Davis does not break his data. 

dmm but does tell us "That the total of 156 incid~nts involved. assa.ults on 

at least 97 different victima by at least 176 dif'ferent aggressors," ( p. 25). 

2 
The 1965 California Task Force to Study Violence limited the definition o~ 

violence to "assault by inmates using either fists or any veapen 'Which result-

ed in injury to himself (sic) or others and which vas aeemed serious enough by the 

institution to file a report," (Lavrence Bennet: "The Study of Violence in 

California Prisons," in Cohen, Col/~ lUld Bailey, 152). other researchers ex-

definition of interpersonal violence to inc~ude threats or expres-

ions of intent to commit harm along with physical acts. See, for example, 

Ssndra J. Ba.ll-Rokeach: "Values and Violence, A Teat of the Subculture of 

Violence Thesis." American Sociological Reviev, 38 (1973): 736, and Amir, 150. 

3 
Erving Goftman: AsylUl'l1S. Garden City [Ne" York]: Douoleday t 1961,28. 

C~rmaine Greer, reflecting on the female experience, calls such gestur~s 

"sexual rip-offs" or "petty rape," Schultz, 383. 

4 
Since the outcome of these attacks are related to the influence of the custo-

'-

dial setting in wich they occur, ve cannot ma..1tc cr06stabhlations of' victim 

behavior and escape from, or execution of, ncxua.l assault/as Amir has done 

for heterosexual assaults in free society. cr. Amir, 169,171. 
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For a comparison to the male-female experience in the free world, see 

Eugene J. Kanin: "Selected Dyadic Aspects of Male Sex Aggression," in 

Schultz, 72. Kan1n found heterogB.rf!Y (class differences) among heterosexual 

pairs associated with more offender-offended relationships than when pairs 

were from the same class. 
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CHAPTER SIX: TARGET VIOLENCE 

In this chapter we look at the way targets think about violent responses, 

and we examine the peer and staff. supports for these beliefs. (The next chap-

tel' discusses targets exploding in anger, an equally important force leading 

to viol~nt responses.) In prison, force, or its perception, feeds on itself, 

causing more force or. reason for fear. As one man tells us, "I have seen a 

lot of things go uo·wn in the penitentiaries - not only sex acts but people get-

ting beat on and people getting stabbed. The only way to fight it is with 

violence." This attitude is an important aspect of our topic, for we perhaps see 

here a prototy~ for other prison conflicts. 

Violence as a MediltID for a Messa~e .. 

Defining Sexual Identity 

Some targets say they become violent to show others they are straight 

and mean to stay that vay. Most targets dread the gay label. When approached 

for sex, some 8.vail themselves of the opportunity to attack aggressors so 

they can publicly 'demonstrate their disdain of homosexuality. While part of 

the targets' fear revolves around anxiety about being stigmatized, men also 
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feel that if others believe they are gay they will be open to further victimi

zation. This fear results from the tendency for prisoners to think of targets 

as "sissies" or "squeeze," a belief targets themselves sometimes share: 

C2-30: It was mostly the same guy and I had to take it out on 

him because it was getting to a point, you know, everybody in 

the institution was thinking I was a punk or squeeze or a pussy 

and stuff like that. I had to do somethin~ about it in order 

to stop it. I had to prove to these other people that I 

wasn't a pussy or punk or anything else. I had to prove to 

these other people in my way and their way that I wasn't what 

he thought I was. 

flo * * * * 
C2-29: And people was thinking, the people that was looking 

on at the t~me, that this guy - well, maybe this guy is a pussy 

or something. This guy is fooling around with his ass. There 

must be something wrong with him. He must be a pussy. 

So I turned around and I caught him fooling around. So I 

told him, "Do it once more and I am going to bust you in the 

face." The people, that is the worst thing in this place, the 

people look on and they always hav~ their ratings. And they 

have to gossip. They are like ladies and they really build it 

up and it runs around the institution. 

it It * ~ * 
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CR-28: The guy right next to me, they grab his ass. He just lets 

it go by and so they call him a squeeze. I told him, "The next 

time that they touch your ass, you turn around and swing, or other

vi~e they are going to think that you are a squeeze." 

Showing You Believe in the Convict Code 

Those identifying with the convict code feel they must answer threat with 

threat, especially when the threat comes from a member of another ethnic group. 

Such a man cannot take the problem of being threatened to staff, for that shows 

others, whose esteem he values, that he is a rat. Similarly, the sub-

cultural imn.ate sometimes cannot talk to or reason with an agressor, because he 

sees talk as a sign of weakness, uncoolness, or as an unacceptable attribute of 

straight society. Self respect for prison~~s upholding the convict code means 

favoring private solutions. It also can mean that the correct course of action 

calls for facing a perceived challenge end responding to it: 

AUI-2: See, when a guy first comes in a lot of guys will say, 

"Well, "I don't want to hit the guy because I am thinking ab0ut 

the parole board." But, really, that is the very best way to 

deal with it. You could report the incident but that is snitch

ing and I feel myself that if you have to knock the guy's head 

off to handle the problem, knock the guy's head off. You have 

to establish yourself a.s a man and you have to live vith your

self. You have to look at yourself every morning in the mirror. 

it ~ * ft ,. 



I: Did you think of any other ways to solve this problem? 

AR-41: ' ~o, not really. Because what he said was already 

out in the open. If I talked to him, then everybody else 

would say I'm trying to cop out. So the only way I seen 

to solve the problem was to actually get out and fight, 

prove to him that I ain't going to go to no police and in

form on anybody. 

Showing You are Tough I'. 
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Targets Bomet~es assert that they are violent because they wish to show 

others they are tough. Fighting is a way of communicating to all other po

tential aggressors - not just the men in the immediate incident - that one is 

not to be messed with. Discouraging the immediate approach becomes secondary 

to raising one's status. The assumption is that a violent demeanor is neces

sary for survival in prison, and that an aggressive image is a positive and 

worthwhile attribute of one's public personality, which must be consciously 

cultivated. 

ARE-2: Nov, if you were to go out and hit somebody across the 

head with a pipe and almost kill them, then people would think 

twice again. They would say, "That dude is crazy and he might 

try to kill me if I ask him that. II And, so, then you know you 

can go where you want to go • 

• .. * * * 
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C2-23: Nov, each and every inmate goes through a trial period 

here vhere someone is going to Bay, III ",-ant your ass." But if 

he straightens it out himself and pe gets into a fight vith the 

guy, it viII shaw everyone that he is not going to take that 

kind of Bhi t. He will be alright. 

~ * tot * * 
AR-41: I felt kind of different because, like, When I walked 

through the yard there was people in it that vent to school 

also and they were telling their friends, "This little guy 'Will 

cut you if you even attempt to do anything to him. He's a 

dude to stay avay from." And you see people looking at you as 

you're wa.]dng by, like saying, "Should I approach him, vill he 

cut me too?" St1.tf'f like this going through their minds." 

* * ~ * tot 

C2-27: I vanted to protect myself and the only way that you 

can protect yourself is nth violence. And it was getting to 

the point where after awhile I was starting to do pushups every 

night. And then as I would get tiren, I said that I would 

kick that guy's ass as I got stronger. I noticed that there was 

a bunch of them around, I thought when he hit me, "This is it, 

that viII shov the other guys when I get into a fight vith this 

one that 1'm not going to quit. II So I fight and get punched B. 

few times and I punch him a few times and they see that I'm a man. 
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Violence as a Means of Curbing Violence 

Violence can be a simple matter of using pl"eemptiveself-defense. At a 

certain point the target makes a decision that the aggressor is on a course 

escalating toward a forceful attempt at sexual assault. Violence is then 

deployed by the target to alter the course of the aggressor's behavior. 

Even men who are approached with a non-violent proposition may project into 

the future, see themselves as probably victims, and react violently: 

c2-43: I was going to grab a bench or a piece of pipe or 

something and I figured if I hit one of them and they got to 

bleeding or something they might stop monkeying around. 

* * * * it 

A-l: A lot of times fear will make you do things like that. 

The first time that somebody gives you some lip, you stab him. 

It I S a warning: l'Look, I don 't want to be pushed around." If 

somebody comes to you, they can say a word wrong and if you 

don't react to that one 'Word in the right flay, you lose some-

thing and then they ~ll test you a little further. If you 

fail then'you're in trouble. 

Documenting Violence Effectiveness 

Violence as a pragmatic solution is a formula uphe1 d by most inmates. 

But how does this theory work in actual practice? Is violence, in fact, a 

successful way to meet the violence problom? On one level, the answer is 

"yes". In concrete incidents, some men have found violence to be a satisfactory 
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The thinking about violent responses to sexual approaches is reinforced 

by this perceived effectiveness of the violence solution in concrete incidents. 

TargetS' can report violent responses that have curbed aggressive approaches 

(see Table 5.8, Chapter five), And men who try talking with aggressors may 

find them unresponsive until a more aggresstve stance gets the aggressor to 

leave them alone. This perceived effectiveness strengthens the norms supporting 

violence: 

AR-l: I stood my ground right then end there and I said, "Look, 

you just stay clear or else I am going to put a pipe right across 

your head." And I w8.sn't fooling. And that is the last time he 

has ever bothered me. 

AR-41: The Spanish dude, after I cut him, he comes back and he 

says, JtListen~ I'm sorry for what I did." 

I said, If Do you really meen that? Then I'm BOrry for 

cutting you. 1I I had to put it straight right then, "I'll 

do it again t f you try it again. !I 

And he seys, "No, lio, everything's alright." 

u ~ !It * ~ 

C2-23: He hit me end then I went ai'ter this guy, I beat 

him - I beat him real good. So about a week later he came 

back downstairs and all of a sudden he shook my hand and said, 

"Let' e be friends. II The only way to get respect from them is 



to put a foot in their ass. 

I: No more sexual remarks to you after that? 

C2-23: No more. No more. 
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AR-7: He went to the hospital and I got .locked up. I go~c a 

tvo daykeep lo<::k even though the administration knew basically 

that he vas behind it. And after that, we more or less became 

friends, I suppose. We were talking to each other. 

* * ~ ~ !! 

ARE-2: A dude pushed a guy and cut him with a 1mi fe • And ever 

since then people don It do nothing. They talk about it among 

themselves but whenever he's around, people want to be friends 

vith him. 

Negotiating from Weakness 

At the same time there are forces pulling men toward violent solutions, 

there a.re pushes away from using reasoning. Especially for those on the 

brink of feeling powerless, the willingness to negotiate may be seen as an ad

ditional symbol of weakness, a ~ther step tova~rd vulnerability. Targets 

also feel that verbal sparring vith aggressors can gain them deeper trouble 

than they are in already. Lacking confidence in their verbal powers, they 

fear that fast-talking "players" vill easily manipulate any conversation to 

serve their ends: 
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02-29: You talk to the glXy' and he bullshi ts his 'Way out and 

say's th:f.5 and that and tries to tnst your words and throws 

them back to you. And it doesn't work. He doesn't listen. 

And the only ve;:r he is going to listen a.t this point is to 

punch him in the mouth. You c en 't do anything else. 

* * * * * 
A-l: I think they ce.n ta..lk them.sel ves into it deeper. I 

think that you can talk yourself out of it if' you're very slick 

and if you're mean and have a mee..o rap. If you have the right 

eyes, and the right look in your eyes, and the right vs:y' of 

how anger should a.ppear in your eyes, and how hate should 

appea.r, and malice, and how to projl!!lct fear into somebody 

elses eyes, if you can do that, you can do it, you can talk 

your way out of it. But the thing is that if you're too 

scared, then you loose. 

02-23: You try to talk to th~"ll - you try to talk sense to 

them and Ss:y', "Now'J look, I l:\In an i~.te and you are /lll inmate." 

And they will say, "Ah - don't tell me that pussy shit." '" 

They vill tell you that, you know. So, I figured that talking 

we.s no good with this gtly', There is only one 'Way to handle him 

and that is to fight with him.. 

H & ~ § Q 

_; .... 8 £Z22LLAK e * .. 
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A-I: I hadn't even tried to talk them out of it, because I 

wasn't that good at expressing myself and I couldn't project 

fear into someone. I couldn't project hostility. That vas 

something that I couldn't do. 

Support Systems for Violence 

The attitudes and behaviors associated with target violence are in part 

social behavior, learned in prison trom other inmates and staff. Targets are 

generally new to the prison vhere they are being approached and look to 

others for g1.rldance. Peers, often men who have been targets themsel vea, may 

soc1a1i~e new men to consider violence favorably. Men who haTe never used 

weapons are supplied with "shanks" and "pi:pes" by their more experienced 

friends. Others are supplied with arguments through vhich guilt is neutr8J.

zed. The target's violent response is en explicit normative expectation of 

·the prison community. This fact is passed on to nev men by experienced in

mates as part of the process of "prisonization." 

AR-23: And I vent 'out in the yard and I told my brother vhat 

was happening. The next thing you know one of my brother's 

friends came up and gave me a shank and told me that if a. guy 

come up at me to stick him. 

C2-52: He just told me to gra.b anything that I can and 

just beat them. Whether it is a chair or whatever and just go 

after them. 
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C2-22: This black dude vas going to jump a friend of mine and so 

I ta.lked to him and I said, "Look, man, the knife drawer is open. 

Grab one of them butcher knives and bring it 'Upstairs. That is 

all. " He took the 1mi fe out of the drawer end put it in the 

back of his pants and vent upstairs and stuck it in the pillow 

and awed the pillow back up. And if this dude come over, he 

would have got stabbed. 

C2-28: I just said, flLook-it, you Just pick up something and 

you h:lt that dude. Or else you go and you make yourself a 

blade and you stab the dude - do anything." I says, "If the 

dude is going to rip you off, you kill the dude - that is all. 11 

* i& 4} * * 
AR-36: He vas the water man and he vas pretty straight. He 

came right out and he told me, "You are a little guy and you 

can expect trouble, you knov, but if anything happens, don It 

even question it., j~t crack their skull and it will be over 

with - that is alL II 

C2-30: I go over tmd pull him over in the cower and talk to him 

right then and there and tell him "These guys are trying to get- over 

on you. The best thing for you to do is to hang out '\lith the 

white guys and try and get to knov people. Lift weights - try 
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boxing and do "That you can. Learn hov to fight if you can't fight. II 

* it * io}!} 

C2-23: I told him that the best thing to do, in front of 

everyone, vhi1e this guy was popping shit to him/is to hit the 

guy. There is no other way that this thing is going to be re

solved unless you hit the guy. 

it * * it it 

c2-44: I don't ]mOY how many times I told him, "If a dude 

run up on you, popping you some shit, just hit him in his face. 

If you lose, you lose - so vhat? You get locked up for seven 

days and you come downstairs and the dude vi11 think twice be

fore running up on you again. Because they are going to know 

that you will hurt him.1I 

Ar-6: So I tried to tallc about it with some of the 'White 

guys that 'Was here. They "Was living on this tier vith me. And 

they tried to give me solutions. The majority of them told me 

to hit this guy, anybody that come up to you, just hit him. 

The advocacy of violence is spread by the old to the young and by the ex

perienced to the. inexperienced. Thus, in observing ho'W targets are readied 

to behave violently~ 'We see a process whereby a subculture upholding violence 

--.00. ________ .... -' '--_______ ~ ___ ~ ________ ~ _____ ~~_. 
-----~ --_._--_ .. _-------- -.- .. -----------~--,-- ---
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ads ita message. Moreover, the learning that occurs in these peer groups 

is not academic. It answers an immediate problem of pressing concern to the 

learner. 

Staff 

Staff members also support target violence so that the square or isolate 

inmate who identifies with officialdom can learn violent norms just as well as 

the group member who identifies with his peers. Why do staff uphold violent 

solutions? For one 'ching, some staff members have cultural originS similar 

to those of many inmates in the prison. They are working class men themselves, 

and hold norms supporting "masculine" responses to intimidation. In addition, 

staff, like inmates, belong to the pri son community. This community, as a 

own, holds that a violent response is one of the simplest and 

at effective wa:ys of handling an aggressive sexual approach. Finally, 

staff, especially officers, sometimes can think of no options that they know 

to work as well as a violent response: 

IQru4a&A4¥A. 

C2-20: And the C. O. came in and asked what had happened and I 

told him that this guy had tried to take me off and I was just pro

tecting myself. So then the C. O. said that I'll shut the do~r 

and you do what you think is the best. And so I fucked the guy up 

and sent him to the hospital. 

',I; * * !It ~ 

tic 
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AR-46: In A.ttica, they told me to take a pipe to them if they 

bother you sexually. Take a pipe to them - that was the offi

cers. I was told that in '65 and so I started using one. 

ft**~* 

C2-51: The officer with me in the hall - he said, "You should 

have hit him in the nuts." 

And I sa.id, "I am not a dirty fighter." 

He said, "That don't make no difference, man, you just do 

that. II And I guess after awhile I found out that he wa.s right. 

So after awhile, after I took it IDlder deep study, I had the 

trouble and I hit him in the nuts. 

* * * * it 

Ar-36: He [lieutenant] said, being a little SUYi if anything 

like that should '\happen, hit the guy 'With the first thing a.vail

able and try and knock him down. Try and do it in front of a 

hack or somebody and then he viII come down and break it up. 

Once they do, you will go to the box. And once you get to the 

box, tell the hacks that you want to see me. I viII come up, 

see what I can do. That is about the only thing that I can 

tell you. 

I: So you spoke to the priest about this sex pressure, too? 

Did he offer you any advice? 
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C2-52: He Just told me to do what I think is best and just 

tight if I have to. 

I: You went to your company officer? 
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C2-23: Right. I went and said, IlLook, this guy is bothering 

me, man. He keeps coming out with these se:rua.1. remarks and I 

want somebody to do something about this guy - tell him some

thing." 

He said, "Well, there is nothing tha.t we can do about it, 

and there is nothing that the brass can do about it, so hit 

him." He came right out and told me just like that. 

to the targets to be violent is often given during informal conversations, 

when an officer on his rounds pauses to discuss an inmate's problem with him. Staff 

also advise targets to be violent as part of the f'Orma.l delivery of counseling 

services. Adm~l1istrators, counselors, and even chaplains participate in giv-

ing such advioe. The messa.ge that is communicated through these channels is 

essentially the same message as the one men receive from their peers. Its con-

tent mirrors the themes we have reviewed; violence will win you respect; it 

vill deter future approaches; it will cause, the aggressor bothering you to 

back otf. Prison recorda show staft pleased with such advice~convinced of 

its effectiveness. \-Then one inmate applied for transfer, his counselor wrote: 

Beca.use of his youthful appearance, other inmates sa.." him as 

a. prime material for homosexual activities. Through counseling 

.. 
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and an individually tailored body building program, John 'bas 

developed self confidence and asserted his individuality. 

Having made his adjustment heres he should be able to hold his 

own in a camp setting. 

When prisoners fight, they face staff discipline. Formal procedures 

can remove privileges and sentence men to solitary confinement. In some 

cases of sexual aggression, however, informal arrangen!.ents suspend disci

plinary proceedings, enabling staff to back up their advice with supportive 

leniency. When staff view inmate violence as justified and practical, 

formal measures to stop violence may be suspended: Staff m3:Y' make private 

arrangements to overlook e. fight provided it is in the service of survival. 

Staff, thus,monitor and even encourage instrumental inmate assaults on other 

inmates: 

C2-37: I said, "Well, there is a nigger wanted to make me 

a kid." I says, "Before I give my ass up to any nigger, I 

would fucking kill him." 

So he [staff] says, "Well, you have got a point there." 

He says, "Yeah, all right, I am going to let you go." 

I said, "kny keep lock or anything?" 

And he says, "You have got one day keep lock and the 

next time any nigger or' anything comes up on you, you do the 

same thing. II 
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C2-31: One sargeant told me, "Put a. bat across this dude t s 

head and I will go to court and testif'y that you told me a.bout 

this shit." 

Ar-36: When I vent through my orientation, the senior lieu

tenant told me that if anything like that should happen, "Hi t 

him, and when you go to the boX I send the vord and I will come 

up and talk to you. I will do ·.hat I can to get you out of 

trouble. II 

C2-30: I asked Sergeant. Br0W!lo And he told me to go ahea.d, 

"Pick up the ne8.1°est thing around you and hit him in the head 

vith it. He won't bother.you no more." 

I went over to another sergeant and I asked him and he 

said, "Pick up the nearest damn thing to you and just hit him 

'With it, that is all. II 

I looked at him and I sa.id, "Alright. If I do this I 

ain't going to get locked up for it am n" 

He looks at me and he says, no, because I am using 

self-defense. 

Problems with Violent Solutions 

The violent response to sexual approaches may work for some, but not for 

others. As Bartollae, Miller, and Dinitz point out, such values, in institu

tions are "functional for aggreaei VEl iIUlU\te/3 ••• the code clearly .~rkB to the 

=A ME 
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1 
disadvantage of the wak." Such men carry into prison idea.s opposing vio-

1ence while others have limited experience with violence. Some also have 

types of personalities that makes violent behavior a difficult - or impossible -

solution for them. Norms that prescribe violence create a difficult situation 
2 

for inmates to \Thom violence is "ego alien. 1I 

A-7: The minute I think about ,.,hat to do to a guy and how 

they butcher them and this and that, all that runs through J."tIY 

mind is blood. That scares the hell o\~ of me. I don't like 

this,: I "ouldn't vant to cut up e:nybody just like I vouldn't 

vant them to cut me up. 

A-7: I am not a fighter, Man, that's notroy bag and I won 't 

do it. I hardly did any fighting out on the streets. And 

they just told me to take a guy, take a club, and club him. 

And I never did that to a guy. 

APC-14: If you are an aggressi Y6 person, like a big mouth, 

you stsnd a chance of people steering avay from you. But if 

you Ire reserved, they'll run all over you. But I'm quiet and 

I don 't think that I have got to adjust to them people. In 

other 'WOrds, if I have got to be getting up and. saying, "Hey, 

DlOther tucker," and make up lies that I did this and that, 

just to keep them away from me, then I could do it. But it' B 

not .my thing. 
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APcc-4: It "asn't easy because I felt that he would see through 

me. Because I'm not tha.t 'Way natuxally. And I thought that he 

'WOuld see through me and laugh at me. 

While some violent reactions to sexual approaches are informally 

tolerated by officials, fear of institutional discipline still restrains many 

men. They \rant to avoid punishment, losing good time, or being sentenced 

anew. Such repercussions are particularly likely vhen the target exceeds 

the limits of violence tolerated by authorities. For example, the man who 

murdered the aggressor who propositioned him. received a sentence of five 

years. Another target sliced a man across the face, giying him a vound 

requiring twenty-two stitches, and received a sentence of 22 years from the 

judge in the county where the prison is located. This man also received a 

de range of punishments available to the prison administration, He tells 

us: 

Ar-35: They took me to special housing unit called the guard 

house and they put me in a stripped cell. No bed - no nothing. 

Just a. toilet bowl and a sink. They left me there 38 days -

just feeding me - took all my clothes and everything. I didn't 

have anything except for a toilet bowl end a sink and after 

awhile I had an inmate sneak me a blanket and when the officers 

come by I vould have to sneak it back to him. Then they took 

me to court and pros€!cuted me t assault in the first degree. They 

gave me 22 years. BE!fore I went to trial, I vas placed in a. 

t:C W!Xs !W 



security cell for 38 days and taken to the superintendent's 

hearing and 'WaS prosc<euted. And I had been punished about 

four or five times for that crime. 
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The ~fear of disciplinary infractions or of new charges puts some targets 

in a dilemma. Should they consider their longterm welfare or ~ight to 

aliena.te an aggressor's pressure? Peer and staff support may facilitate 

personal aggression but cannot grant immunity to consequences. This means 

that the fear of punishment may outweigh the percei'red benefits of violence. 

Pear of punishment complicates the problem "solved" by the norm of vio

lence. Similarly, the norms are no "solution" tor those unable to fight be

cause they are unprepared, socially and psychologically, to meet tough urban 

sexu!u aggressors. Thes~ men are in especially difficult positions. Unable 

o avail themselves of the escape provided by the convict culture, they are 

plagued by feelings of inadequacy, knowing that violence is hhe "correct" 

course of action but not being able to implement it. The normative advice 

cannot help them, and they must seek other, perhaps less attractive solutions 

to the problem. These are the men Who go to protection company, or the men 

who live in fear throughout their stay in the prison population. 
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Toch (In press). 
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ClL.~ SEVEr{: THE IMPA(,'7l' OF AGGRESSION ON TARGETS 

During the interviews, men vho yere targets spoke at length about their 

thoughts and f'~eling~ tolloring incidentlS. We eneouxaged them. to ss:y as 1l1uch as 

possibly could about their emotional state at tbe time. Hoping to trace 

impaet~ on &ttitude~ and behavior, we asked mcn to describe the psychological 

JI'1eaning of': 1vhe e'l"!lnt for them. We report these findings in this chapter. We 

trace impacts on emotions, ~ttitudes and lifestyle. We suggest reasons for 

effects occ"Ill'Ting. And w shO"if hov the impact of victWza.tion intersects nth 

other personal problems. As ou.!" next chapter deall!l specifically with the impact 

of sexual. assa.ult, the interview excerpts in this chapter derhre from incidents 

marked by lesser leTels of force. 

Emotional Reactions 

Table 7.1 indicat~3 the report~d reactiona of targets ~o incidents, as vell 

8.e :t"ulure to report specH'ie emotional :re~t:1on£l. Some ot the caSISB reported 

in the "No" c01U,;a\71 are due to EmlDtiooru. redlencl1l: not all tugets were deeply 

I""" .. n"'d by the experience. But part o~ the absence of rsportad emotional af

tect also indicates that the interviewer failed to ge't the target to tal.1t about 

his thoughts or feelings. Some men, though 'Nilline enough, eould not talk 

about themselve3 with aut:f'icient clm.rity to allow for reliable coding. Others 

did not vant to talk at ,all; clinical interrlewa require a. good deal of rapport 

and that 11M not present in all cases. Alec, men .y be reluctant to talk hon

estly about some reactions to ~'esaion tor fear of appearing veak or cOlfaTdly. 

The date ill Table 7.1, thlW, probably reflect considerable under-reporting. 

Fear. 

Feeling nfioaid is the moat comuon emotional response to sexwU aggre:u.iion. 

In spite ot the likely chance of und~r-reporting. in 55 percent of the incidents 

targets told us they ~rieneed fear, even prior to being tbl"st\tened. 
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Table 7.1: ~;pe of Emotional Reaction Folloving Incidents of 
;1 

Type of Reaction 
(categories are not 
mutually exclusive) 

Fear (N=123) 

Anger (N;:116) 

Anxiety' (N=135) 

Crises (Nne135) 

Sexual aggression 

Yes 

55% 

42% 

24% 

24% 

Present 

No Total 

45% 100% 

58% 100% 

76% 100% 

76% 100% 

*These da.ta have been ta.bulated from statements made by targets in intervievs, 

describing their thoughts and feelings. Responses followed open f.mdeo. quest.ions. 

Men were not asked if they had - or did not have - "the types of reactions listed. 

Because the reaction is not present does not necessarily mean the respondent did 

not have the l"'eaction. It means he failed to mention it in his recounting of his 

psychological condition. The categories of emotional reaction are defined in the 

various segments of the chapter. 

----------~--
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C2-52: I vas scared when I first COll1.e in here. I vas shaking. 

if * * * * 
AC-10: You t re going to be scared ",he:n you think about hov 

you're going to be throw in with a.l1 these :people. 

Regardless of the level of force they meet, many men, following inci

dents, see themselves as candidates for rape. Long after the incident tha.t 

inspires their fear has ended, these men conceive themselves to be open to 

attack. A concrete event is not even necessary for men to feel such fear, 

for the ll'C?rry that one r.ne:y be ra.ped can thrive without much evidence of 

aggression. Targets, however, knov that other men are attracted to them: 

Ac-10: I think it was just the fear that this type of aggression 

could happen. That here I had done nothing to this guy, ha.d 

never even spoken to him, and I I a been selected "from all this 

group of 35 guys, that I had to be singled out of all these. 

*ft**~ 

C2-23: Nobody likes the idea of somebody ripping his pants off 

vith the help of other people helping him end sticking his dick 

in their ass. :Nobody likes that idea., even the thought of it. 

You figure your pride, your am self-pride, your own ego, humilia

tion, the pain, 'l<thatever. A whole lot of things start to get 

you and you are not going to let this person do this to you. Use 

you like you are some kind of animal. And this builds up to a 

certain point and then it is a. breaking point. 
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Men 'Who conceive 'fear based on a.'1 incident can go on to generalize this 

apprehension 80 that it colors their perception of the entire prison environ

ment. They may see danger everywhere. They may believe that encounters 

with other men are likely to disintegrate into aggressive episodes. Since 

prison is packed with men, they may see potential terrors in every part of 

their prison world. 

LAL 

ARE-7: A group of guys 'Would be kidding each other about 

your hind end. Eventually I realized that they vere kidding, 

but I was taking it serious. I just evaded them and I started 

being alone and staying by myself. I was never approached but 

I vas alvays scared. I always had it on my mind. I -would 

watch all the corners. I was really shook at the time they 

moved me to D Block because I was scared of that and I guess 

I was scared of the general population. 

* * * it * 
C2-53: I may be over that point of having to prove myself, 

but I still watch myself from an aggressiveness from anybody. 

I guess you can say that I am on the paranoid side. 

* i& * * * 

_Iii .lULtk& 
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APcc-4: I just watched myself "When I was out in the yard. I 

'Would 'Watch everything that ",as going on. I guess I was just 

more aware. I was just becoming more s,vare ot my surroundings 

and where I was. 

What inmates call "paranoia" is a. cOl.'llmOn psychological response. Unlike the 

formal psychiatric term, this persistent tear has a. legitimate objective basis 

in the constant. threat of the aggressor, who often remains very much on the s.cene. 

While , the physical aspects of theind.dent may b~ resolved _ - the 

aggressor is no lo:oger l1hitting on ll the target; they may not even be 

speaking to ea.ch other -targets and aggressors must live together 

in close proximity. Residual feelings from the incident may make the target 

a permanent enemy. He mB\Y' believe that contact 'With the 
"",' 

ssor :ts a sign of weakness, a sign that one invites more sexual overtures, 

a signal of peace· inconsistent vith the required strategy of projecting glar-

ing hatred. Not surprisingly, misunderstandings in:prison can become magni

fied. Prison is a. small 'WOrld and inmr.tes, especially fearful imna.tes, often 

speak only to those in their own trusted clique. With communication blocked, 

seemingly minor interpersonal squabbles can grOil to lif'e or death struggles. 

Since animosity cannot be ameliorated by the antagonists staying away from each 

other, fear can grow and grow: 

ARE-4: You walk out into the yard and you walk in the mess hall 

and it is not just a. feeling because you will turn around and 

you will look and this guy will be staring right at you. And 

you will stare back at him for a. second and then turn a.way 

and then you look back and he is still staring. And it upsets 
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me. It really does. You don't know then what tne guy is 

thinking. The first thing tha.t runs through your mind is, 

"Oh, my God, he is looking at me 'for sexual activity or 

something like this.1f And the only vay you can describe it 

is frightening. 

A..'Ft-36: Whenever I see him around I am consciously aware of it. 

No matter Yhat I am doing I have to keep in the back of my 

mind where he is. Not that he would try anything out there in 

the yard or anything, but the thing is, you never know. He 

might be a bug. He actually vas gone for three months. They 

ha.d him down to Matteawan and now he is back. I don't kn01f if 

he might just flip out Bome day. I vill just cross the yard 

and then he'll come running around, across the yard, and go 

crazy. I have always got it in my mind whenever he is around 

to be veIl avrare. 

C2-27: When you're in the showers in Elmira, then sometimes 

there is 20 or 30 people in the showe~ and they're always mak-

1ng remarks to you. You don't feel free. I'm used to being on 

the streets where you don't have any paranoia. Taking a shover 

is a beautiful thing. Here it's a paranoia thing where they have 

your back against the wall. And if you turn around and wash your 
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legs and you're bent over, besides getting remarks, you might 

get really hurt. I still keep my back to the shower, and I wash 

my back and watch everything. It's a weird thing, that if you 

drop something you don't even bend dawn to pick it up. You say, 

tuck it, I lost a bar ot soap. I'm just not going to bend over 

and get whistles and remarks... You take your shower in 30 sec

onds and you feel really stupid. And you just pull your pants down 

and there is all these guys just waiting for you to pull your pants 

do~. It's a sick thing. Even though the physical pressure is 

there for a short time, the menta.l pressure is there permanently. 

And if you're on the toilet and everybody is just walking by, then 

it's really an intense thing. I've been to the bathroom in front 

of people on' the streets and it's just nothing at all like it is 

in here. You just want to say, "Jesus, leave me alone." But you 

can't close the door: It's a cell and people are looking in at 

you. You feel kind of helpless. 

Next to fear, anger: is .,the. most. common emotion ve find. While anger .. 

of course, can express itself in physical violence, it can also flourish in 

unexpressed or even suppressed form. By our definition, targets are recipients 

of unwanted sexual approaches. Because these approaches are unwanted, and are 

obnoxious and offensive - they cause frustration. Targets often must suffer 

frustration for long period of time because some aggressors, playing the pimp 

role, take pride in their persistence. Because sexual problems are often un

shareable problems, men do not talk about them, and they are afraid to vent 

';., 
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true feelings to aggressors. Frustration, ha.ving no release, dams up 

until it breaks in a pent-up flood of aggress1.on: 

ARE-4: And when he sat dow, he ha.d a cup of coffee in his left 

hend and he put his right arm around my vhole shoulders. And 

when he did that, I looked across the table a.t my buddy and he 

looked over at me and he vas laughing. And I got so irritated. 

Nothing would stop him, nothing. Neither threats nor making just 

sense, or trying to show him my point of vie" in the situation. 

Nothing. Nothing would deter it. So he eat down and put his arm 

around my shoulders and I realized that this was it. I ha.d come 

to the end of my rope and put up 'With this crap for long enough. 

It all happened so fast. I h~d just com.e to the end of my rope. 

And when I jumped up he stood up immediately. I poked at him 

with that fork, and he backed up because he really thought that I 

vas going to stab him. I was so angry, but I really wasn't going 

to stab hi!.l. I just 'Wanted to m...<!..ke him realize that I cO\lld be-

" 
come violent. And like I said, "Back up and if you ever touch me 

Illll kill you. II And I vas just ready' to enact it. I vas at the 

end. .All this pressure just Cflllle out at one time. And this guy 

vas on my back. And the other guys were laughing. 

C2-23: Oh, I felt like I wanted. to break out when I just looked 

at the guy. I just wanted to walk up to this p;uy and say, "You 

have been bothering me a. whole lot, II and just f!IlI1a.sh. him in the f'ace. 
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Ag~Bsors otten aelecttargets who seem to have emotional problems 

that make them mox-e vulnerable. This strategy backfires vhere targets 

have difficulty mtmtlging aggression and hostile feelings. Such men may 

be locked up becnuse temper control is one of' the problems entering into 

their criminal behavior: 

C2-29: The guys vere tooling around and grabbing me by the 

ass. He said I was e. pussy and he 'Would want a. cra.te of cig

arettes and he is going to break me. So I picked him up and 

I threw him against the wall. When he come off the wall I 

just beat the pulp out ot him~ I kind of just lost my head 

and I know tha.t if I get in that state I am really going to 

break because, you lmov, atter a,,;hile it builds up. You can't 

take it no longer. 

Ar-16: He viII make a false JnOve~"and that is when m::r whole 

body starts shaking ~ Like I have got a bad temper and I don't 

take no shit from nobody. I was close enough to kill one of 

these dudes around here. I em all ne:rtous ano. anything could 

happen. 

Of course, confinement can make any prisoner, regardless of his personality, 

unduly sensitive to irritations. Sexual approaches may '~mpinge on a m.an al

ready troubled by family worries, resentments over authority t or any of the 

other possible difticulti~s of confinement. Sex pressure in some cases caps a 

--~-~----~---- -- ~- - - --~ ---~-------~ - ----~----------
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sediment of accumulated aggravations. The target vho killed his aggressor 

thuB tells us: 

B-6: At that certain time, I had a whole lot on my mind. He 

caught me at the wrong time to talk ~o me about that stuff. 

If it was another time, I don't believe that I would have tried 

to kill him or would have tried to do an)~hing to him. I had 

a ",hole lot of little things on my mind. It was the time.~ 

When I was finished, I felt sorry for him. I really shouldn't 

have done that, but I did it. 

1 
Anxiety, defined as "a state of uneasiness, apprehension, or tension" is 

cl.early present in about one third of i.he incidents (see Table 7.1). Unrest 

was often accomp&1ied by signs of physiological stress. Some of these reactions 

o.re tabulated in Table 7.2. The table shows that ta.rg~ts reported shaking, 

crying, stuttering, feeling weak, and not being able to sleep or concentrate. 

While anxiety can be present without these indicators, behavorial cues are an 

aid in assessing the impact of experience! 

A-8: I don It know where the change was) but I I ve had numerous 

people say that I vas sha.ldng and spa.red and trembling. I was 

nervous. 

C2-27: I got so wired up about it that in Elmira I got ulcers 

from it. I would be throwing up blood and then, out of 

* By this he means "time" as "confinement" in the sense of "doing time" or 

"worI'Ying about the time. 11 



Table 7.2: Somatic Reactions Following Incidents of Sexual Aggression 

Reaction Present (N=107) 

Type of Reaction 

1. Shaking 

2~ Crying 

3. Insomnia 

Yes No . Total 

31% 100% 

Number of Incidents for which 
reaction is mentioned. 

9 

8 

8 

4. Abdominal pain and digestive . 
problems 6 

5. Inabili ty to concentrate 2 

6. Weakness 2 

Stuttering 2 

211 
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:frustration, I would eat a.. lot. I came in w,,~ighing 125 pounds . . 
and I don't know if ~t was psychologically or not, but I just 

kept on eating and I got to be 180 pounds. 

* * * * if 

AR-6: I couldn't get Inyself to write a letter or to play my 

guitar. I couliln't liuten to music or concentrate on nothing. 

it * * * I} 

C2-l5: My hands would get all swea.ted up and everything. 

When I am talking about it my hands get all sveaty. When I 

talk about it I get all tensed up~ you know. I go to sleep 

at night and I would 'Wake up in the morning and I would have 

cramps and m:y legs would be cra.:rnpy a.r.d sometimes I would throw 

up. I have not thrown up in t'WO or three years and here I am 

throwing up over not" something that I a~~ but how I feel. 

APe-ll: Once in awhile I would be Bitt1>ng there and putting a 

crosffWOrd puzzle together or reading a b"Qok and I figured, that 
\ 

I 
I was calm. And then, {ill of a sudden, m\y hand 'Would start 

shaking and I couldn~t stop it for awhile Once in awhile you 

viII get a few pains in your chest and you la;y back and you 

think you are having a heart attack. I mean it feels like you 

have lost your breath and you jump up quick like that and try 

to get your breath. 

The anxiety targets feel can extend far beyond the duration of the physi-

incident, and can sometimes last as long as the mall is imprisoned. Dur-

ing this time, relatively minor episodes can set off renewed attacks of 

~ __ ~m.Iia __ IiIIIIIIl!II __________ """"!IO!ISl""'...,"" ... ""'= ... ""''''''''''''''-='''''''''''.'"'''''"''''" .. ,, __________ _ 
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ne2'1/'ous tension. Situational anxiety following incidents of sexual aggrel:1sion 

can last months. Even though a man no longer is a target, he still feels like 

one, and this feeling can become a dominant preoccupation: 

C2-6: Ever since the day that I got in here I thought about 

it and I will think about it until I get out. All day and 

during the time at night until I go to sleep. It's just some-

thing st~ck in my head and I h~ve to do something about it. 

I've tried and tried to do something about it, but no one 

ever does anything about it. 

C2-20: I didn't sleep at night, I had to get some sleep some-

time during the day. I couldn't sleep very vell. Here I can 

hear and see down the hall and up there I couldn I t hear anybody 

coming. But nov I can hear and close my eyes and hear if any-

body is approaching. And if somebody is approaching me like 

that, then I vould jump out of bed and look around and see vho 

is coming near me. 

C2-27: There's 80 much shit in here all the time and you're 

so keyed up all the time, that vhen you finally sleep, you 

lay dow and sleep and sleep and sleep. And it come on you, 

every night. Sometimes I've'wanted to wake up B~d just write 

down Bome of the vild shit that l've dreamed about. You never 

feel at ease. The blacks trying to tuck you and the black~ 

trying to lower you and trJing to tuck you. The whole situation. 
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I know that personally I would like to let out a few exhales 

out and just sort of' cabn down a. bit. 

It's gotten so bad that about a month and half ago I 

started talking to the shrink. •• I said, I'm really feeling a lot 

of tension. "I SO he's got me on a drug at night and another 

drug during the day. And I'm in my cell a..."ld I'm fine now. I'm 

a zombie. I walk around really loaded and it's alright. 

Men who bring nervous conditions to prison (who again, may be preferred 

targets), are particularly driven to anxiety when they confront aggressors. 

They feel stress more sharply than others" and their breakdSwn point is nearer. 

Crisis 

The feelings we have talked about - fear, anger and anxiety - in f:!ome 

cases add up to a crisis state. According to Toch, a man in crisis "conveys 
2 

the message that he is not surviving with integrity in his situation. lI 

Burgess and Holmstrom see a crisis as "a disequilibrium to an individual's 
3 

life style. II A person "in crisis" can frequently be made visi hle through 

change in his behavior. When prisoners fac!: severe problems they are failing 

to solve satisfactorily, their inner turmoil can show up in appeals for help, 

self-isolation, suicidal t~oughts or gestures. 

Most of the men in the "crisis" categorj' ±n:"Table 7.1 classified them-

selves as being in crisis by speaking of themselves as "bugging out," "flh'-

ping out," "not being able to take it" or "havlng a. nervous breakdown." 

C2-l4: Well/sometimes when I am in my cell,I feel that thJ. s 

problem is coming.I try to avoid it and I feel like I war', to 
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jt1lIlp up and just break everything - everything in my cell; out 

I try to keep my head and calm myself down or do something. 

Really, I feel like trying to do something - break a wall or 

something. 

AU-IO: I was really an emergency case the second day that I 

was here. I had so many fears and so many worries going in 

my mind. I felt really such a broken spirit. I guess you 

might say that all I could do was crawl under the concrete. 

A-7: I was all torn up inside with nerves. I was sick, sick, 

sick, const~1tly, right straight through for two weeks. I 

didn't want to be put out in the population. I wanted to be 

put someplace where I could' work ori th no one around, me. Then 

I would be fine, but I know that you can't do this. There is 
: 

no such thing like that in here. 

Men in crisis may see themselves approaching mental illness. Sensing them-

selves going under, they look for help. Their condition, thus, can be signaled 

by requests for therapeutic assistance, or for emergency transfer out of the 

stress-inducing environment: 

ARC-14: I said I wanted to go to protection and he said, "No, 

I'm not going to put you in protection, not until something 

happens. 11 And then the next day or something he came around me. 
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And then I got very emotionally upset. Then he. said they would 

put me in protection. 

c2-45: He said, "I am going to cut you up." 

And so the guard came and I told the guard that I just 

can't stand it no more, "Put me in keep lock or something. 

Get me the hell out of here. I can't stand this environment." 

Crises, as Caplan indicates, often characterize problems which we can 
4 

neither solve nor escape. When asking for aid gets nowhlll're, "Then one's. per-

Bonal stock of solutions is depleted, men are left with a problem they cannot 

solve. At this point, some men declare bankruptcy; their fear of sex aggres-

sion leads to thoughts of suicide: 

CR-26: I was just so confused and everything. Because of 

that I just didn't care anymore and I felt to myself if they 

are going to rip me off fo~my ass,I am going to cut up and go 

over to the hospital and they can't get me over there. I just 

didn't care. I had been put away most of my life and half of 

my life vas ruined anywaya, 80 why should I live with the pain 

and all. I have just been going through pain and heartbreaks 

ever since I was nine years old, and I was to the point where 

I didn't care anymore. 

When targets in crisis think about cutting their vrists or hanging them-

selves, they are generally assuming that the aggressor will get to them no 
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matter what they do. As vIe have seen, one encounter with an aggressor is 

sometimes enough to let one believe that his fate as a victim is sealed. 

When this type of fear becomes combined with feelings of powerlessness, 

with a sense that one cannot escape what he sees as his fate, the problem 

becomes insoluble. Toch speaks of such situations on crises of "Fate 
5 

Avoidance." 

A-7: Death. That's all I could think of. I had this fear in 

me and I thought that one of these days I was going to be sur-

prised and I didn't know who 'Was going to do it. So that is 

why the fear got in me and went deeper and deeper and then it 

got so that I would shake and shake. And "hen it got to that, 

then I was really scared. This (suicide] did occur to me. I 

said they would never bring me back here alive. I said that I 

w~uld never come back here again. I'm not adapted to doing a bit 

at all. And I could never do time. I never want to do time 

again. I would beg for the electric chair if I had to do time. 

I wouldn It vant to stay here. I can 't do time. I can It walk 

out there without worryi~g if someone is setting me up. 

C2-l8: I was thinking about cutting my wrists and then I vas 

trying - thinking about trying to hang myself. 

I: Why was that? Why were you thinking about that? 

C2-l8: I figured that when I was locked out that sooner or 
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later the blacks yould get me. If I stayed up in that division 

they 'Would get me one va;y or the other. 

11 * * * * 
C2-45: The dude in the shower felt my ass. I figured that I 

vas going to be So goner, that they would take my manhood or some

thing. So I Just cut up and then I chickened out. I wanted to 

kill myself or some stupid shit like this. 

I said, "Fuck it man." I 'Went to my cell and I took my 

mirror and I just slashed through. I didn It cut very deep bu.JG 

the blood was still running and then I said if they send me to 

Mattaevan then it will be on my record that I bugged out and 

that I cut up and I sa.id, "Piss on it." And I viped it off and 

I vent through some pain for about two weeks and then it healed 

up, 'Wi thout ~ybody 13eeing it. 

For about 20 percent of the incidents, targets told us that they had thought 

about suicide. Hmrever, only a fev men actually reached the point of injuring 

themselves. SOIDe of these men felt hopeless and just wanted the peace of mind 

they saw available in death. others hoped that staff would remove them from 

the danger they vere in. They hoped to be transferred immediately, for example, 

to the mental hospital maintained for prisoners by the state. (Ironically, 

former inmates of' this 'mental hospital told us it had the highest level of sex 

aggression in the state.) 

Z' ,e ,=--
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Most targets in crisis deal with their problems through less drastic 

means, by requesting protective housing. Even though Protection in the adult 

prison means confinement in a single cell for twenty two hours a day, and men 

in protection are generally put down by others, such sanctuaries offer safety 

and allow a man to restore his equilibritml. Some staff, vhen they learn of 

. the inmate~ problem, help him by t~sferring him .toa different job or liv

ing area. Staff frequently made such transfers vi thout letting everyone know 

what the problem was: sensitive to men's needs, they attempted to avoid the 

isolation and stigma that are the corollaries of flight strategies. 

Crises combine many of the feelings targets tell us they experience. 

Fear is the root cause, to 'vhich is added anxiety and tension. The pressure 

builds up when men cannot solve their problem, i. e ., when they cannot find a 

way to feel safe or self-sufficient. Suicidal thoughts and gestures may come 

as men look for escape. MOst crises are resolved with the help of staff or 

by moving to established protective environments. 

~act in Context 

MOst incidents occur re1atiyely early in men'a sentences, at a time vhen 

inmates are also worried about separation from their families. Entering pri

son, men feel great concern for the life they have been forced to leave behind: 

especially acute can be tension arising when men who formerly took care of 

others are now rendered helpless. Not being able to do anything about problems 

a.t home, all the inmates can do is worry about them. The entry period can 

also be a time when guilt and remorse bother men. Burdened with problems, new 
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prisoners find confinement no House of the Dead, although they may wish for a 

tranquil place to mend their wounds. Prison is a tumultuous, stimulus-filled 

environment, a world where complexity is heightened by' the enigmas of un

familiar cultures. Responses to sexual aggression can thus become mixed with 

responses to other difficulties of confinement: 

AC··lO: People 'Would come up to me and ask me about my crime and 

what I had done and this is a terrible part of my life and I don't 

want to talk about it. I had terrible regrets. And then this 

black guy came in and he was telling me that they would be selling 

me tor 20 cartons a piece •••• and certainly it frightened me. And 

alao having to bear the tear and the anxiety of being in prison 

and being confronted with an environment that I was totally un

familiar with. Not knowing what was going to happen and then be 

surrounded, actually flooded with this kind of conversation. 

* * * * * 
ARE-4: I have a wife and two kids and she's living with her mother 

and no car right now. Everytiroe that my wife comea up to visit 

me and she goes home again, her mother calls her a half-time moocher 

and a part-time mother. She is trying to discourage my wife from 

coming up and seeing me and she discourages my oldest boy. She 

is telling him that you don't have a father and things like this. 

And now this star~s to bother me. But when you have to cope with 

a situation that arises in the institution as far as homosexuality, 
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this puts another burden on top of another burden and there are 

just so many things that a man can cope with before he! breaks. 

A man does have more problems than he came in with, without 

adding to them. And then you get into a. situation like this and 

before you can really get into the program and get relaxed -

because it is a heck of a shock to come into a place like this -

before you get a chance to do this, you've got another problem 

built up. 

ill ... * * * 
AC-IO: I was just so totally saturated with fear. Also being 

very upset over finding myself in prison, having to even try to 

figure out how I allowed myself to get into something that I 

would have let go this far. 

I was so overwhelmed with so many fears and so many problems 

that I was confronted with, plus trying to adjust to finding your

self locked in a cell so many hours a day, that it was very dif

ficult for me to even try to figure out things, or to try to get 

any kind of plan as to how I could cope with the future. It was 

almost a day to day groping, really, of trying to muster through 

all the fear and anxiety and depression that I had. There did 

not seem to be any vay of having a little extra corner of your 

mind that you can say, well, this is used for planning and plot

ting your way through. I was jUBt so overwhelmed by all this. 
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Lifestyle Ch<~ges 

When a man is a target, the incident can affect the way he lives as much as 

'the way he thinks. As we have seen, targets in crisis often must move to a new 

location in addition to facing the direct harm aggressors cause them (Some call 

this "secondary victimization.") Most targets (87 percent) reported disruption 

of their lives following incidents; men who became violent were disciplined; 

non-violent men stopped going to certain places in order to be more secure. 

While targets in crisis may seek the total seclusion of Protection, less)tra.u

matized men quietly cut off certain activities. They trade a certain amount 

of freedom for increments in security: 

AC-IO: I just go to lunch and that is all. And I manage 

then to do my mm thing as far as breakfast and dinner is con

cerned. 

APC-II: I didn't go out in the yard or nothing. I just stayed 

in my cell and went to work and 'Went right ba.ck and stayed in 

my cell. I never went out in the yard. I didn't ever even 

dare to go out in the yard, really. 

The most common change in life style is some degree of self-isolation. 

It can be formal, as in Protection or Keeplock, or informal, as when men stay 

in their cells whenever the prison routine permits them to do so. Self

imposed isolation is a voluntary response to the threat of victimization. 

In some cases it is routinized, and entire classes of target-~rone men may 
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onsign themselves to degrees of confinement more severe than those under which 

others livee 

We interviewed all the men living in formal protective custody status in 

several prisons, and saw the role of "segregation II in the management of inmate 
6 

fear. About a third ~f Attica's protection population was there because of sex 

pressure. These men were more brittle, and more traumatized, than the other 

targets ve interviewed. They reacted to incidents by opting for 22 hour a day 

of lock up, totally removed f'rom prison activities. It was a seemingly harsh 

solution: the men were denied movies, school, church, work. Other prisoners 

looked down on them for 11 nns in "pedia.trics," called them "punks" and 'tpuBsies. II 

Because .other prisoners thought they had been consensually raped,tru:-gets in Pro-

tection were also called "homos." Because other prisoners thought these men had 

hared their troubles with staff, they were c9.lled "rats." In a gallery that 

is shut off trom the rest of the prison, Protection men had to stay locked in 

their cells for all but a small part of each day. Nonetheless, in spite of the 

obvious liabilities of Protection, most targets declared themselves satisfied 

with the arrangement when compared to the dangers they would face in Population. 

In the youth prison [Coxsackie)', C-2 or "Wea..lc Company" was the functional 

equivalent of protection. Having existed in the youth prison for as long as 

veteran staff' 'could remember, Weak Company was a systemic response to the need 

for giving special protection to youths who were bullied by others. The exis-

tence of the "Weak Company" is further evidence that sex aggression is 

highest among yOuths. At the time. of our intervie'Ws, Weak Company (90 percent lIhi te) 
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held about e. quarter of all vhi te prisoners. Most Weak Men, 

like other Whites, had been targets of sexual aggression at one time or other. 

In addition to the shelter offered by Weak Company, the youth prison vas 

more protective because it Vias run more strictly than the adult prison. Men 

were marched to and fro, were locked in their cella except at activities, and 

always vere vell controlled. Because life in the youth prison is more rigid, 

less flexible, and because free choice and free movement are limited, targets 

under pressure had to isolate thelIlSelves less often than in the adult prison. 

In the adult prison, informal self-isolation was a common response to sex ag

gression. Like the elderly in the South Bronx, some adult targets only go out 

at certain times when they feel safe, and then only when it is absolutely neces

sary. Potential amenities of life are sacrificed for peace of mind. Paradoxi

cally, the prison reform that makes things looser, that gets men out of cells 

and gives them more freedom,·ofmovement, can also result in making prisons more 

dangerous. It induces, for Bome, more isolation than they experienced before. 

Locks and bars and guards serve to protect men as much as they keep men from es

caping. As the following examples show, the target experience causes men to 

stay in the shelter of their cells even though they could leave if they wanted to: 

AP-10: Well, like, if I ever did come out of my cell I usually 

stopped at my door f".Jld looked this way and that and made sure 

everything vas clear before I even moved. If I had the faintest 

idea that somebody was vatching me, I just closed my door and 

went back in. Because I didn't take no chances on anything. 

fifl*fl* 
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ARE-4: And I started not going to those places, the mess hall 

or the recreation room at night or the yard. And I kept to my-

self in my room. 

~AR-36: The first week in C Block, I stayed in my cell. I 

only went out for one meal a. day and I didn It vent to bother 'With 

anyone. I would go to wor'it and come beck straight to my cell. 

Isolation, caused by fear of sex :pressure, can cut s0!lle men off from 

constructi ve programs that are designed for their betterment: 

A-7: I've almost talked myself into going back to school, but 

I'm too scared. I have that fear that some guy will get me, And 

I can't go. When I vas working, I vas alright, but then I had to 

quit my Job because this other guy was trying something with me too. 

For some prisoners, a.djusting to prolonged cell time is' easier than adjust-

ing to the physical presence of aggressors, Isolation, bad as it may seem, re-

stores personal equilibrium. Choosing isolation themselves, men not only ad-
7 

just to it but appreciate and value it for the saf'ety and privacy it offers, 

, Social Relations 

Arter being troubled by a sexual approa.ch - or even if they just feel 

afraid of sexu.a1 approaches - men eM become suspicious and distrustful of 

other prisoners, seeing them as potential victimizers ready to exploit people. 

By decreasing their human contacts, these in.m.a.tes rea.11on, they are decreasing 

their vulnerability: 
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ARE-7 ~ If' they talk to me then I have the f'eeling "What does he 

want and wha.t is he a.:t'ter?1I Lots of' guys I work with will offer 

you something and then automatically I think, "What does he want 

or what is he after?" 

AR-10: You can't be open and honest with people here because 

everyone has got a little game going. No matter how honest an 

individual is to a person i~ here, it is a game to the extent 

that you don't find very many people here that are real. 

lilien I do run into some

one who wants to talk to me, I do try to keep the conversation 

to a minimum. Certainly my experience with inmates being friendly 

is not just their wanting to talk to be friendly There aeems to 

be ulterior motives there. So that's why I just usually don't talk 

to people. 

Part of adjusting to prison, for all men, not just targets, is learning 

who to associate with because you neeq them and who to stay away from because 

they can harm you. Targets often go through an extreme form of this selective 

adjustment where they develop suspicion of almost all other inmates. After 

learning how priso11 players try to score, 1. e., the fact that aggressors try to 

make friends with their targets, doing them favors, and then "slipping slick 

maneuvers under their belts," these men will cut themselves off from all pos

sible companionship. They can internalize distrust to such rul extent that it 

L2 
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comes a generic attitude change, lasting through their sentences and possibly 

beyond: 

A-7: That will always stay '\lith me. That has alvays been vith 

me since I've come in here and gone through that experience. 

That's vhat I'm afraid of all the time. That's why I von't trust 

anyone anymore. Because they're sly about it and they slide right 

in there. 

AR-6: I don It think I am really being myself. I think I am not 

being my real self because I can't be my real self in here. If I 

was my real self I would manage to speak like Mister Nice Guy out 

on the street. And some people would take advantage of me, And 

that is the biggest thing. That is why I am defensive now. It 

is, like, if I do any favors for anybody, they will take a.dvantage 

of it. 

Like taking in violent attitudes and values, the grmnng suspicion and dis-

trust of others is part of the social learning process in prison. Sexual inci-

dents make a contribution, as does the standard advice given to men who look 

like they may be targets: "Don't .accept gifts or favors, II "Friendly men are 

players running a game:'etc. Some man l who are inner-directed, ignore this , 

advice. Others, however, who are lost in unfamiliar surroundings, take this 

sort of guidance very much to heart. Staying away from others can become a 

policy responsive to one's perceived fragility as well as to social norms and 

?eer in:f1 ~ence: 

'. 
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A-10: When I came from reception in Sing-Sing, someone there told 

me tha.t I would have to be very careful who I talked to, and that 

I 'Would find out that a lot of inmates 'Would try and be my friend, 

and then you find out that all they are doing is spreading gossip 

or rumors. And so the best thing that you can do is try not to 

talk to anyone and not associate with anyone. Stay to yourself as 

much as you can. So that even when I came,in here that was what 

I was trying to do. 

Lack of trust· has its costs. HOi'. can a gregarious man w:!;.th.-a .lite 'sent-

survive without friends? ~~en the drive for safety cuts 

one off from others,: one must suffer in his loneliness. Self-imposed soli

tude can prevent one from not only gaining companionship but from building sup

portive ties that help reduce the anxiety connected with fear. 

AC-10: I was beginning to feel that you can't really talk to any

body: there's no one that you really can talk with. Even just to 

clear your head, to air things and to be able to relieve the tension 

that you feel. 

Priaon is a man's home and community; most essential needs must be satis

fied with the resources men find behind the "ralls. When one needs people but 

cuts himself off t~om others, victimization is standing in the way of one's 

)?sychological survival. For example, we interviewed a 19 year old urban black 

target serving a life sentence, who was used to being with others on the street, 

RI .. aE .... n. .............. ~~.~.~~~.ti==~:I~==~~_=~ ______________________________ __ 
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self-imposed social life in prison hard to bear. But, he tells us: 

ARE-2: I just got tired ot people confronting me vi th it, you know. 

I can't talk to nobody in here unless it's about sex. And I get 

tired of talking about sex. 1'm really a friendly person and I get 

along with any::one. My cha.racter was changing. It I feel like I 

can't talk to nobody unless it's about sex, then I don't want to 

talk to nobody. I have a long time'to be here. And if I ha.ve to 

be here for.a long time I might as well get to know somebody, be .. · 

cause I can't do it by myself. And there is kids in here that I 

can talk to without sex being the main part of the conversation. 

But then again it leads to tha.t inevitably. And then I don't talk 

to them anymore. Because he ;;as just thinking about that. And 

then I stay in my cell. 

Cutting himself off from others can increase a target's physical vulnerability 

and reduce his psychological capacity to cope with sex pressure because aggres-

sors tend to hit on weak-looking men who are alone, and look resourceless.To 

avoid other inmates - 'Which is seemingly a' protecti ve move - may therefore, para

doxically, increase one's risk. The drive toward isolation, the development of 

suspicion/may result in a target creating for himself a public image which at

tracts aggressors. Unless a man meets a group from his home neighborhood or from 

a previous sentence, he must mingle in prison if he 'hopes 'to be part of a clique 

that w11l offer him physical security and psychic support. A man 'Who becomes a 

target partly because he enters prison with neither "homie" nor ethnic support, 
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thus further increase his risk when isolation and suspicion keep him alone: 

ARE-4: One guy will tell this guy, "Oh, this guy is no good - stay 

away from him. He is not -..rrapped too tight, 11 or something like 

this end it runs right dOVIl the line. Before you -know it, you are 

being completely ignored and you are alone and this is the 'Worst 

place in the world to be alone. 

AC-10: I'm told that if you a!~ by yourself those are the people 

that turn out to be real preys of these other people. Because the 

guy who is a loner, they know that he doesn't have anyone to run to 

his aid if anything starts. 

While sexual aggression causes some targets to isolate themselves, it 
\ 

causes others to band-together for protection. Fear, in prison, promotes the 

growth of cliques end gangs, which may be defensive groups with exclusive mem-

berships. Whites in New York state prisons generally band together out of fear 

of blacks. Threat of sexual abuse is part of that fear. In seeing outsiders 

as potential enemies, feelings about others can become related to who is in the 

"safe" group end who is outside the group. . Here , the impact of the target ex-

perience can be compounded by the influence on ~argetB of the groups they join 

for protection. The secondary effects of group process on fearful men are un-

avoidable so long as some men Bee joining a group as a necessity for survival. 
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as some targets who need social stimulation still stay alone to avoid ag

gressors, so others who need privacy must stay with others for protection. 

Social capability, the ability to become a member-'of a group offering 

protection, is especially important in determining whether one's coping style 

rill tend towa.rd isolation or 'Coward group involvement. Both styles, however, 

reflect similar feelings: fear, distrust and suspicion of others. Both styles 

separate men from true community involvement: one by restricting them to the 

walls of a single cell; the other by cementing the b~rriers of a tight peer 

group. To the extent that life is enriched by c.~ontact vi th others, sexual ag

gression, by limiting associations, interferes with the quality of a man's 

daily existence. 

Racial Attitudes 

As we have seen, most aggressors are non-white and most targets are white. 

It is not surprising that Deny targets tell us that they grow to hate non-whites 

as a 'resUlt of their experiences; generalizing their feelings about specific ag

gressors to the aggressors' group, targets talk about a deep racial prejudice 

that develops for them. Fueled by fear &1d by the perception of the whites'rela

tive powerlessness in prison, reinforced by anger and the violence generated by 

sexual approaches, racism is a corollary of the target experience: 

C2-27: When I was on the streets I knew a fe..", and when I saw them 

i ~ was, "How are you, Brothers. 11 

I don't even like to talk to them. 

and I don't like them. 

And we shook hands. 'BuJc in here 

I'm sure that they're all evil 

They're all sick. If I had They stink. 

the chance I would really try to do something to them. It's in

tense. And the only way that I can sce for them to do something 

about it is to make segregated jails. There is so much pressure 
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in here. The blacks - I can't even talk to them. I have nothing 

but hate for them. 

And so I figure that the day that I get out, then I don 't 

know, I don't know what it's going to be like to free myself. 

I may be going down the road and see a nigger and try to hit him 

or run over him. I might say that he's one of them. And I know 

now that I can't talk to any blacks. They're all the same to me. 

There may be one or t"W'O of them that are alright, but they're all 

the same to me. 

C2-37: All the time, all I could think about 'Was killing them 

niggers because of their attitude towards the white dudes. Every

time a nigger sees a white dude, they say, "I am going to make him 

my kid. It That kind of stuff really makes me sick. I just want to 

kill them all. 

White targets who tell us they come to hate all blacks as a result of sexual 

incidents, claim no prior prejudice while on the street. They see victimization 

as having changed their attitudes about race. It may be, however, that other 

factors in prison life are equally responsible for this change in racial atti

tude. Men who tell us that target experiences cause them to hate all blacks may 

have been' prejudiced all along. The general resentment all inmates m.e.y feel an 

a result of incarceration may be focused by some whites onto blacks. Targets 

forced to live in close proximity with different ethnic groups may find blacks 

offensive simply because they are different from themselves. Nonetheless, we 
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ill must consider the "tace validity ll ot targets' statements, that they 'Were 

not prejudiced before their target experience and that the incidents have alter-

ed their view of blacks: 

c2-46: I used to 'Work with the blacks and I really liked them. 

I really trusted them and they helped me and everything. I had 

a friend; I use to go oyer to his house and play with his little 

girl and his little boy and everything. And we would get together 

once in awhile. But now I have the attitude that it will be a 

long time, even on the outside,before I ever trust one again ••• 

ever: 

C2-52: I was never prejudiced on the streets and there 'Was this 

black family - only one black family 'Where I come from - and I 

used to hang around with them. And when I got in Elmira, Man, I 

started getting prejudiced. Now I don't talk to niggers. 

Attitudes about Violence 

Another attitude change we see in our interviews is the turn toward violence. 

As in the case of ethnic attitudes, part of the evidence we have for such change 

is that of targets saying they have changed their ideas about violence. Data 

from other studies, however, show that attitude change does not alwSS"s amount 

to change in behavior; thus, we cannot claim that the move toward endorsing 
8 

violence results in targets acting more violently than before. On the thought 

level - not the actj.on level - men say they come to prison with non-violent 
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attitudes but learn in prison that their former ways are a liability to sur-

vival. They describe a process whereby they learn to act tough and to look 

'tough in order to deter aggre.ssors. We have termed this, in our chapter on 

violence, part of the socialization which occurs in confinement. Areong our 

men see these encounters with aggressors as a major force 

leading them to believe that they must be violent in order to survive. And 

in some cases, there seems to be a clear line between believing in violence 

and acting violently: 

C2-45: If someone vrote to one of my friends and told him, ex-

plained to him what I am like in jail, he would write and laugh 

• at them. Because they would say that Bob ain't like that at all. 

He is a great person and you know he vould do anything for any-

body. He don't fight. He never fought in his life. I am a 

violent person no'W. I vould fight anybody. I don 't give a shit -

not no more. It is necessary, I average maybe one fight a week -

maybe tvo. 

A-4: I am more mature. I am sure of 'What I can do and vhat I 

can 't do. I am sure that if a man approaches me I can stick a 

knife in his heart. Before I couldn't do that - I was 17 years 

old and I couldn't seem to do it. I didn't have no violence in 

me. I don't vorry about it because I know that I haye confidence 

in myself. I hate thinking this way. But I know that I can do it 
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if the situation should arise. And it is a bad feeling to know 

that you can do it. 

Beliefs Affecting Impact 

Because of the physical setting, much of what we call sexual aggression 

never goes beyond rough talk or relatively mild physical encounters. Nonethe

less, targets react strongly to these messages. In part, their reactions are 

linked to sexual ideas and beliefs. For example, a theme running through our 

interviews is fear of forceable sodomy. In spite of the official presence, 

many see this prospect as a horrifying possibility. Part of this panic and dread 

is based on belief that the victim of a sexual assault suffers a permanent 

10s8 of masculinity. The argot term for homosexual virginity is "manhood" 

or "hood." Some see losing manhood as the ultimate daBger, which they view as 

unalterable transfiguration. 

ARE-4: I wasn I t going to be ,s, changed man. And I don It want to 

walk out of here and be a homosexual. No way in the 'World. 

* it it * ;+ 

c2-45: I 'Wouldn It be no gooci to my son - I couldn't face him 

knowing that they actually took it vithout me wanting to give it. 

Forcing me to give my: manhood is - anyone would tell you -

You would rather die. 

C2-9: If someone came up to me and told me that they were going 

to take me off, I would try my best to kill him bec'ause if I don It, 
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it * It * "* 
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A-7: I know darn vell that if I become one, I could do my whole 

bi t with no sweat. Just as easy as can be. This is true. Be

cause as long as you came across, nobody 'Would bother you. You'd 

be well protected. This I would know ahead of time. I would 

have everything that I wanted. But I could not turn around and 

walk out in that street into this other world and face my people 

knowing that I'd done this. And face a woman and marry a ~woman 

knowing that I had done this. Possibly there is changes that 

. homos go through. that when they become a homo they don't want to 

know a gi r 1 again. But I don't want thi s to happen to me. I'll 

stay with my regular life and this is it. 

Another belief that goes into the impact of the target experience is the 

myth of the powerful and successful aggressor. We have seen no cases outside 

of gang rapes where aggressor strategies really pay ot~. Nonetheless, 

the myth widely prevalent among prisoners is that sexual aggression pays off in 

erotic rewards. This myth is a misunderstanding affecting both aggressor and tar

get behavior: some aggressors thus act violently when their expectations of suc

cess are snubbed, and some targets collapse emotionally because they expect that 

threats must lead inevitably to sexual exploitation: 

AR-4l: They, [the aggressors] see that the guy [target] wasn't 

.. 
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getting no visits and no money from home and so forth. They 

would come up and furnish the tobacco wId cigarettes. He (target] 

realizes that he can't pay back and at first the guy viII say, 

"okay. " Then he comes back maybe a month later with another carton 

and he says, "The last time it 'Was alright. 11 But after the second 

or third time he tells him that you owe me some money and that is 

when this all starts up. 

And he says, "'Hell, a little sex act and we will be even." 

And the guy is scared that he is going to hurt him because he 

[~gressor] might say, "Well, I am going to cut you if I don't 

get my money." And the guy is scared and so forth. A lot of 

people there realize that you don't go to the police because 

you could end up getting killed or messed up or something. And 

so the guy just goes and says, "Okay, "and that is it. 

* * * * * 
CR-5: The guy comes in and 2 or 3 guys get together. They see 

him in the shower and, "Wow,"they think, "I wouldn't mind getting 

dow to him." And so they wait for the guy. Then they walk up 

to him, especially if it is a young kid, they go directly to him 

and they tell him that they are going to give him this. Teey just 

talk to him and they find out what kind of a person he is. They 

see that he is a kid and he is ignorant of this ever happening in 

the system at all. He is just ever 80 weak. And they are sure 

to get him, you know, slowly but surely. 

.. * .. * * 

_______ ~ __ ~ _____ ~ __ ~~:_. ___ . ____ ............ _ .... _d. ___ ~~~. __ _ 
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CR-29: I told him, "Don 't go their way. They are going to be 

offering you candy, cigarettes. They are going to get you into 

gembling and they are going to get you into debt." They got 

another dude here end he is in debt for about 70 crates and he 

can. 't pay so they are looking for a shot of life. So he is try

ing to cut himself up and really injure himself bad so that he can 

get out of here and be shipped out of here. Those things you 

just don't fool around with because they are going to get you one 

way or the other. 

The myth of success comprises the standard scenario of victimization: 

the target accepts gifts that are interpreted by aggressors as loans implying 

-the lenders'right to sexual access. Once the victim accepts these gifts, his 

fate as a victim is sealed. In our study there is only a single incident where 

the scenario was played out. The importance of the story lies in the fact that 

it is believed, not that it is true. 

The reactions to sexual aggression are caused in part by fear of being 

harmed. But the reactions are also caused, in part, by dislike of homosexuality. 

Lower-class 'White men come to prison "With staunch taboos and traditions against 

homosexuali ty. Their stand against homosexuality is more a moral belief than a 

statement of personal preference. They hate homosexuals as others important to 

them hate homosexuals. And they do not view sex among men as casual behavior 

but as activity marking a man with a. deviant identity: a homosexual is a "queer." 

When one is propositioned or attacked for sex, the anger and emotional uneasiness 

ret'lee'ca, in part, the general disdain of the activity they are pressured to en

gage in: 
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AR-23: This guy thinks that I am a homo or a punk kid that he could 

tuck me. I think it was my own hang ups - there wasn't tha. t much 

fear mixed in with it. Not physical fear. F.xcept for the normal 

physical fear that you would have if you were going to fight some-
:;. 

body, like you might get hurt, but I consider that normal. The 

thing was homosexuality, in my head. This guy was trying to tuck 

me and I 'Was hung up over that. 

* .. * * * 
ARE-2: I guess what it is is pride. He has to tell his woman 

out there that he :f'ucked this ma.'1 in prison. And I can 't see 

myself saying that to somebody. And I can't see it at all. 

it * * * * 
C2-53: r myself don't like homosexuality. If one guy comes up 

to me - I mean a homose~uU - it one had come up to me and he 

vanted me to perform a sex act on him, I would try to kill the 

dude. I have beat the heck out of one homesex:ual that had come 

towards me. 

APC-Il:·· Thia. is jus'c something that you don't do - that is 

not right even ~houg~you are locked up in here the rest of your 
.' 

lite - to me, this is just not right. 

C2-52: I don't like to say it but I have got an uncle that is 

a homo and I have threatened to kill him a lot of timeB, me and my 

brother/and that is why I dontt like it. If I could kill him, man, 

--------.......... -------.-..,;;...-.-----"----~~-------"-....... ....;., ~---.--------



that is what I would do because I don't like it. 

Floundering for Solutions 

Because targets struggle awkwardly to extricate themselves from their 

tate,tbecause they stumble and hesitate, the impact of the experience is in-

creased beyonel what it would be if the problem could be addressed smoothly. 

Doubt, indecision, not knowing what to do, mulling over equally distasteful 

options, drags out the incident and intensifies its emotional shock. We 

coded interviews for the presence or absence of II floundering." i. e., for 

statements about confuaion, paralysis and inability to respond, about loss 

of control of the situation. Using this definition, floundering occurred 

in about a quarter of the in,::idents. For example: 

APC-ll: I shut the door when he would come up and start bother-

ing me. I was trying to tell him that I don't do.those things. 

He is trying to tell me that it is not going to bother me, 

and it won't hurt at all. 

So I am saying, "You knov, I don't want to do that.1t 

And he says, 'tylell, you are going to have to." . 

Talking to that one guy, it just seemed as though he couldn't 

see my viewpoint. I was going to tell the guards a couple of times 

put then I thought - well, maybe I had 'better not because they 

vould find out and then maybe I vould have a whole gang after me. 

They just started bothering me a little bit more, and I have 

never been in a fight i? my life but if anybody tried I would just 

have to try to hurt them. I vouldn't 'W'ant to have to hurt nobody -

L4 e ; a e:::c:::w 
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, 

I don't want nothing like that to happen. Getting him to leave 

me alone, I said, "Let me think about it. 1I Because I was scared, 
( 

really scared. He 'WOuld go a.way for a.while. Then come back a 

little while later. When I was afraid I wanted to go into pro-

tection, I wanted to talk to somebody. 

Failing to take action can lead to aggressors continuing their approaches. 

Inmates who are generally non-assertive have a special problem because their 

attempts to communicate resistance bogs down. Yet, even the most force-

ful "no" often gets targets nowhere. As they look for other solutions, targets 

can become disturbed because all available options seem to have strong argu-

mente against them: the ignoring of aggressors or doing nothing wounds onels 

pride and may encourage overtures;fighting will get you in trouble with the 

authorities and make a dangerous enemy of the aggressors; one doesn't talk to 

staff because they want inmates to rat out. The feeling that something must 

be done combined with the fact that one doesn't know what to do, adds to the 

turmoil of the target experience: 

c2-47: Well, the one thing that I ,ras thinking about was escap-

ing. The other thing that I was thinking about was fighting and 

going over and saying to this guY, II Look - if you want me, let's 
I 

get it on 'a nd get it settled right here and now. If And 

the other thing I was saying in my mind was if I fight this guy -

this ia going to happen if I do fight him and that is going to 

happen if I don't fight him. So a lot of things told me to go to 
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to the C .• a. 

And if you go to, the C. a.jit is not good in prison. It 

is not good at all b~cause they can help you. Sure they can 

help you but they are going to harm you in the long run. 

* * it * * 
AR-36: I was helpless. I had to sit there and there was 

nothing that l' co~d do about it, I started to figure out what 

the consequences would be if I didn't make any aggressive move 

back and make the guy back up. Then I kept on trying to think 

how much that would magnify the situation. By building up 

and building up I would actually have to hurt the guy. And 

I wasn't sure. What I was trying to do was to try and under-

st~~d what the best way was. I just couldn't come up with 

anything. 

* * if '* * 
ARE-l: This may sound :funny, but sex in a way is a hard thing 

for me to talk about, and I am in here for rape. Even when 

I first was talking with Miss Morris, about my problems and 

stuff, it was actually hard to say rape or sex or anything 

like that. I.t is hard for me to talk about homo stuff even when 

someone~~rings it up down on the block or something. It is 

/ " hard to bring the word homo out. 

~ __ u: ___ 1lllili ___ 2211P., __ ..... __ """'"""=""""'_"" __ ~ __ .". ___ . ~ ____________ , ________ _ 
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Summary 

F;ear is the most commonly mentioned emotion accompe.nying the target ex

perience. Fear can be a general feeling or a specific apprehension of being 

physically harmed, sexually assaulted, or killed. Fear can shift from the 

arena of the incident and its players to encompass feelings about the entire 

prison milieu. Fear is intensified by .targets' inability to easily remove 

themselves from the presence of aggressors, and by their propensity to worry 

about the consequences of aggressive moves. Regardless of the level of force 

in an inc~dent, fear can be an intense emotion, persisting over time and 

governing subsequent lifestyles. Not all men emerge from incidents feeling 

fearful. About 50 percent of our targets said they did, although we sus

ct under-reporting, And the shape of the t~rgetsl fear differs from target 

target, depending on their personal characteristics. 

Anger is also a common reaction, and includes accumulated frustration 

resulting -from persistent unwanted approaches. Men who have trouble controlling 

feelings are particularly sensitive to this response. other prisoners are 

likely to be vulnerable because confinement causes frustration to which the 

sexual approach must be summated. .~ger can result in explosive reactions or 

can be narrowly held in check/contributing to the inmate's tension and anxiety. 

Anxie~y was reported for about one third of the incidents. The stress 

accompanying this tension freqnentl~r was signaled by physical indicators. Fear 

was the primary feeling bringing on anxiety, which could persist far beyond the 

end of the incident • Men with previous mental health problems seemed 

.......;...-------."'----------"--------~~~~-.- - -
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cularly vulnerable. 

Cri ses can follow from sexual. approaches as men react to their fear. Ttlese 

crises are commonly signaled by emotional upset along with requests for medi

cation or isolation. Suicidal thoughts and gestures sometimes accompany these 

crises when men feel their fate as future victims is sealed or when men wish 

staff to move them to a safe area. 

There is an impact on social relations. Men's lives are disrupted and they 

commonly end up isolating themselves to avoid contact with aggressors. Men 

also join with others to form defensive groupings. 

Racial attitudes are affected with men telling us that they come to hate 

non-whites as a result of their experiences. Attitudes toward violence are also 

affected and men report that they become more violent after being ta.rgets. 

The impact of sexual aggression seems to be accentuated by inmate beliefs 

that sexual assault leads to permanent identity change, that aggressors are 

successful, and that homosexual activity is reprehensible. These beliefs add 

to the intensity of the target experience. In our final chapter, we discuss 

the implications of this experience. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: VICTI~ OF PRISON RAPE 

The experiences of male rape victims - although similar in many respect to 

those of other targets - diff'er enough to warrant a separate chapter. Also, 

since the prison literature is replete vi th l.Ulfounded connnents about sexual as

sault, our interviews can contribute to the topic by providing, possiply for 

the first time, some clinical material about the male rape victim. Such material 

offers us a useful contrast in looking at the female victim experience. 

We looked at 15 incidents of sexual assault. Only one victim came to us 

r~ugh the random sample, leading us to conclude that sexual assaults, in our 

research setting, are relatively rare in comparison to other ty~es of target

aggressor encol.Ulters. Nonetheless, these incidents are clearly important. 

Even a "lov'l rate of sexual assault (sazr, one or two a year out of a popula.tion 

of two thousand) may make the sexual assault rate in a prison higher than the 

rate of heterosexual ra.pe in ,the free con:nnuni ty, a rate many find justif.1.a.bly 

intolerable. The possibility of' rape adds to the intensity of all types of' 

target experiences, since most prisoners know about ra.pes occurring in the 

institutions where they are living. As a consequence,~y irunates perceive 

themselves to be living in a dangeroUf:J environment. The occasional occurrence 

of sexual assault also tells us about a type of behavior that is likely to 

occur if security is relaxed • 

.. ====2SU1 



A Case of Sex Assault 

We have mentioned tha.t prison rape is an unusuel event. Yet, for all the 

complexity of institutional life, aggressors are always waiting to move in, and 

atyPical situations allowing rape to occur are bound to happen at times. The 

following case illustrates this: 

The victim, a new inmate, was transferred to the prison mental hospital 

for evaluation. Placed on an open dormitory where about 40 men live, no 

special classification procedures recognized his potential for victimiza'bion. 

Guards may have been indifferent and the dormitory vas dominated by a gang of 

aggressors who routinely assaulted all young white men. The incident is not 

representative of normal conditions: rather, it illustrates what can occur when 

official procedures break dOVIl. The target, a middle-class 19 year old from a 

Long Island suburb, tells us what happened: 

C2-l6: The sex pressure started the second day. Some guy came 

in and said, "You owe for cigarettes, Man, and do you want to 

gi ve up your ass tonight? II 

And I said, "No, Man, and anybody that comes in here talking 

about that, I am going to hit him with a chair or something." So 

then I seen them doing it to kids at night that were scared. I 

was thinking of taking a mayonnaise jar and breaking it in half -

in case they tried it against me - and using it as a weapon. But 

then I vas thinking if I do that then I will get more time and 

that is all I could think of - more time. And I did not want to 
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get more time. 

Well, I was lying on the bed and I was half awake and half 
, 

asleep. It was hard to sleep that night because the officers 

would not keep these guys in their room. After 10 o'clock you are 

supposed to be in your room. Because there aren't any doors they 

can walk the halls all night. The~,. came when I was sleeping and 

one guy shook me and he said, "Come with me to the room." And I 

said that I was not going no place. And then this one guy who 

weighed about 240 pounds started twisting my arm - and it really 

started to hurt. And I :figured that this guy would really break 

my arm so I am going to do it. And that "Ioras that. They took me 

in a room that was two rooms away from where I was. They closed 

the door and a couple c)f them stood outside to see if the officer 

came by. 

So I went into the room and I lied on the bed and they gave 

me all this bullshi t • They told me thati t won 't hurt and that I 

was not a homo and don I t worry they won I t tell anybody. So, I had 

about two or three f~s that were hanging on top of me and I was 

very upset that night. 

I was in there about 20 minutes because I did not scream or 

anything. I just let them do it and that was it. These guys they 

work very fast. They just get on top of the guy and they do it in 

like 3 - 5 minutes maybe •. So that was that. 
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I felt depressed. At times I did think of suicide but that 

'Was just a passing thought. I was getting a suicide thought be

cause I say, "Hey, Man, I am going to be doing this night after 

night." Like it was just at the beginning of my time and I had 

not even gone to my parole board. I was really confused and I 

cried at night and I was upset. I was thinking about that - sui

cide. When you have got four guys f7very d8¥ that are going to 

fuck you in the ass every night, it is nothing to look forward to. 

I never thought about killing anyone or anything in my life 

but like I was just thinking about going over with a jar and then 

hitting him and the whole thing would be over. In that week my

self I changed so much~ I had all these hostile thoughts. The 

violent thoughts were that the next time they came over to me I 

am. going to make an eXlunple. I am going to take ajar an'd hit 

some guy in the back of the head. 

I am thinking what would a real man do in situations like 

this. I vas thinking that I should have taken a chair OT I should 

have taken a jar and I should have just smashed one of these guys. 

~~at is what I was thinking because it kept happening over and 

over. I am thinking if I know these guys they are going to come 

ag~1n and they are going to screw me and if I let them, then I am 

at fault, if I let it happen and I know it is going to happen then 

it is my faul t . 
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Well, I was upset because first of all, most guys consider 

themselves a man and you always Bay that in jail no one is ever 

going to do that to you. I was very upset about it for about 

four or five months a~erwards because I thought that I had lost 

my manhood. 

It was just a very painful thing that happened. You just 

start to get over it - and you say it was just not my fault. 

You just say to yourself you were in an abnormal atmosphere and 

it just happened. That is about the most painful part of my 

time. 

I had thought of telling the officers but they had told me 

vmen it happened that if I told the officers - even if I did go 

to protective keep lock - that they would run a wire on me and 

get me in the cell down there. Because this was my first time 

in jail and I did not know what was happening. 

Why Rape Can Occur 

Some incidents of rape may occur because proper custodJ.al supervision is 

lacking, as we see in the example we have just revie;,red. But other assaults oc

cur in closely supervised surroundings. Here, the aggressors work out careful 

plans to lure the victim to a spot where rape can take place. The victim is a 

"mark ll in a. con game. He must be induced to cooperate to a certain point in 

the incident. In these types of assaults, the location where the victim is 

lured lacks security, so that the incident can take place. To be sure, lIlOdern 

prisons and jails are designed to protect inmates from each other and allow 
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constant custodial supervision. Nonetheless, aggressors find ways to circum

vent (on rare occasions) the most rigid custodial routines. For example, in 

one case 'We reviewed, the victim 'Was told he could purchase marijuana if he ac

companied an aggressor. The aggressor and the victim then wfllked together 

through a steel door, which was opened a few minutes-to allow a group of in

mates to ~ass through it. Once in the cell block area, other aggressors ap

peared and dragged the victim under a bed in one of the aggressor's cells. 

The steel door should have prevented the victim from entering an improper area. 

Yet security systems are never in complete effect all of the time, and aggres

sors may learn to circumvent these systems. 

A similar incident occurred in a small room off a gym where sneakers are 

kept. The officer supervising the gym could not see into this room. The vic

was lured into the room by en aggressor who asked him to play handball. The 

other aggressors were hiding in the room when th~ victim entered it to change 

his shoes. In this incident the victim, an urban black, was an acquaintance of 

the aggressors, who were urban blacks from his city, and the victim knew be

forehand that these men were sexually attracted to him. The victim took no 

extraordinary measures to protect himself because he believed that the inst.i

tution could protect hiro at all times. 

Victims of sexual assault are invariably targets of aggressive sexual ap

proaches bgtore they are assaulted. Generally, however, they do not tell staff 

about these approaches nor do they take any other extraordina.ry means to protect 

themselves. They feel a. part of the prison subculture or are afraid of retalia

tion, and they keep their problems '1:;0 themselves. They a.1.ao tend to feel that 

----~.~~--------------~-- ---~----
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s1 tuat10n is one they can manage themselves. After all, many inmates are 

targets but very few become victims. The probability of eny target becoming 

a victim is thus relatively loW'. Just as some men over-react, believing they 

viii be victims of rape after they become targets of aggressors, others under

react when they are approached. It is thus true that targets receive warnings 

before they became ra.pe victims. The problem they have is to assess the signifi-

c~c~ of cues, and to estimate their own capabilities: 

Au-4: I thought to myself just like 'What every other irunate 

thinks. I can handle one or two of them if they ,.ant to fuck 

around with me that much. I can handle one or two of them, 

you know. But then it come down to six and then I didn't 

know what to do. 

adequate classification is always at issue. In one incident, a 16 year old 

defendant was placed with adult sentenced prisoners in a large county jail. 

The victim complains that: 

C2-22: They just stick guy~r in where they had an opening. Like, 

say, you just come in, and you didn't have time at all and you 

are supposed to go on the east side. The west side is for the 

sentenced guys. I was not sentenced at the time. They put me 

on the west side and stuck me in the kitchen. 

A prison or jail security system may tax the patience of both staff and inmates. 

Routines established by security-minded administrators may appear petty incon

veniences to those who must carry them out. For example, inmates are supposed 
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keep their doors closed at all times. But in some prisons this rule is regu

larly relaxed to permit a more comfortable atmosphere. An officer faced with a 

peaceful tier may no longer see sense in warding off the exceptional event the 

security measure is designed to prevent. The rareness of sexual assault is it

self an ingredient in the inevitable entropy overtaking well planned security 

systems. The difference between custodial theory and practice explains why 

some sexual assaults can take place. 

Once a victim is trapped with no officer around, the most important circumstance 

allowing the ra.pe is the amount of force or threat of force leveled 

at the victim by the aggressors. If the setting allows extreme violence to be 

employed, any man is easily overwhelmed. All rapes in our study were thus car

ried out by groups of aggressors, often aided by associates who held men down 

didn't actually assault them: 

02-22: I took a shower that night and all of a sudden I came out 

of the shower and there was two dudes standing there. And they 

told me, "Look, Man, I have got a knife and ve want to see what 

you have got." 

I told them, "Look, I ain't got nothing. I ain't got no 

candy or cigarettes or nothing like that." I said, "What do you 

want?" That was the first time I had ever been into a place like 

that. All of a sudden two of them came in my room and jumped me 

and this one guy was watching for the officer because they make 

a watch check every half hour. They told me, "If you call the O. 

O. we will kill you." And like this man had a spoon sharpened • 

.,. * * * * 
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ARE-1: I was working and th~n I got hit in the back of the head. 

And then 5 or 6 guys are holding me down and it didn't take but 

say 60 seconds from the time that I was hit on the head until the 

time that I was on the floor. There was three of them that did it 

but the rest were their friends. You can say that it was rough. 

Scared, sure you were scared t But it's the realization that 

there is noth~ng.that you can do about it. You can stand there 

and fight and fight, but within five minutes they're going to 

have it. And there is just so much that you can do. There is 

nothing that you can do about it. And you can throw a few 

punches and if you're caught totally by surprise then you're 

through before you start. The numbers alone were enough to de

feat me, the surprise, though, didn't help much either • 

. Immediate Reactions 

Physical reactions are generally experienced directly after the event. 

Along with pain from the rape itself, secondary medical ailments may cause 

both discomfort and uneasiness: 

AU-9: I felt like vomiting - just vomiting - that is all. Like, 

my insides were destroyed and there was a great deal of pain. 

I: So you 'fere in e. great deal of physical pain also? 

AU-9: Exactly. Well, outside of when having bowel movements I 

passed blood, and I continually had something like diarrehia and 

I was taking kaopectate to settle do"W'rl the diarrehia but it was 

still painful. 

_;;_pe~j_ 
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Worried about physical damage, victims may feel a compelling need for medical 

help, a need which forces them into sharing their problem with staff. As one 

'Victim tellS us, some men are reluctant to ask for aid but their physical con

dition forces them to: 

AU-4: Well, for one I was in all kinds of discomfort. My ass 

was bleeding and everything. And I was thinking, "I should go 

to the doctor.1I And then I said, "No, I can't." And then I 

said, "I guess I should because it could get infected and I 

could get all sick and everything." And what happened, I did 

get sick. I got real sick. I couldn't even 'Walk hardly. So, 

I told the lieutenant about it. 

The emotional impact, even relatively close to the event, fs tied to concern 

about social stigma. 

C2-16: I was upset. Shame. The whole thing was shame. The 

whole thing. 

C2-22: I was hurting. I mea.."l physically and mentally. Well, 

then,if the man did this here to me everybody in this institution 

is going to know about it. I can It walk around and face these 

people, you know, with this here going on. So I juat like closed 

myself off from everybody else. 

Like other targets, victims of rape experience a personal crisis. But the 

crisis following rape differs from crises following other target incidents 
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cause rape victims are harder pressed to deal with the social meaning of their 

victimization. Some victims feel that the rape has socially slaughtered them, 

that they vill now be scorned because they'will no longer be seen as men. 

Turned inward, tho belief causes victims to despise themselves. Viewing them

selves as pariahs, as objects of scorn by their own "as well as other's stand-

ards, the crises these men go through includes not only fear but self-hate and 

doubt about future social and self-acceptability: 

ARE-l: If I lost again in a situation like that I would step down 

and hang up. I don It ha.ye enough desire to live 'With myself with 

another incident like that. I can't and I von't. 

C2-22: 1. said, "When I get back out on the streets, Man, I am 

not going to be able to face nobody. II So I thought about com-

mitting suicide. And so I vent down to the shower and took a rope 

and tied it up and put it around my neck and I was going to jump off. 

While there is no evidence that homosexual rape actually causes change of 

sexual identity, victims are concerned that others will think of them as homo-

sexual. This can cause the victims to assume they will attract more attackers 

because they see undefended homoserlals fair game in prison. Similar to other 

I targets, the victims crises can be increased by fear that they vill be victims 

again. A composite crisis can follov which includes concern about the ]?sychologi-

cal implications of one's experience: 

AU-9: I vas thinking, "Wov y my parents." I couldn't even call 

them but once a month, I Just didn't have time to explain anything 

Z_ .. =::t:::: 
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to them and I just kept saying, - "Look, Mom and Dad - I don 't 

think I will ever be able to come back home." That was the only 

thought that was in my mind, I may die in here. 

I despised everyone that I seen. Even those that come up 
. 

and asked me what happened and, ''What can we do?1l I told them to 

go to hell and to drop dead. And the only thing I though about 

was hiding and destroying myself., Like this was the crossing of 

the bridge, whereas, Wow - I am on this side of the fence now. And 

I am in a world all by myself. I don 't want to be like those other 

people, swishing and walking up and down the galleries, not knowing 

what is going to happen to me. Now I am in this prison and the 

'WOrd is going to go al~und and it is going to happen again and 

again and again. 

In recovering from rape, men follow strategies congruent with the meaning the 

event has for them. For example, to the extent that the victims see the rape 

as an event fixing them into a public role - that of a weak sissy - part of re-

covery may be to reject that role by putting on an exaggerated tough guy front. 

This is how an associate describes a victim: af~er a rape: 

C2-28: He was trying to make himself act like more of a man than 

what he was before. To me, like, he was alright before, when he 

talked to me and everything. But then after the rape he tried to 

act like, well, "I am bigger than you are]' and stuff like that. 

And he just went at it from that angle. And he just went on act-

ing bigger than he was. 
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Once the initial shock is over, victims look for ways to prevent being 

raped again as well as ways to restore their self-image. Not surprisingly, 

some try to establish a fierce demeanor, both as a way of deterring future 

attacks and as a way of saying to themselves end to others that they are not 

punks or sissies. In trying to understand why they were raped, the men arrive 

at the answer that others did not respect them because they had no reputation 

for violence. As a young victim from Long Island says, "I kept thinking, what 

would a real man have done in a situation like that 7" This sort of self-

doubt can cause victims to act with, violence: 

AU-9: I sat down and I started to build 'up my reputation. This 

may be somewhat psychologically impaired as far as my outloo~, but 

I truly. definitely feel that if an individu~l has had any type of 

physical contact with an individual of hi'S own nature, he makes a 

projection somewhat to say like - "I done it and who is next. II 

I mean, he is prone to this fear that,C~d, it has happened to me 

and I wonder if I have this halo on me. So I started walking 

around cursing out at individuals and pushing on them and shit 

like this. 

ARE-I: They had a code in the prison on the chow line that said 

no man should cut ahead of you in the chow line. And this man 

passed me a couple of times in the line and he knew that I was 

aware of what he was doing. If I failed to do what I was supposed 
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to do here, then I was lost again. So the next day, when they 

come through the chow line, when this guy cut in front of me, 

I hit him in the head with a ,tray as hard as I could. And when 

he went to the ground I hit him several more times before the 

guard could reach me. It is regretable, but it is the only way 

that you can handle it. And I didn't want to do it, but I did 

what I had to do to protect myself. It was self-preservation, 

the first law of nature. I had to do it. 

I would fall prey to anyone who had the strength - who thought 

they had the strength to defeat me. And if I hadn It done some

thing there to boal::t my own mental morale, it would have been much 

easier to do. I had to increase my own mental morale because I 

couldn't walk around the yard without fearing what would happen 

to me. And I had to do something. And that was approximately 

about a week and a half aI~er the incident in the powerhouse [the 

rape] • 

Seeking safety, some men also prepare to fight to prot:ct their reputation: 

AU-9: The word had got around What had happened, so the indi vi

dual who had befriended me, says, "Yeah. Man, they are down and the 

'\turd is spread. II 

And I said, "So what, I am ready for them now. I can fight 

in here and by the time they get back they wontt be 60 wise. I 

will get some razor blades together and things, you know, and the 

first du,d.e theJ, wa.lks up to me _____ II • 
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This was the feeling that I continually had - if I am 

going to die, let me take one of them with me. 

Prisoner rape victims alter their lifestyles as much as their behavior 

toward others. Like other targets, they often enter protective housing after 

the incident. Some occupy safe niches in the prison where they are doing time. 

Most of these efforts are successful in stopping subsequent victimization. 

Victims are victims onoe. The safety conscious circumscribed manner in which 

they live after being attacked prevent repeated attacks. And in no.case in 

our sample did the reactions of victims extend to their becoming homosexual 

partners of aggressors or other men. 

Long-Range Effects 

Victims continue to be affected months after the event. Flashbacks of the 

incident ma::r cause crying spells. Nausea may occur sporadically. Victims re-

port being generally bothered by memories of their rape. Some seek psychiatric 

aid in attempts to cope with what they initially perceive as a new identity. 

others find it difficult to perform as they are expected to: 

AU-4: That has been fucking with me. That fucked me for about two 

months. Every time I get a little thought about it - about that 

knife coming up in the air or something-it is like a flashback. I 

think of that knife up to my throat and stuff and I get in my cell 

and will be thinking about it sometimes B..."ld I will start crying. 

I was actually sick. I was sick to my stomach all the time 

because of what happened. I started thinking about it and I 'Would 

get nauseated. I would feel like I had to puke up but I never puked 
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up. I think about it at night in my cell here. Yeah, tears come 

to my eyes and stuff like that but I don't talk about it to nobody, 

and I don 't s~ nothing to n090dy about it. 

* «- * ,. * 
C2-22: It has fucked my head up quite -a bit. I still got it in 

my head now: I will be down and reading a book in my room and 

this will go through my mind, and it 'Wiil blmT my mind apart. I 

rill say, "Danm, I have to start thinking about this fucking shit 

again. If I want to forget it and s~ past is past. 

Managing stigma - or potential stigma - is a. long range concern of male 

rap; victims. The~e men 'Worry a great deal about ",hat will happen it others 

find out what they have experienced: 

C2-22: I got a girl out there with a kid and, like, I don't tell 

her nothing. She don't even know that this happened. Like I said 

before, I was embarrassed. If I ever told her what happened, I don't 

know what would go through her mind •••• You see, because, if I tell 

her, I am afraid that she is just going to pack up and leave and 

take the kid and go on their way. If I keep it hidden with her 

then things might be better off. 

***i$* 

Au-4: I was thinking, "What if guys come 'c1mrn here from Elmi!'a and 

see me down here and start saying that I am a homo?1I I couldn't go 

for that. I wa.s thinking, "What if I go back out in the streets?" 
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Because I told my father about it - I. told my father what happened. 

I was thinking, "If I go back out on the street, will my father 

accept what has happened to me'?" 

The victim of a prison sexual assault finds it difficult to re-integrate 
. 

himself into prison society. Other inmates (and staff) may misunderstand the 

event and assume the victim of a sexual assault, "gave it up" willingly. 

Being labeled a homosexual is a dismaying condition ~or most young working. class 

men. Victims may worry about having a future and may contemplate suicide as 

they see themselves facing scorn wherever they go. Socially dislocating inci-

dents (secondary victimization) may occur in the months following the assault. 

The victim may over-react to perceived approaches, and may precipitate fights 

to stop what he views as another assault in progress. Victims may also fight 

th men who taunt them. If they have sought staff aid they may feel that 

others will assume that the victim has told authorities the names of his aggres-

sors, so that the victim viII not only be viewed a "punk" and a "pussyll but 

also a "rat: II 

AU-9: I go inside to sick call and he sits over across fro~me 

and says, "Hello, Mlss Brown." I didn't do nothing. I go and 

ignore him. I had a book with me and I vas reading. 

He pushes my book dmm and I says, "What. is your bag, man'?" 

and he says, III heard about you, you are sweet, real good. H And 

I looked at him like he wasn't even fucking talking to me and he 

~--"_" ______ 1f11 ____ """"'=""""""-=<><s""""""'""''''''"''''' __ " __________ ~ __ ._. ___ ~ ________ ~ __ 
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And I said, "Look, Man." And then I got up and I hit him and 

I knocked him dovn • 

.And the officer runs over and he says, "What is the matter?" 

And I said, "This punk tried right here and I am going to bust 

his jav." 

And the guy says, "You are a fag, you are a fag." 

And the officer is sitting here and he says, IlLook, Brown, 

you got to stay out of' trouble - this is about your fifth fight." 

"I don It want these punks harassing me," I told him. 

* * .... * 
Au-4: This guy comes up to me while I was in AlbiDn. He was one 

of the guys that was in on it. They shipped him down there with 

me, and I didn't know that it was him because I couldn't identifY 

all the guys. I identified three of them. And he says to me, 

"Man, you did that for us and you did it for nothing, Man - you 

is a homo." 

And I go to him, "Hey, man, stay away from me because if you 

don't I am going to drop a dime on you and get you shipped out 

of here." 

And he said, "Man, you can It do that - you ain't got enough 

~eart.1I 

. And I said, 1I0h, :yeah. It And I walked right over to the 

-------~- ... - --~---. ~--->-----~ ..... -~ .... -.~~~ .. - ,-------
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administration building and told them about it, about him being 

down there, so they sent me to camp, to Camp Monterey. That 

added to it, thinking that he ,might spread something around, a 

wire around in that institution, and he did, He talked to two 

guys, and he told them about it. Those" guys started to give me 

prob:,.ems too, They say all kinds of things. Like when I 'Talked 

by: "Hey, you homo ••• He 's a homo, II asking questions like that. 

He says, "Are you a homo?" , all sorts of shit, so that was added 

to it. 

The interviews fail to show long term permanent effects of the experience 

on victims with the exception of some men testifying that they be~ame more 

violent as a result of th~ experience. At first, victims worry about their 

identity, as time goes on, however, they learn that sexual assault does 

not alter one's commitment to heterosexuality. It appears that eventually the 

trauma of the event wears thin. Men report being bothered by thoughts of the 

incident for months and years afterward but they are able to cope with this 

memory, which is not disabling. Eventually, even while the victims are still 

in prison, they restore order to their social lives. The crisis following sexual 

assault declines sharply with time and is most acute at the time of the event. 

The psychic recovery of the victim is essentially complete after a period of 

months: 

E" 

C2-16: It was upsetting and everything but, like, the way I look 

at it, in jail anything can happen. I have seen BUYS really hurt 
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in jail so I figure it is not anything to be ashamed of. I have 

accepted jail as an abnormal atmosphere where they have guys in 

here that have murdered people and have carved and chopped people. 

I figure that the worst thing is if yo~ are cut because if you 

are cut you have to wear that for life. This is something that 

is cruel and unfortunate, but I ca."} put it ou.t of my head. It 

is not a physical thing that you have to wear for life. 

* * * * * 
Au-4: I started looking at these people like these guys are 

going to help. I started talking to them more and more and more. 

And I come out of the nutshell that I was in. I am trying to 

k.eep it off my mind and I am trying to have fun and be happy with 

people and be nice to people a~d that way I have kept it off my 

mind. 

If we can detect long-range effect of prison rape in our interviews, it is 

that the experience of being a victim trlrlns men to raise the level of violence 

they have been accustomed to employing. In this regard, the effect of being 

a victim is similar to the effect of being a sexual target. While our study 

does not establish the extent of this effect of prison on men, we have state

ments like the following which show clear instances of victimization leading 

to lower thresholds for violent behavior and explosiveness; 
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ARE-I: I 'Would walk around a corner and I 'Would wonder if something 

was going on. If the corner vas over here then I was over there 

and making sure that nobody vas behind me. And I constantly carried 

a weapon and I got into fights. But they dido 't try it anymore be

cause they knew that I was carrying a weapon. And I had a sadistic 

attitude at the time and I didn't care anymore. When you don't care 

it don't matter how many people that you chop, you just try to get 

as many as you can, if they come at you. And this is the only way 

to solve something like this. But it hurt me just as much to have 

the attitude that I had as to have the attitude of weakness. So, 

even the attitude that "I'm going to kill this dude when he comes 

up to me, II that doel'.m It help at all. Because when I got out in 

society I had the same attitude and it took me years to get over 

that attitude. 

Even though I defeated fear with hate, I destroyed myself. 

When I came out of the penitentiary, it was sickening. If somebody 

~ould say hello to me and they 'Would say it in the wrong frame of 

'Voice, it was - it was terrible. I knew why I was doing it and I 

couldn't stop it. You can control hate and you can control fear, 

but if you come to the point where it controls you, then either way 

you're losing. 

When I first came out of prison, I lost a job because of some

thing that I said to the boss. The boss said something that I didn't 

:1 
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like, so right avay, without even thinking about it, I told him, 

"Hey, look, if' you want to s"quareof'f' then let's go out and get 

some wood and square of'f'. But leave me alone otherwise." And 

that is bad when you come out and you can't control yourself'. 

It's no good. That is bad as having a f'ear of' the penitentiary. 

I lost control of' myself'. 

---------:.. 
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CHAP.rER NINE: EXPLAINING SEXUAL AGGRESSION 

In this chapter we provide a demograpqic profile of prison aggressors, and 

present a typology of aggressor approaches using targets' descriptions of inci-

dents. We describe the aggressors' mode of operations, inferring 

some values supporting it, and illustrating some needs aggressors tell us sex 

aggression satisfies. Our data sources here are less rich and less complete 

than the material we have presented on the target experience, and our conclu-

sions are probably less well documented. Aggressors are hard to find, and 
\ 

are harder to talk to. In light of these difficulties, we relay the best 

picture of aggressors we can without wandering into directions for which we 

have no data to guide us. 

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 

Few theories that explain male sex aggression against women have been 

thoroughly tested. Some imaginative interpretations either remain unverified or 

have only been tested with special clinical samples. The main problem in this 

area has been that most men are unlikely to discuss feelings and thoughts about 

illegal, immoral, and perverse acts. We, too, ran into the obstacle of informant 

reticence: it prevented us from systematically evaluating plausible-sounding 

psychiatric hypotheses. Because of this problem, we limited ourselves to testing 

hypotheses that could be tested using background variables from the institutional 

files, Our literature review (Chapter Two) indicates that the subcultural inter-

pretation (Amir's thesis) adapts to this purpose. Our major resenrch question, 

" 
( 



therefore, is: Do the backgrollild characteristics of sexual aggressors support 

the subcultural interpretation of sexual aggression? 

Amir pr:esents statistics showing the similar1.ty of rapists to other violent 

offenders, and goes on to apply to the i~sue of sex aggression the general ex-

planation for violence laid out by Wolfgang and Ferracuti in The Subculture of 

Violence: The subculture is pre~ummed to Cl~ry values and traditions supporting 

aggression, norms opposing non-violence. Norm-adoption is the psychological 

process linking the background variables (proving subcultural membership) to 

the aggressive activity they are correlated with. 

One of the primary psychological motives thought to direct subcultural 

members toward aggression is "compulsive mascUlinity." Lacking male identity 

figures in the home, and access to econo~Lc or educational indices of status, 

some lower class males turn to out,mrd to'Llghness to prove their maleness to 
1 

themselves and others. Jackson -Toby lists "testable predictors ll of the com-

pulsive masculinity hypothesis: 

1. Boys who grow up in households headed by women are more 

likely to be violent than boys who grow up in households 

headed b~' a man. 

2. Boys who gr01¥ up in hou.seholds where it is difficult to 

identify with the fathE!r figure are more likely to be violent. 

3. Masculine ideals emphal3ize physical roughness and toughness in 

those populations where symbolic masculine power is difficult 

to understand. 
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2 
4. Aggressors come from low socio-economic groups. 

To Toby's predictors, we can add the variables AmiI' discusses in link-

ing the cause of rape to the subculture of-violence thesis: 

1. aggressors would be young; 

2. aggressors would come from the same areas producing violent 

offenders, 

3. aggressors would have a history of crimes of force against 

persons; a tI'I d 

4. aggressors would "be black, since most of Philadelphia's violent 

offenders are black and lower-class, black culture is the main 
3 

carrier of the subculture of 'riolence in the Northeast. 

The presence of the above factors (Toby1s and .~ir's predictors) would 

(~F.i.d us toward accepting the subcultural interpretation. In addition to testing 
\. 

that major hypothesis, however, we can also test several minor hypotheses with 

tabulated background variables: 

1. , 

A finding of the Philadelphia report was 'bhat aggressors in 

that cityls prison system were, on th~ average, heavier than 

victims. In our mtudy we can see if physical size makes a difference. 

2. According to Irwin, aggressors are formerly institutionalized 

.boys. Reformatory experience has "stamped" their sexual be-
4 \' 

ha.vior. Kinsey has a similar view, along with '\Ilard. If train-

ing school experience does lead to subsequent adult sex aggres-

sion, we would expect to find aggressors disproportionately 

having records of juvenile commitments. 
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3. A popular notion sees aggressors as long-timers, "hardened 

convicts" who have spent years in adult prisons. If this is so, 

we would expect to find aggressors 'With more prior adult com-

mitments and longer sentences than other prisoners. 

As we mentioned in Chapter One, we found 45 aggressors by taking documented 

caseS coming our way (availability sampling). We c~ call 28 of these men "sexual 

pressurers. 11 In approaching their targets, these men use threats or force but 

no sexual assault takes place, Security provision may deter them, the.a~tions 

of targets may discourage them, or they may have no intentions of completing 

rapes. We call 17 men "sexual assaulters." They have been convicted of sodomiz-
, 

ing fellow prisoners, were caught by officials, tu~ned in by victims and had 

clearly raped other meu. 

In· Tables 9.J.:.tand 941:1 characteristics of sex preseurers and a.saaul ters 

are presented. The data are useful in portraying the modal or typical 

/ 
characteristics of each group, and in determining whether the two groups m:a.y 

be merged to facilitate analysis. In general» there is a close similarity 

on most characteristics, covering the range from per50nal characteristics 
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Tab1~ 9.1: Selected Characteristics of Sex Aaaa.ulters and Pressures: 

}I..ean VaJ,ues 

Sex Sex 
iTes8ures Aasaulters 

Mean Values Meml 1& Mean 1& 
Height 70 (28) 69 (17) 

Weight 163 (28) 160 (17) 

Age 23 (28) 23 (17) 

I.Q. 91 (28) 91 (16) 

No. of Juvenile Convictions 
Maximma Sentence (~bnthB) 73 (24) 83 (17) 

No. of Disciplinary Infract-
ions 13 (20) 11 (16) 

Infractions for Violence 2.9 (21) 1.9 (14) 

----



Ta.ble 9. Selected Cha:racteristics of Sex Assaul ters and Pressures: 

Percentage Incidence 

Ethnicity 

White 

Black 

Latin 

Marital Status 

Single or divorced 

Married or Consensual Union 

Bs.ckground (Origin) 

Inta.ct Fa.:m.ily 

Broken F'amily 

Women Head of Household (origin) 

YeB 

No 

Hometown Population 

Over 50,000 

Under 50,000 
. 

Commitment County 

New York City 

oth~r Comrt;.es 

Sex 
Pressurers~ 

18% 

79 

3 

25% 

75. 

63% 

37 

82% 

18 

68% 

32 

Sex 
AssauJ.ters~ 

6 

76 

18 

95 

5 

1.2 

88. 

82 

18 

70 

29 

65 

35 
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~For most chara.cteristics, N=28 for Sex Pressurers and 17 for Assau1ters. 
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Table 9.2 (con't.) 

Sex Sex 
Presaurers Ill. Ass8,ulters* 

COlmld tJ!ll'a1lt 

Yes 50% 59 

No 50 
, 

41 

Prior Adult Commi 'bt~nt 

Yes 43% 71 

lio 57 29 

Reason tor Commitm~t 

Rape and other sex offense 14% 41 

Robbery 54 ; 35 

Burglary 14 12 

Homicide .v 6: i 

Assault 7 tf 

Forgery 4 0 

Force Used with Commitment Offense 

Yes 86% 94 

No 14 6 

Suicide Attempt 

Yes 18% 18 

No 82 82 

Life Sentence 

Yes 8% a 

No 92 100 
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much as age, height, weight, and I.Q., social characteristics such as race, 

area of residence, and :marital st&tua, Wld some prison behavior , such as 

number ot disciplin&r7 infractions. A feW differences ~rge which should 

be noted vi th caution beca'\l89 of the small nl.1l1lbe:r of eMes fnvol ved: 

1. The pres surer group shows an average of one third more violent in

fractions than the assaulter group. Sampling bias is at work here since we 

found many pressurers through disciplinary records, and they had been written up 

for fighting with targets. 

2. A much higher percentage of asaaulters had served prior adult commit

ments than had pressurers. In part, this, too, reflects sampling bias since 

five assaulters were identified by convictions for first degree sodorny committed 
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they were serving a sentence in a local jail. However, to a degree, as-

saulters do lean t~rlard patterned recidivism slightly more than pressurers. 

3. The family background of assaulters supports the compulsive mascu-

linity hypothesis more than does the family background of pressurers. Eighty 

two percent of t.he assaulters came from homes headed by 'Women and 88 percent 

came from broken families. Prs2surers, while still tending to come from broken 

fa.xr.ilies (75 percent), were less likely than as saulters to have come from a 

family headed by a women (63 percent as compared to 82 percent). 

4. A much higher percentage of assaulters were serving time for sex of-

fenses. The difference is one of sampling bias. since some assaulters were now 
sQl"'rlng time M Ii l"Mlw:t of IM1 QIDDat1lt in M iturtitutioo~ COS1p3.ring only percentages 
committing sex offenses on t,he street, the two groups a!e roughly similar. 

Other differences between the tva groups are slight, and are possibly the 

sult of chance. Pressurers are somewhat heavier than assaulters, have slightly 

more disciplinary in'fractions, are somewhat more likely to comef'rom New York 

Ci ty. Assaulters, ')n the other hand, have slightly longer sentences, are more 

likely to have juvenile commitments, and have used mOTe force with their crimes. 

Bince these differences are small, the groups can be safely pooled, though the 

following variables require interpretation with differences in mind: "violent 

disciplinary ini':ractions, II "prior adult commitment, If IIfamily backgrotmd. II and 

"sex offenses. lI 

The pooled data from the two samples are compared to a random 

group of inmates selected by procedures described in Chapter Four. This 

method, while >superior to looking at aggres,sor characteristics alone, results 

in scme problena of analysis 0 For one thing t there may be 
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aggressors in the random group. Although we removed two randomly selected 

men who had been written up for sex pressuring, others may still remain. For 

another thins, our major hypothesis ~or sex aggression is also an explanation 

~or violent crime. To the extent that men in the comparison group have been 

convicted of violent o~fenses, we would expect them-to share the characteristics 

of aggressors. We err, thus, in only looking at the di~ferences between the 

two groups. The absolute characteristics of aggressors, standing alone, can 

themselves confirm the subcultural hypotheses. 

Can this strategy lead to a conclusion that the majority of prisoners (i.e., 

those possessing the characteristics satisfying _the subculture of violence 

thesis) are actual or potential sex aggressors? It can, and this is a weakness 

in the approach. It only helps us to discuss necessary.- not sufficient - con

ditions that may produce a sex aggressor. Using background variables, we can 

discuss the likelihood of an aggressor coming from a certain culture, but we 

cannot talk about why some members of that culture are aggressors and others are 

not. -

Findings: Backgrolmd Characteristics and Research Hypotheses 

Physical Size 

The physical size of aggressors and inmates in the comparison group differs 

only slightly, (Table 9.2). Aggressors have about the same height and weight as 

other prisoners. They are distinguished from others by social and psychological 

factors - not physical factors. 
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Table SI,2, PHYSICAL SIZE OF AGGRESSOR GROUP COHP~D TO RANOOM NON-AGGRESSOR GEOUP 

Aggressor (rr:::45) 

Comparison (11=86) 

~.= 

df' I; 

aUot sie;nifice.nt. 

bNot sir,nificant. 

f.fcan Weight 

162 Ibs. 

160 Ibs. 

Mean Weight 

70 inches 

69 inches 

• 
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The average age of aggressors is less than that of the comparison group 

(Table 9.3). This statistically significant difference supports the subcultural 

interpretation. Aggressors are in the same age range as most violent offenders; 
5 

lil{e heterosexual rapists, the prison sex 'aggressor tends to be young. Wolf-

gang suggests that "physically aggressive behavior for this group [young man] 
6. 

converges with notions about the masculine ideal." Encouraged by culture norms, 

younger men are pressed by peer group processes, such as in gangs. They are un-
. 7 

restrained by connnitments to educational or vocational goals. Age specific, 

most aggressors probably mature out of their behavior by their mid twenties. 

Among the factors related to their developmental stage i6 probably the fact that 
8 

youth is a time of heightened sexual interest. 

Ethn1 citl. 

Our findings with respect to ethnicity support'the subcultural hypothesis 

(Table 9.4). Aggressors tend to be black far out of proportion to the represen-, ...... . 

tation of blacks in the prison ponulation. ~ile about 50 percent of the populat1ans 
oT the8~: prisonm U0 bl&ek, 7'8 percent of &ggres$Ot's f'..l"e blaek. Le.tius 'as 

Yell u whitl9l3 lU'a wder-represantri eoia« &ggNt!lBOl"21. This finding o.llO'Wll us to 

l'arallel om' interpretation to Amil" S t for be I too r1'cnmd blacks over-represented in 

the rapist category. According to the subcultural view, lower-class black cul-

ture carries norms relevant to violent behavior. Members o~ the subculture are -, 

segregated and pushed into ghettos, where they learn norms and traditions pri-

marily from other subculture members. "Differential association" works to main-

tain the culture's values more than among the white lower class: lower-class 

black culture is thus less watered down by w;ttite middle-class influences. The 
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Table 1.'3: N~E ON DECEMBER 31, 1975 OF A ..... GRESSOP. GROUP - COMPARED TO RANI'Or,: 
NON-AGGRESSOR GR0UP 

A~gres50r (N=45) 

Comparison (N=86) 

df ~ 

USignificant at .01 

Mean Age in Years 

22.13 years 

21.i7 years 

8.60 s. 

129 
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Table 9.4: Ethnicity of Aggressors, Comparison Group and Total 

Population of Attica and Coxsackie 

Ethnicity . .... ~" .~~:J:/IIt~,"_·~.:-Jl.t":;~~ .• 

Black White Latin Total 
a ~_t;:..:t_ .. e -

Aggressors (N=45) 78% 13% 9% 100% 

Comparison group (N=86) 50% 36% 14% 100% 

Total population (N=1877) 51% 38% 11% 100% 

aChi square between aggressors and comparison group is significant at p< .01. 

1. 
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eory denies any "genetic specificity" or "biological proclivity" tending 

toward violence. Rather, it view's aggression as an outcome of' "learned res-
9 

ponses dlld social condi tions contributing 1;0 criminality." 

Cool, hard, and hip white and Latin prison sex aggressors resemble young 

ghetto blacks. In the way they waDt, in the way they talk, in the way they fix 

their eyes and set their facial muscles, white and Latin sex aggressors demon-

strate that they share the subcultural norms of their black counterparts. They 

have learned their mannerisms living in similar neighborhoods, or in training 

schools. Unlike other inmates of their race, they have r1m with black 

cliques. They are often intimate associates of blacks they have met in train-

ing schools or reformatories. Prison sexual aggression does not come f'rom a 

black subculture; rather, it comes from a unique lower-class, black-dominated 

bculture. When whites and Latins are sufficiently close to the subculture, 

they can become members of it. 

GeographiCal Origins 

Data on commitment county and hometown population support the subcultural' 

interpretation (Tables 9.5 and 9.6). 

While a third of the aggressors come 

from areas other than New York City, most of these communities like New York, 

have concentrations of lower-class black culture. Most small cities that ag-

gressors come from are strung along the Hudson; they are places like Newburg 

and Kingston. It is not large urban centers which produce aggressors, but the 

fact that members of the subculture of violence live there. If members of the 
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Table 9.5: Commitment County of Aggressors, Comparison Group, and 

Total Population of Attica and Coxsackie 
--__________ ._..-...-...... __ ~ __ ~ ... ____ 'W"' _ _.",~.,.. _______ _ 

Aggressors (N=45) 

Compe~ison Group (N=86) 

Total Population 

-

New York City Other Counties 

67% 33% 

49% 51% 

42% 58% 
. --~~ .... --.--------.,~--...... -

283 

Total 

100% 

100% 

100% 
tot ......... , ........... , .... 

----~-~----~-~------.~ 
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Table 9.6 : Hometown Populations of Aggressors and Comparison Group 

(in thousands) 

Aggressors (N=45)a 

Comparison Group (N=86) 

Lesa than 10 10-50 

7% 

14% 

16% 

5% 

50-500 More than 500 

-11% 

27% 

(and outlying suburbs) 

67% 

53% 

Total 

101% 

99% 
.----~-------~.------------.-------.--~.-,.---

ClChi square between aggressors and comparison groupe,is significant at p < .05. 

'. 
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subculture live in a sma1le~ city, say, Kingston, aggressors come from Kingston. 

The values and attitudes leading to prison sexual aggression reside where the 

subculture resides. 

Record of Violent Behavior 

Aggressor uses ~f force in the past supports the hypothesis (Tables 9.7 and 

9.8), but the issue is clouded by the fact that the random group also exhibits 

conside=able evidence of past violent behavior. We find almost the same per-

centeges of' force accompanying the cO!ll1Ilitment offenses and prior convictions in 

the agg:::-esscr group as in the random group. funcng the variableS we have listed 

fer viole~t behavior) the only significant difference occurs in the record of 

~iole!lt ciscip:inary infractions (Table 9.9): aggressors have accumulated an 

ayerege of 'five 'ti:::es 1:lo=e "tickets" for fighting than did the comparison group. 

{1lhile p"ess·..::ers fo;,:gh't ::cre in prison than did assaulters, assaul ters still 

fc~;!g;h-t :"er J:zcre t::.e:r. ::ien i!1 the ra...l1dom group}. The prevalence of force used 

aga:ir.s-: ~;e!"sc!:s 8:"'lCr.g a,g~esscrs r crimes places them squarely in the subculture 

only +::'7' 1=!"is<:.r. ~iz::!:';::!r.a,ry infractions; but the difference on this variable -is 

that aggressors have more 

otter :;::,risoners, eyen other violent offenders. 
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Cf . 7 • FORCE OR THREAT ACCQt>1P ANYING CmifMITMENT OFFEH8E OF AGGP.EGCOR8, 

COMPARISON GROUP, AIID TOTAL POPULATIOlf OF ATTICA A11D COXSACKIE. 

Aggressors (N=45) 

Comparison Group (N=83) 

Total Population of Attica 

and Coxsackie (N=ll36) 

Force or Threat 
used with Crime 

84% 

77% 

73% 

l;o Force or 
Threat with 

16% 

23% 

21% 

Total 

100% 

100% 

lOO~ 



t
eo 
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Table 9.8. Force or threat of force used in prior conviction offenses by aggressors and 

members of the comparison group. 

Force or Threat No Force or Threat Total 

Aggressors (H=29) 69% 31% 100% 

Comparison Group (N=67) 62% 38% 100% 

-----------------"-----_. _ ... _- .. ---~ ..... ........-,. ......... ....... ---~~~.~-----.-------~--.-------------------
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TA.ble q. ~7 DISCIPLINARY INFRACTIOnO OF AGGRESSOR GROUP CONPARED TO nAIfr0tf. NO:l
AGGRESSOR GROUP 

Aggressor 

Comparison 

aSignificant at .01 

bSignific811t at .01 

"1ean Number of 
Disciplinary Infractions 

12.97 (N=36) 

5.48 (N=79) 

113 

Mean Number of 'Holent 
Disciplinar,{ rnf~cct.ior.. 

113 
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~. 10. Commitment Offenses of Aggressors and Comparison Group 

Reason for 

Commitment .Q.omJ1~i§.Q.Il.JJ.l:Q.1JJL 
N Percent N Percent 

Robbery 21 47% 33 38% 

Rape and Forcible Sodomy . 11 24% 8 9% 

Burglary 6 13% 11 13% 

Homicide 3 7% 13 15% 

Assault 3 7"' JO 4 6% 

1 2% 0 

0 7 8% 

Non-violent sex offense 0 6 7% 

Other 0 4 4% 

Total 145 100% 86 100% 

Chi square between aggressors and comparison group rd.gnificant (l.t p < .05. 
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While these robberies are vicious,they are juvenile in intent and in 

execution. They are the petty preying behavior of unsophisticated youths, t~~

ing advantage of the opportunities and vuln'erabilities around them. They are 

simple, direct crimes calling for little skill, and generally occur in or near 

the areas where the offenders live. The robberies are serious because force is 

used but the potential gains seem pitifully small. Similar to the sexual inci

dents we have examined where aggressors use physical force or threats, the usual 

pattern of these robberies is for an aggressor to attempt to gai.n what he wants 

by causing the victim to fear for his safety or even for his life. For example: 

CA-28: Two weeks after release, robbed man at knifepoint of 

wristwatch, jacket, Rloves, and sneakers in apartment buildinp, 

hallway. 

CA-IO: Robbed man - alleyway - armed with gun and knife. 

CA-II: Robbed proprietor of newstand - night-armed with knife. 

CA-20: Robbed cab driver-taxi-parking lot-night-armed with knife. 

Looking at these robberies, it . _ - seems the aggressors try 

to begin encounter)with the odds heavily in their favor. Indeed, the way 

some of these crimes are executed makes one wonder how they can be seen as demon

strations of "toughness" or "masculinity,," as subcultural norms are presumed to 

interpret them. Aggressors generally chose victims far weaker than themselves, 

and they are frequently accompanied by accomplices. jhey often confront 

their victims with weapons. While this sort of behavior may be effective exploi

tation, it seems to demonstrate little daring and courage. The way aggressors 

select victims in the street, hewever, clearly parallels the way they select 
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weaker inmates in prison. For example: 

CA-l: In 1970 he and :five others robbed a woman of' a pocketbook 

and kicked her downstairs. In 1971,accompanied by an accomplice, 

robbed a young boy on the BUJ:lWay: "stomped on hi s feet, ruffled 

his har, and punched him about the fac~, fracturing his nose and 

causing hi s hospitalization." 

CA-15: Snatched purses, Robbed elderly woman of P9cketbook 

during course of burglary. 

CA-9; With two accomplices, forcibly entered apartment - day -

assaulted and robbed elderly female occupant. He and accomplice, 

at gunpoint, robbed a woman of her pocketbook. 

CA··27: While on work release, stabbed and robbed woman - subway -

night - with knife. Came up behind and put his hand over her 

mouth, Took her wallet "in a very hostile and aggressive manner." 

The subcultural interpretation of sex aggression views sexual exploitation 

as only one part of a general pattern of violence. In order for this theory 

to apply to our data, we must find aggressors who have ~arried out acts in the 

PSLst indicating violent dispositions. The crimes we haye been describing meet 

this description and substantiate the hypothesis. Not only are the crimes 

generally similar to each ether, but in specific details they suggest a carry 

over of former criminal behavior into prison life. We see this clearly, for 

example, in the w~y some aggressors chose weak victims. Prison sexual incidents 

& 
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also resemble aggressor's criminal incidents in the immediate, physical con

tact the aggressors have with their victims. Most of us, in the middle-class 

world, have inhibitions against using "nat¥1"al" weapons such as teeth, arms and 

hand.s. While we may operate sophisticated weaponry, we recoil at the thought 

of holding knives to "lihe throats of other men. Aggressors, on the other hand, 

seem to lack such inhibitions. Some robberies thus feature the same kind of 

direct physical force we see in the ])rison "gorilla" sexual approaches: 

CA-19: Attempted to rob grocery store - day. Grabbed both of 

the proprietors about the shoulders and neck and told them to 

give up their money. 

AA-9: Killed victim by strangulation and stole cash. 

CA-33: Assaulted and robbed another student while in 

High School. Student was severely beaten and hospitalized as 

a result. 

Another substantial category of aggressor commitment offenses is for rape 

and forcible sodomy, though this percentage is inflated by sampling error. If 

we remove the aggressors convicted of first degree sodomy committed while they 

were prisoners, we reduce the percentage of aggressors who have committed rape 

to 16 percent, which is about the same percentage as the proportion of rape con

victions in the random sample. Such ~ape of women follows patterns we would 

expect to find among members of the subculture of violence, and has on the face 

of it little to do with sexual disorders. For example, the sample contains 

several cases of gang rape by adolescents. Amir saes this type of rape as the 

purest example of subcultural sex aggresaion: it is motivated by peer processes 
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as much as by individual needs. If is a reflection of a peer dominated 

society. Moreover, such events may be part of the cultural tradition of the 

group. For example: 

CA-31: Gang rape of 16 year old girl - night - armed vi th knife. 

CA-16: Accused of acting vith 2 others to rape a 14 year old 

girl in a clubhouse at night and also assaulted and threatened 

complainant with a vhip in an effort to compel her not tQ testify 

against them. 

Burgess and Holmstrom call another type of rape committed by aggressors the 
10 

"impulse rape." Such rape generally accompanies another crime such as burglary, 

where the rapists take advantage of the control they have gained over victims in 

the course of their crime. Impulse rapists fit best into a subcultural inter-

pretation because this theory predicts rapists will have engaged in a wide range 

of activities employing violence to achieve goals. The fol1oving are examples 

of impulse rapists in our aggressor files: 

AA-l: Entered apartment and attacked woman - night. Attempted 

to rape under threat of kni ve •••• choked her and caused her to 

fall downstairs. 

AA-ll: Armed with knife stole travelers checks and cash from 

voman and forced her to submit to sexual contact - day. 

AA-14: As saul ted, robbed and raped and committed anal sodomy 

on woman, armed with knife. 

"'" 
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~1tree aggressors in our sample.were doing time for raping adult or adoles-. 

males on the street. In prison they simp~.y continued their pre-prison 

career. While these men are few in numbe;-, the crime they are convicted of is 

rare. We would not expect to find three such offenders in any other group of 45 ilUl18.tes. 

The existence of the category shows that there may be some connection between 

male sex aggression in prison and homosexual rape in the street. These men, un-

like most aggressors, are sexual deviates, though they still came from the sub-

culture of violence. Their backgrollld enabled them to employ force in the ser-

vice of their deviant sexual needs. Here is an example of such a career: 

AA-7: 1962 - armed with knife stole a wristwatch and 25¢ from 14 

year old. 

1965 - armed with knife, forcibly engaged in acts of anal 

and oral sodomy vl'i th 16 year old boy. 

1972 - assaulted young man with his fists and a cane, threat

ened him with a pistol, stole $37, and forcibly at

tempted to connuit an act of sexUJ.l.l intercourse. 

1973 - beat boy, 13 years of age, demanded he remove his 

clothing, and attempted to perpetrate an act of 

deviant sexual intercourse on him. 

Social and Economic Class 

Data on education and occupation are summarized (Tables 9.11 and 9.12). 

Looking at the table on education, we see that only a small number of aggressors 

finished high school, and 37 percent only went as far as the eighth grade. 
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TABLE '1-1/ Pre-Prison Education "OF AGGRESSORS, COJ.U'ARIGON GROUP AIID TOTAL POPL'LATIONS 

OF ATTICA AND COXSACKIE. 

Aggressors (N=43) . 

Comparison Group (N=82) 

Total Populations of 

Attica and Coxsackie(N= 1900) 

High School 
Graduate or 
Higher 

5% 

16% 

22% 

Gome 
Higb School 

58% 

52% 

47% 

Elementary 
Only 

37% 

30% 

30% 

Special 
Classes 

o 

1% 

1% 

Total 

100% 

99% 

100% 
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a 
Table 9.12: Pre-Prison Occupation of Aggressors and Comparison Group 

Clerical,Ski11ed, Laborers No Occupation Total 

and Semi-skilled or Student 

Aggressors (N=1~4) 14% 5% 82% 100% 

Comparison group (N=82) 27% 21%. 52% 100% 

a 
Chi square significant at p< .05. 
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Our aggressors' failure at. education places them in a position meeting the 

requirements of the subcultural hypothesis) which calls for. violent men to lack 

I 1/ 
'legitimate or "symbolic" expressions of maGculinity. However, since loy edu-

cational levels are more generally associated with offenders) aggressors differ 
t 

only slightly from the comparison group. Aggressors are part of a popula'tion 

of men with low educational levels; failure at school may help to explain their 

behavior but the factor must be seen operating along with other variables. 

The table on occupation does show significant differences between'the aggres-

sor and comparison group. Host aggressors nre in the "no occupation or student" 

category. As in Amir's study, most of our aegressors depended on their families 

for support. They are young and jobless, have no work experiecce, get by on 

thieve17 or meager handouts from ~elfare mothers, and thus share social 

economic conditions that are corrunon to most violent offenders in our society. 

Family Background 

The data on family background support the' subcultural hypothesis (Tables 

9.13 and 9.14). Most aggressors came from broken fanilies ~~d from families 

head~d by women, as predicted by the GOt1.pulsi ve masc'ulini ty hypothesis. A high-

er 'percentage of aggressors than of men in the comparison group come from broken 

families and from families headed by yomen. As v.e explained earlier, however, 

the sex assaulters an,d sex pressurers differed on this variable. Pressurers 

were closer in . family background to the comparison group while 

assau.1.ters fall in the d:t.rection predicted by the hypothesis. Almost no assault-, 

era COlae from intact homes or homes with a consistent father figure. 1-le cannot 

make much of these differences, however, because our sample sizes are to small .. 

----~--------------~----~ 
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TABLE CJ·}3. :'M,:'[LY 3AGKC-:nOill1D 0'" jilir;"RfSSORr- .112m 

" 

Agp;ressors (r~=45) 

'Assaulters (N=19) 

Pressurers (N=28) 

Comparison Group (N~79) 
'-

('t""\' r;:o" T"'\ ';~()"?t,"': oJ""' .. __ .. ""1..r ...... ~~ _i GRlJlTP • 

Broken F8r.'ily 
Durinf Childhoo~ 

80;' 

88% 

75% 

66% 

Intact F8Jl1ily 
During Childhood 

20% 

12% 

25% 

34% 

Chi square between aggressors and comparison group not significant, Phl= .16. 
". 

:c:a._ 

lCO;, 

100% 

100% 

100% 

1 
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Table 9.14: Family Structure of Aggressors and Comparison Group 

Aggressors (N=44) 

Comparison Group (N=85) 

t. _ 11! = 

Woman head of household 

during part of childhood 

71% 

61% 

-----,-------------------
Father figure present Total 

in home during entire 

childhood 

29% 

39% 

100% 

100% 
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Prior Commitments and Length of Sentence 

Institutional history and sentence length may not bear on the subcultural 

hypothesis, but they relate to other explanations for sex aggression. Irwin, 

for example, calls aggressors "state raIsed youths. 11 These are youths who have 

spent periods of adolescence in reform schools, where their sexual outlook becomes 

aggressive and predatory~ and where males become acceptable sex objects. Kinsey, 

Ward, and Lindner also mention the possibility of training school experience 

stamping the sexual values of a.ggressi ve youths. As we see by Table "f .15G.. J signi-

ficantly more aggressors than men in the comparison group have spent time in . 
" 

juvenile institutions. W'nile the few whites in our sample must make us cautious 

in gene~alizing, it is of interest to note that four out of six white aggressors 

experienced juvenile commitment , as compared to 20 out of 49 blacks. 'fhis 

finding tends to confirm our statement that whites often become socialized to 

the ways of aggressors in training schools, where they are in contact with 

subcultural peers (see Table 9.15 B). This may be slight evid,ence that the train-

I 
ing schools affect future sexual behavior, but we also must take into consideration 

the probability of boys being sent to training schools because they are more 

generally aggressive than other boys. 

Another explanation for aggressors in prison sees them as long-timers. Our 

data clearly disprove this motion. While most New York State prison sentences 

are "long," more aggressors are serving shorter sentences (four years or less) 

than inmates in the comparison group. Fe1f aggressors serve life. (Tables 9 .16 

and 'J .17). Because these inmates are young, because their crimes are petty 

(though violent), aggressors avoid types of sentences given to older, more sophisti.-

cated recidivists. About the same percentage of aggressors as men in the compari-

son group have served prp.violls adult prison sentences (Table 9.18),but half of 

all aggressors never stepped inside an adult prison until entering it 011 the 

sentence beinp; served while they were sexually agff,rC6si ve. 'J1he Hnew Jack" can 

be a. "booty bandit" to the srune extent 116 the experienced convict. 



TABLE 'I. IS A JUVENILE COltlMITMEUT OF AGGRESSORS AND COMPARISON GROUP. 

Comparison Group{N=84) 

Juveniie 
Commitment 

53% 

29% 

Ho Juvenile 
Commitment 

47% 

71% 

,301 

Total 

100% 

100% 

Chi square betveen aggressors and comparison group significant at p( .001. 

I 
I 



~ 
(Y'J Table 9.15" B. Juvenile Commitment o-f Aggressor and Comparison Groups by Race 

a b 

White ..1l.l a.ck/Latin 

Juvenile Juvenile 
CoImrl tment ~ Commitment None 

Aggressor 4 2 20 19 

Comparison 9 21 15 39 

a 
Phi ::: .28 

b 
Phi &:% .24 
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TABLE ~.f b. r>!AXI?v'lJ14 SENTENCE Pi YEP.RS OF AGGRESSORS , COMPARISO~I GROl.T Mm 

AL POPULATION OF COX2 ACKIE PllD ATTI CA. 

4 or 1ess 5-10 11-20 20 to life 
Total 

Aggressors (N=43) 66% 22% 7% 10% 100% 

Comparison Group 44% 
(1T=84) 

29% 13% 14% 100% 

Total Population 
(1=1550) 4>,% 26% Sf% 16% 100% 

---.- -----

& 5£ s= 
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TABLE Cf ·17. LIFE SEHTENCE OF AGGRESSORS, COMPARISON GROUP AND TOTAL POPULATIO;I. 

Life Sentence Ho Life Sentence 
Total 

Aggressors (u=43 ) 5% 95% 100% 

Comparison Group (N=86) 6% 94% 100% 
i 

Total, Population of 
(N=iB97) 8% 92;: 100% Attica and Coxsackie 
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TABLE q,!'o . PRIOR ADULT CRIMINAL Cm~lITMENT (at '~ime of data collection) OF 

AGGRESSORS, COMPARISON GROUP A..T'W TOTAL. POPULA'l'ION. 

A~gressors (N=45) 

Co~parison Grouo(N=86) 

Total Population (U= 189'f) 

') 

\ 

\ 

-

Prior Adult 
Commitment 

53% 

56% 

55% 

no Prior Adult 
Commitment 

44% 

Total 

lOO;~ 

100% 

100;' 
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Do the -Background Characteristics Support the Hypotheses? 

When ~e look at aggressors alone, without comparing them to the random 

group, the data support the subcultural interpretation of sexual aggression. 

In all variables that help to support the hypothesis, relatively high per

centages exist. Our certainty weakens, however, when we compare aggressors 

to the random group. We find significant associations that relate to the hypo

theses for age, ethnicity, hometown population, commitment county, violent dis

ciplinary infractions, juvenile commitments , and occupation. Other variables 

show only slight percentage differences. 

The similarity of sexual aggressors to other prisoners with violent con

victions weakens the strength of our conclusions. With such reservations, 

our data help to explain aggressors' behavior by reference to their 

characteristics. Young men entering prison with well-established 

patterns of forceful exploitation, propelled by social factors believed to 

govern violent behavior, sharing norms and val~es common to their subcultural 

peer group, pressure targets in prison in the same manner they have pressured others 

in the street. They continue cultural expressions learned in their communities. 

What our analysis fails to explain is why certain prisCiners with given 

background characteristics become aggressors. In other words, while we estab

lish some necessary conditions for prison sex1.~a1 ap;p;ressors, we can say little 

about sufficient conditions - factors that in all cases lea.d to sexual ap;res

sion. Based on the data we have presented, we have little power to predict who 

will become an aggressor (U nless '\ole consider young black males with an out

of~prison record of homosexual violence, who only account for a small part of 

sample). To obtain a more differential picture requires us to look more 

closely at aggressors/behavior and attitudes. Wnile our intervi~~s 

di· 
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not allow us a systematic inquiry, they help us to explore this area. 

!;rP<?logy of Aggressor~proaches 

From targets' descriptions we can derive a tentative typology of aggressor 

approaches, which classifies the modus operandi used.by the aggressors in each 
;!.J..,,::, 

incident as he approaches his victim ( Table 9.19 gives the frequency of each approach). 

The category is made up of tactics that rely exclusively on force or threats. 

"Gorillas," also knovn as IIbooty bandits," "asshole bandits," or simply flbandits," 

are prisoners who pounce on other men and attempt to forcibly sodomize them. In 

this category, attempts to seduce or proposition are absent, although the Gorilla 

may take care to set his target up to trick him to go where he can be attacked: 

Au-4: I went to rec and this guy says $ "Hey, .Man, ,a friend of mine 

wants to talk to you. II 

So I didn't think nothing of it. I looked around and I didn't 

see nobody else so I just said, "Okay.: You know, I was kind of 

dumb to even go for it. 

So then he said, "Sneak through the door and go around. He is 

on the other side, waiting for you. He wants to talk to you - he 

has found something out for you. II 

I~was trying to find out a way to get some smoke in. I 

figured I knew what he was talking about. So I got to the door 

and two dudes jumped out of back of the door and one of them took 

and put his arm around my chest and put a knife up to me - a shank -
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Table 9.19: Classification of Aggressor Approaches in Incidents 

Approach 

Gorilla approach: force or threat only 

tactic 

Player approach: force or threat accompanied 

by verbal propositions~ 

Propsitioning approach: verbal propositions 

only 

total 

-.. 

Frequency 

48 

40 

48 

136 

Percent 

35% 

29% 

35% 

99% 

I_~;C' __ _ 
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a big long shank. And there was three dudes down the other end 

and there was a dude standing by the cell door - all black - all 

six of them. It was all set up. They threw me into the cell and 

ripped my clothes off of me and everyone of them took me off. 

* * * * * 
CR-28: I was cleaning the shower and this big black guy came in 

and grabbed me by the throat and said, "I want some of your ass, 

and if you don It give it to me I am going to kill you. II 

* * * '* * 
c2~43: When I was talking to a dude, a colored dude came up be-

hind me and yanked me al1d got me into a hold. lIe took me and 

dragged me down to another dude's cell and the ~uy was reachinp, 

his hand out and feeling my ass and stuff, I couldn't move. 

Player Approach 

The Player approach combines force and 'threats with verbal tactics. Like 

the pimp on the street, 'the player prides himself on his abiH:ty- to get when he 

wants through smooth talking, but threats or physical force always wait in the 

backgroIDld.They stand ready to supplement the rap •. In the words of a prison 

player: 

C2-51: So you rID} up on the dude and say, "Well, yeah, I Just 

heard from so and so that you gave'it up on Rikers IsllUld, Man." 

"What you talking about, r-ran? 11 

"I heard you did this." 

"What you think I am?" 

__ ~~,a.""~~"""""~ea=uw~~~.~~===-==== __ a __________________________ ------------------
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"Come 'on, Man, come and be my kid." 

He say, "No, t-fan." 

So you make your voice softer and lower and. you say, "I will 

make sure nobody messes with you. Nobody- gonna mess with you. 

Coro'on, Man, dudes around here tell me you been taking dicks up 

your ass, Man. I will make sure nobody mess with you. You be 

my kid, i:f you need anything, sure, Mall', just ask for it. I! And 

you start with that pimp line, shooting s~eet melodies under his 

belt, "Oh, Man, you are a pretty thing. I! 

But, like, when you go up on a person and ask him if he ~as 

a squeeze in a certain place and he tries to deny it - then you 

bring a tool along and· you say, "Com' on, Man, if you deny it I am 

going to beat the shit out of you." Then you put a little fear 

into them. 

The player strives to equal the big city pimp. He imitates an ideal type, 

a paradigm residing in the cultuxe :from which he derives. Just as gorillas re

semble the aggressors who rob citizens in the street, the style of the player 

resembles the way pimps are supposed to operate. Both the gorilla and the 

player thus illustrate the continuity between prison sexual ag~ression and 

normative subcultural styles prevalent on the street. 

Like the pimp, who works at "turning out" 'Women into money making whores" 

the player spends much of his time trying to convince targets to be his "kid. 1I 

Life centers around this hustle. 

As we know from our study, most targets of players are straight. Yet the 

playeris ideal mate is a prison queen. Among the aggressor peer group, 

----------------~~------'-------~--- --- --
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onquering a queen gives status. Me" trying to conquer queens, like running 

games on naive white targets, gives f~dventure and purpose to life. A black 

inmate from New York City describes players as follows: 

CR-l4: These dudes rend these Iceberg Slim books and walk around 

and put themselves on a pedestal and say they know this and that 

about pimping. As far as the homosexuals go, they like to be play

ing and be up to no good. So all they do is taL\ about the jail

house bitches in the yard. 

When players pursue targets ';ho are not queens, they often put a female 

label on the man who j.nterests them. In previous chapters we have seen how 

this approach upsets l..!'!c ~"U"P:E'ts themselves, who know themselves to be hetero

exual. For the player to operate his game, however, he must "feminize" his 

ject of interest. We must remember that in prison, queens are considered 

women, not men. As a consequence, the prisoner who dominates a queen is seen as 

a "man." Players live according to norms that place men who play female roles 

in submissive positions. One of the aims of players is to place nei ve new 

prisoners in such positions, i.e., to IIturn them out." The happy conclusion, 

as the player sees it, is for the target to become a "girl" under his domina

tion, a receptacle for his penis and a female companion to accentuate his mascu

linity. 

The pimp ideal calls for success to come through virtuoso displays of in

telligent and self-confident talk. In prison, however, this ideal approach 

0ften breaks down. Players are used to violence (as we see by their crimes\~~d 

fall back on force and threats when their rap gets nowhere. The player Cf.·~e-

thus includes a mixture of verbal persuasion and threats backed by 'J:"hysice.l 
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As an aggressor pe~r tells us: 

AR-2l: One guy will se.y, lIWell, I'm a pimp on the streets, I can 

rap ~chis out of this gUy and i can do this and that." And he'll 

try to force them on the side, which doesn't require any frantic 

game from anybody. And once the guy gives in, then he runs back 

and says ~ "Yeah, I used all this, I was into Freud and this and 

that." 

< Proposi tioning A"kE..~ 

About a third o~ the aggressors' approaches are requests for sex' No 

threats or use of force are present. Some of these approaches may be made by 

gorillas and players who fear authorities or who mean to move in later with 

force or threats. Other approaches, however, may aim at consensual homosexual-

ty: men may be approached politely for sex and perceive themselves to be threat-

ened. Aggressors are here created by target reactions. Despite this possibility, 

the propositioning category is still an important one, for men using this ap-

proach are often aggressively seeking a relationship where they will be men and 

the target will be women. The absence of blatant threats or force can still 

leave the approach a very threatening one: 

P~-2: He got started in the E Block. And he said that somebody 

had told him my name. And then, anywhere I went, he would go. And 

he said, II! 'm just curious. 1'm just watching." And he said, "If 

I ~ind out that you are homosexual then I'm going to hurt you for "" 

" lying. And the dude told me once, IIHey, you're not gay, right? 1r 

.~ 

" 
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I find out that you are then I'm going to kill you for not 

participating with me." So now he just watches me. He in

quires about vhat I'm doing. ,And I tell him it's none of 

his business. And he sends me crazy letters. 

* * * * * 
c2-6: The first night that I was there two tie~boys came down 

to my cell and said that the practice while you were in prison 

was to go with a homosexual, do things for other people and 

then other people would do things back for you. And I told 

him that I couldn't be part of the system. So he said, It You 're 

in trouble now. II 

It is difficult to generalize about the motives and intentions of men 

arrying out propositioning approaches. The category contains a mixture of men 

~d, like the other categories, classifies bits of behavior rather than people. 

Certainly, some men who carry out propositioning approaches are benign per

sons looking desperately for warmth and sexual stimulation. But even such 

men, when obsessed ,may be traumatizing. 

Group Process in Sexual Aggression 

Working together in about half of all the incidents, groups of aggressors 

are most common in gorilla attacks and in forceful player approaches. Aggres

sor s' friends look out for guards, set up targets, or hold down victims. Act

ing to please peers, 'caught up in the excitement of a common adventure, sexual 

aggressors can be explained in part by group psychology. Examining aggressors' 
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crimes reinforces this view, for in the street, as in prison, aggressors often 

carried out violent exploitation in groups. 

Amir believes group rape helps to place sex aggression in the subculture 

of violence. In Amir's study about the same percentage of victims [43 percent] 

met multiple aggressors as did targets in our study [44%]. 

Only some prisoners, of course, join sex gangs; most avoid them. For some 

inmates wanting to be accepted by their group, participation in sex aggression 

may be required, just as in the street, ~-~g-taking, gane-fighting, or stealing 

may be expected. Differential responses to group processes can help to explain 

why only certain men with the background characteristics required by the sub

cultural hypothesis become aggressors. 

:The plaVSibility of this interpretation is increased by the way prisoners 

our random survey/who are members of the aggressors' culture, describe peer 

processes leading to sex aggression: 

AR-12: And then you have got the type of dude, he don't do nothing -

work every day - maybe don't participate in no sports - don't do 

nothing. The dude may come up to him and say, "Come on, Man, let IS 

drink some wine. \1 

He ,/ill say, "No, I don't drink," 

"Come on, let's smoke weed." 

"I don't smoke weed. 1I 

.And the next thing you kno"W' they will say, "He is a square -

don't fuck 'With him. He is a chump. He don't come down with us." 

And then you have got another type of dude that vants to be 

~- ------------------------------------------~. 

I 
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down with everything. He want s to hang out. He wants to be the 

showboat. He wants to then be the pretty boy of the crowd. He 

wants to be everything. So he is automatically accepted. He can 

play any role. He can play the role of the bandit and be accepted. 

'* * * * * 
AR-6; It is like a gang thing. If one guy sees a hornie, -

"Hey, so and 50 and so," - well, see, already he just coromi ts him

self right there because from that point on he is going to go right 

into that road where his friends is at. 

* '* * * * 
AR-5: Let's say that you have a bunch of friends and they get 

to talking about it was good and the person that they had the sex 

with. And if they are constantly talking about this, you don't 

have anything in common if you haven't done it. So what do you do -

you do it. So that you can have something to relate with. 

Within the community of prisoners, gorillas and rough players live somewhat 

apart. They are feared by targets and scorned by ethical prisoners, but they 

also repel men who want to stay out of trouble. To the same degree that prison 

secIlrity protects weak inmates by controlling sexual aggressors, they are also 

protected by the fact that men are concerned about getting out, keeping good 

time, getting parole, and thus avoid joining aggressor cliques. Most prison

ers we interviewed put down aggressors who use force, describing them as devi

ants and £ringe members of society. It is only the immediate members of the 

!C'l!!~ .... _ 
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gorilla gangs who provide a supportive group climate for the behavior: 

AR-12: The first thing you probably hea.r is, "Stay away from him. 

He is a bandit." This follows the person any place he goes. Any 

institution he go to there is always going to be someone that knows him 
. 

from another institution, you know, and everytime you walk out in 

the yard or something, someone is going to point at him and say, 

"See, that guy there - stay away :from him and watch him - he is a 

bandit. II 

Less physically abusive aggressors may be accepted by other inmate.s. The 

player who wins a target through intelligent rap may be admired for his re-

semblance to the successful pimp. Still other aggressors may not be seen as ag-

gressors by anyone but their targets. These men are not put down by others be-

cause they are seen as respectable and ethical men who cope with long-term sex 

deprivatIon by seeking consensual affairs. A long-timer tells us: 

AR-12: Just because you are locked up, that doesn't mean you 

haven't got no morals. But like the fellows in the institution, 

they don't frown upon it. The only way they frown upon the dude 

is if the dude that takes them off really rough them up. Like a 

young kid might come in and he just go and beat him up) and take 

something from him. Then everybody frowns upon that. 

A Group Ra~ 

1~e following narrative by a particip~nt brings out group themes 
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sex aggression. 1be incident takes place on the adolescent side of an urban 

jail. The aggressors are urban blacks, who are convicted prisoners serving 

sentences. The victim in an American Indian: 

AR-12: Say, like/one time, a couple of guys wanted to rip a kid 

off, and both of them was smaller than I was. They could see that 

I wa.s down vi th that crowd so they just used me and they said, "Well, 

we are going to go into the guy's cell and you just corne in there 

wi th us. II ••• It was just a spur of the moment thing, we was all 

just like children. He riever really planned anything. We might 

be sitting around and talking. Like the idea would hit one of us 

and we would say it to the rest. Then everybody would go along 

and that is what we did ••. 

Well, see wha.t you have is a long gallery and now the officer 

sits at the end of the gallery at a desk. It is behind a wall. 

If he happens to have to get up and look around the gallery, he can 

see what is going on. But the officer, he donlt care. He is an 

old guy and he is reading his books and paper and what not. He was 

at his desk, just sitting there, and me, Bill, and another friend 

of mine go into the empty cell - like, all the cells are open. 

This is about mid-day. And Audie stands out since he is the 

smallest. He stands out there in front of the cell and he cal1s 

the guy. And so the guy comes down to see what he wants. This 

other dude· and I snatch the dude right into the cell and then they 

start telling him to undress. He sees me there and, like, you know, 

-'-~"""&a.e_.u=~~~=--==~ __ ~ ___________ . ____________________________ __ 
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he can get scared, right? And I am not saying nothing to him, 

I am trying to put myself in the position, like - if he decides 

to go to the police and tell ~hem what is happening, if he tells 

the truth, he can't say that I did anything to him, threatened 

him or what have you. As long as I don't say anything to him, 

and I don I t put my hands on him ••• So the guy sees me there and 

so he starts getting scared. What they did was use my presence 

to get what they wanted from the kid. Getting directly involved, 

I don't think that I could hancll.e 5 or 6 years for somethine 

like that ••• 

He just ~dressed. I guess that he feared that he would get 

beat up for not having sex with another man. k~d so after they 

have sex with him they unlock the cell. He didn't tell. He 

just tried to stay away from everybody as much as possible. And 

he left and he camp back Wld he didn't stay very lonp;, only about 

two days because when he came back the second time his mother died 

or something and he had to go to a funeral so he went out and 

didn't come back •.•• 

He was only 17, right, but like he seemed to me to be a lot 

younger than that. He acted a lot younger than that. He was quite 

naive and it seemed like it might have been his first time to come 

into jail. And he didn't know anything about how to do this and 

how to do that. He was just what I call him, a kid. Not tha.t I 

was that old at the time, but I matured a lot quicker than a lot 

.1 
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of dudes my age, and I was ahead of these dudes. I would suspect 

that he didn't bring it on himself - but he was more physically 

attractive than anyone else w?uld appear at that time, because, 

like, it takes something to motivate that type of action, you know, 

and the 'fay a dude looks has a lot to do with it. If you come in 

and yau look like a girl, well, sure, they are ~oing to want to 

have something to do with you. 

He was a kid, but, like, he wasn't small by any means. He 

was mild like and he was heavy but he wasn't built strongly. He 

was tall and kind of heavy but you could look at him and ~ell that 

he was soft because a lot of times we would be aut playing basket

ball and quite a feT
,. t1.mes he played with me and I told him, "Look, 

don 't let the man just shoot the ball like that. 11 And the guy 

would just rlm right over him - just like that - and he was just 

weak. 

The example summarizes many of the ideas we have been discussing,' Easily 

influenced by peers, this youth looks upon an assault as a kick, a spontaneous 

adventure. Similar to the phenomenon ~~ir found with heterosexual rapists, the 

group is marked by different degrees of involvement. He even see specializa

tion, as the group members use different abilities to set the victim up and. intimi

date hik. The victim is chosen because of his perceived weakness fu~d his physi

cal attractiveness. Interestingly, the informant choses the victim's performance 

in a. basketball game to describe attributes contributing to his perceived weak

ness: The victim lets other players "run riF,ht over him." The aggressors know 
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at the victim is an easy mark because he fails their test of masculine strength, 

which is assertiveness and physical aggression. In thiR incident, aggressors 

have background characteristics, group fo~ation and a stereotypical target. 

The guard, on the gallery but inattentive, allows these factors to lead to a 

concrete event. His laxity, along vith the aggressor and target characteris

tics, e:x-plain the rape. 
" 

Aggressor Sexuality 

Male and Female Roles 

Aggressors desire women. Along with some men in the random grouu, they 

tell us that after a certain period of time they begin to view certain male 

prisoners as desitable females" The targets, they tell us, arouse ~ezl.lal 

desire. For example: 

AR-i8: Some men look feminine and l.ooks are enough alone for a man 

behind these walls to attempt to try and get him. It is a hell 

of a thing to say, but here you are another man and you are behind 

these walls and before long another man begins to look like a wo

man to you. 

* * * * * 
CA-2: We have these young ones and they have still got baby 

skin and long hair, you know, and they resemble a woman - as 

close as they can get it. 

The whites, among the younger generation, have got long 

hair, they have still got baby skin, they are soft, you know -

like woman. They resemble a woman end you just start to watch. 
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Some of them have feminine ways. You begin to watch those with 

feminine ways. They don't have homosexuality within them, but 

still they have feminine ways: You watch them just to take your 

mind off women. And there ain't nothing you can do about it. 

Seeing targets as female, aggressors conceive themselves to be male and 

heterosexual. In sexual terms, this translates into the "man lf being the active 

partner in the relationship. A sophisticated target tells us how he confronted 

an aggressor by questioning this premise: 

C2-l5: I was sitting down at a table and playing poker with this 

guy. Some guy comes up to me and taps me on the shoulder and says, 

III am going to flick you in your ass." 

So I just turned to him and I said, IIWhat are you, some kind 

of faggot?1I 

He said, "Well, if I flick you in your ass, you are the punk 

and you are the faggot and I am the man for being able to do it. II 

So I asked him if he knew the meaning of a homosexuaH II 

He said, "No." 

And so I usually have my poem book - I always carry a diction

ary - and I pulled it out and I looked up homosexual and I said 

to him, "Read that. 11 

He read it and he said, "That don't mean nothing." 

Aggressors, along vith other members of their group, view passive sexual 

'behav'ior as shameful. An associate of two aggressors thus reported that he 

* ;g :ssw::: .... 
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caused his friends to desist from trying to rape another prisoner by first 

asking~ "How would you feel if someone rolled on you and did that? You would 

feel very ashamed." He claims that he then pointed out to the aggressor, what 

might happen if the authorities caught them raping, and communicaten the fact 

to their mothers: "We don't want these people writing home and saying that you 

got caught in sexual acts, see, because it doesn I t tell who is doing who. II 

By any definition relative to self-concept, the prison sexual aggressor 

is h~~erosexual. He prefers women, and places men in female roles. The folder 

of an inmate aggressor notes: 

Counselor's Report: It Was reported that Jones had been making 

alleged homosexual advances toward another inmate employee of the 

Mess Hal1. Mr. Line referred Jones to the Mental Health Unit for 

evaluation to determine the possible need for therapy. Jones was 

subsequently administered an intelligence test and the Minnesota 

Multiphasic Personality Invent ory by Mr. Smith. Mr. Smith reported 

that although this individual's personality characteristics showed 

inmaturity, hostility, rebelliousness, poor. socialization, poor 

morals, poor standards and impulsiveness, that he could not be con

sidered a homosexual. 

Sex and Violence 

The idea that violence is an end in itself, which is mentioned in the rape 

literature, has little supporting evidence in our study. Aggressors are used to 

getting what they want through threats and physical force, and continue these 

-----"--
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patterns of exploitation in prison. From the limited data we have, it seems 

that the violence that aggressors employ in prison is ~ither instrumental (i.e., 

it is used for subduing or intimidating targets) or it is situational (comes 

from forces in the interaction between aggressor and tarp;et). Violence for 

its own s8.ke is not explicitly present, although it "may be implicit. We, 

do, of course, find aggressors using violence when 

victims resist • Aggressors who threaten victims may ~"so use violence when 

threats do not work, or when they feel snubbed or rejec·ted. 

~exua1 Deprivation 

We spoke with aggressors who told us that they pursue other men becaL~e 

of strong sexual urges. One man, for example, who sexually assaulted a fellow 

prisoner two weeks before our interview, describes how it feels for him to be 

xually deprived, and how that feeling (as he sees it) leads to agv,ressive 

episodes: 

CA-2: Like you have so much time to think about these things: 

like you lay up in your cell for this certain time, for a certain 

amount of time you get tired of reading. And you get tired of 

listening to the radio so all you do is think. You think about wo-

men all the time that you are in your cell. But when you come out 

all you see is men. So you say, IIThat is just the next best thing." 

You are not just going to push the thoughts of women out of your 

head becaus:e it is impossible. You are a man and you have got to 

\ 

think about it - about women ... It p;ets to the point where you Sl.!.y, 

"1 have .lust p,ot to I'd.ot> Ullnkinp: a[)out it." rt. li('('rnr; to buf.~ me, 
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you know. You will be thinking about it and all, you know, like 

one thing leads to another. You get a letter from your girlfriend, 

and you think about all the o~her girls. And then it starts to 

build up until your head is filled with thoughts, but all you see 

around you is men, men, men. So you just say, I have got to get •••• 

r am going to start messing with the homos. I am going to start 

messing with the queens. 

Aggressors who spoke openly about their behavior sometimes expressed guilt and 

remorse over having been driven to such length~. On the other hand, they saW a 

peremptory sex drive behind their activities, and blamed the prison and other 

external forces for creating the pressing problem which inevitably forced their 

actions: 

CA-2: Everybody, is after somebody but it all boils down to the 

same thing: They want sex - they want sex. You get to the point 

that you don't care no more and you get it from them. I feel, like, 

it is just something crazy to be attacking ano"ther man or trying 

to take his manhood from him when you wouldn't want youl'S taken from 

you. You came here as a whole - you should f',O home as a whole. 

But :tt is just something that certain people get to the point where 

they can't avoid this no more. You get to a point to where you just 

don't care no more. How can you cope with beine; sexually deprived 

for three years, for tvo, for even five years at a time'? 

***** 
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CA-19: It makes you into a sick person. It turns you into a sick 

person. Like, you are crazy over men - you want men. You go 

on the side with the men end ~hings like this. You crave over men, 

and you go in your cell and you masturbate about three or four times 

a day. And then you look at men. It really turns you into an ani

mal. When you go into prison, and then you go out with your people, 

you don't even know how to act. You even look at your mother. It 

really turns you into an animal. Sick. They should give you some

thing for you to control. i~.or somothing. 

* * "* * * 
AR-5: It is being deprived and dreaming and plotting and schem

ing: fI\o;nat 1 am Going to do when I have the opportunity." It makes 

you mean, evil, and scheming. It does terrible things to you. I 

am so cognizant of what it has done to me. It has affected me in 

more ways than I can even explain. It has taken some of the hUl'llan

istic qualities which I know I would have continued to possess if 

I had not been deprived. It has made me callous in respects. 

I can stand and watch a person being sexually assaulted and it 

wouldn't bother me a bit because I have seen so much of it. It 

wouldn't be a shock. It has done certain thinp.s to me. It has 

made me permissive in certain ways that I know T wouldn't hflve. 

It .lust. takes Fl.WHY nome thinp;s. I p:uesn it jr; IL (:onntlln1. viewlnl' 

oftlwnc ihinr;:'1 that .lur.1. tellrn uown thr horrnr or rl(:tdrlf~ it fur 
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the first time. The first time it is, II WOW , these guys are sick. 1I 

You know what I • ? run saYlng. After you have been in for awhile, you 

say, "I haven't had no sex either." 

Paradoxical as it may st:-:oike us, aggressors can thus not only ,justify their acts 

but can ar~e that they, ultimately, are the real victims. 

e· 
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Probably no aspect of our topic is treated in the literature vith more ac-

cusations and unfounded exaggerations than the role of staff. Friar and Weiss, 

for example, claim that: 

Officials find rapists particularly useful ••• authorities 

frequently encourage prison rape and very'rarely prevent 

it ••• Most prison authorities have no intention of stopping 

it ••• Can anyone deny that sexual terror is the policy of 
1 

the American prison? 

Scaeco maintains that sex aggreBs~on is a major concern to prisoners but that 

"administra.tors and staff treat it as non-existent. II Seaeco maintains that 

staff ignore inmate complaints, and support victim isolation by pretending 

that the problem does not exist. 2 

Work based on more thorough resear(n paints a le5S accusa~ory portrait, but one 

which is still in many ways dismal. Describing how juvenile targets get IImeaningless" 

advice from staff, Bartollas, ~aller, and Dinitz talk of staff advising ex-
3 

isting scapegoats not to"let anyone push you around." Barlollas, et al also 

note that staff sometimes blame targets for bringing victimization on them-
4 

selves by failing to fight aggressors. When boys bring the victimization problem up, 

refOrmatory staff often advise the boys to strike out in self-defense. Toch, in 

his study of prison breakdowns also notes organizational obstacles to effect-

ive staff intervention: traditional 

ing.men; staff concern for custody 

roles discourage officers from help-

results in neglecting subjective and 
5 

psychological consequences of management. 
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~aff Knowledge of the Problem 

staff know quite a bit about the events 'lie discuss. If we ask whether some prison 

employee knew about any given incident our targets reported) ve find that that 

knowledge was there in two out of three of the incidents. 

This, of course, does not necessarily mean that any action vas taken to help 

the target, nor does itindicate the number of incidents in which targets 

requested help. What it means is that at some point in almost two out of three cases 

a staff member found out that the incident had taken place. The number gives us an idea 

of the degree to which staff share at least some awareness of the victimization 

we discuss, however lncomplete their view may be. In more than half of these 

cases, the prisoners reported the incident to staff. In most of the other 

cases, staft observed the incident or part of it. Of course, since our 

sample includes referrals and men from protective settings, our findings on 

this point lack representativeness. But if we consider the size of our 

sample, we can safely say that targets are frequently either observed in their 

problem50r inform members of the staff about them. 

When an incident involves violence, as about half of our incidents do, 

staff are especially likely to learn about the facts because they are 

'brought out in the disciplinary process. Some prisoners, 

of course, conceal the true nature of their fights. But in 70 percent of 

our violent incidents, staff knew that the fight involved a sexual approach. 

Staff perceptions of sexual aggression parallel aome of our findings. 

N ;ez I.U ........ 112:0 
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example, staff have accurate stereotypes of the prisoner who is most 

likely to be approached for sex. A captain tells us, "any good-looking white 

boy viII be pres sUl"ed, but small, young, country boys have it the 'Worst. 11 

"'" Deputy superintendents, counselors, and of1;icers have told us the same 

thing. Their predictive indicators include both objective and subjective 

indices. The following, for example, exe excerpts 1'rom inmate files: 

Vocational Education Report: Observed as rather meek, mild 

and gullible youth that could become a "target" of the hardened 

and aggressive iIllllS.tes if not closely supervised. 

Attica Classification Evaluation Summary: His physical makeup 

could create problem!) for him in population; he is very reserved 

and young looking. 

Ellnira. summar)": It should be noted that he looks much younger 

than his chronological age and does impress as one who could 

be easily manipulated by aggressive inmates. 

Coxsackie Record: Very inmature, naive and :rural type youth. 

Will experience aome peer pressure here. 

Hov Staft Learn About ~ ~~~. 

Some information about irunate problema tlOYB to statf while they ca:rr"J' out 

the duties of their jobe. Officers on duty, just like policemen on the ntree~, 

openly observe misbehaTior. More detail is &dded, behind closed doors, n~ 

_ .. -~. -------
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custody adndnistratora interview targets and aggressors, carrying out their 

duty to investigate possible crimes or disciplinary infractions. 

Mental health issues often crop up when targets ask to be moved to 

another Job, housing block, or institution. Targets may not want to share inc1dent 
b~ . 

information with staff I may be forced into some revelations in order to 

undergird the legitimacy of transfer requests: crisis requests thus may reveal 

crisis conditions: 

Psychiatric Report: He said he is thinking quite seriously 

about getting a transfer because he is'pressured by inmates and 

tired of running. Be ju."3t feels that sooner or later he is 80 -

ing to fall victim to Bome man who is pursuing him. 

He did state that if anyone here at Attica atte~ed to 

rape him, he vould really seriously think about committing 

suiciue. States he does not vant to come to the Psychiatric 

Unit unless he is forced to come here. 

* 0 ~ ~ * 
C. O!s Report: Started throwing his bed and furniture around ••• 

says he cannot take it any longer in B-1 div ••• requests to be 

moved to C-2. 

Staff', as part of "classification," interview nevly a.rriving men. Here, fear-

ful prisoners, vorried targets, have an opportunity to open up to staff, pro-

vid1ng that the interviewer can draw out the information and that the iIlI!l.ate 

is "il1ing to talk. Classification 1a where prisoners are tested, e\~uated 
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and observed; it is one of the moat obvious occasions for men to inform staff 

about their adjustment problems. In the follcming "Ca.se Analysis" we see hoy a 
sensitive "clas:aitication analyst" learns.. a.bout a. man's problem and makes out 

a. "progrmn~1 in response to special needs related to vict:1mh:a.tion; 

Case Analysis. Elmira.: States that individuals currently con

fined at Elmira Reformatory ooth assaulted and sodomized him 

while he was at Rikers Island •••• does appear to be a victim of 

rather harrowing e]~erience, i.e., his problem while confined 

at Rikers. 

The vri ter, vi th the cooperation of the company officer and 

Service Unit at the Reformatory, checked into the matter and there 

is a possibility that his cleimR are valid. However, there ia no 

recording of the incident available. However, it veuld most 

~ikely be in nis best interest •••• that he not be transferred to 

Elmira Correctional )!ac1li ty. " 

He is a. rather pathetic type individual and talks to a. great 

extent about the tra.uma he suffered while at Rikers Island, The 

most important aspect of his future adjustment would appea:c to be 

placement in a secure situation where he would be able to' pursue 

a program •••• and where his experiences at Rikers Island could di

minish in their influence. Therefore, wha.t appears most import

ant here is placing this individual. in a situation vhere he might 

be able to participate in the P2'()grrun f'ree from his main problem , 

that of fear itself. 
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Some staff, especially officers and work supervisors, have sufficient in-

formal contact vi th prisol'!ers to hear about some of their problems. We learn-

cd that such communication occurs especially be~ween younger inmates and 

older officers who have established reput&tions for being fatherly. 

Positions of Staff Learning About Incidents 

We asked men what staff members learned about their incident~ Table 

10.1 sWl:Imf.t.rizes the responses. We see that more officers then other types of 

staff mE~ll.b~~rs learn about incidents. The next highest frequency is made up of 

the officers' supervisors, custody administrators - sergeants , lieutenants, 

captains., and superintendents (and their deputies). Clearly, the custody div-

iaion of the prison, numerically at least, is closer to the victinUzation 

problem than are other staff' members. 

Custodial officers have more daily contact with prisoners and it is their 

job to interfere in inmate disputes. As we have seen, different kinds of of'-

fidally defined misbehavior otten accompany . the target experience. This 

tends to thrmf the problem into the lap of custody administrators, who ha-.,e 

primary responsibility for enforcing the rules governing inmate discipline. 

In addition to disciplining prisoners, custody men nowadays also have the 

:mandate to help them. Thus, through the "adjustl1h...'bJlt corm:nittee;' or prison 

court, sta:ff administer assistance along with ptmishment, For example: 
~ 

Adjustment Corm:n. Report: Inmate admits otber inmates are after 

him for sex and that he owes 2 cartons of cigga. to inmates in 

DI. (Recommendation]: Change of prograM and transfer to C-2. 

C:U::::==:Z2ll!!Jsae:Cii£2hjj Lit 
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Table 10.1~ Positions of Prison Staf£ Who'Learn abeut'Incidents 

Staff Position Number 

Officer 53 

Custody Administrator (S~rgean~,Lieutenent, 38 

Captain !7'.:Deputy Superintendent 

or Superintendent) 

Counselor 

,Mental HealthSStaf£ 

l-1edical Staff 

Chaplain 

Teacher)~~ork or Recreation 
"",:-. ~ 

s'upervisor) 
: ... to- • 

Total 

24 

14 

8 

8 

8 

Percent 

26% 
I 

103% 
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The line staft, who supervise prisoners directly? prepare reports for the 

adjustment committee. Based on their observations and their understanding of 

the problem, officers send (or neglect to ~end) information that a man is a 

target. This function can be seen as part of a referral system. An officer, 

observing a discipline problem based on sex'aggression, can initiate 

a process that can culminate in a troubled man being helped. For example: 

Misbehavior Re.port: Kessler vas involved in a fight with Johnson. 

Johnson slapped Keasler in the face, The caU$e of this con

frontation is unknown to me. However, Kessler seems to be in

vol ved in a lot of disputes in C-2. He is a weak imna.te and 

is easily led by the stronger inmates. 

* * * ~ ff 

ERC Company Officer's Report: He has the constant feeling that 

other inmates are always out to get him •••• ! feel, at the trans

fer facility, Morrison ~ill need guidance and counseling, and 

possibly close supervis10n. 

Table 10.1 shows that a wide variety of program staff learn about the 

problem. Counselors and mental health professional have job duties that call 

for them to learn of and manage inmate difficulties. But we also find staff 

departing from their usual roles to become concerned about individual inmates, 

at least to the extent of putting others on notice that here is a man who 

needs specisJ, attention: 
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Physical Ed. Report: A very 'Weak and timid acting individual 

who appears to be rather fearful of his surroundings. 

Vocationaf Education Report: Mentioned he has been bothered 

by the usual type inmates that enjoy picking on and bull-

dozing this meek, defenseless type youth. 

General Education Report: Claims blacks have threatened his 

life because of his resisting attempts at sexual activity. He 

has been unable to see himself surviving in this en'Virorunent ••• 

[needs 1 situation that has sufficient support so that he could 

at least feel as non-threatened as possible. 

How Staff Understand the Problem 

Staff viev targets in two general way's: 1) from the mental health perspect-., 

ive, vhich worries about the individual's capacity to cope and 2) from the 

custody perspective, which is concerned about the physical danger a man is in. 

We have seen examples of staff in various roles reacting to the target 1 s psy-

chologica.1 condition. Crisis requests and classifica.tion interviews are 

especially likely to bring forth the targets mental condition. Staff/ observing 

a man's severe reactions to fear/otten make a. psychiatric referral, which is 

in itself an action indicating that the staff member sees the problem in mental 

heal. th teI'lll8. 
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Once a psychiatrist is brought into the picture, a formal diagnosis con-

eerning a target's rerurticn to the situation is generally made. In their diagnoses, 

psychiatrists, on learning of the target'~ fears, emphasize 

the inm.ate I s reaction to the outvard stimuli more than the stimuli i teelf. 

Consequently, the recommendations frequently include "m.edication," such as 

tranquilizers l enabling the target to cope with &"l:dety. The folloving are 
, . 

examples of psychiatrists diagnoses and recommende:tions: 

Psychiatric Report: Psychiatric episode at Elmira is, in my 

opinion, a dissociative reaction precipitated by the stress in in-

c!arceration. Only recently that his anxiety has subsided con-

(!erning other people hurting him. 

l~mo. Reception psychiatrist to superintendent: Most likely 

he seems to be a desirable person to be victilnized by the other 

ilnmates. Uneasy, tense') nervous and having trouble sleeping at 

night .•• Va.liUl!1 10 mg. is recoltl.mended. 

P5ychiatrist to superintendent: [Referred because wanted to do 

entire bit in protection]: He seems to be very much concerned 

about the other inmates that approach him to poke him in the rear 

end. This idea of other people taking advantage of him seems to 

create a great deal of anxiety as vell as tension. He says he 

cannot take it anymore ~ .•. his tension and anxiety is mounting to 

::ow: ......... "" 
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the point he feels he is going to llfiip out - go crazy - or ha.ve 

a nervous breakdown.". At times h~ gets shaky, fearful, and dlll"

ing interview, vhile ta.1king about it, he is almost on the verge 

of tearfulness. His eyes get red ••••• 

Although his reality tenting stili remains intact, hovever, 

over eJ..l his defense mechanism becomes very blun-y and tenuous II 

He is not fulJ..y 'Psychotle a.t this tiMe. However, he is a prob

lem 7 requires constant auperrlBion and support. Recommendation

Berex, 30 mg. TID - Reasonable support - supervision and obser

vation. 

While the mental health viev lookS to:men who are troubled, the custody 

view handles men vho are in trouble. In relation to t8.l"get violence, tor 

e~ample, staff sometimes overlook or encourage fighting when it serves in

mate self-defense. Another manifestation of the Ct~tody perspective is the 

concern for guilt and innocence that .is contained in the custody view of 

sex aggression. Important questions are: Did the prisoner invite the sex-

ual approach? Have the aggressors committed a legally definable crime? 

A concern for physical safety marks the custody" approach4 Is the man in 

danger? Ii' so, 'What can be done to guard him? Whi: ,e psychiatrists apply 

medica.tion, custody' men must a.pply physical bnrriera and human' surveillance 

to manage the problem. These measures, for the most part~ 'accomplish the 

limited objective of providing a relsti vely safe environment for most men;.,; 
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Aggressora t as 'We have seen, persist in Bubtl,e behavior tha.t is posfdble even 

within the strictest discipline. But i~ aggressors go too far or become too 

'bllatant, staff' generally move in rupidly 0, 

Sta;1l't are most successful, and are most diligent, in handling the types of 

aggressi ve 8e~xu.aJ. beha.viors defined as legal crimes. In cases of a.lleged ra.pe 

that are known to sta.tf, the process begins with a thorough lIadministra.ti ve 

investigation. " From the law t.mforcement point of ,'iew, these investigations 

are handled professionally. 'l'he f'olloving lieutenant's report is a case in 

point: 

On Friday afternoon, a.t approximately 3:00 P.M., C.O. Stuart, 

Block Officer/informed me that inmate Figliani #11176, an F Block 

worker, ha.d been reportedly been having oral sexual relations with 

a number of illlllates. This 'Was reported to Stuart by another in

mate. I instruc'ced C.O. Stu.e.rt to question Figliani and let me 

know the results. 

At approximately 3:30 P.M,/~~ I vas leaving the Adjustment 

Committee, C.O.'s Dell and Stuart called me to F Block where 

they '!rere talking to Figlian~. At this time, they informed me 

that Fi~iani had told them that he had been sexually assaulted 

in C Block the previous night, November 21, 1974, at about 8:15 

P.M. He stated that he had gone to D Block for Nlgbt Rec 0, wi th I 

Block} and while therl! was throim into C Block by black inmates 

and assaulted sexually. This "liould haTE. teen appronmately 20 

hours ~fore hf~ reported this. 
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I asked him if he vas bleeding or was hurt, and he sta.ted 

tha.t he did not know. I ordered FigJ.iani placed in S.R. U. fo!' 

protection end instructed the officers to obtain any further 

information they could. 

At this time, I proceeded to my South Mess Hall assign-

ment - time was approxilt!.ately 3:40 P.M. After arriving a.t the 

South Mess Hall, I notified Lt. Hutton, Acting Captain, of tbe 

incident and my actions. I called the count desk and instructed 

the Sgt. to inform Lt. rTilliams, Tour #2 Lt., to arrange for 

Figliani to be examined medically a.s soon as possible and filled 

him in on the situation. 

AfteT tbe count, approximately 5:00 P.M., I stopped at the 

count desk and checked with Lt. Willirun.s to be sure he '\las fully 
I 

informed of the situation. He was, at this time, talking to R.N. 

Weber on the phone. Lt. Williams indicated to me that R.N. 

Weber had some questions concerning the situation and I asked him 

to let me speak to her, and I did. Because of the lapse of 

time between the alleged assault, R.N. ~leber indicated that it 

lIould not probably be usefUl to exa.nrlne the subject. But after 

fu..~her discussion, I told her 'We would send the inmate to the 

Haspi tal for an examination. I wanted it to be a matter of 

record that the inmate VaB checked medically tor further evidence 

and for treatment, if necessary. I then left duty and was off 

Saturday and Sunday. 
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When sexual assaults occurs administrators generally assume that establish

ed procedures ~ere not being followed. A door, supposed to be locked, was 

left open; an officer p supposed to be up ,and about, vas taking it excessively 

easy in his office; Prisoners, supposed to be in one place, somehow vere 

al1011ed to wander. Having enacted custody measures· designed for total control 

(and total safety), administrators blame sex assaults on failures to carry 

out these measures. Yet, officers and their supervisors carry on a constant 

guerilla action against prisoners determined to break rules. No matter how 

diligent staff may be, no matter how professional, the war continues un

relentingly. While staff control prisoners most of the time, sex assaulters, 

as ve have seen, always manage to score a fev victories. More importantly, 

much aggressor activity - unless it results in fights - barely violates in

stitutional rules. Most formal custody procedures only cover acts by 

gorillas (end possibly by some players). 

Informal, as well as formal meaS'l.lres I to control aggressors are taken. 

A captain in the youth prison, getting "wolves" names from complaining tm"gets, 

keeps a special list of these men. Their move~ents ere monitored, and some 

Jcibs and housing areas are not available to them. They become informally 

C1Msified as "maximum custody" and are treated with more attention than 

oth~r inmates. The captain himself, when he knows of aggressors being active, 

calls them j.nto his office and tells them to "lay off." This measure vorks, 

ur BO the captain tells us. 

A current trend, in both the youth and the adult prison, is to refer an 

a.ggres·sor, regardless of the level of force he has employed, to a. psychiatrist. 

==s:oocua L 



While the psychiatrist is presumably called in under the questionable assumption 

that the aggressor needs treatment for his "perversion, II such action probably 

has a deterrent effect. The psychiatrist~s report goes in the file, warning 

the aggressor that his behavior may affect both his institutional treatment 

and his release da.te. Aggl:"'eSSOTS, of course, seldotn talk openly about their 

actions. Even when faced vi th ovel"lmelming evidence, they tend to completely 

deny their guilt, and they effectively turn treatment sessions into adjudir""""""Y 

triaJ.s. 

When staff notice a man becoming a target 9 they often get other sta:ff 

vi th 'Whom the inmate 1s in contact to watch him. They m:FXY do the same for ag

gressors involved! 

---,~ 

Case Analysis: During interview at the Reception Center claims 

he has been threatened by other inmates who are trying to get 

cigarettes from him and also attempted to :force him into acts 

of sodomy. He Si YeS the names of the two worse ot':f'enders as 

12314') oocci and 11781 I Walker Q Apparently o:fficers have been 

alerted and are vet ching them. closely. 

* D * .. * 
Progress Evaluation Report: Supervi!Jing personnel report that 

inmate is B. veT'1 good worker and requires less than the average 

amount of supervision. Hoy~ver, because of his slight stature, 

it is feared that he ~ become the target of homosexual attack

er. Inmate does not have any inclinations in this direction. 
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Therefore, various supervising personnel report that they keep 

an extra eye out in order to prevent any such situation • 

.. " * ~ ~ 

Entry by Cotmselor~ Resident came to counselor complaining 

about Robert Gibson, 11684 t who had been m.aking advances to him 

in the kitchen. Counselor called mess hall. Theysaiid, Mr. 

Gibson is indeed a homosexual who tends to favor younger males .••• 

they keep an eye on him because of this. 

Another major yay in which staff help targets is by arranging for their 

safe housing. An employee may be effecti va at cutting through red tape by 

making a few calls. He can talk convincingly to the right administrators, and 

in a short time can pull' a desperate prisoner out of a dangerous setting and 

place him in a safe one. Sometimes a similar process takes place even be

fore a man is threatened. In the adult prison, authorities sometimes place 

vulnerable imna.tes in protective niches. Such a niche may be, for exp;,,;ple, 

a job in the officer's mess Or' a housing assignment offering protection from 

attack. Formerly, this process was more open. Then sta.ff cou~d isolate 

weak inma.tes in "'sissy companies." Now» however) in the ad:t.u t prison, e'f{ery 

attempt is made to lIulsk efforts to place convicts ;rho are vulnerable to sex

ual attack in special housing or job assignments. No notice of this sort 

of action ia made in the inmate's file. The inmate may not even be told of 

the I'"I!IMOn for the aSBignment. The purpose of this secrecy if! to prevent the 

vulnerable inmate from being la.beled "\Teak" by other convicts. Through this 

--- ---------~-------
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process, a diligent and sensitive staff can reduce the incidents of sexual 

a.ssault. Moreover, the identification of the vulnerable imnate, and his as

signment to a setting that offers him mor~ security than other settings, can 

reduce both violence and the use of protective segrega~ion. 

Preferably, a vulnerable convict must be identified while he is in re

ception awai tins classification. This identification is an informal decision 

and may be subject to error. We have found, for eXample, that staff often 

assume that all blacks can "1I1S.ke it If in the general population, our re

search shows that some bla.cks are just as vulnerable as vhites. The problem 

here is that deter,roination to treat a man differently because of his potential 

for victimization is based on physical cues or characteristics. Fair skin, 

youth, effeminate ways, and small size are the usual.. standards. 

Staff, especially, experienced lfne officers, have a stereotype of the "vealtll 

inmate which is most often correct, but is sometimes mistaken. 

The second problem comes from the obstacles .to providing protective 

niches to everyone who needs them. Many targets have not been aided by informal 

procedures. Either they have not been identified as needing help or there vas 

no protective setting available for them in the population. In one prison, ~or 

example, a certain job training program serves as an enclave of security for 

"'!reak" inmates. Yet, this training program has entrance requirements T-elevtmt 

to vocational rehabilitation -not to safety. !nmat~s who need the aat~ty the 

area provides may not meet the criteria for admission to it. Similarly, in the 

same prison custody concerns prevent targets who are violent offenders trom 

assignment to the "fann, If a less threatening environment than the cell blocks 

behind the valla. 



In the youth prison, we observed en institutionalized~ formal 'Way of ex-

tending arU'e housing to targets and potential targets: Close to 40 men are 

effectively separated from aggressors without limiting the. access of those safeguarded 

to regular programs. stigma. is the only liability that is associated with 

residence in Weak Company, and sta.f'f' feel that it is a lOfT price to p~ for 

protection. Block officers s :reception staff, and others refer inmates to 

Weak Company. Some inm.ates resist the move. They don 't 'Want others to 

call them "homos II and are generally .f1f'raid for their reputations. On 

the other hand,any man who vanta to get into "'eak Company i6 admitted auto

matically, once his record is checked to ~~e sure he is not an aggressor. 

If the population gets too large, another tier takes the overflo'lf't and also 

receives special care. 

We learned of various idiosyncratic approaches to the problem. In the 

adult prison, a psychiatric caseworker brought an aggressor she trusted, a 

man on her caseload, together with a target. Getting the assignment board 

to transfer the target to the coal gang 'Where the aggressor worked, she aimed 

to change the aggressor by getting him to identify with the target's difficul

ties. In the meantime~ the target was being schooled by the aggressor to 

avoid da~gerous situations. In another case, a cotmselor quietly transferred 

a target to the block vhere the target's best friend lived. 

Issues Concerning Staff Action 

1be lav enforcement approach to the victimization problem generally stops 

when physical safety, i.e •. , protection from sex B.l3sault, is insured. Beyond 
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this, few custody-minded administrators recognize the con~itiqn as calling for 

improvement. Because custody prevents sex assault, they believe the problem 

of sex aggression in their prisons is controlled. 

The following exchange of memos highlights this view, and contrasts it with 

the mental health orientation: 

Counselor to Ruperintendent: Resident indicated a fear for his 

life ••• according to him, this stems from the fact that inmates 

have been placing their hands on his body, spitti~g in his face, 

generally harassing him with sexual overtures as veIl as physical 

threats. After interviewing this resident~ I intervieved an 

inmate who also is a member ?f B Company and he stated that 

many of the problems of this individual were brought about by his 

I own actions ••• Residents present complaints are based on his in-

adequacy and manner in which he attempted to alleviate his fears 

on the gallery. Not in danger of severe physical harm •••• does 

not normally fit the criteria of one ~ho •••• is in a protective 

problem. 

[Recommendation]: 1) Refer to psychiatrist, 2) Remove from 

present protective situation. The inmate should not be allowed 

to be placed in such a comfortable situation which only appears 

to reinforce his desire to remain out of population. 

And the superintendent replies: 

" Superintend~nt to Counselor: Please counsel the inmate that ve 

do not have idle company and if he wants to shorten his in car-

ceration', he must show positive participation in programs. If 

.~~.......:-- - --------'----- ------- ~-----~. ~---



he is afraid of other inmates, advise him to co-mingle only in 

areas where supervision is constant. 

As we have seen, the perception ot aggression can be as troublesome as 

aggression itself. It custody is only interested in trouble, and not in 

troublesomeness, a portion of the real problem receives no attention. 

Even where the mental health perspective predominates, 

obstacles can stand in the 'Way ot some amelioI'f'.tlon efforts. FoI" instance, 

public policy places sharp restrictions on racial segregation, a move that 

many ata.:f't knmr 'Would make tearf'Ul vhi tea feel better, Of course, segre

gation occurs tmywe.y, to a. certain extent. Week Company is a predominately 

vhi te division, and intormaJJ.y in the yard, there are ethnically homogeneous 

cliques. Prison jobs and housing area.s, hOl.ever, must n!main integra.ted 

unless strong mitigating factors call for segregation. Since there are, at 

least in the youth prison, few whites to go around, the strongest whites, 

or the ones assumed to be strongest, are sprinkled arotmd the prison. 'Some 

tiers have 3 or 4 vhi tea among 30 to 40 blacks and Puerto Ricans: humerous 

targets come from this pool. Indeed, there is some logic in having at least 

some 'Whi tea 'Working in the It! tchen rather than having e.ll of them working as 

clerks under the eyes of officers. But the integration issue takes flexi

bility away ~rom staff. 

Another obstacle is the size and complexitJ of the prison organization. 

An individual prisoner's physical existence is directed by numerous staff 

members, some who never physically see him. When a problem 1B perceived by 
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one staft member, the route may be long and twisted before anything is done 

about the problem by another etaft member, especially for concerns vieved as 
. 

not matters of life or death or physical ,health. Staff ~o achieve solutions 

must often be persistent, vocal (and to other staff, obnoxious) advocates of 

prisoners' welfare. 

AI3 we have seen, prisons cOD,tain staff actively invel ved in handling 

the problem of sexua.l aggression. The problem is recognized, and there are 

formal and informal procedures in effect to manage it. The question rc-

mains how much 'We can blame on sta.t'f, as sOn\e commentators generoualy do. 

Carroll, paralleling Scacco and Friar and Weiss, states , for exampl-e: 
. 

'ftseems Unlikely that they vould pursue a vigorous policy ot 

prevention. Guards have a strong interest in the maintenance 

of atomization and conflict among priBonern. As long as each 

prisoner "does his awn time ll or conditions approach a "vax 

of all against all," there will be no effective challenge to 

the position and power of the custodians. It is thus in the 

interest of the guards to adopt a lax posture with respect to 
6 

biracial sexual ass8.u1 ts. 

Our research ~plies a different interpretation of the staff'role. We have 

suggested that sexual aggressors otten enter prison vith well-defined pat-

tern!!J of violent behavior. Prisons are crovd.ed, and management and program 

needs call. for inmates to intermingle. ConBidf!l,ring that the factors that 

attract aggressors are &lv~1!I present in the population, some level of sex 



aggression s~em5 to be almost inevitable in any prison with the usual com

bina.tion of iIllIUltes (potential aggressors and potential targets). The costs 

of' custodial solutions, in tenns of civil, rights violations, extreme con

trols, and movement restrictions ~ nmat be considered as part of the inter

vention. We turn to this problem in our last chapter. 

------------------ -------------~~ 
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THE FINDINGS 

The Issue of Violence 

About half the incidents we 

Of this violence, half comes 

gets; : the rest comes 
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disCllSS. feature physical violence. 

l'rom aggressors attempting to coerce tar

from targets reacting to threats 

or perceived threats. Violent reactions are instrumental for targets in the 

sense that they end more incidents than any other reactions. After the fight, 

targets tell us, aggressors leave them alone, and they can move around the 

prison ,rith less fear, and can feel better about themselves. 

Most men we intervie'ved hold attitudes and values supporting a violent 

olution to the problem of being a target. Many inmates see violence as the 

medium for the message that one is straight, uninterested in sexual involve

ment, or that one is tough, and not a prospect to "get over on." Others say 

that violence is the best self-defense available, because it unambiguously 

lets the a.ggressor know the consequences of his behavior if he persists. In 

prison, target violence usual~leads to an improved self-image and a more 

favorable status among other prisoners. Fellow inmates, looked to for guidance, 

school new inmates to accept this solution. Staff support target violence 

and back up their counsel with a flexible disciplinary process, exempting some 

inmates from punishment when they fight to uphold their manhood. 
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other psychological factors complement these values and favorable attitudes 

toward violence. As we have seen, anger is characteristic of the target emotion-

al response, and the irritation caused by'aggressors can itself lead to tar-

gets exploding in unshheduled and uncalculated vays. As in ethology, we see 

a li~~ here between fear, anger and aggression. Threatened men, angered men, 

can become aggressive and turn aggressors into victims. 

Aggressors, of course, initiate as much violence as targets. We trace 

this "exploitative violence" to cultural patterns learned on the street, in 

the communities that aggressors come from, where aggressors are members of 

"subcultures of violence. 1I Part of the impact on targets relates to the tar-

gets confronting, often for the first time in their lives, unfamiliar high 

levels of violent behavior. In facing aggressors with their violent connota-

tions, the targets perceive themselves to be in danger: feeling that they 

may be raped or killed, they experience stress reactions caused by fear. 

If prisons are supposed to treat criminality, men being socialized into 
. 

upholding violence defeat such an aim. If prisons are to fairly punish, 

their punishment falls unequally and unfairly when milder offenders suffer fear 

of violence at the same time as more hardened offenders enjoy exploitation. 

If prisons are presumed to incapacitate, the goal 1a mocked by criminal vic-

lence thriving beh!llnd the walls. Yet prison staff can only do 80 much. Part 

of the proble~ of violence (target reactions) appears to be an adaptation to 

prison life, a yay of coping w1thpossible victimization. Another type of 

violence (aggressors' exploitatio~) reaches back into the social history of a 

group making up the prison population and is reinforced in prison. 
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Issue of Impact on Targets 

Most commentary exaggerates the rate and impact of sexual assault while 

underestimating the importance of lesser forms of sexual victimization. Our 

intervieww with victims o~ sexual assault show that crises and social stigmati

zation attend the event and that, :for a time, victims are hard-pressed to 

cope with wbat bas happened to them. We do not find, however, the sexual 

identity change or chronic victimization assumed in the literature. Nor do 

we find victimB expressing the embitterment toward society that some vriters 

attribute to them. 

What we do find is impact on all targets - not just victims - in the shape 

of rage, fear, tension, crisis, sel~-iaolation, and suspicion. Attitudes 

bout race and violence seem to change. But we know little about the long

effect any of these relatively immediate responses may produce. This 

10 an area of inquirl that stUdents of penology must look into by means of 

long :U;udinaJ.. studies. 

n== . 



A major conclusion of this work is that impact is not direc~ly 

related to the level of force deployed or to the "objective" danger of 
, 

the environment. Players, pimps, propositioners, as we see, seldom get 
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anywhere with their approaches and custodial staff and single cells protect 

almost all men from gorillas. Virtually. all,targets, ' even by the most inept 

actions, avoid being pushed into homosexual activity by fast-talking players. 

Threats seem to bring compliance only in rare situations when targets are 

cornered, cannot escape physically, and no staff are around. Yet~ targets still 

react to threats and propositions as though they could be victims. To 

a great extent, the impact of the experience is based on the perception of 

danger rather than danger itself. 

Concern tor reducing violence related to target reaqtions could thus 

focus on increasing targets' confidence in being able to handl~the situation 

without the drastic measures currently employed. If, indeed, most aggressors 
to 

fail/achieve sexual aims, yet targets think.that there is a likely chance of 

their being victims, then violent target reactions, coming from fear, are 

e&flsd ott !aisreading' the·- s1 tuation •. ,To the degree targets can be convinced 

their environment is not as dangerous as they think it is, violence - and 

damaging emotional reactions as well - will be reduced. 

Administrative, and Policy Issues 

Our survey, along with others like it, shove a rate of sexual assault in 

well run priaons approximating the rate of heteroaexual rape on the street. 

Nowadays, admtnistratoro are generally able to pro'tect moat men from. sexual 

assault. In ita less flagrant forms, of course, sex aggression can thrive in 

the most w~ll run modern iI~atitutions, for much of it falls outside the pur

view of custody concerns. 
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Rates of sexual aggression, as we define the term~vould seem likely to remain 

constant unless there is a change in the human or social ecology of the pri-

son cOl:1ll'llU!lity. Rates of sexual assault, 'on the other hand, such as tbose 

reported in the Philadelphia study,must fluctuate drastically (especially in Jails) as 

administrative competence and concern fluctuates. Custody cannot stop the 

problem, but it c an take . measures. to control it. 

One such control measure which seems of limited value, consists of 

bringing police and courts into the picture. Even though our sample is 

biased by the numbers of aggressors and victims ve found through official 

sources, in our study only one incident resulted in aggressors being re-

ferred to court, and a year a.fter the assault neither one of the tvo aggres-

sors in the incident had been tried. The Philadelphia report notes a simi-

lax picture:out of an estimated 2,000 assaults, only 26 could be turned over 
~ 

to the police for prosecution. In prison, victims fear testifying, inmate 

observers vil1 not come forward as witnesses, ~d staff can observe little 

illegal se::rua.l behavior. Even if staff are eager to obta.in convictions ~ vic-

tima fear becoming "ra.ts It during the remainder of their sentences, and are 

justifiably reluctant to face the humiliation and embarrasament that comes 

'When one openly reveaJ.s one's "108s of manhood." Consequently, victims sel-

dom urge the pre5sing of charges, esp~cially when such a solution increases 

the chances of further victimi~ation. 

Even vhen cases of sexual assault are prosecuted in the courts, evidentiary 

standards make cOllviction difficult. Delays make the extended isolation of 

participants (victims, inmate witnesses, and aggressors) a necessity. The one 

-----------.-----------.-.--.-~ ... ----- ... ~---.--.------.------
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ase in our study where aggressors were indicted caused endless trouble for 

administrators, witnesses, the victim, and for the aggressor defendants. Cor-

recti anal law. prevented the aggressors !roJ;). being sent to the "boxll for more 

than 60 days. Witnesses and the victim had to be separated from aggressors and 

protected from harm. Forced transfers and forced isolation were the only solu-

tions. It is not surprising that victims often give up their intentions to 

press charges and that the initial courage of Borne inmate witnesses fades. 

Moreover, prosecution of' aggressors can do little to improve the situa-

tion we describe in this dissertation. Much of the aggressor behavior ve 

describe is not provably illegal. While some threats and attacks may con-

stitute bonafide violation of criminal codes, anything less than sexual as

sault is not likely to receive much attention in the courts. Threats and 

ghts are the daily fare of prison: they are tolerated, viewed as normative 

behavior, and nothing to get upset over. Few prisoners or prison staff would 

be willing to define threats and minor scuffles as law violating, although 

they may be seen as breaches of prison discipline regulations, Attaching legal 

blame ~~y also be difficult in many of the incidents ve describe. Motives and 

intentions tend to be entangled in a complex interaction. 

Nor should increasing the numbers of guards in the-'prison have 'an appreciable 

effect. The'~d::mpact6'W'e have been discussing are linked to how men viev their 

world rather than to factual descriptions of that world. The clearest proof of 

this fact comes from our interviews with men in the youth prison, a paragon of 
2 

what Oscar Newman calls "defensible apace." The most severe target reactions -
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the highest rate at 'target incidents - occur among youth pr:lson imnates, 

the inhabitants of a bastion of rigid custodial perfection. The architectural 

design of the prison calls for inmates being under the eyes of staff whenever 

out of their single cells. Guards march men through the halls by "Companies." 
~ 

There are, enough officers, they are vell-trained/and ~ork under excellent 

supervi sian. 

Of course, in the prisons vhere our incidents take place, men could be 

locked up more. Free movement could be restricted even more than it is. Ul-

timately, all prisoners could be isolated from contact with one another. But 

we suspect that, even were such draconian measures to be taken, aggressors 

would somehow get their message across to targets. Increasing custody reaches 

a point of obvious diminishing returns. 

Some argue that architectural alterations will reduce the problem of 

victimization, and single cells are frequently mentioned as a solution. Yet 

most of our incidents take place in a system that gives every man a secure 

single cell. In prison systems lacking them, the single cell can be l'eCOln-

mended as an improvement. But as we see by our research, 'the problem can be 

expected to endure in diverse physical settings" 

Some blame th!1 19rgenessof penitentiary for the victimization problem, 
3 

claiming that smaller institutions are safer~ Yet, at least in the study by 

Bartollas, Miller, and Dinitz, sexual vict).mization thrives in suppo'sedly 

humane "cottage" settings. We may also recall that there are substantial capi-

tal investment in large penitentiaries. 

In contrast to the arguments for increasing custody, aome students see a 

solution in decrea.sing the control st/aff nO'\olt ha.ve over men, Buffun, for example, 

sa ::::so. 
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his argument on Gagnon and Simon's explanation of sex aggression as a 

symbol of masculinity ~ thus states: "Prisons t rigid rules and pra.ctices act 

to strip inmates of their masculinity~ while a better fraternization between , 4 
guarda and in:.mates might gi va the prisoner new confidence in himself'. " And 

Gagnon and Simon suggest the possibility that: 

By increasing coercion one increases the pressure to divide 

inmates from one another, and one decreases their capacity for 

self-expression and self-control. As the pressure builds, 

there may vell be:a tendency for homosexual relationshi~s to 

increase in importance to the :lnraate population as a reaction 
5 

to the intensity of the pressure. 

Paradoxically, this i~lies that increasing targets' 

protection through custody measures may create a system that causes aggressors 

to have a greater need to express them2elves through exploitative activity. 

Certainly, aggressors should not be given free rein on the basis of a still 

problematical theory. Even if there is a chance that reducing staff presence 

mi3ht york, prisons have an obligation to protect men that precludes experi-

~nts reducing custody. 

Along with ~lnctions such as security and treatment, classification can 

have the aim of protecting vulnerable men. Potential targets can be placed in 

the least threa~ening physical and social situations. Courts and penologists 
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recognize this principle and nowadays a common recommendation to relieve sex 

aggression is "proper classification.,,6 

If a classification scheme were base~ on a statistical portrait of the man 

likely to be a target, virtually all young white inmates would have to be 

considered at risk. To physically separate such targets from potential aggressors 

would call for segregating prisons on a racial basis. Considering the equally 

pressing concern for integration, such a move is not an option which is available 

to administrators of pUblic institutions. Advocates of integration, however, should 

recognize that there is some suggestion that the curreht situation may actually 

result in an increase in inter-racial tension and nega~ive attitudes. 

Resistance to ethnic classification could come from white inmates themselves. 

Forcing men to live in certain.prisons or certain areas within a prison may 

violate plans men make for themselves. M~~y prisoners prefer coping with sex 

aggression to being the objects of an intervention shuttling them to places they 

dislike. Such men would particularly resent the assumption that they cannot 

(or have not) handled life problems successfully themselves. And inmates are 

unlikely to sacrifice benefits on the strength of a statistic,~ prediction of 

danger. 

Another issue is special classification, for which only the most vulnerable, the 

most traumatized, or the ones who request separation on the basis of fear could 

7 be considered. And, in fact, this practice occurs formally in Coxsackie and 

informally in other prisons. The strategy seems to work well, although it often 

serves men 'Who have already had rough experiences. The bi.ggest problem we face 

- -
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if ve expand such procedures is the stigma issue. A label can follow men for 

a long time and can e~fectively reduce the help given by special classification, 

even making future victimization more probable. 

For years, in New York State and elsevhere t "sissy companies" provided 
. 

safe havens for targets and potential targets. While offering physical pro-

tection, these companies also tended to restrict men to certain areas and to 

deny them privileges enjoy~d by the main. population. Consequently, there has 

been a move a ... ~ from II s issy companies." They have been abolished in New 

York's prisons, for example, and federal standards now discourage their use 
8 

in protecting the physically attractive. Any plan grouping targets or po-

tential targets, hovE!!ver, runs the risk of merely creating a ne", "sissy com-

pany" under differen~G headings. 

For years, classification has worked under the premise that separating 

the yows from the old helps to protect younger men from exploitation. Our 

data suggest that sex aggression is concentrated in youth facilities,which 

implies that classification on age alone not only fails to solve the problem 

but ma::r increase it. youth prisons can give more peer support and more peer 
~ 

temptation to exploitation, and possible restraining influences from older 

men are absent. An Daniel Glaser notes, youths might feel less pressure in a 
9 

mixed age jnstitution than in an all youth facility. 

Issues Posed by an Educational ~~proach to Reform 
" , 

In an educational model of reform, one tries to improve a situation by giv-

ing participants relevent knowledge. ~(o such recommendations address the 
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problem of sex aggression: 1) providing sex education for the prison population, 

and 2) training targets in manipulative and self-defense skills. 

Sex education, involving "tacts" about homosexuality, may serve to legiti

mize the behavior as much as to stamp it out, as has occurred in programs deal

ing with drug abuse through drug education. Another objection is the speed 

that would be necessary for the measure to be effective. We know that both 

targets and aggressors can become inve1 ved in incidents very early in their 

sentences. Many of our incidents occured in reception populations, within 

'Weeks. after the men entered prison. Sex education program ;rould have to be 

given very early as part of orientation. 

The training of targets in self-defense and manipulative skills is al

ready done, informally when staff and peers "advise" targets to "stand up" for 

themselves~ The side effects of· this strategy are troublesome, because What 

is basically taught is the desirability of responding violently. Moreover, 

some men, to vhom assertiveness is "ego-eJ..ien," cannot avail themselves of 

"ideal type" strategies. Violence-related solutions,yhether formally or 

informally inculcated, go counter to the correctional aim of socializing men 

tOvmrd constructi~~ resolution of life problema. 

Issues Po~ed by Human Rela~ions and Pragmatic Approaches 

Staff, it is sometimes argued, should become more "concernedll about inmates, 

should "care" more, be more interested in helping. In observing staff behavior, 

lie tind. no lack of "conce:rn" or Hcare" for inmates vi th problems. Many staff, 

A_ 2 ::::o:====::u:::: 
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of course, are relatively insensitive to any problem lacking obvious objective , 

referents. Even if a staff member is willing to aid a~risoner with a 'problem 
, 

based on stibjeqtive estimates of danger, the issue of what course of action the 

st~ff.member should take ~emains. Staft empathy comes mostly into play 

after incidents are over. Few prisoners share their incipient difficulties 

with staff, so that staff come into the picture lOOs~ly at the "crisd.s inter-

vention" stage. 

Based on the theory that sex aggression stems from frustration, it has 

been suggested that increased programming for education and economic advance-

ment in prison viII reduce the level of sexual aggression. It is argued that 

better programs viII give potential aggressors healthier outlets than sex ag-

sion for masculine expression. Gagnon and Simon, the forerunners of this 

idea, write that improved prison programming viII give "alternative modes of 

self-expression for those social and psychological needs Yh~.ch, because of 
10 

the current structure of the male prison, result in homosexuality." Da-v'is 

mirror~ this notion in attributing the events he describes in the Philadelphia 

report to two main causes: 1) inadequate guard supervision end 2) inadequate 

programming. Along vi th recO-'iIDlending more gueu-ds, thus, Davis recommends 
11 

a.thletic, vocatioD.a1 and educational progra.ms. 

Our chapter on aggressors, hO\Tever, shows continuity between behavior on 

the street and behavior in the prison. Aggressors seem to be members of a 

" subculture of violence, II and are shaped more by community or cultural forces 

than by any forces inherent in prison • Compulsi ve masculilli ty, indeed, may 

...o..-_______ .... iM .. · _______ ---' ________ ~ ______ _'_____ ______________ _ 



enter the picture, but,if so, it is to~d well before coming to prison and 

is probably caused more by f~milY,Btructure than by prison life. 

Irrespective of their origins, altering such dispositions would be a dif-

ficult ,task. Programs a.inl~d at cht>.nging norll'J2.tively supported conduc'c must 

struggle against such factors as susceptibility to group .j~~oxication and the 

resistan~e posed by coherent group value systems. Moreo-ver, al thd'~h our . .... 

research shoW'S that aome aggressors become kncrwn to authorities after :tnC±-

dents, most remain unkno'Wn. And. predicting aggressors from background data, 

according to our findings, is impossible because aggressors share the charac-

'teristics of other violent offenders to a remarkable extent. 

Providing Al ternati va Sexual Outle'ts 

Another line of reasoning advocates correcting the problem by providing 

more acceptable sexual outlets for prisoners. And while commentators discount 

sexual motive, aggressor!! tell us they are bothered by sexual deprivation and 

seek contact for sexual stimulation. Yet conjugal visits would not help ag-

greasors. At least in our study, very few aggr1!!ssors are legally married or 

hav-e common law wi:fss. Many aggressors are too young to have vives, und 

others are so violent and so recidivistic that they laek enough street time 

to form relationships. 

Aggressors alao seem to be left out of home furlough programs because they 

fail to meet the cri terie.. Officials a..-e r~luctant to release aggressors on 

home furlough because they are manifestly violent end because their institution-

al behavior is poor. As we he.,re seen, aggressors tend to accumulate inordinate 
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s of disciplinary inrre-ctions of ell types. And they seem especially 

likely to accumulate violent "tickets,lt f"urther indication of their d.e.ngerol.lsness. 

Sentencing 

In all probability, there is not much that can be or 'rill be done with:i.n prison 

to greatly alter the condition 'We deseri be in this dissertation. Sentencin.g, 

however, could a.l tel' the pict.ure by reroving targets or victims from prisOtl. 

We have seen tha.t meny target:B a.....--e "non-dangerous II offenders. If a. policy 

assigning non-violent offenders to community alternatives had been in ef'felct 

during our period of research, the numbers of targets available to us for 

intervievs would have been fu'astica.l1y reduced. 

The man most likely to bl~ a ta.rget is also the man most likely to meet 

cri teria for a community corrections program. Some of - our targets who 

. the most seyerly victimized vere serving sentences for minor bur

glaries, drunk drl nng, marijuana possession, and joyriding. An increased 

awareness of the trouble such men face doing time lIOuld have reduced the in

centive for sentencing them to teI~ in a state prison. 

--------~ 
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APPENDIX A: DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS 

Target Interviev Schedllle 
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A. Description of seJrual advances from the perspective of the person receiving 

them. 

B. Description of the physical and verbal response of the person receiving 

the advance. 

C. Description of the thoughts and feelings of the person receiving the advance 

'Which includes: 

1. attitudes towards violence, homosexuality, race, prison staff 

(e.g., can they help me?), 

2. i~~ediate thoughts and feelings following specific sexual incidents, 

3. thoughts and feelings regarding the current living situation, and 

immediate thoughts and feelings following specific sexual incidents. 

D. Description of living patterns that have resulted from sex pressure. 

E. Descriptions of peer and staff intervention. 

F. Inmate ideas about solutions to their problem. 

G. Relationship of sex pressure to other problems. 

Random Interview Schedule 

1. What places of confinement have you been in? 

2. Was sex ~ressure a problem in those places? 

3. Did you have to deal with this problem? (If yes, go to target/victim interview 

flchedule) • 

4. GI'!neral questions about sexual aggression. 



Staff Intervie~ Content 

A. Perceived magnitude of the problem. 

B. Examples of principles relating to the 'resolution of typical cases. 

C. Recent history of the problem, as experienced. 

D. Staff views of the target of force. 

E. Types of advice given to inmates by staff, both formal and informal. 

F. Staff ideas about solutions and obstacles to solutions. 

, L--_. _______________________________ _ 
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. Code Number _A_8 _____ _ 

Ihte' interviev10d 5175 

Dote Recoived at Roneptton Conter 1/~4 . , . 

received at interviewing instttution same Parole eligibiltty date 11/74 

Date 6177._ l·!axtlllUl'll Sentenoe_·_4 __ 

Present crtme_ Started his apartment on ~ire - night. 

'nate of birth 1/51 Aga. ___ Height 5'11" ~retght_15_0 __ Color _w_h_it_e __ 

. 16 Age loft school. ___ _ 

dishwasher 
Occupation ,- .. , .-

Highest Grade below H .. S. Grad __ 8 __ _ 

.- unknown 
Income on Arrest '-----

utica • life Residence on Arrest, __________________________________ No of years __________ _ 

married 
l'~rttal status ________ _ 

Previous Offenses 

Year Conviction Distlosition 

none 

Time in Juvenile Instttutlons ___ n_o_n_e ________________________ ~---________ __ 

I a Id It T ~ only on current of~ense 1l..1.0 I.n \ u _n,,~L:.\{"'i.ons __________________________ _ 

" 



(Data Shoet Cont.) 

none lent convictions, descriptions ---------------------------------

.. Residence in tn.:mtal hea.lth factltty Matteawan 
----~~~-----------------

stated sexua~ identity Homosexual St~aight 

Famt1,y hisiQry;tcj a.ge'.lB';"' :p,arents divorced in 1964. Lived 'With mother. 

• Verbal missing V
:t.. missing 

Non erual ._---,....--
Psychtatl'i.c Diagnosis 11 schizophrenia , chronic, undiffer'entiated type" 

Note. 4/74 " delusional and paranoid ideations. Threatens to harm correction 

officers and other inmates. 
II 

Suicide attempts yes no 

l~\lr.bor ~ ... .f dts, ... ,~ .. "011n<"· ... r'V' -t .... ,.f ... ""!t~t.1 n't.'.~ ~ ,. _ ~_L .OJ - ____ - s.nce rCCelVCQ on current offense 

Violant. It II 

-
em"rant l::)\lsing location 

• 

Invalid Company 

., . , 

" \I " If 

11 

-----
o 

.. 
'. 

11, 
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Data Sheet (cont.) ',' 

Was a ,.wman head of household during childhood? Yes. No. Unknown. 

How long? __ ~a~ft __ er __ a~g~e __ l~3 __ ~ ___________________________ __ 
" 

Was a father figure in the home? XeS~ No. Unknown. 

Row long? .. until a.ge 13 

Evaluation of participation in sports in Elmira Reception 

Center. Active. Participated 4 Not active. ~~ 

Parents income. Yelfate .... 0-2,999. 3,000-5,999. 6,000 -7499. 7,500-9,999. 
10,000 and ovel:'. 

number of sihilingso _______ m_i_s_s_in_g ______________________ -

Girlfriend on street when busted? 
wi:f"e Yes. No. Unknown.~~~ 

utica. Place where grew upo __________ ~ __ ----------__ --__ --__ --__ --__ __ 

- .-

" 

; . . . , .. 
I 

. " 
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APPENDIX B: DATA ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS 

Sample Coding Form 

The Victimization Incident Form 

A 8 106 Attica Referral 
• Code number - • 2. ID number ___ _ 3. Sample ___ _ 

4. Stage of incarceration on current offense when incident takes place. 

15 months after Reception. First transfer institution. 

Auburn 5. Name of tnstitution __ _ 

6. Type of insti tution __ A_dul_t_p_r_i_s_o_n ____________ ___ 

cell block and yard 
7. Locatio-r;! of incident in the institution. __________ _ 

8. Duration of incident over 18 days 
----------------------------------------

------------------------------"--------------------------------~. 
9. Time of day (if applicable) _____________ ~ __ _ 

• Are other inmates (non-aggressors) involved?~No. Miising. 

11. If yes, what is involvement? friends of tar~et tell aggressor 

to leave tarset alone 

12. Does incident involve yiolence'l Yes..No.. Mis sing. 

(If yes, go to Violent Incident Form) 

14. Does staff know about incident? ~ No. Missing. 

(If yes, go to Staff Involvement in Incident Form) 

15. Age (If target at time incident takes place ___ 2_2 ____ _ 

16. Did tal'get recei.ve peer advice on how to handle the problem? ~No. Missing. 

If yes, what advice? Told he should have told his friends earlier so they 

could have helped him. 



(The Victimization Incident Form, page 2) 372 

How many aggressors are involved? 1 

of black aggressors ___________ 1 __________ _ 

19. N of P.R. aggressors -------------------
20. N of white aggressors -----------------
2l. N of other aggressors ----------------

" Well, 1 k I ttin 22. What remarks does aggressor make to targetL 00, am ge g 

fucking tired of you bul1shitting me around. Now I am going to get something 

from you or... I got something for you." 

, 
23. What do aggressors peers do during the incident? ----------------------------

other aggressor characteristics mentioned by target ------------------------------
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Diagram of Victimization Incident 

A-8 number __ _ 106 
In number Sample 

Attica Referral 
---

Aggressor Target __ 

Propositions target in cell block ---~ Refuses politely 

;Propositions continue ___ -------...--..:~;,. Polite refusals continue 

Propositions target ~-.---------'--------~'.~-.~~~ Target locks himself in, refuses to go 
to work or meals. Tells staff about 
the problem. Is keeplocked by the 
adjustment committee for a week, for 
refusing to Y7ork. No staff action 
against aggressor, who is not told by 
target the reason for th~ keeplock. 

Threatens to harm target unless 
he goes with him. (in the yard). 

Irarget m.oves to different cellblock. 

-.. ~---> Target informs staff of threat. Is locked 
up for his protection. Aggressor is locked 
up for one day. Target transfers to 
Attica. 

I 
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The Subjective Reaction to Victimization Form 

1. Code number A-a 2. ID number 106 3. Sample Attica Referral 

Scared/c9nfused/nervous / 
4. Describe subjective ren.ction tense 

5. Describe sequence of emotional impacts from beginning to end and after 

6. Describe statel.lents relatin~ to confusion, paralysis, inability to 

respond, flounderinG, etc. "a lot of confusion ••. I rea~ly didn't know what to do.1! 
. ... 
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Describe tarc;ot's aBzensment of his physical danr,cr at the time of 

he incirlcnt he thought the man 'Would try something violent 

8. Does tarGet expres::> havinc felt fear durinr: the inciclent? Yes No ~'1issinr;. 

If He felt him~elf threatened. Put himself in protection YCG, describe --------
and keeplock from fear. 

9. Does tarcet express a need for help or describe efforts to seek help 

during or after the incident? Yes No Missing. 

10. Does tarGet have suicidal thoughts after the incident? Yes No Missing. 

If yes, describe 

11. Is their a suicidal gesture afterward? Yes No Missing • 
..... 

If yes, describe motive and deterrent --------------------------------

------~~~-.---------------------.-----------------------------------.---------------

__ 'tl._, ___________________________________________________ _ 

12. Does target feel anger or have other eXl!losiye reaction? Yes -:r:fo j'1issin~ • 

. b Said he told staff he would attack aggressor i.f he ·.,as 
lJ yes, descrl e --------------------------------,--------------------

not; :put in protection 
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(rrhe Subjective Heaction to Victimization Form, pac;e 2) 

3. Does target express phYsical complaints relatins to anxiety, tension, or stress? 

..Y.e.s.- no Hissi.ne;. If yes, der:'~~i..be "on the verge of a 

nervous breakdown ••• it got too much for me." 

14. Is there any expressed impact on sexual identity? Yes No :'!issinc;. 

If yes, des~ribe ____________ . ___ ~ ________________________________________ ___ 

15. Descrfbe _~e different alternatives the target considers for 

solvine his problem and the expressed considerations for or aGainst 

these alternatives 
Avoid aggressor. Go to stsff. Tell friends. Lock 

---------------------------------------------------------
himself in. 

16. vfllat solution is adopted? __ T_r_~_·e_d __ al __ l __ t_h_r_e_e ________________ .__.. ________ .__.._ 

17. Hhy? __ F_e_a_r_O_f'_s_e_xu __ al __ a_t,_t_a_c_k_. ________________________ _ 

---------""'-
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Violent Incident Form 

1. Code nunbcr ---- 2. ID ntl."nber --- 3. Sample __ _ 

4. Describe cause for violence 
----------------~-------------------------

5. Describe amount of violence depJ.oyed ------------------------------------

6. Does the aBeressor first employ violence to intimidate the 

target.? Yes lio ?-1issing. 

7. Is this a clear-cut violent tareet response to a verbal aggressor 

aPPl'oach? Yes. 1'[0. !.tisninc;. 

8. Did tarc;et receive peer advice to act violently? Yes. No. ~-1issin~ • 
. ... 

9. Do non-am~ressors become involved in the violence? Yes.Ho. ~.lissing. 

If yes, describe __________________________________________________ __ 

_ ,_~·_w ____________ · _______________________________ _ 

10. n",:,cribe any peer involvements "thich :i.ncrease or decrease potential 

fUt" violence. -----------------------------------------
--.. -~ .. ~-------------------------------------
_~.oo;:<t..,""'_' ________________ . _____________________________ _ 



(Violent Incident Form , paGe 2) 
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11. Does participant give r.1otives and reasons for violence? Yes. No. ~Hssinr:. 

If yes, describe ________________________________________________________ _ 

Ilt. What effect does tarr.;et claim the violence has had.? 

15. Describe relation of use of violence to incident outcome ____________________ _ 

l6.Describe relation of violence to subsequent career of the target ________________ __ 

.... 
17. Describe subsequent relations between violent particip.ants __________________ __ 
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Staff Involvement in Incident Form 

1. Code number____ 2. ID munber __ ___ 3. Sample 

4. \Yhat staff know of incident? ----------------------------------------
Sergeant. Shop foreman. Adjustment c?mmittee. 

5. Describe how they know ___ T_8X __ g_e_t __ t_e_l_l_s __ t_·h_em __ • __________________________ __ 

6. Is some staff action taken? Yes. No. Hissing. 
Aggres sor locked up for one day. Target pt.t in 

1::- J'MJ.) Jescri be ----------------------------------------.. ---------protective keeplock and transfered to Attica. 

7. Does staff Give advice to target? Yes No Hissing 

If yes, describe Start yelling if anyone attacks you and we will come 

ovel'. 

. .. 
8. Does staff make other connnents about incident to target? Yes No >11 ssing 

If If you don't want protection, what can we do? yes, describe _________________________________________________________ __ 

A fH:'rgeant calls him a "fucking nut" and states sending him to Attica will 
•.. ~ •... ~~-----------------------------------------------------------

"stl"('.:'ighten his ass out." 

9. Is target satisfied .... dth staff management of incident? Yes No ~.li5sine; •. 

I 





(Stuff Involvement in +pcident Form, pur,e 2) 380 

10. If incident involves violence, do staff know about violence? Yes No ~1is5ine; 

11. If yes, do staff know the sexual nature of this violence? Yes No Missinr,. 

12.Describe disciplinary action: 

keeplocked for refusing to go to work tarGct ______________________________________ ~-------------------------

a6r,ressor ____ ~k~e~e~p~1~o~c~k~e~d~f~o_r __ on __ e __ da~y~ ____________________________________ __ 

13. Describe any stuff involvement thut increases or decreases the violent 

potential of incidentG ____________________________________________________ _ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

l4. If incident involves a suicide attempt, is it known to staff? Yes No :Hssing 

If yes, is the sexual aegression behind the attempt lmmm to staff? 

Yes No }Us~ing 

.... 
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Behavioral Reactions and Institutional Adjustments Form 

1. Code number 2. Sample __________ _ 3. ID number ----------

4. Describe statements about stiGma of special unit -----------------

5. Describe attitude about stigma ----------------------------------------

6. Descripe self-restrictions and restrictions of movement --------------------locked himself in 

.... 

7 .. Describe places avoided because of fear ________________________________ ___ 

8. Describe current feelinGs about safety and non-safety~. ____________________ __ 

distrusts most other prisoners 

*-
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